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: UNITED STATES 0O AMERICA

ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION

-In the Matteir of:

PEIULDELVHIA ELECTRIC COMPA!WY : Doc'et 1W. 50-171 (CP)

Auditorium,

Germantown, Maryland,

-1onday, December 18, 1961.

The above-entitled matter came on for hearing at

10:00 a. m., pursuant to notice.

BEFORE:

J. D. BOND, Presiding Officer.

APPEARANCES:

HUGEHE J. BRADLEY and VINCENT P, I9cDEVITT,
1000 CheBtnut Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvanfr4
on behalf of the Applicant.

WILLIAH M.GROSS and JOSEPH L. COIEN, on behalf of

Department-of fealth, Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.
... -Q

2. -1

1AWRENCE GOLDBERG, _
. Intervenor, Linited Appearance.

, .hk2W6

22
i

23

24

.7MAS*P. & F ENGIBARDT, .on behalf of the Staff of the

Atomic Energy Commission.
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L At

EXAMiNUh BOi-: The hearing will be. in session

his is a he ing on the application-of Philadelpho.

There has been a prehearing conference in this

mA tter to which some reference w;ill be made later.

This is the appointed time and place for the

hearing as specified in-the NIotice of Hearing which has been

published 0 -

I believe it appropriates first,, to h.ive stated

for the record the appearaces4 . On behalf of the applivant?

1RO BMADLEY. Vincent PO3 McDevitt and Eugene J.

Bradley, 1000 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia: appearing on

behalf of the applicant.

EXAJAINEh BOWD: Are you ready to proceed for the

applicant?

M1R. BRADLEY: Ready for the applicant,

EXAMINER BOND: Thank you.

On behalf of the AEC Staff?

MR. ENGELHARDT: Thomas F. Engelhardt, United

States Atomic Energy CommisIsion, Washington 25, D. C.

EXAMINER BOND: The Commonwealth-of Pennsylvania

has petitioned to intervene and that intervention has been

allowed.

I.- - ,
1-� - . .

E . -
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On behalf d the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania?

: R.' GRlOSS: WilliarA M1 Gros3 and Joseph L. Cchen,

.: Depatent af H6Liah, 1arrisburg, Pennsylvania.;

MkMIiERY BO.D: Thank .you...-.-..

Are you ready to proce on he a

Mr. Engelhardt?

PMR. EIIGELHAIRDT: The Staff is ready to proceed.

EXAMINTER BOIrD: Are you ready to proceedsMr, Gross?

MRo GIZOSS: 1e are ready to proceed, tjir.

EXAMiNER. BON;D: Are .there. other .appearances or -

persons desirring to participate in this Woceeding?*

MPRo GGilDBEjG: Is 'there provision for limited

appearances?

EXAMInER B010D: W!ouLd you please identify your-

selfand I shall anmwer -your question, of course,

Bin. GOLDBERG:. My name is L.twrence Goldberg. I.

have noticed Mr. Engelhardt~s presence 0  I understand

there are p17ovisions for limited appaerances,

EXAMINER BOND: That is corrrect 0

Have you consulted with Mr. Engelhardt?

MRo ENULJAIAhDT: We have been In correspondence,

E)AMINER BOND: Do:you have comnrentp, Mr.

Engelhardt?

4 -�. -v

. , Z , .

MBR ENGELHAILDT: I was aware that 14r, Goldberg

was intending to appear this morning . I- is ,notaar.i -
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ha-t capacity he tended to present himself 0 I have not-had

an opportunity to speak with him- previous to the commencement

of the proceedings because Mr. Goldberg had not identified..

himself to me up to this eoment -

MRO GOLDBE'RG;S Well, sire this is my first opportu-

nity to do so.

M1.' .JngelharcW is in a dual capacity. He is part

of the proceedings and also there shouldb1 some provisions

for persons to be here* Is there any cpestion in his mind

that this is an appearance on my part?

EXAMINER BOND: I would assume there is not, but

I believe under these circumstances that it Vill gain time

for all of us if at this point or shortly after this point

we have a brief recess during which time you and Mr. Engelhardt

may confer,.

EAr Engelhardt is counsel for the AEC regulatory

staff 0  In that role) he is in a.sense the counsel for the

public, the people0 s counsel in this proceeding,

I assume that is what you mean by "'dual capacity"?

MR. GOLDBERG: I meant he is busy where he is and

he perhaps did not have.a chance to meet with people who are

here who are supposed to see him.

EXAMINEftR BWMD, We will shortly have a brief recess

so that yway confer with him. Before; doing that, I wil

ask is-there present any -- o de + o ic
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.:-pate in this proceeding?

The absence of response indicates there Lr6 noe

Is there comment -upon or objection to the-ugges-.
MD ;. .r-,ce-- -s *.- -?

tionw*ich :1 have ajust tiethat we hve a brief re e.

M1R. BRADLEY: No objection.

MR. ENGELHARDT: jNo objeebtion .

LDRi. GROSS: No objection.

EXAMINER BOND: We uwill be. in recesrs for Appic,,imtate-

ly five Tninutes.

If you require longer tine, ur. Engelhardt ahd Mr,

Goldberg, make it known and it will be granted.

MR, GOLDBERG, Th'ank you.

( Short recessq) *

EXAMINER BOVD: The hearing wrill be i4BLUed.

MER. ENGEUIARDT: I have had an opportuniti.t&.

consult viitbi Mr. Goldbergc X believe now he is..,p~'c-.p

respond to your initial request.

EXAMINER BOND: Mr. Goldberg, Vjliat is your .posi.iou?

AR' .GOWDBE:G: I have an oral. statement "vhic1 I

would like Co make. if it would be possible, sir.

EXAmiNERBP'ND: That is all right. You iuay retain

possession ok it.V Thank you-

I vWould inqire1 first, do you wisg to offer this

as an oral unsworn statemnent pursuant to tfieCoCmmis`iooCs 5rule

* 0 ; to lhich your attehtion p7as invitedn - - - -
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5
MAR, GOLDBlRG: Yes, I doe

EXAMINER -BO:D: You" may proceed, If 5iou wizh, you

may take the witness -chir because a microphone and a chair

r are there proi:id;d.

-; . lb. O e he app licant, vin

seen Mr. Goldberg~s statement nor knowing the contents of

it, I am in no pozition to determine whether or not we should

oppose his entry of limited appearance in this case.

EXAMINER BOND: I it the intent of your statement

to reserve your position so that you may make a more definitive

statement if you deem it advisable upon hearing the statement?

MR, BRADLEY: If the statement is short, Mr. Bond,

I would like to see it in advance.

EXA191:ER BOND: Do you have 'copies of the statement,

Mr. Goldberg?

MJR.o GOLDBERG: Yes,, I do.

EXAMlINER BOND: Would you make a copy available to

applicants counsel?

The record will indicate that a request for copy

has been complied with;`

MR, BRADLEY: Will your Ionor indulge me for a

monment while I read it?

EXAMINER BOND: You may.

Before you comment further, Mr. Bradley, I believe

I should make clear to alIl perSO 'present .ha was. more
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.implied than bx-pressid in my earlier inquiry0

: l I my-understanding, Mr. Goldberg, that you

offer.'yourself as a. liited intervenor under Section 2o73l of

the Cmission~Ts hatit is y d rto Eiike an orala

risworb statement puisuant to that rule.

JR. GOLDBERG: That is correct, sir0

EXAMINER BOND:, Now, it is also my understanding

that if you wish to do so you may offer yourself as a witness

I

i
i�

i

I

I

i

to make a sworn statement upon which cross-examination may or

may not ensue.

Raving the election,is it your choice to make the

unsworn statement as you have indicated?

MR. GOLDBERG: Well, sir, I have no objection to

any other queries or inquiries or anything of that nature. My

intention is primarily to place on record * a position which I

believe is valid.

EXAkINER BOND: It is my view that the election

is yours as to whether you wish to make a statement or to offer

sworn testimony.

Is that clear to you?

MR. GOLDBERG: To offer a statement,that is correct,

sir,

EXAMINER BOND: A voluntary statement?

MR. GOLDBERG: Tbat is right.

; EXAMINER BOWD: Veryw'ell That is ca

X '.. .; -� . I .-

.,-�V . I
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.Mr.. Bradley , do you have: something?

MR- .'cBRADLEY: If the Examiner please, in the

limited timehIihave statement, I have had

soe diff iculty gra'spin- g'the.Mport of it. I do'-see referene

in it to constitutionality and other issues.

My only pos ition on it is that the Rules of Practice

of the Commission, specifically Section 2.731, provide that

with the consent of the Evaminer and upon due notice to the

parties such persons may make oral or written statements %with

respect to their position on the issues involved in the

proceeding.

I see nothing in. the statement of Mr.m Goldberg which

relates to the issuesinvolved in this proceeding.

I, therefore, want my objection be shown on the

record to his limited appearance for the purpose of making this

statement.,

EXAMINER BOND: The -ecord will indicate that you

I have e-.pressed your objection. I might say for the information

of the record and those present that I have not -seen or examined

{the proposed statement.

Is there comment on this matter, hr.Engelhardt?
2 MR. ENGELHARDT: The Staff has also not seen the

3 {content of the statement to be offered by Mr. Goldberg.

4 However, it is our feeling that we would not have

raised any objection to Mr. Goldberg presenting his statement.-,...:iD-.,:''''...... '' '' -- , ... ' -
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If he -does, in fact, raise matters of constitutional

issues., of course I think it is generally recognized that this

is not an issue to bed.considered certainly at this proceeding

and is generally accep ed as an issue fthat cannot be-determined

,by a regulatory agency j*,nam''ely'thlie 'constitutional'ity :of its ' . .

own statute.

However, as I indicated initially, the Staff. would

not have any objection to Mr. Goldberges reading his statement.

VIRo GOLDBERG: I dislike taking up your time like

this. I submit it is only a three or four or five minute state-

ment. I could have read it already 0

EXAMINER BOND: The reword, of course, in this

proceeding, I believe,indicates that Mr.Goldberg was informed

of the limited participation opportunities by letter of

December 5 th, 1961, of which letter a copy appears to have

been sent to applicant's counsel.

There has been some notification of an intention

to appear although not a full notification of what wasintended

to be said.

The cited rule provides, as has been pointed out,

that upon leave being granted, persons may make oral statements

upon the issues or matters in the proceeding.

The rule also provides that such persons may not

otherwise participate in the proceeding.

I am disposed under 'thi6-circumstances indicated here
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I to overrule the objection to permit Mr. Goldberg to make the

2 statement which he proposes.

3 You may proceed,: Mr. Goldberg.

i STATEMENT OF LARENCE. GOLDBERG

-- g MR. GOLDBERG: The Atomic Energy Act of.1954 is.

a unconstitutional as administered. In the very broadest sense

T this is so because the Act as administered has been contrary

g to the best interests of the people of the United States, is

| inimical to the long range security of the United States#

2| violoes provisions of the Constitution providing for equal

9i protection of the laws, subsidizes a vast sector of the

* economy at the expense of others, denying proper control and

( i> supervision to what has become in effect a Federal Atomic

1 Power Agency, transcends the intent of Congress and fails

$ to promote the general welfare as directed by the Constitution.

- The first Secretary of Defense, James Forrestal,

7 stated the constitutional problem well, declaring that all the

i knowledge which produced the atomic, energy program is the

3 property of the American people which the Administration could

20 not give away unless it were very ,sure that it was the sense

21 of the people that they should do so. Certainly this is not

X22 the sense of the people.

23 The mandate of the people is broad in its support

g of the vast public scientific establishment which it has

h .|sponsored.
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The actions of one Chairman wrongly used as precedent

for these proceedings; were quickly repudiated as was he by the

Congress of the United States. Personalt. repudiation is beside.

the ,point 4 ., .. ' ,. .;

The procedures which he used were also repudiated.

Wye are working out of them now and it is your duty

to set aside the procedures now in use.

Operating under broad legislative mandate, this

Commission should clear up the matter of how to progress in

these large establishments, with a broadly based public program

of multipurpose installations, generating power, providing

facilities for study of the processes involved, utilizing

all of the potential therein, both in fuel and in ideas,

without recourse to shoddy shell games to gobble up the nuclear

"peat" Let us not forget that the "peat" of special nuclear

material belongs to the United States. Neither the-Congres;

nor the American people ever intended to give away this

property.

How shouliwe progress?.

I refer to one guide, "'It is of great ikDportance

that the general public be given an opportunity to experience,

consciously and intelligently, the efforts and results of

scientific research. It is not suf ficient that each result

be taken up, elaborated and applied bya few specialists in :

the fii&:. - .
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M . estricting the body of lIniledge to a small group
deadens. the philosophical spirit of a people and leads to

spiritual poverty ;; .

:Albert instein, Septembero10, 1948." .
-A:lb iurovr" te 'is t 'o endnge the'1

The people do not wish to deaden philosophical spirit

or promote spiritual poverty nor do they wish to endanger the

long-range security of the United States.

Unfortunately because of the unconstitutional

I administration of this program vie have already seen the beginning

of scientific decline.'

The United States which had been on the high road of

scientific preeminence has seen its lead--liLp slowly away.

Just such actions as you are today pursuing continue

the erosion.

- The lump of coal or hardware philosophy, a view of

our scientific advances too narrow in scope for the times, is

perilous indeed. Hindsight is not involved here, for these

things were said prior to the convincing evidence of a Sputnik.

It is important in the extreme that we stop treating

atomic energy and science in this type of reactor as a lump of

coal to be divested to the utilities.

What are the electric utilies? They need not be

whipping boys unless they would have it so. They do give us

a lesson in hypocrisy.:

The the-ir advertiements o t one A.
r-.-; - ;

-I .
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hand, would have you believe that the Federal Government is

., unnecessary while onthe other hand it attempts the greatest

3 grab in the annals of- thenation, teapot dome not excepted.

f I Ask operatig age there is room f or utilities but

; 5 1. t ; e. ;- * ..

5'.~'otl as -directors.

* .|The only master: here is the United States Gaovern-

7 ment establishing programs of.Ibrtodd participation and widely

8 disseminating the knowledge thereby derived.

9 The United States clearly cannot be a silent partner

10 to the atomicelectric grid nor should it be.

11 The United States is not in the impossible position

12 of backing with billions of research dollars the dvelopment

s3 of atmiic energy without contir.uing responsibility for the

14 benefits as well as the hazards. After all,. these large

15 installations are also focal points of the major as well as

16 centers for the fissioning of atoms.

17 You must not inhibit the future pace of scientific

.18 advancement.

19 Our choice is betweena broad highway of science

20 and technology on which all will travel or a narrow road of

21 special interest. One is a dead end.

22 The Congress gave this Commission a broad charter

23 which has been confused by improper precedent now repudiated.

24 The administration of this Act with respect to

.. deriving electric ergyi a eOerA h as noteffectuated'

T2.. . ... .

'~~I .:-'g ,'' -- ;.':;;;. .2..'.... --Z,...:---.--....- ....
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* 1 the broad general purposes assigned by Congress.

2 Both in law and in morality this franchise runs

3 against the best interest of the American people and the

4 long-range security of the United States. I challenge this

5 franchise as against the Constitution of the United States

6 of America.

7 Thank you, sir.

8 EXA-MINER BOITD: I did not hear in your statement

9 and identification your full name and address.

10 Will you supply that for the transcript record,

it please?

M1 |AR. GOLDBERG: Yes, Sir. Hy name is Lawrence

is Goldberg. My address is fI__

15 EXAMINER BOND: Thank you.

It might be observed, perhaps for the benefit of

17 those who respond to letters to intervene, or seeking inter-

16 vention, to suggest that the question of notice of proposed

is statements might helpfully be dealt with in communications

20 f rox the Commission to those who seek participation in these

21 proceedings. For example, in this particular proceeding, a

22 prehearing conference was held on December 1st,.at which time

23 procedures involving notice of proposed evidence were evolved.

24! If Information concerning those procedures would be

25 communicated to would-be intervenors, perhaps they migyht
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elect to coMPly with the notice provision so as to avoid

the "no notice". pf what is proposed to be' said, the situation

which arose t-tda'y, ..;."'

Tlhere appear to eotherpersons presentdesiring

.to part iciate i` t ibs1 proceediing - r:
exepg rths hose.

identities have been declared on the record.

I shall make a brief preliminary statement referring

to the procedures which were evolved in the preheaioing

conference heretofore held in this proceeding.

It was there agreed and determined that the evidence

to be offered in this proceeding will be by vay of prepared

written testimony and associated exhibits primarily.

It was agreed that the proposed evidence would be

filed and made publicaY available at a specified time, a t

least five business days before this, the day of hearing.

It appears from the documents which I have received

and it will appear more definitively h the course of the

proceeding that those procedures have been complied with.

It wras also provided that the proposed evidence

would on today be available in supply for the information of

any persons present who may be interested. At least ten copies

of the proposed testimony and exhibit were to be available.

I assume that that requirement has been met. Is

that correct, Mr. Bradley?

MR. BRADLrlY: That is correct, Mr. Examiner
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: . EXAMINER BOND: Myr. Engelhardt?

MR. ENGEIADT: That is right..

EXAMIERBO: So that all Of us may know,- will you

state where are; the opies?

MAR. BRADLEY: I havehere ten copies, your Honor,

which I can place on the press table.

EXAMINER BOND: Thank you for doing that.

Or .Engilhardt?

MR. ENGEUIARDT: Mr. Presiding Officer, copies

have already been provided to the press table of the Staff 0 s

testimony. There are in addition other copies available

here at the desk in front of me for distribution to those

menibers of the public who are in attendance at this heating.

1 will make these extra copies of the testimony

available at a position behind this desk on one of the empty

chairs for the use of any person here in the room whowuld

like to review this testimony during the morning.

EXUMINER BOND: Thank you.

We and all of us are informed those who are interest(

may secure or examine copies of the materials that will be

offeredin evidence.

* I believe an exception has been made to this in

quantityevailability with reference to the joint exhibit.

It is my understanding that there will be offered

I
I
I

a joint exhibit which consists of materials that haveliereto-
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fore been fiie~d in .thisproceeding all of which are and long havi

been publicly avaiilable.,:

A compilation of the ma.terials in that exhibit, I

lanticipate, will be of fred in evidence.

Is there a publicl1 available copy of that

Mr, Engelbardt?

MR. ENGELHARDT: Yes, there is a publicly available

copy both in the public document room as well as a copy

available here on my desk for those who might wish to review

it. However, there is only one copy available and for those

who do wish to use it, it would be my hope that the copy

.would not go astray and would be examined in place.

EXAMINER BOND: Thank you.

This hearing proceeding is a formal hearing as requir.

ed by law. We will proceed at all times on the record

except in those circumstances when, by agreement, we may leave

the record for informal discussions.

Conciivhbly there might arise circumstances in

which we might be ordered to leave the record, Such circumstan-

ces. I. -havd not yet encountered in any proceeding. If and when

we leave the record by consent for the purposes of discussing

more informally and expeditiously any matters pertaining to

this proceeding, we will undertake for each of us an obligation

to bring on to the record when we return to the record

statements of .any material matters or procedures that were
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d iscussed aor resolved inthose off-the-record discussions1 the

objective being, of course, that the -reord must show alo

the significant edvents, includig facts a d pro dural matt

as well. - - - -:

The record constitutes the document upon the basis

of which the decision in this proceeding must be made.

I would emphasize the importance of that to the

reporters And I would now admonish the reporter that heIhas

an obligation at any and all times to interrupt the proceeding

if he feels it necessary in order to be sure that he has

heard correctly and correctly recorded what has been said,

participants, including the witnesses, viill cooperate

by giving the reporter such assistance as he requests and by

at times volunteering to assist the reporter in the spelling

of proper names or technical terms which are not in common

usage.

The importance of a complete and accurate transcript

record is emphasized.

One other matter remains among my preliminary state-

ment notes.

.I believe the method of. presenting testimony on behalf

of the parties or at least on bhialf of the applicant was left

open for discussion between counsel for the parties. Is there

further report on that at this time?

MR. BRADLEY: I would prefer,If your Honor please,.
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_tohave the testimony ta nscribed as though read. I am willing

-to bow to your Honor s wihes on the matter, however, if your

Honor wishes to handle it. otherwise.

EXAI ER B OND elhdt, do you have comment?

-MR. ENO A The Staff hs no otion on t'i,

matter. We are willing to bow to the d.tcretion of the

Presiding Officer !n making a determination Ads he sees fit in

this instance.

EXAMINER BOND: The Presiding Officer is not disposed

to require counsel to bow to his wishes in this matter.

I believe the pros and cons were discussed freely

at the time of the preheating conference. The Presiding

Officer indicated a preference that the testimony be offered

as exhibits primarily to avoid the human error factor that

might occur in transcribing, thus entailing for all of us work

incident to a correction of the transcript. It may be that

our reporter and his associates have a system of facsimile

reproduction or something of the sort that would eliminate for

them and for us such problems. I donet know0

The method of presentation preferred by counsel for

the applicant is acceptable and we shall proceed on that basis.

For the information of those present to whom this

discussion may not be. fully revealing, I would say that

consideration was given to the presentation of the prepared

testimony through the witnesses who would authenticate and.

I.-
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testify to .the.truth of the documents and thereupon the docu-

ments would be offered and received in evidence as exhibits.

Instead, it is myunderanding hat the do um ens will be

so validated by the witnesses and- then -wilI be copied into

the transcript and considered as evidence as though read by

the witnesses.

Either of those procedures or methods of procedure

deprive all of us of the opportunity of hearing the witnesses

speak these words which they have written. That opportunity

we have deemed to be not vitally essential, but because there

is a public interest inthese matters, we have assured that

the public and those presentuho are interested may be informed

of what the witnesses have said in their blanket statements

through the device of the quantity copies of the testimony

that are available.

I..explc4n that procedure so that all persons present

may understand and because It may be, to some of you, unique.

I will ask if there are any persons, member of the

public, or the parties, who may have any questions or comments

on that matter.

I pause, and perceive no response.

Presumably there is none.

We will proceed as indicated in that respect.

Are there any preliminary matters on behalf of the

parties?

II



'MR. BRADLEY: No, sir.

EXAMINER BOND: Do you wish to make an opening

:. statement on behalf f 'the applicant Mr. Bradley?

'".. 'BRADLEY: .1 woul ubat say at this time, if the

- Examiner please, that ,- bf c se, this apli cation on

behalf of PhIladelphia Electric Company for a construction

permit to construct a high temperature 6;as-cooled reactor at

Peach Bottom, in York County, Pennsylv&,nia. We will have

seven witnesses. First, Mr. Robert Gilkeson will testify as

to the project background, the financial qualifications of

Philadelphia Electric Company and its technical qualifications.

Mr. James Lee Everett will testify as to the site description

and features pertaining to the site, such as meteorology, and

so forth. Mr. Francis Drake will tsStify as to the financial

status of High Temperature Reactori Development Associates,.

Inc. Mr. George Bosworth will testify as to a general

description of the facility. Mr. Stanley Koutz will give

the details of the nuclear steam supply system. Dr. Duffield

will discuss the accident analysis, and Mr. Villiam Wilson

will testify as to the environmental consequences of

postulated accidents.

EXAMINER BOND: Thank you.

Do you wish to make a statement at this time, on be-

half of the Staff, Mr. Engelhardt?

IR. EBNGELARDT: Yes, sir.
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Th-..is proceeding has ben instituted to consider

theapplication of thie Philadelphia Elect'ic Company for a

construction permit:

Sectionb50.35 of Title -lOof the Code 6f Federal

Regulationsor better 'known as the "C03Iieiulation

provide that in certain cases the Commission may issue a

construction permit on a provisional basis provided.the

Commission is satisfied that it has information sufficient

to provide reasonable assurance that a facility of the general

type proposed can be constructed and operated at the proposed

location without undue risk to the health and safety of the

publicand the Commission has reasonable assurance that the

omitted information will be supplied.

If a construction permit is issued cipthis proceeding

to Philadelphia electric Company, it will be provisional to

the extent that, prior to the issuance of a license to operate.

the reactor, the omitted information must be supplied in the

form of a final hazard report reflecting the

details of the final design of the reactor which provide

reasonable assurance that the health and safety of the public

will not be endangered.

By issuing a provisional construction permit, the

Cammission only approves the type of reactor as indicated by

the general design plans contained in the application and the

Commission approves the proposed site,
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Such construction permits do not constitute

.- approval of any technical specifications of the facility.

It should also be pointed out that the issuance

of c a constructiio permiton provisi3oWl or otherWise, iis not
, . .. ; ; r - :.: . -

to be considerad ~a acoitme by the-Coission tha Pon

completion of the construction of the facility an operating

license must necessarily be issued.

Priors to the issuance of a license to operate the

proposed facility at least one further mandatory hearing will

be held pursuant to Section 189(a) of the Atomic Energy Act

of 1954, as amended.

The Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards must

have reviewed the application reflecting the final design

of the proposed reactor and issued a report thereon.

On the basis-of its review of the application sub-

mnitted by Philadelphia Electric Company, the Commissiones

Staff is prepared at this proceeding to recommend the issu-

ance of a provisional construction permit to Philadelphia

Electric Company. If the permit is issued andin view of the

fact that the facility proposed to be constructed by the

Philadelphia Electric Company at Peach Bottom, Pennsylvania,

is an advance type reactor, .the Commissiongs Staff -ntends-

to maintain careful scrutiny over developments in the design

and the construction of the facility and~in the research and

development programs which are to be conducted by the ;
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Philadelphia 'Elecitric Company and it s coutractors.

To assur e itself that the information pertinent.

;to design, cont tion, nd research a~nd :development priog ms
¢S. J- . rg;8. -r;_.

-is.made .avai1able Cto the Cmission's 'Stff, the Staff
le qam.bio.Is

proposes to recomaend the issuance of a provisional construc-

tion permit which willbe conditioned with *:Tequirements that

the Philadelphia Electric Company furnish to the Commission

E semi-annual report on the status of design, on the status

and results of research and development activities conducted

by Philadelphia Electric and its. contractors, on any changes

in the facility design as described in the application and

on evaluation of hazards relating to such changes and on the.

status of construction of the project, schedule dates of

design freezes on major plant components and any changes in

schedule completion dates.

- Furthermore, the Commission Staff intends to require

Philadelphia Electric Company to submit to the Commission within

one year ofthe date of issuance of a provisional construction

permit a report which will contain detailed information on the

design of the gas and li4u.Jd vaste lisposal asystem and in

larticular information relating to the flowprocesses of the

systems, capacities d these systems, and the concentrations

of radioactive material to be contained in these systems.

This concludes the comments of the Staff .

EXAMLINER BOND: Is there comment or;opening.statement
S~~~~~~ '- i ,S.....
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. ,' '. .-o : th d.mm n .' - ,

. on behalf of the Con no lth of Pennsylvania?

MR. GROSS: We have no coimuent at this time.

MX&MINER BOND: . -Thaink you.

- ** .Before-we pro I ll make e gene obser -
Babi -,ne geea

tion that our hours orf earing :ordinarily ;re. from 1O o

12:30 and from 2:00 to 4:30 with a mid-morning and mid-afternoon

recess. I would emphasize that is ordinarily the procedure.

Departures therefrom, may be made as necessities or expediencies

may indicate.

I have two general questions or statements of

matters of intereft upon which counsel may wish to comment

now or to reserve comment until some future time.

The opening statement of Staff Counsel touched upon

this matter but I should like to have before the proceeding

is closed something in the nature of an itemized or serialized

reference to the areas or points pertaining to this proposed

facility wherein or by which some implied reservations of

judgment may exist,

I have carefully chosen those words and am not

satisfied with them because it is my impression from examina-

tion of the testimony and from hearing the statement of

position by Staff Counsel that there are no reservations, as

such, there are areas in which more research is to be done,

further studies are to be done, further experimentation that

goes on, and like areas..

'e% , , ..,
.1,; �.

.. 1::. : ., .. ,

.I:.I. � .I I'
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- Those are the potential areas that I would like to

2 have categorically listed and in conjunction with -that perhaps

( : - 3 have statements of the witnesses, applicanfs o 6taff' both,

4 concerning the situation, if any, of those areas and whether

those areas are appropriate areas for the imapo'sition of

6 conditions.

7 Again, I say the wordsmay not be precise but I

8 hope I have conveyed the matter of concern to me.

9 For applicantes counsel, I would ask which witness

10 or witnesses might I turn to for answers to questions. which

I may have relating to Part B of the application? Would that

.2 t be Mr. Bosworth primarily or are there others?

13 D1PAlR. BR&DLEY: Part B. sir?

EXAMIRER BOND: Yes, which is the hazards analysis.

15 MR. BRADLEY: That would be primarily Mr. Koutz,

is Dr. Duffield,, Mr. Bosworth and Mr. Wilson who will be fthe

17 technical witnesses describing the plant.

le EXAINUM-R BOND: Very Wvell. Thank you.

w9 1 have made those statements.

20 Are there questions or comments now?

21 -MR. ENGELHARDT: If the Presiding Officer please,

2 I am not quite clearnas.to the entent of these comments or

23 when you would expect to receive this itemized reference to

24 the points that you referred to ;.n your previous statemiet.

25 EX&MIIIER BO.D: I would hope in .conjunction with th6v.A TELL, 8{. . -.f, --.-..R,. 2..D e,...,
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testimony of :the witnesses. I donut want a detailed summary

of "if i polnts but I. would like a reference to or descriptioni
o the areas in which in eIfect the opinion of the witness is

tt we know a whole lotve aresaisfied ybe but we pect

to know some more.. -

MR. ENGEILARDT: You would like to have the individual

witness indicate to you at the time that he presents his

testimony that these are the areas in which there may be

further information desired?

EXAMINER BOND: That is the general idea.

What I am doing is making an effort to save time

because I would expect to ask that question. I believe if

you know that I am going to ask it now, the witness will be

better prepared.

Does that help you sufficiently?

-MR. ENGELARADT: Yes, I think we can comply with

that request.

EXAMINER BOND: There appear to be no other comment

or preliminary matters.

You may proceed for the applicant, Mr. Bradley.

MR. BRADLEY: My first witness, Mr. Examiner, is

Robert F. Gilkeson.

MR. ENGELHARDT: If the Presiding Officer please, may

I ask one question with respect to Joint Exhibit A? Vould you

like me to introduce Joint Exhibit A into the record now o''r
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shall we wait until the staff is ready to present its.case?

MRo BRADLEY: I would move, Your Honors that it be

introduced at the outset now.

EXAMINER BOND: Motion is made that Joi -t Exhibit A

- --be receivedtin evidence.

Is there objection?

Would-you, for the record and for our information,

briefly describe the exhibit?

MR. ENGEIARDT: Yes, Your Honor. The content

of Joint Exhibit A, as I am reading from the index, consists of

documents pertaining to the application of Philadelphia Electric

Company for a construction permit and eventually a Section 104

operating license. These documents, some fifteen in number,

dated beginning March 14, 1960, running through November 29,

1961, contain, as I mentioned, the application and amendments

thereto, ACES letters of review, and several procedural

documents pertaining to the proceeding today such as the

Notice of Hearing, assignment of Presiding officer, and so forth.

I am prepared now to provide to the Presiding

Officer and to the reporter complete sets of Joint Exhibit A.

EXAMINER BOND: Very well.

The Presiding Officer, I believe, has been provided

with a copy of the proposed exhibit. The record will indicate

that you have delivered copies of Joint Exhibit A to the

reporter.

.7 .
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The ;joint motion to receive in evidence the

proposed exhibit meets with no objection. Accordingly,

the Joint Exhibit A is Xeceived in evidence

(Joint Exhibit A was received

in evidence.)

EXAMINER BOND: In conjunction with that, I should

point ot that it is anticipated that the record will also

include other materials which have been accumulated in this

record beyond the November 29, 1961 date, such as the tran-

scripts of proceedings, pleadings that may have been or may

be filed by the parties, orders, and other procedural matters.

Is that correct, MAr. Engelhardt?

MR. EHGELEARDT: That is correct.

EX&MINER BOND: Mr.Bradley?

MR. BRDLEY: Yes, Sir.

EXAMINER BOND: Very well. That agreement and

understanding is shared by the participants and is approved

and we will be awmre of that supplemental provision relating

to Joint. Exhibit A^

'Whereupon,

ROBERT F. GILKESO!?

was called as a witness and, after being first duly sworn,

was examined and testified ts follows:

MR.BRADLEYi If the Examiner please, the testimony

of the witnessesdoes not have the corresponding"exhibit numbers,
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- those inumiibers not being fixled untilwvie had determined in

:; what manner the testimony would be handled this morning.

-That having been determined, I now have an order of exhibit

numbers; and I ould ggest that as h witne s gets on,

the stand I have those, once the documents have been

identified and so forth4 that I would have the witness fill

in the number at the appropriate place in his testimony.

EXAMINER BOND: Very wello

You may proceed.

DIRECT EXAMINTATION

By Mr. Bradley:

I

1

5

I

Q Will you state your name, please?

A Robert F. Gilkeson.

Q By whom and in what capacity are you employed, MAr.

Gilkeson?

A I am employed as Vice President< aEngineering and

Research by the Philadelphia Electric Company.

Q Have you prepared in written form the testimony

you propose to give in this proceeding today?

A I have.

Q Is the document that you have in front of you that

prepared testimony?

A It is.

Q In your testimony, Mr. Gilkeson,- you refer to some

exhibits, do you not?: - -
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A Yes, s ir.

-lR. BRADLEY: I will hand to the reporter a document

headed ' 1Annual Report for 1960, Philadelphia Electric Company,"

and ask that it be marked for identification as ApplicanVs

Exhibit Wo. l,and I i50 hand toto r rer a dcumen

entitled, '"Philadelphia Electric Company and Subsidiary

Companies Consolidated Statement of Earaings,' 1 and ask that that

be xahed for identification as ApplicantOs Exhibit No. 2.

EXAININER BOND: The described documents will be so

marked for identification.

(Applicant 9s Exhibits No. 1 and

Ilo. 2 were marked for identi-

fication.)

RPR. BRADLEY: I have prepared,your Honor, a list

of the exhibits.and their numbers. I thought at this time

I might give a copy to your Honor and to the reporter.

EXAIINER BOND: For convenience, you may do so.

By Mr. Bradley:

Q Mr. Gilkeson, I refer you to the Annual Report

of Philadelphia Electric Company, marked Exhibit i for

.identification, and the stateMent cE earnings marked Exhibit

2 for identification, and ask you if they are regularly pre-

pared and published financial documents of the Philadelphia

E1lctric Company?

A -They are, sir.

'.1 " . .. ... : , f '
.
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Q - , ith ref erence to your. prepared testimony, Mr.

Gilkeson, are the statements contained in that testimony

true and "correct?

A Yes, sir.

MR. BRADLEY: I mlove at this time, if the Ezaaminer

please, that the reading of the testimony of Mr. Gilkeson

be dispensed with and that it be incorporated into the tran-

script as though read.

EXAMIEER BOND: is there objection?

MR. ENGELHRDT: No objection.

EXANINER BOND:i There appears to be none.

I would ask, pending a rullng on that, if you would

lead the witness to instruct us as to where vie should insert

numbers in this testimony.

By Mr. Bradley:

Q Mr. Gilkeson, may I direct your attention to page

7, paragraph 16, of your prepared testimony?

A Yes, sir.

Q Would you insert in the first ekinibit blank there

the. number 1 1.12 And again on page 7 of your prepared testimony,

paragraph 16, the second exhibit :blank, would you Insert

there the number "12"?

A Yes, sire

EXAMINER BOND: Thank you.

Does that complete it?.

i
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MR. BRADLEY: Yes, sir.

EXAMBINER BO1D: Very well.

The testimony as presented is ordered to be

copied into the transcript at this point and will be consider-

ed as 'the sworn tetfionny of the w-itn&ssl

.~~h wins..'"''.
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(The direct tetvtimony referred to follows:)

1. My name is Robert F. Gilkeson. I am vice president

of engineering and research for Philadelphia Electric Company.

In this capacity I am responsible for the engineering, design

and construction of the major facilities of the company and

for the conduct of research abng lines applicable to a public

utility company.

2. I was born

attended public schools in the Philadelphia area and was

in Electrical Engineering. Immiediately upon graduation I was

employed as a Cadet Engineer by the Philadelphia Electric

Company and in 1940 was called to active duty as a reserve

officer in the Ordnance Department, U. S. Army, Upon my return

to Philadelphia Electric Company in-1945 I served as an investi-

gator of tests in the Station Operating Department .until

1950, at which time. I was appointed Assistant to. Superintendent

at a generating station.

3. From 1951 to 1953 I was loaned to the Westinghouse

Electric Company, Atomic Powter Division, first at Bettis Field

in Pittsburgh and then at the IHational Reactor Testing

Station in Idaho in connection with the construction and

operation of the nuclear submarine prototype of the "Hautilus."

4, Upon Py return to Philadelphia Electric Company

in 1953 I was made Assistant to Superintende- i of Generating
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Stations Sand in 1956 became Superintendent of the Eddystone

Generating Station. In 1960, I was appointed manager of

the Engineering and Research Department where rmy duties con-

sisted of over-all supervision under the vice president of

all-engineering and research activities of Philadelphia

Electric Company. I served in this position until appoint-

ment to my present position as vice president of engineering

and research in August, 1961.

Development of Project: 5. Philadelphia Electric

Company, the Applicant, proposes to construct a high tempera-

ture, gas cooled, graphite moderated nuclear power plant, to

be known as the Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station and to

be located in Peach Bottom Township, York County, in south-

eastern Pennsylvania.

6. The aim of this type of reactor system is to achiev.e

economical nuclear power production by combining the high-

temperature potentialities of gas cooling with high power

density, and to minimize the cost and difficulty of fuel

reprocessing by achieving a high degree of fuel utilization per

charge.

7. Philadelphia Electric Company has contracted with

the Atomic Energy Commission to-design and construct the

plant, and to operate it for a period of five years, as part of

the Commission's Power Reactor Demonstration Program. The

Commission has granted the company a waiver of fuel use charges
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.for the first five years of plant operation, the amount not

to exceed $2 million.

8. General Atomic Division of General Dynamics Corpora-

.tion has contracted with the Commission-to perform the neces-

sary research and development awork 'for the plant, for which

General Atomic will be reimbursed by the Commission in an

amount not to exceed $14,500,000. In addition,.the Commission

has granted to General Atomic a waiver of fuel use charges

in an amount not to exceed 6500,000 for special nuclear and

source material used in such research and development program.

9. Bechtel Corporation is the prime contractor for the

design and construction of the plant. Genwal Atomic, as sub-

contractor to Bechtel, is responsible for tie nuclear steam

supply system. General Atomic has also contracted to supply

to Philadelphia Electric Company sufficient fuel elements for

the first five years operation of the plant.

10. There is associated with Philadelphia Electric

Company in the construction of the Peach Bottom Atomic Power

Station a non-stock, non-profit corporation, High Temperature

Reactor Development Associates, Inc. (HTRDA). formed by Applicant

and fifty-two other utility companies throughout the country.

HTRDA will contribute $16,500,000 toward research and develop-

ment associated with the design and construction of the plant.

Mr. Drake, Secretary-Treasurer of .EPDA, will tistify as to

the names and amounts 1of the contributionis .to- B A of each ofamou,,ts o:' * _; he'.con rA buios'S.N.''', o.- ',
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the fifty three companies'

l1. hi~ladelphia Electric Company and HTRDA have con-

tracted:with Bechtel Corporation to design and construct

nthe 'plnt for a f ixd'price of -$24,500, 00, which includ6s a

f ix6d- amount- of O 4' milli on.to. cover 'escalation durig the

contract period. Bechtel Corporation will receive $8 million

from Philadelphia Electric Company and $16,500,000 from HTRDAo

12. Philadelphia Electric Company will owm and operate

the plant and will incur the following additional estimated

costs in connection therewith.
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PLANT COSTS

Land and Land Rights

Structures and ImDroveements

Misc. Power Plant Equipment

Property Improvements (Tranismhssion Plant)

Station Equipment (Transmission Plant)

Engineering, Drafting, Contingencies, etc .

Hydrological Studies

Radiation Monitoring Program

Meteorological Studies

61

$ 441,000

390, 000

145 000

5,000

250,000

796,000

25,000

183,000

125,000

$2,360,000

$1,207, 000

401,000

$3,968,000

$ 155,000

779,000

$ 934,000

:$4, 902,000

Total Direct Costs

Interest during Construction

General Overhead

Total Direct and Indirect Costs

OTHER ASSOCIATED.eOSTS

Off Site Transmission

Training of Operators

Total

Total Overall Cost

I.
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13: Philadelphia Electric Company will also pay to

General Atomic not to exceed $950,000 per core loading for

supplying the fuel elements necessary for the first five years

of plant operation. It is estimated that tiio core loadings

will be required during this five year period. - :

14. In addition, Philadelphia Electric Company's

contribution to HTRDA is $1,290,O00.

Financial Qualifications: 15. Philadelphia Electric

Company supplies electric service in Philadelphia and in

five surrounding counties in southeastern Pennsylvania, and

through a subsidiary, in parts of two counties in northern

MarylandL Gas service is furnished in five counties adjacent

to Philadelphia and steam heat service is furnished in t.2

central Philadelphia business district and in portions- of West

Chester, Pennsylvania.

The ltdal area served by the Philadelphia Electric Company

System comprises approximately 2,340 square miles with a

population of 3,600,000.

16. As shown by Exhibit 1, for the year 1960 gross operat-

ing revenues of the company amounted to approximately $273

million, operating income amounted to approximately $56 million

and net income amounted to approximately F42 million..

As shown by Exhibit 2, for the twelve month period ending

September 30, 1961, gross operating revenues amounted to appro-

ximately $284 million, operating income amount toaprxmately
. . - ',X

a *.
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- 1 64 million aiid net incomideamounted to approximately .46

. .. -; 2, -million.::. .-. ;- ;-

.--S . -- 17 .. sThe cmpany~has-engaged in a continuing construc-
-, .. -'W * . , .

4 tionprograf th xpa itie financed

5 by internals-iources ,- hortterm bdti1 i s-n:id the sale of

6 debt and equity securities. During the period 1945-1960

7 approximately 61,029,000,000 has been spent in the expansion

* 8 of facilities, over $580 million having been raised by the

. 9 sale of securities and the balance was obtained-from internal

* 10 sources.

. 18. The cost-of gross-additions amounted to $75,104,000

12 'for the calendar year 1960. For the year 1961 the cost of

( 13 property additions and replacements is expected to amount to

14 l58,331,O00.

15 19. In order to achieve greater economy in financing

16 and in light of current market conditions, Philadelphia

17 Electric Company recently sold $40 million of 4.85 per cent

i Sinking Fund Debentures due 1986. The proceeds were used

19 principally to liquidate hank loans obtained in 1960 and 1961

20 as temporary financing of the construction program. These

21 debentures were used in lieucf a new preferred stock issue

22 to provide new construction cash at lower cost.

23 20. It is expected that approximately 60 per cent of

24 the company's construction requirements, estimated at *427

25 million over the next five years, will be provided from internal
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sources, reciation and retained earnings. The

: '-remainder w il -be obtined from the sale of securities in

',~~ ~ ~ -: .' ' '

3 such nr n in a sound an -conservative'ca al';

4 structure . -- .

5 21. Philadelphia Electric Company is financially

6 qualified to engage in' the proposed activities in connection

with the Peach Bottom Project, including the assumption of res-

s ponsibility forthe payment of Commission charges for special

9 nuclear material and the undertaking and carrying od of the

20 proposed use of such material for a reasonable period of time.

Technical Qualifications: 22. Philadelphia Electric

Company and its subsidiaries own and operate eight steam

3 electric generating stations, one hydroelectric staion, two gas

14 turbine plants and three internal combustion units, having a

1 itotal capacity of about 3,556,850 kilowatts. The company's

16 engineering and research department carries out the bulk of the

17 engineering of new plants and facilities.

The company also perfornw all the engineering andirxiintenanci

necessary to provide for its large electric transmission and

20 distribution network. Of its 9100 employees, over 700 are

2 graduate engineers and over 260 of these are directly engaged

in power plant design and engineering.

.23. The company has for some years maintained an active

24 interest and has acquired technical experience in the develop-.

me bf atomic energy for1 electricpoer.generatio .n 1952,
1 as -t f-, , ,,;, * :.-I -.s~
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I it became a charter member of the Dow Chemical-Detroit

2 Edison Nuclear Power Development Project, which subsequently

3 became Atomic Power Development Associates, Inc. -(APPA).

4 This orga'nization tis en ggedin ,the d velopment a d design

5 of a large, fast breeder power reactor .uhdei' t ehAtofiic nry

6 Commission's Power Demonstration Program and is also malting

7 other studies of advanced reactor types.

24. The company also took a prominent part in the form-

S ation of Power Reactor Development Company (PRDC), which was

lo organized to finances construct0 own and operate the 100 emw

1 fast breeder reactor being designed by APDA for the Enrico Fermi

12 Atomic Power Station. Officers of the company are serving in

13 executive and technical capacities in connection with both

14 the APDA and PRDC projects.

25. Philadelphia Electric Company engineers have been

16 assigned to various atomic energy projects. Tneir responsi-

17 bilities have included: (1) responsible charge of design

and development of the reactor core and fuel elements at APDA,

19 (2) coordnation of research at various laboratories on fuel

20 element development, (3) charge of prototype development of

21 sodium boiler design for the submarine prototype reactor at

2 Knolls Atomic Power Laboratory, (4) shielding design for the

a Enrico Fermi Plant, (5) coordination of the control, instru-

24 mentation and electrical features of the Enrico Fermi Plant,

as and (6) development of start-up operations of the Enrico
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Plant and pre-operational testing.and cileck-out.

26. Two of the company's engineers assigned to the

.Enrico Fermi an t ho will play key roles in the :initial sta t-

up of that plant will e assigned SUperYsoryrol a'" '

the Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station prior to start-up.

other company engineers are being prepared for their assignments

at the Peach Bottom plant by participation in various train-

ing programs such'as the Shippingport Training Course, the

Reactor Operations Supervision Course at Oak Ridge and Health

Physics courses conducted by the U. S. Public Health Service

at the Taft Institute.

27. The Plant Superintendent has been appointed. He has

a Master's degree in Mechanical Engineering,. taken graduate

work in the nuclear field, completed two courses in Health

Physics at the Taft Insticute, and has had. externsive experience

in steam power plant operation. During the past two years he

has made extensive visits to..tne General Atomic facilities,

working on the critical assembly during its initial calibration

and operating period, participating in the pre-operational phases

of the in-pile loop fuel element facility, becoming familiar

with the design and contributing to the development of operating

procedures for the plants

28. A graduate level course in Atomic Energy and Nuclear

Reactor Engineering, conducted by Vitro Engineering Company,

was initiated in 1960 for ,30opees:,including prospective
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members -of ' the Peach Bottom Supervisory Group.

' I addition, a Nuclear Measurements Iaboratory Course

,was conducted by Drexel Institute of 'Technology for 20 of

these employees.. Inn January, 1962, further training will

begin for those who will serve as shift reactor engineers,

health physics supervisor, engineers of plant tests and in

other techical positions at the Peach Bottom Station.

29. Those responsible for reactor operations will

receive an average of twelve months experience at one or more

of the following facilities: Shippingport, Material Testing-

and Engineering Testing Reactors in Idaho, Oak Ridge Reactors,

including the Experimental Gas Cooled Reactor during fuel

:.loading and preliminary operations. Experience in health

physics, chemistry., maintenance and instrumentation work is

expected to be obtdned at the Atomic Energy Commission's

Savannah River FacJlity.

30. The depth of engineering experience in all phases

of electric'utility technology, including nuclear power, and

the training program whi:h has been inaugurated adequately

qualifies Philadelphia Electric Company, in conjunction with

its contractors, Bechtel Corporation and General Atomic

Division of Genral Dynamics Corporation, to desgn, construct

and operate the Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station.
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EXAMINER BOVD: Is there anything further?

HBO BRADLEY: I offer in evidence, Mr. Exam iner,

-ApplCantVS Ekhibit3 fOr identificatio 1 -and 2.
:.-.p-p-: . ca 'or,-:.

EXAMINER BO1HD: Is there objection?

MR. ENGELHARDT: No objection.

EXAMINER BOND: Applicant 0 s Exhibit No. 1 and

Exhibit No. 2, as identified and as described are received

in evidence.

I --

(Applicant's Exhibits To. 1 and

No. 2 were received in evidence.)

HR. BRADLEY: I have no further questions, your Honor.

EXAMINER BOND: Is there cross-examination?

MR. ENGELHARDT: The staff has no questions of this

witness.
. .

EXAMINER BOND: On behalf of the Commonwealth of

Pennsylvania?

UR. GROSS: No questions.

-EX&MINER BOND: I notice, for example, 'at page

11 of your prepared testimony some reference is made to the

qualifications of some of the personnel. I would ask this

general question which either you may answer or your counsel

may comment on.

It is not proposed at this time to make the shaxing

as to the operating procedures or qualifications of operating

personnel. Is that a correct :assump Ion? : :

f
I
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BRADLEY: That is correct, sir.

.EXAINER BOND: Do you have comment on that, Mr.

Ebgelhrdt?

MR. ENGELHARDT: :No comment . It is not customary

at this early stage of provisional construction permit to

consider those aspects. They are usually deferred until

a later proceeding for consideration.

EXAMINER BOND: 3By reason of those comments, T

deem myself relieved of any obligation to make findings

in these areas at this time.

I have no questions of you, Mr. Gilkeson, thank you.

You may be excused.

(Witness excused.)

MR. BPADLEY: Mr. Drake.

Whereupon,

FRANCIS E. DRAKE, JR.

was called as a witness and, ,after being f irst duly s~oz'n

| as examined and testified as follows:

DIRECT EXAMINATION

By Mr. Bradley:

Q Will you state your name, please?

A Francis E. Drake, Jr.

Q You are the Secretary-Treasurer of Ifigh Temperature

Reactor Development Associates, Inc.?

A Ilam.
: 7.,

12
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H , Have you 'prepared your testimony which you propose

2' t'ogive in this proceedin'g in written'form, lr. Drake?

. 3 Yes, I haye.-

.4 Q Is the dociment you have. before you' your proposed

5 testimony?

A It is my proposed testimony.

UAR. BRADLEY: If the Eaminer please, I will hand

-to the reporter a document entitled, "Companies Supporting

9 Peach Bottom Project through High Temperature Reactor

;0 Development Associates, Inc," and the amount of their commit-

It ment,being a 1ist of companies and amounts, and I will ask

that it be marked for identification as Applicantus Exhibit

t3Boo 3.

14 EXAMIRER' BO1D: It is so ordered.'

t5 (Applicantgs Exhibit No. 3 was

marked for identification.)

27 By Mr. Bradley:

Q dMr. Drake, I refer you to Applicant~s Exhibit

It o. 3 for identification and ask you if that exhibit was

20 | .prepared by you or under your supervision?

. A I t vwas.

J22 MR. BRADLEY: At this time, Mr. Examiner, I would

like to suggest that in Mr. Drake9 s prepared testimony the

24 proper exhibit number be placed and will you turn, Hr. Drake,
. t , ..- C .- .. 4a, .

,- to page 2, paragra,,h 4: of your .testimoy a!disrti h

-"l ' .., -.. :' '.:' '.: .~. .
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blank for the exhibit number the number 173"?

iEy: I3~7aciley¢.

Q Are the statements contained in your prepared

testimony true and correct, Mr. Drake?

A They are.

M.Re BRADLEY: If the Examiner please, I move

at thistime that the reading of the testimony of Mr. Drake

be dispensed with and it be incorporated .intherecord as

though read.

EXAI7ER BOND: There appears to be no objeotion

and it is so ordered.
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(The direct testimony referred to follows:)

-1 47 name is Francis E. Drake, Jr., and I reside in

Rochester, New York. I am Seciet:arj? and Treasurer of High

Temperature Reactor Development Associates, Inc., which'I .-

shall refer to by its initials BTRDAo I have been Secietary-

Treasurer of HTRDA sincephortly after its incorporation and

was elected by the Board of Trustees on November 17, 1958.

I am also an Assistant Vice President of Rochester GCas and

Electric Corporation, one of the memirber companies of IP'RDA.

2. 1ITRDA is a non-profit, non-stock, Delaware corpora-

tion authorized and empowered to engage only in certain scien-

tific and educational purposes. Among these purposes are the

f ollowing:

G... to discover and study economic ways to

produce and utilize nuclear material and atomic

energy, primarily for the generation of usable

energy but also for such other industrial and com-

mercial applications as may appear of practical

value;

"to engage in research, experiments and

development activities looking toward such genera-

tion of usable energy and such other industrial and

commercial utilization of nuclear material and atomic

energy; ;

"to receive and provide fundis for- ivestigations,
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studies, research and expexinents designed to further

the purposes of the Corporation;'

3. HTRDA was incorporated and organized in connection

with the proposal of Philadelphia Electric Company tb design

and construct the Peacdh Bottom Plant 0 Since that time our

corporation has been associated exclusively with this pro-

ject and we are the source, through our various members, of a

substantial portion of the funds required for the financing

of the project.

4. The members of HTRDA are those who have contracted

to contribute financially toward the research and development

involved in the design and construction of the Peach Bottom

project. There are 53 companies contributing to the Peach

Bottom project through HTRDA, and their names and respective

financial commitments are shown on Exhibit 3.

5. These companies are all prominent in the electric

utility field# and collectively they account for 42 per cent

of the cosantry's total rivately-owned electric production

capacity rind they serve 42 per cent of all customers supplied

by this same group. By virtue of these companis' financial

commitments, HTRDA has more than sufficient funds to pay its

$16,500,000 obligation to Bechtel Corporation ttward research

and development associated with the design and construction of

the Peach Bottom plant. Other than these obligations to

Bechtel Corporation, HTRDA has no financial liability.
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6- In each instance the amount of the member's

finazicial commitment to this project is small in comparison

wiith its individual net worth. These companies have a combined

utility plant investient in excess of $22 billion and an

annual gross revenue in excess of $5 billion. Forty-five

of the 53 companies, whose obligation to support this

project amounts to 94.6 per cent of IiTRDA' s total commitment

to Bechtel, have bonds outstanding which are rated by I4oody's

at A or better. We have been receiving the scheduled payments

and we have been making regular disbursements required to

support this project.
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-- R. BRADLEY: I offer in evidence Applicant~s

Exhibit. No. 3 for identification.

EXAMINER BOND: If there is no objection, Exhibit

No. 3 is received in evidence.

(Ahpplicantus Exhibit No, 3 was

received in evidence.)

MR. BRADLEY: No further questions.

EXAMINER BOND: Cross-examination?

MR. ENGELHARDT: The staff has no cross-examination

questions to ask of this witness.

EXAMINER BOND: On behalf of the Commonwealth of

Pennsylvania?

MR. GROSS: 'The Commonwealth of Pennsylvania has

no questions.

EXAMINER BOND: You are excused as a witness, Mr.

Drake.

(Witness excused.)

MR. BRADLEY: Would your Honor give an indication

of the time for a mid-morning break?

EXAMINER BOND: Is this a convenient time?

11R. BRADLEY: I would think so.

EXAMINER BOND: Very nell. We will have a short

recess.

(Short recess.)

E~XAMINER BOND: ;The hearing will be resumed.

Ii
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You may proceed Mr. Bradley.

MR. BRADLEY: I believe as we closed, your Honor,

.,had your Honor ruled on the admissibility of Applicant 9 s

No.. 3? .

EXAMIlm-R BOND: T believe it had been so ordered

but in order to insure that such is the case, Exlhibit 1o. 3,

being offered and there being no objection, is received in

evidence.

MR. BRADLEY: Thank you, your Honor.

Mr.Everett.

Whereupon,

JAMES L. EVERETT, III

was called as a witness and, after being first duly sworn,

was examined and testified as follows:

DIRECT EXAMINATION

By Mr. Bradley:

Q Will you state your name, please, sir?

A Jamnes L. Everett, 1III

Q By whom are you employed?

A The Philadelphia Electric Company.

Q In what capacity?

A In the capacity of Director of -Research.

Q Mr. Everett, have you prepared your proposed testit

in written form for this proceeding?

Mbony

A I have. . . I - :. ; ,
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Q.. IB the document you have in front of you that

prepard ,testimny?

-A - It - i s . ;;

MR. ERADLEY h If the-amiiner please, I viii hand

to the reporter a map entitled 'tThe Map of Area Surrounding

Site," and ask that it be marked Applicantcs Exhibit No. 4

for identif icat ion.

EX;AMIN B3OND: Et is so ordered.

(Applicant's Exhibit No..4 uas

marked for identification.)

MR.BRADLEY: I will also hand to the reporter a

document, a map entitled 'Five Bile Radius lap" and ask that

it be marked Applicant's Exhibit I-o. 5 for identification,

EXANIVER BOND: It is so ordered.

(Applicant~s Exhibit No. 5 was

marked for identification.)

ByMr. Bxadley:.

Q Jir. Everett, I refer you t the two MapS, ApplicantOs

Exhibit No. 4 and 5 for identification and I will ask -you

if they vrere prepared by you or under y-aur supervision?

.A They were.

Do each of those exhibits accurately portray what

they purport to represeent?

A They do.

RfPI BRADLEY: At this time, :Mr. EXEmjner}, Iwould
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'suggest that the withess turn to page 3, paragraph 8 o:f

2 his testimony and insert the number 14' in the exhibit blank.

9 Then I wouIld suggest that the witness turn to page

4 4, paragraph 11 of his prepared testimony and insert-the

number "?5"t in the exhibit -blanLr.

By Mr. Bradley:

7 MrO. Everett, are the statements contained in your

8 prepared testimony true and correct?

A They are.

tf JIR. BRADLEY: If the Examiner please, 1 move that

the reading of the testimony of Mr. Everett be dispensed with

12 and that it be incorporated in the transcript as though read.

13 EXA&UlIER BOND: There being no objection, it is so

14 ordered.

ea ends t5 (The direct testimony referred to follows:)
tb fols.
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1. My name is James L. E~verett, IMI. I am director of

Research for the Philadelphia Electric Company. In that

-capacity I am responsible for the coutpany s broad range of

research, development, and testing activities, including the

development of nut-lear power.

20 I hold Bachelor of Science and Master of Science

degrees in Mechanical Engineering from the Pennsylvania State

University and a Plaster of Science degree from the Massachusetts

Institute of. Technology in Industrial M1anagement. - Ex 6

3. After graduation in I was appointed Instructo]

of Mechanical Engineering at Penn State where I taught courses

primarily in thermodynamics, heat transfer, heat powner, refri-

geration, and mechanical engineering laboratory. In 1950, I

joined the Mechanical Engineering Division of the Philadelphia

Electric Company where I Participated in various aspects of

power plant design. During this period I taught courses in

mechanical and ciVil engineering at the Evening College of

the Drezel Institute of Technology.

. 4. in 1952, I was assigned to the Dow Chemrical-Detroit

Edison Xluclear Power Development project, which eventually

beca me Atomic Power Development Associates, Inc. My responsi-

bilitim in connection with the early phases of the Enrico

Fermi fast breeder reactor included core and fuel element

design and the direction of a bread fuel elemernt research and

devdopment program.
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1 5. I returned to the company in 1955 and was appointed

2 Senior Engineer in the Station Operating Department where I

3 carried out special assignments in connection with power plant

4 operation and performance evaluation. In 1956, X wis appointed

5 Engineer in Charge of Mechanical Research in the company's

6 research division. Among my responsibilities was the company's

7 interests in the development of commercial atomic power.

a 6. I was appointed Director of Research, the position

9 I now hold, in 1960.

7. I am a registered professional engineer in the

11 State of Pennsylvania, a member of the American Society of

12 Mechanical Engineers, a charter member of the American Nuclear

13 Society, a member of the Pennsylvania Society of Professional

14 Engineers, and of the National Society of Professional Engineers.

is I am also a member of Tau Beta Pi, Pi Tau Sigma, and Pi Miu

le Epsilon, national honorary fraternities in the fields of engineer-

17 ing, mechanical engineering and mathematics, respectively.

Site Location and Topography: 8. Tha proposed site for

the Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station is located on the Sus-

20 quehanna River in Beach Bottom Township, York County, in south-

21 eastern Pennsylvania. Exhibit 4 is a map showing thegeneral

22 area of the site.

a3 9. On the Susquehanna River the Conowingo Pond is formed

24 by the backwater of the Conowingo Dam. The site is situated

Ion the west shore of the Pond about nine miles upstream from the

I
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1 Conowingo Dam. The Pond extends upstream to the Holtwood Dam,

.about sin miles north of the site.

* 10. Philadelphia Electric Company owns the six hundred

acre site.and its wholly owned subsidiaries own the Smnd on

* both sides ofthe Pond up to three hundred feet back from the

waterline from the Conowingo Dam to below the Holtwood Dam.

7 11. The reactor, to be located about 225 feet from the

6 shoreline, will have an exclusion distance on the west side of

9 the Pond averaging 3,700 feet, with a minimum exclusion distance

t of 3,000 feet. The Pond is approximately 7,600 feet in width

11 to the east of the site. Exhibit 5 shows the area in detail

,2 within a five-mile radius of the site.

is t 12. The plant will be situated on a moderately wooded,

14 gentle slope near the pointwhere Rock Run Creek discharges

15 into the Pond. Steep sloping hills rise directly up to

Ys about 300 feet above plant grade within a one-mile radius of

17 the plant.

13. Because of the rough terrain much of this area is

d desolate with wooded areas scattered throughout, although the

20 more gently sloping areas are cleared and cultivated. The

21 rugged terrain persists for a distance of twelve to fifteen

m miles from the site and thereafter the land becomes low rolling

a hills, the population density increases and more concentrated

,24 centers of population occur.

25 14. U. S. Highway No. 1 intersects azy land Route No. 136
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I about nine miles south of the site. From this point eight

2. miles of bituminous all-weather roads lead to the Slate Hill-

3 Peach Bottom Road, a hard-surface road which leads to the plant

A site. Me public roads now enter the site except for the hard-

5 surfaced road from Slate Hill, which enters the site from the

6 southwest. Proceedings are now underxiay whereby the portion of

7 this road within the site boundary will be vacated by Peach

8 Bottom Township. A spur track from the l'aryland and Pennsyl-

9 vania Railroad presently ends about two and one-half miles

10 from the site.

15. When the plant is ready for operation no persons will

p be permitted to reside within the 600 acre exclusion area.

Is About 40 persons reside within a one mile :cadius, with summer

14 residents increasing this number to about 120.

16. Some 50 people live in the Slate Hill area, 1.7 miles

t6 to the southwest of the site, and about 70 people reside in the

17 Peach Bottom (Lancaster County) community, 2.3 miles to the

18 east. The only sizable communities within a ten mile radius

19 are Delta, Pennsylvania and Cardiff, Maryland, with a combined

20 population of less than two thousand.

21 The population density within a five mile radius of the

22 site is 73 persons per square mile, and within a ten mile

23 radius the population density is 80 persons per square mile.

24 17. The counties in proximity to the Peach Bottom site

Rs| are York County, Pennsylvania, with a population of 238,336;



I Lancaster County, Pennsylvania, with a populatibn of 278,359;

2 Harford County, Marand, with a population of 76,722 and

3 Cecil County, Maryland, with a population of 48,408. These

4* populationdta are from the 1960 census'.

5 18. This four county area includes the citie3 of Bel

| Air and Havre de Grace, in ?4aryland, located approximately

fifteen miles to the south and southwest respectively; Aberdeen,

8 | aryland, about twenty-one miles to the south of the site;

9 Lancaster, Pennsylvania, located twenty-one miles to the north

10 and the cities of Columbia and York, in Pennsyl-vania, twenty-

11 four and twenty-eight miles respectively to the northwest.

12 Land Use. 19. Within a one mile radius of the site the

Is land is predominantly hilly and there is very little agriculture

4or dairying due to the out-croppings and wooded areas which

f exist.

16 20. Within a ten mile radius the area is predominantly

17 in agricultural use or woodland, with some dairying.: About

18 200 persons are engaged in industrial activities within. this

area, the principal industries being a cloth manufacturer,

20 a lumber mill and a slate quarrying and shingle company.

21. The major portion (about seventy per cent) of the
21

2 land in the four country area surrounding the proposed site

. is in farmland use.

24 22. The impounded Conowingo Pond seater is used for the

n generation of electric ener9y by the hydroelectric station
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i located at the Conowingo Dam. The Pond is used to some

2 extent for recreational purposes but the hilly topography

3 rising frome the Pond's edge limits access to it. A water off-

4 take, to be used in future years to supplement the supply of

5 water to the reservoirs of the City of Baltimore, is presently

6 under construction about one-quarter of a mile above the

7 Conowingo Dam.n

a Meteorology. 23. The reactor site is in an area for

9 which ample meteorological data are available. Within a

to radius of eighty miles there are five Weather Bureau Class A

12 Stations, all with long and excellent clirnatological records.

12 The geographic center of these five stations is within tree

1s miles of the proposed site. The prevailing wind is slightly

14 south of west during the summer months, veering to north of

15 west during the winter. For the year as a whole, the most

16 frequent wind direction is west, observed slightly more than

17 .17 percent of the time.

The least conumnon Und direction is southeast, with less than

8 per cent occurrence. Calms occur about 7 per cent of the

.0 time, mostly during the night and early morning hours. There

21 is also a slight tendency for a greater frequency of stagnant

2, conditions during the summer season.

23 24. The average annual precipitation is approximately

.24 42 inches per year. The seasonal distribution is fairly

25 uniform, although there is a 4.endency for a maximum duzng the

II
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I summer. The average temperature varies from approximately

2 320 Fahrenheit in January to about 750 Fahrenheit during

3 July.

4 | 25. Studies indicate that the Susquehanna River -valley

s and the conmwingo Pond have a considerable effect on local

.6 winds art temperatures. Excellent observations are avail-

7 able near the reactor site at Holtwood Dam, approximately zix

8 miles upstream. Here a recording anemometer is located. on

9 top of the power house, a substantial distance away from the

10 northeast shore.

It Records for this station were exrmined for the interval

12 October 1949 through Septeimber 1954. A substantial channeling

13 of the wind up and down stream is observed. For the year as a

14 whole, down-channel winds (from the north or northwest) occur

is 47 per cent of the time; up-channel winds (from the south or

16 southeast) occur 43 per cent of the time. After allowing for

17 the occurrence of calms, winds at an appreciable angle to

o |the axis of the channel are observed only 7 per cent of the time.

19 26. To gain further information concerning the micro-

20 meteorology, a program of weather observation at the reactor

;23 site has been inaugurated. A local weather station has been set

22 up a few hundred feet down-channel from the reactor site.

23 A recording rain gauge and hygrothermograph were installed in

24 July, 1959. A 90-foot tower was erected and Bendix-Frieze

25. aerovanes were placed ten meters and thirty meters above the
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gro0und."Wind'data are alo, available from an auxiliary weather

station etuat a higher ~elevation near the reactor site.

The anemometer at~the' au'xiliary we'ather station i's at an

elevation approxidma-te-l th~irteen .meter's above, the ground and.

fifty meters above the level of the primary weather station.'

Continuous records are also being obtained from three matched

thermisters mounted at the same elevations and locations as the

three anemom-eters. Wind records have been obtained since

September l, 1959; temperature records since Miarch 1, 1960.

27. Observed winds at the site are more variable than

those at Holtwood, due to the pro~tinitty of the shore line.

Winds parallel or almost parallel to the channel occur appro-

ximately 40 per cent of the time. The frequency of off-shore

winds and of caLm conditions is substantially greater than at

Holtwood.

However, on?-Shore Wiinds are still comparatively rare,

occurring orW 10 per. cent of the time. This substantially reduce

the likelihood of effluents moving inland from the plant. As

additional meteorological data become available at the reactor

site, further insight is being obtatined concerning the micro-

meteorological factors which control loc-al diffusion.

288 Dr, George S. Benton, Professor of Meteorology in

the School ofEngineering Science at Johns Hopkins University,

has been engaged by Philadelphia Electric.Com-pany in a continuing-

eni

Troraeo analysise of the detaled meatheorological isfoatian
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.pertaining to the site:

Hydrology: 29,: The reactor site is located'on the

Coniwingo Pond! Approximately nine miles up the Susquehanna

River from C=ngo a~m' -A ten mile radius from the plant

;(314 square miles? e'ncmpasses 18 square miles of water.

The Susquehanna River drains an area of 27, 500 square miles

in New York, Pennsylvania, and ?4aryland. A totcal of 27,000

square miles of drainage area is located upstream from the Beach

Bottom site. Alone the lower 35 miles, where the river flows

between steep hills, areloc ated three major hydroelectric

plants: Safe Harbor, Hotlwood and Conowingo.

30. The observed flows on the Susquehanna Riverover the

past thirty years have ranged from a minimum of 1450 cubic feet

per second to a maximum of 875,000 cubic feet per second (peak)

in 1936. Average flow is 36,200 cubic feet per second.

31. The river below Peach Bottom is at present the sole

source of watw for the city of Havre de Grace, the Perry Point

Veterans Hospital, the Bainbridge bNaval Training Station,

including Port Deposit and the Conomingo Hydroelectric Power

Plant.

To supplement its present watersupply from other sources,

the City of Baltimore has under construction a facility which

will take water from the Susquehanna River about one-quarter

mile upstream from the Conowingo Dam. Durhg the initial years

this system may be used only intermittently to supplement the

'-:-,-:, ,- 't0'>;,:": -'0
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t preseat upland reservoir supplies nearer Baltimore. However,

2 as the Baltimore metropolitan area grows, the Susquehanna

s supply will come :into conuous use. Baltimore's water supply

4 reservoirs on ofther` streams hold at present rates of UsE

5about one year's supply of wabter. -

6 320 At Peach Bottom the water table slopes downiward

7 toward Conoziago Pond from the surrounding hills0  Under these

8 conditions groundwater must discharge directly into Conowingo

9 Pond0  Since there are no deep aquifers in the region and

10 bedrock tightens rapidly with depth, watercannot flow through

t1 the ground to and across the land boundaries of the general

12 site area.

13 | 33. The finished grade of the plant will be at elevation

o |115 feet (Conowingo Dam Datum) whichis approximagely three

15 feet above the estimated flood level at the site during the

16 record flood of 1936. The gates at Conowingoam are opened

7 |by electric power, but a gasoline-generator is also available

for emergencies 0

199 | 34. Dr. Donald G. Pritchard, Professor of Oceanography-

0 |and Director of the Chesapeake Bay Institute at Johns Hopkins

. |University, has been engaged by Philadelphia Electric Company

| to perfamr experimental and analytical studies of circulation

2 {currents in the Conotwingo Pond. These studies are being made

24 |for a wide range of river flow and temperature conditions.

Studies made to date have been utilized to evaluate the
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I -probable dispersion pattern for hypothetical releases to the

2 Pond-from the Peach Bottom site.

3 Geology: 35. Peach Bottom, Pennsylvania, is located

in a geologic formation cpm chiefly of schists. At the

site of the prop:sedplant he schist .forms the northwest

6 limit of the narrow Peach Bottom syncline. Tight folds,

7 thin lenticular bedding, and many joints and fractures character-

8 ize the schist.

5 36. Bedrock is exposed on the building site only in a

10 small outcrop on the hillside and at the shore of the reservoir.

it Bedrock elsewhere is overlain by unconsolidated-material, pri-

Y2 macrly red to brown sandy clay idth numerous rock fragments,

13 some of boulder size. This unconsolidated material is dominantls

14 rock slide thabt has weathered in varying degree to sandy clay

is and more or less rotten boulders, along with some clay and

t sand formed as slope wash.

17 37. Ground water drainage undoubtedly follows the slope

18 of the topography into the Pond, and the fractured nature of

9the rock probably leads to an open, porous, and permeable

20 system which facilitates rapid subsurface drainage.

2X Seismic History: 38. The proposed site is in a region of

22 minor seismicity. The Coast and Geodetic Survey's U. S. Earth-

23 quake Series for the past thirty years, a complete compilation

24 of earthquakes of all intensities, reveals no report of any

25 earthquakes having occurred in Peach Bottom or the immediate

,: '',, . .,, -. .- '.". '. .4'',. ' '

: -. -. ; , - ;
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vicinity. In Iovember, 1935, ilovember 1939 and September, 1944

earthquakes with epicenters elsewhere were felt in the area,

with no damage reported.

Environmental Radiation M#onitoring Program:

39. In August, 1960, an environmental radiation monitor-

ing program was initiated to determine the background radia-

tion levels existing in the environs of the Peach Bottom area.

Nuclear Science and Engineering Corporation of Pittsburgh, Pennsy

vania, has been engaged to perform the monitoring program.

40. The monitoring stations, which have been operating

continuously since the inception of the program, are located

atthe reactor site, at a point immediately south of the site,

at three points about five miles from the site to the north,

east and west, and at the Conow.ingo Dam about nine miles to

the southeast.

41. In addition to the stations to which I have just

referred, certain media are sampled at three locations in the

Conowingo Dam area and in the upper Chesapeake Bay area.

42. The media which are being sampled in the program

include air particulate matter, surface water, well water,

rain water, vegetations slt, 6arth, fish, shellfish, milk

and small game.

43. The radiation monitoring program, modified as required,

rill be continued after operation of the plant.. . .
: '''' ' '' - .' . '- ' ' ' '' ''" . '' ' ' ' '-

. . . .
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44. . :Philadelphia Electric Company is also participating

-in the'Water Qii6iity Network Program of the United Staites

Pbublic Health Service, through the use of the Conowingo Hydro

Plant as a sampling station'in that agency's national networvk.

The sampling -station Nis been in operation for approximately - -

one year.

I

I

.. 1, I.. .

. ; . . i. 1'� -
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MAR. BRADLEY: I offer in evidence Applicantos

Exhibit for identification Raos 4 and 5.

EXABIINtER B130D: There being no objection --

Nil. -ENHIARDT: No objectionl

EXAMINER BONID: There are received in evidence

Exhibit No. 4 and Exhibit No. 5 on behalf of the 2,pplicant.

(Applicant~s E.,hibits No. 4 and

No. 5 were received in evidence.)

Mil. BRADLEY: That concludes my direct examination.

EXAMINEJI BOND: Is there cross-examination?

MRO ENGELHIARDT: Yes, the staff has several questiots

to put to Mr. Everett.

CiOSS EXAMIW2ATIO

By Mr. Engelhardt:.

Q Directing your attention, Mr. Everett, to page

6, beginning with the paragraph numbered l0 and running through

paragraph 22, under the general heading of "Land Use," could

you tell me to what extent does the Ph~iladelphia Electric

Company intend to control the area of the Bite?

l7hat I am referring to here is access to the pond,

to the shore line, and to the site itself.

A Are: your spa1ifng of just the site property owned

by Philadelphia Electric Company?

Q Let us start with the site property ownedpby Phila-

delphia Electric.. .
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A Just the site property?

Q With this question, yes.

A Could you be more explicit in your question of

controls?

LQ iy piirposes here is to what ex'tent will this area

be possibly fenced, policed, or in some way the public

excluded fram access to the site?

A Let me refer you to Exhibit 5, tiich shows in dotail

the property owned by Philadelphia Electric Comnpany that you

refer to as the site. The boundary indicated there will

not be controlled by a fence or other barricade vh:Ich would

offer an obstruction to people crossing into the territory

owned by Philadelphia Electric Company. The land, however,

will be posted appropriately at the appropriate time.

Q Now, is there anyintent on the part of Philadelphia

Electric Company to control access to Conoviingo, Pond, in

particularly the area immediately adjacent to the plant site?

A By access to the pond," do you mean access to the

L-a.ter's edge within the boundary of the site?

Q I mean to the pond in)-tny way.

A The access to the edge of the pond onthe site

proper gill be controlled. The access to the rest of the

pond through the rest of the shore line rill be unrestricted.

Q Now., directing your-attention to page 10 i the

prepared testimony, paragraphs beginning at 25 through 28 in
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whih~you discuss the aspects of themnteorologicl. program,

2 my question here, have the results of the metebrological

3 . .program begun by the Phila;delphia Electric Company on the

4 site indicateddanything unusual in regard to the previously.

recorded veather infot rMa in obtained from other stationb?

6 A Nothing unusual.

7 Q There has been nothing so far as your records

indicate to show that there is a difference from that which

9 was picked up at the United States .17eather Eureau stations?.

t0 A That is correct.

11 Now,, directing yonr attention to page 11, paragraph

12 28, you indicate here that Dr. George S. Benton, Johns -H.Uopkins

13 University, has been engaged by Philadelphia Electric in

14 a continuing program of analysis of detailed meteorological

1B information.

10 'Will you tell us how long you plan -to continue this

17 program and how the information which will be obtained will

,B be used by Philadelphia Electric Company?

A The p2ogram indicated here will continue until we

20 are satisfied and until the AEC staff is satisfied that the

21 meteorological information is adequately defined for hazards

22 analysis purposes.

23Q Nowq I would like to direct youir attention to

24 paragraphs 30 also on page IL-and paragraph 34, w'hich appears.

25 at page 13. Can-you- tell ne wihether `the;s' tanation point-
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X have been studied in the pond or at what points down stream

2 at various flow rates have stagnation points been studied?

3 A I Zia afraid I donct know exactly what you mean

4 by stagnatiobn points.

5 Q What- I have in mind here, of .couse, is portions

6 of the pond, portions of the downstream area where the water

7 nay flow into a -dead end and stagnate in an area ̀ ,hich is

a not flowing through, not readily accessible to the uormal

9 flow of that river,

loHas any study been made of that situation?

A A comprehensive study has been made of the circula-

12 tion of water inDthe Conowingo Pond by means of dy.e and detec-

i3 tion of that dye at various depths tlhrovghout the area of the

:4 pond. I am not aware of any point of stagnation which have

15 been uncovered as a result of those comprehensive studies. The

6 circulation, however, is well documented.

17 Q Directing your attention to page 12, paragraph 31,

s you mention the tact here in paragraph 31 that the rivier below

19 Peach Bottom is at present the sole source of water for the

20 city of Havre de Grace, Perry Point VeterasO Hospital, Bain-

21 bridge Haval Training Station. Can you inform me whemthe

22 actual water intakes are for these cities? In other words,

23 are they below the proposed Baltimore intake. uater intake

2. site or are they above that point?

A The intakes o;f `ater to the points you have indicated
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are inD th lower Susquehanna IRiver below Conowingo Dam nwhich

: wouid place them below the ofitake to the future supply,

3 the water for the city of Bal timore, and below the P.each

. Bottom site.

5 Q Directing your attention to page 13, paragraph 34,

6 again you indicate that a Dr. Donald Pritchard, of the Chesa-

7 peake Bay Instituto at Johns Hopkins .University, has been

S engaged to perform experimental nd analytical work. Again

9 I would lile to ask this question: How long this program

go will continue and ha the information obtained will be used

Il by Philadelphia Electric Company.

2 A The program indicated1 the experimental portion

is of the program that 'is, has essentially been completed.

However, if further analysis indicates more experi-

15 ments will be desirable, we are prepared to have those

t6 experiments carried out.

17 The analytical work has been completed in a pre-

18 liminary way and will be completed at the time of cour applic-

tion for an operating.permit,

2 Q Directing your attention cow to page 15, paragraphs

22 a 39 to 40, in thesEttwo paragraphs you are speaking of monitor-

22 ing programs. Can you tell me what data is collected and

23 what usevAll be made of this informtation?

2A A May I take the second part of you4r question f irst?

2s Q Surely.,

, . ... .
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A The use-of the data is simply a historical docu-

2 mentation of the environmental natural background radioactivi-

3 ty of the site and surrounding areas.

4 Now, your question regaiding the information under

i the program. We take, periodic samples of Surface water from-

6 the Conowingo Reservoir, samples of rainwater, samples of

7 well water, we sample the silt at the bottom of the river bed.

-We Ample vegetation and earth in the surrounding environs.

9 We sample fish in the reservoir and shellfish in the Chesa-

10 puls Bay downstream. We sample milk and small game.

Q To._yvur knowledge, how long will this program

12 continue?

is A The extent in ti 4 of continuing the program has

14 not been determined. However, we now plan to carry this program

ts on after the plant goes into operation.

16 Q But you have not determined how long after?

A We have not determined the ultimate disposition of

N the program other than it will be carried on after operation.

Q Now I direct your attention to page 16, paragraph

20 42. How many samples of each of the material you mentioned

21 in paragraph 42 have been taken or are expected to be taken

22 during the course of the program?

23 A Generally, the samples are taken periodically through-

24 out the year. Some of the samples are taken on a semi-annual

25 basis, some of the samples are taken on a quarterly basis,
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'some of them are taken on a monthly basis and at least one

:of the samples, the air particle is taken on a weekly basis.

Q This is intended to continue on through the. ccnstruc-

tion period?,

A That is correct and after operation.

Q Now I would like to ask you a general question

with respect to the general content of your testimony and

that is what is your opinion as to the general adequacy of

this site for a nuclear facility such as is planned to be

constructed there by Philadelphia Electric Company?

A We think the characteristics of the site qualify

quite adequately as a site for the proposed installation.

What factors influenced the choice of this site.

rather than some other site?

A Generally a study of other sites approved by the

AEC led us to evaluate the characteristics of this site for

a nuclear plant that have been evaluated for the other sites..

We find that this site compares very favorably

and it was an acceptable site for a power producing plant

on the Philadelphia Electric system.

There is one last question I would like to ask you

which relates back to your te3tiinony and to. the initial

question I asked on land Use.

I am not sure I have established this point.

Is the site .of the facility, as you ,iaVde definedii t
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in your application to be policed in any way?

A The only .policing of the site will be in the

imJediate vicinity of the plant where .a fence is planned with

a means of regulating the personnel and their access to the

Xlantp opertyi

Q Will the entrance to the plant itself be restriqted?

A It will be.

MAR. ENGEL&ARDT: The staff has no further questions

of this witness;

EXADMIVER BOND: Are there any questions on behalf

of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania?

. RIRE GROSS: The Comonwealth has no questions of

this witness.

EXAMINER BOND: Any redirect?

11R, BRADIEY: No redirect, your Honor.

EXAMINER BOND: I have some curiosity I would like

to have satisfied about this Conowingo Pond and Dam.

Can you describe it in general terms?

TBE IITHESS: Yes. May I call your attention to the

exhibit marked No. 4? This map shows the lower Susquehanna

River, also indicates the position of the site. On the Susque-

hanna River, about nine miles below the site, is indicated the

position of Conoingo Dam which essentially forms the

Cenowingo Pond. The Pond, itself, is bordered by the dam

to the south and by another dan, Eoltood Dam, to thie noith.

: 4 .. - . .- . . .
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1 The Holtwood Dai: is about eight miles upstream

from the loation of the site, and the Conowingo Dam is

about nine miles downstream on the Susquehanna Rliver from the

4 site.

5 TheConoringo Dam hydro station is essentially a

6 run of; the river plant which regulates the storage of water

7 in the dam to a very minor extent but essentially lets the

S f low of the water down the river determuine how much water

9 has passed through the hdyroelectric turbines0  So the.pond

to itself is simply characterized Qs being a water storage area

1i set up by the downstream Conoviingo Dam in the Susquehanna.

12 EXAMINER BOND: Thank you.

13 Is the pond level subject to much variation?

14 WET WITNESS: Only a few feet needed for reaulat-

15 ing the flow of water through the hydroelectric plant.

16 EXAMINER BOND: About how much shore live does it

*1 have?

THE WITHESS: The shore line of the pond itself

10 would run on both sides of the river frau Holtwood- down to

io Conowingo Dam, a distance on both sides of the river of about

21 seventeen miles.

22 EXATMINER BOND: Are there some backed up estuaries?

23 THE VIT11TESS: There are very few streams that food

24 ioto the Conowingo Pond m these are not backed up to any

21| appreciable degreee.;

a, ...
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-EXAMINER BOND: What is the dam height?

"THE WITNESS: The dam height, I would say, is about

sixcty feet.

i:-EXAMINER BOND:What is the pool depth at the Holtwood

Dam., that is, ieiow the Hoitwood which is the upper reach

of Conowingo Pond?

THE WITNESS: The depth in the upper reaches varies,

of course, due to the siltings of the river but would average

probably ten feet.

EXAMINER BOND: That is in the upper?

THE WITNESS: In the upper reaches

EXAMINER BOND:What is the pond depth offshore at

the site, at the deepest point, I mean, at the channel?

THE WITNESS: Here again it varies, being more

shallow near the shore lines on both sides but the average

depth at that point probably would be characterized by the

depths generally foundfer the upper reaches.

I cannot give you a specific oaximum depth immediate-

lyadjacent to the pond site at this tihe..

EXAMINER JOID: Where is your water intake f or

supply to this proposed plant?

THE WITIESS: The water intake will be located a

distance into the pond Area itself, just off the shoreline -at

the site proper.

EXAMINER BOD: At about what depth, if you 1 no?

I
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THE _VIITNESS . Well, I can' t give you an explicit

answer but generally the depth would be at least three or

four feet belowu the water line, the rainimum depth of :.the

intake.

EXNAM!I ER BOND: If I am aisking zYou questions of

design not within yur knowledge, don't hesitate to say so.

Did 7I rightly understand your answer to be that

access, public access to the point is unrestricted?

TE WITNESS: That is correct so far as the site it-

self is concerned.

EXE1TNER BOID: Of what public use is made of that

THE WITNESS: The dams prevent any through naviga-

tion and therefore the only use that is ade is pleasure-

boating, fishing, small boat activity generally,

EMAINER BONlD: Are there resorts on the shore

of Conowingo Pond?

THE WITNESS: There are surmer cabins located on

the shore line at various places. i believe in my testimony

I indicated that Philadelphia Electric Company and their

subsidiaries own the property forming the perimeter of the

pond on both sides as part of the Conowingo project when the

dam was built and the company rents parcels of property to

persons desiring to build acceptable summer cottages oh the

shore line.

i - -. .. :. , . . . , . . :. . .
. . - I

. .
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1 EXAI2DiP; BOND: As private residences rather than

2 public amusement type of project?

THE WITNESS: Yes.

4 1 EX&N11ER BOND:iWhat is the distance from the ater

shoreline to the proposed facility?

TI1E WITliESS: About 225 feet.

7 EXAMINER BOND: Where is the enclosing fence to be

c located in that direction; that is, as between the facility

9 itself and the shore line, if any?

t0 THE WITIESS: The fence would be in the immediate

11 area of the plant itself. I donut believe the fence location

12 has been finally laid out at thistime.

f3AEIINER BOND: But it will beentirely enclosed within

1. a fence and with a guarded gate, iS that correct?

15 |THE WITNESS: That is correct.

.16| EXAMINER BOND: Thank you.

17 I nave no othflrquestions. There may be others,

1E, Are there any other questions of this witness?

MR. EITGELRARDT: Ho further qestions..

20 MR. BRADLEY: No questions.

21 EXAMINER BON&D, Thank you. You are excused.

22 (Witness excused.,)

23 MAR. BRADLEY: Hr. Boarsworth.

2| Whereupon

2I . .
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GEORGE H. BOSWORTH

was called as a witness and, after being first duly stiorn,

was examined and testified as follows:

DIRECT EX&AIYATION

By Mr. Bradley:

Q Will you state your name, please?

A George E., Bosworth.

Q By whom are you employed, Mr. Bosworth?

A Bechtel Corporation.

Q In what tcapacity?

A Project Engineer-for the Peach Bottoli atomic power
station.

Q Have you prepared your testimony in written form

as the testimony you propose tQgive in the proceedings?

A Yes, sir.

Q Is the document you have in front of you that which

you have prepared?

A It is.

MR. BR&DLEY: I have a number of exhibits at this

time I would like to have mr};ed for identification.

I will hand the reporter a document entitled "Plant

Perspective," and ask that it be marked Applicant's Exhibit

No. 6 for identification.

EX&MIkMR BOND: It is so ordered.

(Applicant's Exhibit Ho. 6 vas

markced for Identification.)
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1 MR.BPADLEY: I will hand the reporter a document

2 marked "Plant Layout, Ground Floor," and ask that it be

3 marked Applicant 9 s Exhibit lo. 7 for identification.

4 | EXAHINER BOND: It may be so marhed.

5 1 (Applicantss Exhibit No. 7 was

6 imarked for identification.)

7 MR. BRADLEY: Also a document entitled "Plant

8 Layout, Intermediate Plan," to be marked Applicantus Exhibit

s Nio. 8 for Identification.

10 EXAMINER BOID:. It Is so ordered.

ll |(Applicantgs Exhibit No. 8 was

12 marked for identification.)

1M JR. BRADLEY: Also a document' entitled "Plant Layout,

1 | Operating Floor," which I will ask be marked Applicantvs

Exhibit No. 9 for identification.

16 EXAMINER BOND: It is so ordered.

17 (Applicant 9 s Exhibit No.9 =as

marked for identification.)

I E MR. BRADLEY: Also a document entitled "Plant

20 Layout, Longitudinal Section," which I will ask be marked

21 Applicant 9 s Exbibit No. 10 for identification.

.2 |EXABINER BOND: It is so ordered.

(Applicant's Exhibit No. 10 was

24 marked for identification.)

25 j MR.. ERADLEY: Also a document entitled "Plot Plan,"
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which I will ask be marked Applicantes Exhibit No, 11 for

identif cation.

EXAMIINER BOND: It is so ordered.

(Applicant's Exhibit No. 11 was

narked for identification.)

.MB. BRADLEY: And a document entitled "'aw Water Flow

Diagram." which I will ask be mrked .&pplicantes Exhibit

No. 12 for identification.

EXAMINER BOND: It is so ordered.

(Applicant's Exhibit 11o. 12 was

marked for identif icatioa.)

MR. BRADLEY. A doxmment marked "Containment

Ventilation and Gaseous Waste Disposal Flow Diagram.," which

I will ask be marked Applicant's Exhibit No, 13 for identi-

fication.

EXKAINER BOND: It is so ordered.

(Applicant 9 s Exhibit No. 13 was

marked f or identif ication.)

MPR. BRADLEY: Also a document varked "Liquid Waste

Flow Diagram,'" which I will ask be marked Applicantvs Exhibit

No. 14 for identif ication,

EXAMINER BOND: It is so ordered.

(Applicant's Exhibit Ngo. 14 ras

marked for identification.)

MR. BRADLEY: Finally, a document entitled "Decontzm-

z
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idation Flow Diagram,," which I will ask be marked Applicant" s

I jihibit No. 15 for identification.

9 EAMITER BOND: It is so ordered.

4 (Applicant 2 s Exhibit No. 15 was

5 marked for identification,)

MEX&INER BOND: Have copies of these documents been

7 filed and distributed heretofore, Ur. Bradley?

MR. BRADLEY: Pursuant to the pretrial conference,

9 yvour Honor?

10 73X=3INER BOND: Yes, sirD

MR. BRADLEY: Yes, sir.

12 EhXAMIOER BOND: Thank you.

19 11By Hr. Bradley:

14 Q Mr. Bosworth, I refer you to documents marked

is Applicant 9s ExhibitsNo. 6 through 15 for identification.

16 I will ask you if they were prepared byyou or under

17 your supervision?

A Yes, sir.

Q Do each of them correctly and accurately portray

20 I what they purport to represent?

21 A. They do.

22 MR. BRADLEY: At this time, mr. E.Aminer, I would

23 suggest that the witness fill in in the appropriate spces

2| of his prepared testimony the proper exhibit numbers,

25 EXAMIN:PER BOND: Might I interpose to inquire if,
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1 since there are ten of these, we might not save time by

2 leaving the record and all of us accomplishing the number

3 requirements within our copies.

4 MR. BR&DLEY: Very well, sir.

EXANINER BOIND: Is there objection?

urB. ENGELBARDT: No objection.

7 |EXAMINER BOND: There appears to be none. We can

8 do this, I believe, more speedily this way.

9 |Do you want to carry on?

10 (Discussion off the record.)

11 EX&IEIER BOND: We return to the record and I will

12 state for the record that in the brief informal session we

13 jointly accomplished the insertion of the appropriateexhibit

14 numbers in the prea6red testimony referred to.

15 You may proceed, Mar. Bradley.

16 By Mr. Bradley:

17 Q Mr. Bosworth, are the statements contained in your

l8 prepared testimony true and correct?

19 A Yes Sir.

20 MR. BRADLEY: Mr. Examiner, I move that the reading

21 of the testimony of Mlr. Bosworth be dispensed with and that

22 it be incorporated in the .transcript record as though read.

23 EX:AINEJER BOlD:: There is no objection. Accordingly

24 it is so ordered.

25 .',ea ends
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1 (The direct testimony of George H. Bosworth follovws:)

1 f 1 My name is George E. Bosworth, and i reside at

) I an a supervising

4 Enggineer for the Bechtel Corporation and Project Engineer for

65 the Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station.

6 | 2 I atmnded undargradua. te school at the California

7 Institute of Technhlogy. I am registered int ie State of

8 California as a Professional Engineer in the field of necaanical

9 engineering4

10 3. I joined Bechtel Corporation in 1945 and have been

17 continuously ermloyed since then in various engineering

t1 and supervisorry capacities. During this time I

13 have had technical assignments in both the Refinery and Chemical

14 and Pcrer and Industrial Divisions involving syst-ent design and

15 component applicatinn for a wide variety of industrial processes.

16 4. Since 1949, 1 have been assigned to the Power and

17 Industrial Division. During this time, and prior to rny

18 assignment as Project Engineer for the Peach Bottom Atomic

I9 j Power Station, I have had supervisory respontilities relating

2o to the mechanical engineering and design of a number of major

21 pixwer plants totaling more than a million and a half kilowatts,

22 These include: General Engineering Group Leader for the

23 | Contra Costa and Pittsburgh Steaan Plants of the Pacific Gas

2a4 and Electric Company, responsible fo. design of plant instru-

253 |mentation and atuniliary plant systeni; and Mecharkral Group
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I Supervisor for the Morro Bay Steam Plants responsible for

2 over-all mechanical design of the plant.

3 5. For several years following, I was occupied with

4 special technical assignments requiring solution of unusual

5 and complex engineering problems involving thermo-dynamics and

6 steady state and transient fluid flow and heat transfer. I

7 have also supervised a number of stdies on specialized power

a plant designs including combined cyies and a peak shaver.

9 More recently, I have been Assistant Project Engineer on a

lo power plant for the U. SO Army Engineers and Project Enjneer

t on the Organic Cooled Power Reactor Study performed for the

12 Atomic Energy Commission.

Bechtel Corporation Technical Qualifications:

14 6. lAy testimony today will mlate to BechtelCorporation s

1Z technical qualifications to carry out its responsibilities for

16 engineering and construction of the Peach Bottom Atomic Power

17 Station and a description of the general plant design including

IS containment and waste 4isposal.

19 7. The -Bechtel. organization haspeen continuously engaged

20 in construction activities since 18983 It has grown progressively

21 to become one of the world's largest designers and constructors

22 of industrial facilitis, government %%ork-0 and developers of

2s natural resources.

r8. Since the end of World liar II, Bechtel Corporation

25 has been concentrating on power industry activities. Power
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; plants engineered and built or under design and construction by

2 the Power and Industrial Division total more than 12 million kw

3 of electric generating capacity including 470,000 ekw of nuclear

4 capacity.

5 9. Bechtels activities in the nuclear field date back

6 to 1949, when it constructed the first experirmental breeder

7 reactor at Arco, Idaho for the Atomic Energy Commission. From

8 this beginning, Bechtel has become a leaderin the research,

9 engineering and construction of nuclear installations.

10 10. In 1951, Bechtel Corporation in partnership with the

1 Pacific Gas and Electric Company became one of the first United

12 States industrial study teams under contract with the Atomic

13j Energy Commission to investigate the feasibility of applying

14 nudbar energy to commercial production of electricity. The

iS studies covered a two-year period and led to formation of the

16 expanded study team known as the Nuclear Power Group (NPG).

17 11. A partial list of Bechtel nuclear power projects

IS includes the 180,000 kilowatt Dresden Nuclear Power Station

19 near Chicago, the Humboldt Bay Boiling Water Reactor Plant,

20 the Big Rock Point Boiling WaterReactor Plant, and the

21 Sodium Graphite Reactor Plant at tallam, Nebraska. Bechtel

22 Corporation has also engineered or constructed such nuclear

23 facilities as accelerators, nuclear research laboratories, hot

24i cells, experimental reactors and nuclear fuel reprocessing plants0

2a 12. A specialized engineering force of approximately 1000
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I engineers, draftsmen and specialists, plus 200 key supervisory

2 field men specializing in power work has been built up through

.3 this experience. Our Project Team for the Peach Bottom Atomic

4 Power Station is made up of personnel selected from this force.

5 Most of the engineers and draftsmen assigned to the project

6 have had prior experience on nuclear power projects. As required.

7 we call on Bechtel specialists in such specialized design

8 areas as shielding; instrumentation, piping flexibility analysis

' and welding.

10 13. The Scientific and Nuclear Development Department,

under the direction of Mr. W. Kenneth Davis, has a staff of

1 highly qualified nuclear engineers who are also avaihble to us

13for technical guidance in scientific and nuclear matters of a

1 developmental nature.

14. Of equal importance to engineering design in the

success of this project is the quality of construction workman-

lT ship. As with all nuclear projects, the Peach Bottom Atomic

l8 Power Station deign includes many complex systems requiring

19 precision fabrication of field piping, laboratory standards

t0 of system testing, complex instrument installations, stringent

control of all phases of the construction work, and the adoption

22 of unique construction techniques. The past sucess of Bechtel

23 Corporation in completing construction work similar to this

2 project, is indicative that our construction supervisors have

2$ the capabilities to build a plant in accordance with the finally
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approved design.

15.. The design of the Peach Bottom Atomic Power

Station as it has been presented in the Preliminary Hazards

Summary Report and its subsequent amendments, represents over

three years of coordinated effort between the scientists and

engineers of General Atomic and Bechtel Corporation. Bechtel

Corporation's extensive experience in both conventional and

nuclear engineering constnction and its work in the past three

years on the engineering design of the plant under consideration

eminently qualifies it to carry out its responsibilities in

connection withthe design and construction of the Peach Bottom

Atomic Power Station,

General Plant Design:

16. The Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station consists of

a high temperature, gas cooled reactor for theheat source,

a circulating helium coolant system, two steam generators,

a steam turbine driven electrical generator and the necessary

auxiliary systems and structures. The plant is designed to

produce 40,000 kw net electrical power.

17. The cylindrical steel containment building can be

seen in the background of.Exhibit 6. Plant Perspective. To the

right are the turbine generator and the electrical transmission

lines. In the foreground are the offices, shops, and auxiliary

equipment. The circulating water intake structure is seen in the

right foreground 0
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1 180 The layout of plant equipment s shown in Exhibits 7 e

2 Plant Layout, Ground Floor, 80 Plant Layout, Intermediate

3 Plan 9, Plant Layout, Operating Floor, and 10, Plant Layout,

4 Longitudinal Section. The nuclear steam supply system equip-

5 nent is in thie cylindrical steel containment building. The

reactor is in the center with the two helium loops each

7 containing valves and a circulator and a steam generator on

a opposite sides.

An equipmentdoor and a personnel door provides access to

10 the containment when the reactor is shut down. An air lock

1 provides additional access during reactor operation. The air

1 bck opens into the air room. During operation, the contain-

3 |ment, except for the air room is filled-with a reduced oxygen

14 atmosphere. The air room permits access to equipment requiring

5 both qeration and containment features during reactor operations.

6 1 19. The location of the plant structures in relation to

17 Rock Run Creek,, the Susquehanna River, and the general terrain

is is shown in Exhibit 11 Plot Plan.

ts9 Turbine Generator Plant:

20 20. The electric generating portion of tiie plant is an

21 outdoor, single turbine-generator urit. The turbine-generator

22 is a 3600 rpm tandem compound, double.-flow, condensing unit

23 capable of producing 40,000 kb net plant electrical output with

24 |1450 psig, 1000 F steam at the throttle.

2 i 21. The main condenser is a conventional welded steel,
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1 single-pass, divided waterbox type, with a hotwell which will

2 provide for several minutes condensate storage at design load.

3 The condenser and associated equipment are capable of desuper-

4 'heating, reducing in pressure and then condensing the full

5 throttle flow of steam at 1450 psig, 1000 F.

6 22. One full capacity, vertical, axial flow prump located

7 in the pump house at ft intake structure will pump pond water

a to the condenser. Fl.oating debris is removed by passing the

9 pond water through a bar screen and a traveling screen before

to reaching the suction of the pump. An intermittently operated

-chlorination system is provided. After passing through the

12 condenser, the wfaterdischarges to a 60-inch discharge line

Is which is carried belcw.grade to the discharge structure.

4 23 Two half capacity motor-drivenR, vtical condensate

1 pumps are provided to pump condensate from the condenser through

6 two low-pressure horizontal U-tube closed feedwater heaters

17 in series b the d;3aerating 1 feedtiater heater. Ilorpholine for

la pH control and hydrazine for oxygen-scavenging will be injected

IX in the condensate header in the deaerator outlet.

20 24. Two half capacity steam generator feed pumps will

21 talke suction from the deaerator storage tank and feed the steam

22 genentors through a high pressure feedwater heater. One pump

23 will be driven by a 3600 rpm, 2300 volt, 3 phase, 60 cycle motor

24 and the other by a 3600 rpm, 1450 psig, 1000 F mechanical drive

2s steam turbine. One reduced caprzcity shutdowm feed pump is

I
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I furnished for startup and shutdown.

2 Service Cooling Water System:

3 25. The service water systems, shown schematically in

4 Exhibit 12, Raw Water Flow Diagram will provide a continuous

5 supply of strained pond water to a number of heat exchangers

6 as shown on the diagram. Two service waterloops are provideds

7 main service water and critical service water. The critical

8 service water will supply those heat exchangers which will

9 require a continuous supply of service water after reactor

10 scram and loss of all outside power.

1t The systems requiring cooling following a reactor incident

12 are the Reactor Vessel Emergency Cooling System and the Fission

13 Product Traps Emergency Cooling System which are serviced by

14 the critical service water loop as shown on the upper left corner

15 of the exhibit.

Is 26. Two full capacity critical service water pumps will

17 be provided at the waterintake structure. One pump will be

18 reserved for automatic standby service on loss of discharge

19 pressure or loss of motor voltage of the running pump. Either

no0 pump may be supplied by theenergency diesel-generator. Back:-up

21 protection for the critical service water pumps will be pro-

22 vided by a crosstie to the fin system which can utilize the

2 diesel engine driven fire pump.

P 27. Two full capacity vertical main service pumps located

25 at the waterintake structure will sujly all services not r
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I considered critical. One pump will be reserved 'or automatic

2 standby service on loss of discharge pressure or loss of motor

z voltage of tOn running punp. These pumps are normally. tripped

4 from the essential bus when supply is from the emergency source.

5 28. There are a number of closed loops designed to prevent

6 radioactivity from being discharged to the river in case of

7 any single failure. If any of these closed cooling wate: loops

8 shoid become contaminated the water may be pumped out to the

9 liquid waste handling system for cleanup or disposal.

10 29. Each closed cooling ater loop will have two full

1 capacity circulating pumps, one of which will be reserved for

12 automatic standby service on loss of discharge pressure

is or loss of motor voltage of the running pump. Each pump on the

14 containment equipment cooling water system will be supplied

15 from the emergency diesel-generator when normal, sources fail.

1 Two full capacity service water heat exchangers are provided

17 for each closed coolingvater loop on the critical service water

IS system.

is 30. Two large tanks are provided for storage of demineral-

20 ized water and oxyben reduced condensate. In the event of

2x loss of the main condenser, these tanks provide adequate water

2 to shut down the plant and dissipate afterheat for an extended

23 period by blowing steam to atmophere.

24 310 The fire protection water system will'.be an automatically

25 contro3ed pressure system. T.o fire pumps located at the intake
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1 structure will consist of a motor-driven, main fire pump and a

2 diesel-engine-driven pump for standby service.

z | Spent Fuel Pit Building:

4 32. The building over the spent fuel pit is desigaed to

retain radioactive materials which may be released if an

6 accident were to occur in the spent fuel pit. In the evei.t

7 of abnormal emission of radioactive material, suitable radia-

8 tion monitoring devices will sound audible alarms, and trip

s closed the leak-tight valves in the normal ventilation air

10 Lnlet- and discharge lines.

33. Opertion of the clean-up exhaust system willi.cause

a reduction of air pressure within the building whan dther

1 building penetrations are closed. Admission.of outside air

14 will be controlled to hold the bildhg pressure one quarter

15 inch of water' below ambient atmospheric pressure.

16 34. The rate of discharge from the clean-up exhaust

17 system, 100 per cent of the building volume per day, is

1j adequate to compensate for pressure variations due to barometric

15 and temperature changes. Under the condition of low wind

20 7dcity, the building will not be subject to a net internal

21 pressure and no exfiltration could occur.

22 .Containment Building:

35. The containment structure will consist of a vertical,

24 capsule-shaped steel shell with dished top and bottom heads

25 The containment will be constructed in two stages. Most of the
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concrete and all major equipment items will be installed

between the first and second stage, the shell being completed

after these have been instafled, The pressure tests will be

made after completion of the shell erection.

36. Fofowing are the design specifications for the

containment structures:

(1) Design internal pressure 8.0 psig

(2) Design temperature 150 F

(3) Design negative pressure 0.2 psig

(4) Leakage at design pressure 0.2%/day, of the contained

volume

(5) Snow 30 lb/sq ft

(6) Seismic 0.05 gravity

(7) Wind 100 mph

(8) Material A-201 Carbon Steel made to

A-300 specifications

(9) Weld rods Low hydrogen

The containment vessel will be designed and tested to

conform to the applicable State of Pennsylvania, ASA, and/or

ASME Codes.

37. Penetrations will be designed to be leak-tight and

will conform to the requirements of the codes just referred to.

All normally open penetrations including steam lines, feedviater

lines and ventilation openings will have provision for closing

either automatically or remoteimanually under appropriate

I
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1 conditions.

Z 38. All seams will be soap bubble tested under nominal

3 pressure or by means of a vacuium boss. Thi will be done prior

4 to malking any portion of the shell inaccessible for testing

or repair. X-ray testing of the shell seams will be as refired

to conform to the codes previously referred to.

7 39. Pxssure testing.will be performed after the con-

5 tainment structure is complete. The structure will be

9 pneur.Titically tested for integrity in accordance. with the

l -0 applicable copes. Following the over-pressure strength test,

11 a leakage test at design pressure will be conducted to verify

U Ithat the leakage is within the specified limits. Provisions will

be made to permit leak tests to verify periodically that.the

* 1s containment leakage specification is not exceeded.

* I 40. The most severe accident which involves a single

* failure is the rqture of the primary coolant loop releasing

17 926 lb of circulating inventory helium at 790 F. The calculated

tj equilibrium containment pressure and temperature fori this

IS"release is 3.8 psig at 155 F.

20 41. The most severe accident postulated involves a

2; series of failures. They are 1) a primary system rupture,

g2 2) rupture of one steam generator tube, 3) failure of helium

a }loop valves to isolate the ruptured steam generator froni the

24 reactor, and 4) loss of all forced circulation cooling of the

a core, The highest peak containment pressure resulting from this
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I multiple accident, based upon conservative assumptions, is

2 800 psig at'150 F. This has been used as the internal design

3 pressure,

4 42. The containment building is filled with fresh

5 air when the reactor is shut dowm for maintenance or refueling.

e During operation, the containment building is filled with a

7 reduced oxygen atmospheres to prevent the possibility of

* explosions or combudion of CO and H2 which might be formed

s during certain postulated accidents.

10 43. The oxygen burning system consists of a standard

unit which burns a hydrocarbon fuel in air to complete corn-

sz bustion, converting the oxygen in the air to carbon dioxide

18 and water. The water is removed by condensation. The resulting

1 gas which contains about 0.5 per cent oxygen is then fed into

5the secondary contanment vessel via the containment ventilation

a system"

44. In order to provide for equipment which may require

i8 frequent maintenance and must be located inside the containment

because of process or radioactivity requirements, an air room

is incbded within the containment. Fresh filtered air is supplied

21to the aix room. Exhaust ducting within.the air room is

2 arranged to take suction from the equipment cubicles and from

23 other areas having the highest .probability for radioactive

scontamination.

24
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Electrical Systems:

45. Generation will be at 13.6 kilovolts, 3 phase,

60 cycles. The generat , will furnish power through a

generator circuit breaker to' a main transformer. :The main :

transformer will suppl power at 220 kilovXlts't iroug a h

voltage oil circuit breaker to a solid tap from a high capacity

transmission line.

46. For startup and during periods when the generator

may be inoperative, station auxiliary power will be supplied

from the 220 kilovolt transmission line through the main

transformer and an auxiliary transformer, the generator being

disconnected from the system by the opening of the generator

circuit breaker.

47. Equipment essential for emergencies and orderly

plant shutdown will be connected to bus sections arranged

for normal power supply from the station auxiliary system

with automatic transfer to an emergency diesel-generator power

source under abnormal conditions. The diesel-generator set

will start automatically, initiated by an undervoltage relay

connected to the emergency bus, and will start and run

independent of station auiliary power sources.

An additional source of standby auxiliary power is

provided by a 33 kilovolt transmission line through a

reserve step down transformer,

480 A battery supplied d-c system and a critical poi1er

l . , .- ..v., .,....... -al.-. /
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.a-c system d ill provide.highly reliable sources of power for
-- - 7 5 - .1A ., , .. -'; .,

: controlinstrumentation, and critical equipments A charger

will keep the battery in.fully charged condition..

Gaseous Radioactivee nEf:fluen-ts:;. ..

49. Possible sources of radi.ctive~:gases under normal :.

operating conditions5 including maintenance, are:

(1) Leakage from te primary coolant system to the

recirculating containment atmosphere and then to the stack with

the small continual filtered bleed of the containment atmosphere.

(2) Leakage from the helium purification system to the

recirculating containment atmosphere and then to the stack

with the small filtered bleed.

(3) Neutron Activation of the contdnment atmosphere.

(4) Purging and flushing gases from maintenance and

refueling operations.

50. Calculations show that the total gaseous radioactive

effluents from the plant result in an average annual concen-

tration at the site boundary of 1.2 x 10-11 microcuries/cc

except for A-41, which is 2.3 :- lo0-l microcuries/cc. These

) concentrations are well below the 10-10 and 4 x 108 maximum

X permissible concentrations, respectively, in the commission's

z reguhtions (10 CFR, part 20).

51. Containment Ventilation and Gaseous Waste Disposal

4 Flow Diagram Exhibit 13 shows the equipment for carefully

5 filtering, monitoring and controlling all :ativity which

**,,.L,- *, n. ; S '-,'' ,-) '.
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-might become mixed with the containment atmosphere and exhausted

up the stack.-

52. The stack discharge is monitored continously for

gaseous activity. *A continuous flo"sample of ~stack gI'

is collected at a level approxi ately one-third of th

stack height by a gas sample system. The sample is passed

through a filter which can be removed and checked periodically

for particulate contamination. After filtering, the sample

is monitored continously for ganmm activity.

53. The gamma activity of the sample is monitored with

a dual channel gamma spectrometer that is employed so that

one channel monitors the gross gamma activity and the other

channel monitors a single energy or band of energies. Both

channels are recorded continuously. The gross activity level

is used to show significant changes in over-all stack discharge

and the differential monitor is available to aid in determining

discharge rates of specific isotopes.

54. The stack monitor will sound alarms in the control

room and will also serve as a signal for the automatic closure

of the containment ventilation valves. In critical areas of

the containment and other portions of the plant, area monitors

will be available to check localw-tivity levels and will be

equipped with suitable alarms.

Livdid Radioactive Effluents:

55. The design features of this rea tor system.

' .''
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assure that very little radioactive liquids are generated

in the course of normal operations. Radioactive liquids for

routine disposal come from laundering the clothes worn by

workmen in the plant, water from the chemical impurities removal

S system, and drips which will collect in the various sumps and

6 drains in the containment vessel or in related cooling systems.

7 When it is necessary to drain the spent-fuel pit, the

shield cooling loop or the cooling water from the fission

9 product trap system, all of which normally operate as closed

t loops, these liquids will be processed through the liquid

waste system for disposal.

12 .56. The liquid waste system is shown in Exhibit 14, Liquic

18 Waste Flow Diagram. Provisions are made for collecting,

14 processing, holding up, monitoring, and controlled discharging

15 of potentially contaminated liquid wastes. All tanks in the

16 liquid waste disposal system are contained in a Concrete pit

Vitich will collect any leakage from the tanks. An automatic

sum pump is provided at the bottom of the pit .to pump any

1 leakage back into the receiver tank in the radwaste systems-

57. The liquid waste system consists of two containment

t liquid waste receiving tanks and filters, a mixed-bed deminerali-

Z zer, two tanks for monitoring treated waste, and a laundry waste

t holdup tank. The activity of the water in these tanks will be

g monitored and the water will be recirculated as necessary through

25 the demineralizer to the treated waste monitoring tank. If

necessary., the water can be reprocessed in the demineralizer
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I for further cleanup.

2 When the activity of the water has been sufficiently

S reduced, the water will be returned to the plant for reuse

4 or will be pumped under a controlled discharge to the

5 circulating water discharge line where it will mix with the

6 50,,POO gallons per minute of condenser c§Ooing water, A

7 continuous sampling system will be placed in the circulating

8 water discharge to monitor the activity level.

O 58. Radioactive waste solutions would result from

.10 decontamination of the refuhing equipment. The decontamination

1i system, show-.in Exhibit 15, Decontamination Flow Diagram,

12 includes decontamination supply and drain piping0 chemical

13 mixing tanks, chemical and rinse drain tanks, circulating pumps,

14 filters, and other miscellaneous items of equipment 0

i5 The chemical and rinse drain tanks are sized to hold the

16 drainage volume-from the decontamination and rinse solutions

17 and allow holdup so activities and spent chemicals may settle

is cut as sludge which can be removed by filtration. Rinse waters

is willganerally be treated in the radioactive waste demineralizer.

20 Spent chemical solutions and sludges will be shipped off-site

21 for disposal.

22 . 59. Any of the aqueous effluents I have discussed, which

23 will be released to the Conowing~a Pond through the condenser

24 discharge will, be monitored for radioactivity and decontaminated

25 by dedneralizatione if necessary, so that the concentrations
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I are well within drinking water tolerances as set forth in

2 10 CFPR Part 20 of the commission's Regulations.

3 Solid Wastes Disposal:

4 60. The solid radioactive wastes consist of material

5 from maintenance operations and laboratories, filters from

a the liquid systems, dust collected from the pimary loop

7 system, ventilation filters, and spent resins vfrom demineralizers

o The spent fuel elements are also solid wastes. There will be

9 no disposal of these wastes on site; all radioactive solid

10 wastes will be rpaced in shielded casks and shipped off-site.

161. The spent fuel, after a suitable decay and cooling

12 period in the spent fuel pit, fall be loaded under water into

13 shipping casks which will conform to applicable regulatinn.

14 62. The main coolant bypass dust collectors will be

15 located in side streams of the main helium lines and will

16 remove graphite dust and other particulate matter, some of

17 which will be radioactive. Thet:dust will be collected in

i shielded disposal barrels which are seal welded to outlet

to valves at the bottom of the dust collectors during operation.

20 when radioactivity id the barrels reaches a maximum for

21 safe handling, the barrels are removed and shipped off-

22 site for disposal.

23 63. All shipments of radioactive material for off-site

24 disposal will be by licensed carriers and in conformity with

a applicable regulations.

I -
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1 tAR. BRADLEY: I offer in evidence Applicant~s

2 E;xhibits for identification numbers 6, 7, 8, 9, 1 0, 11, 12, 13,

3 1 4, and 15e

4 EXUAIINER BOND: Are there questions or objections?

5 HE. ENGELHAIRDT: No objections,

6 EXAMINER !tO)7D: Are those documents prepared under

7 your supervision and direction and do they accurately portray

8 what they purport to show?

1f T& WITNESS: They do.

10 EXAMIVER EBOTD: The exhibits as described are received

11 in evidence. They are .Applicantes Exhibits numbered 6 through

12 15, inclusive.

13 (Applicants Exhibits No, 6 thrugb

14 1o. 15, inclusive, viere received

15 aIn evidence.)

16 MR. BRADLEY: No further direct, your Honor,

17 EXAMIN3ER BOMD: Is there any cross-examination?

18 MR. EVTgBWARDT: Yes, the staff hassveral questions

19 to ask Mr. Bosworth.

20 CROSS E£AMIRWATION

21 By M3r. Engelhardt:

22 Q Mr. Bosworth, . I direct your attention to page 8

23 of your prepred statement, paragraphs 28 and 29 wherein you

24 speak of the closed loop. I am particularly interested in

25 knowing, will the activity of these closed loops be monitored

f
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1 to indicate cleanup?

2 A No. It will be handled by a system of sampling,

periodically measuring to see that the activity has not reached
d an unacceptable level.

5 Q But them will be no specific monitor along that

G loop, the samples will suffice to provide the information on
the radioactivity?

o A Yes, They will flow into receiver tanks in most

9 cases and the material is collected here. The loops for the

90 most part -- it takes an actual malfunction in most cases to

tX create a condition of accumulating a quantity of radioactivity.

12 Q Where is this sampling to take place? At what point

would the sampling in this loop be taken?

14 A This would be a detail that would be worked out in

15 conjunction vith the detailed design.

to We have detailed tanks in most of the loops. The ctulal

17 sample point has not been picked out on the detailed drawing.

1@ Q Again to the same two paragraphs, if the loop water
, |should become contaminated, is there any possibility ihat the

-raw effluent water would also become contaminated?

21 A The design is based on maintaining a. pressure arrange-
2 ment so that the leakage, ifany. between the service water,

23 the river water system and the closed loop system would be

2A inward towards the plant rather than outward.

If I caL ivoF a classic example, if we were to take

!i
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I one of the typical systems, take the one of the~ontainment

2 cooling water system, in order to become contaminated this

3 | system first of all would have to endure some leakage between

itself and the process systemon the other side of its

5 particular heat exchanger. Thastould then cause an increase

6 of radioactivity in the closed loop. Hovjever, the pressure

7 iu this loop is maintained lower than the service water on

8 the river side. So if there were a leak, another leak .in the

9 the second heat exchanger, between the river and the closed

'oI loop, the leakage here would be inward to the plant rather

than outward to the river.

This provides .a double protection system.

Q Directing your attention to page 9, paragraph 30,

II {the top of the page, you refer to two large tanks being

provided for storage of demineralized water and oxygen

reduced condensate. Will you tell me whether the size of

17 these tanks has been determined?

A Yes, the demineralizeGd water tank would be 25,000

49 gallons. The condensate storage tank would be of the order

no of 20,000 gallons.

21 Q On what basis was it determined that the size tank

a22 you just mentioned vas adequate for the purpose?

23 A I think there are a Number of considerations

24 that go ina power plant in determining the sizing of demineral-

23 ized storage and condensate storage.
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They have .to do with the more commonplace design

2 concepts in an. ordinary power plant, the rate of blowdown

3S from the Stdam generators and the rate you would lose water

4 cut of the ejectors and things of this sort.

5 1 These, in general, are the factors that lead to

6 siZing of these tanks.

v7 Q Directing your attention to page 9, paragraph 34,

8 it appears unclear to us as to the exact meaning of the

last sentence of that paragraph 34.

to A. The situation here is for the low wind velocities

at the site, that the pressure on the exposed side of the

32 building would be such and the Lack of pressure on the low

side of the building, on the downwind side of the building

arrangement would be such that the intexnal pressure in the

i5 building would always be negative with respect to the external

36 so that any leakage would be inward rather than outward at

17 ground level from the building.

The discharge of the air within the building would

be up the stack rather than at ground level.

D0 Q May I direct your attention now to page 10, para-

21 graph 36. In the, you might call it a footnote at the

Zl bottom of the paragraph, you state that the containment

23 vessel will be designed and tested to conform to the State

24 of Pennsylvania ASP. or ASHE codes. Is the AS& Code referenced

a | there an officially adopted code or is at at this time a
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t j;proposed code?

A My understanding is that it Is a proposed code at

th iS time.,

4 Q It is a proposed code?

A Yes, Siv.

Q Ei-recting your attention to page 12, p~ragraph 42,

7 which refers to the containment building, does the reduced

oxygen content also avoid graphite oxidation in the event

of a pipe rupture?

IC) A Certainly the amount of oxygen available to combust

ii it would be reduced. The question as to whether temperature

e lconditions would obtain where the combustion would take place

I3 is something I would prefer to leave for the expert witness

I1 !on the core.

IS | Q You say in the second sentence of paragraph 42

I 6:Lthat during operation the containment building is filled

ty 7 with reduced oxygen atmosphere to prevent the possibilities

le of explosion or combustion.

I I think really my question was directed to determiding

2| whether or not there is an additional reason for using reduced

oxygen atmosphere in this containment vessel other than

22 that which you have indicated here.

F. | A No, sir, I think the reaeons given here fully

24 j} define the reasons for hiving reduced oxygen.

25 |Q Can you tell me what is the m-imum oxygen content
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t tbat will be allaoved in the ve&ssl, In the containment vessel?

EXAMINE.R BO1ND EXcuse me. In !lhele?

3 g MR. ENGE.UIARDT: My question as directed to determ:

4 ing what the nmximum oxygen content that reould be alloued

51 in the containment 0

6 THE WITITESS: It will be controlled so that the total

7 accumulated oxygen within the containment vessel would never

8 exceed,would alwaybe less than 5 per cent.

9 By Mir. Engelharzdt

10 Q Five per cent?

A Always be less than five per cent.

i EX2AITTER BOND: You refer to containment vessel?

139 i E WITNESS: The secondary containment would perhaps

14 be the more conventional term.

EX11INM--R BOND:That is the large containment structure?

16 THE WITNESS: Yest sir'.

17 MR. ENGELHARDT: The building itself.

18 EXVAIER BOND: Thank you.

le By Mr. Engelhardt:

0 Q On page 16 of your prepared testimony, I refer you

21 to paragraph 57. In the £irzst sentence you indicate. liquid

a waste system consists of Wo containment liquid vaste receiv-

23 ing tanks.

24 fHave you deter nmined what the capacities of those

P.B receiving tanks will be?
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1 A Yes., sir, a thousand gallons.

2 Q Can you tell me hot these capacities were determined

3 to be adeqzate?

4 A Yes. The capacities of the systems which represent

5 the large accumulations of potentially radioactive water in

6 the plant ryould be the rater in the closed loop cooling system

7 or scmethiii of this sort.

8 It is sized so thatit vu ill contain wrhat would be

9 the expected amount of aqueous material that would be drained

10 out at the time in order to clean it up or sample it to see

it whether it needed further demineralization before returning

12 it to the plant or throwing it away.

15 1 Q Were these tanks designed with a period of time

14 for storage considered? That may not be too clear.

15 Let me ashd the question again.

16 Were these tanks designed in such a lay that they

7 would handle the liquid wastes for a period of time, months,

I8 s years, or did this period of time have any bearing on your

determination?

20 A I cannot see that this wonld be a particular factor

21 in the sizing of .these tanks.

22 EXAMINER BE1D: May I just interrupt to ask for

23 clarification? In the sentence about which youvwe asking

24 the witness, Mr. Engelbardt, as I read it, reference is made

25 j to five tanks, two, two, and one.
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I THE WITNESS: Yes, sir.

2 EXAJAINER BOND I have understcod your qestions

3 were directed and the witnessG answers responded to questions

4 about thef irs:t pair of tanks,

5 THE VITNESS:This is correct.

6 AER. E1NGELHRDT: The liquid waste receiving tanks.

7 EXAM1INER BOND: A11 right. I just wsanted that

8j clar ified,

By Mr. Erngelhardt:

Vo Q The suggestion has been ide that we do go a little

further and .now that we are at this particular point and

112 determine what the capacities are for the other tanks that

13 you do refer to in the sentence.

A. .A Yes, sir. The twyo Monitor tanks are also a thousand

gallons each. The laundry raste tank is 250 gallons. Making

wo a total combined capacity of 4,250 gallons,

17 I migiht also add in trying to clarify the situation

I was attempting to answer a moment before that in this plant

15 11it does not normally accumulate a large quantity of aqueous

2 waste. Since the normal radioactive streams in this plant

21 are gaseous and not liquid, the quantity of liquid waste

22 material is small normally.

3 MlR. ENGELAARDT: Thank you.

24. .The staff bas no further auestions to direct to

Fz Mr.' Boswor th e
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t EXAIJNER BOND: On behalf of the Commonwealth

2 of Pennsylvania?

3 ;MR. GROSS: My questions so far have been fairly

4. well covered. I do have one question to ask Mr. Bosworth.

s By Mr. Gross:

6 Q Do you feel, Mr. Bosworth, that the capacity of

7 these tanks ais adequa'te to take care of any contamination

B ssituation in case of contamination of the water?

9 A Yes, I do.

10 Q Do you have any idea when the final plans on your

i1 liquid waste disposal systems and your gaseousvkste disposal

12 system wiflbe completed?

A This, of course, will be progressing along to

14 || keep pace with the construction activity so that the completion

1| of detailed drawings will be some few months in advance

16 1 of the actiial.tield construction in those areas,

17 This is a normal practice for our type of construction.

MR. GROSS: That is all.

1I j EXAHIIER BOND: Is there redirect?

20 MR. BRADLE: Nso, air.

211 EXAMINER BOND: I have some qclentions of this witness.

22 First, a gene'al question. Hay we assume that you

23 are familiarwith the testimony that has been offered and is

24 proposed to be.offered by the witnesses in this proceeding?

25 THE VITNESS: I am familiar with it in general, yes,
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s ire Yes.

EXAMINEfR BOND: Go ahead. You ray limit it if you

wish.

THE WIT24ESS: I would only make the prudent limita-

tion, as limited by my power to memorizze all of the pieces

and know all of the details. I am certainly familiar with them,

EXAMINER BOND: Thank you.

Having, I assume, prepared your testimony before

you had available to you the proposed to~stimony of some other

witnesses, and to use an illustration, for example, the,

technical witness on behalf of the AEC regulatory staff,

do you know have any additional comments or explanatory

remarks that you might wish to make in the light of what

information you have received from that-other testimony?

If that question Is not clear, I am not surprised.

THE WIT113SS: It is clear.

I will answer it as it apears to me.

I would say that I have considered this point

expressly from the area in which I am testifying, So if I

would limit myself to ansviering in that, I would say I have

nothing to offer in the way of suggestions or amendments

to any of the testimony that has been submitted.

EXAMINER BOND: That is helpful.

Can you tell me what is the area or viewpoint from

whichyou testified?
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TIE WITLESS: Yes, sir, those things which have

to do with the layout, the general design of the facility

incorpoxating a nuclear reactor plant of the type which is

proposed here so that it will operate satisfactorily for

Philadelphia Electric Company and in a manner which is safe.

EX!AMINER BOND: Thank you.

To ask questions quitenot so general perhaps, I

would ashk fhat is the purpose of the chlorination system to

which you refer in paragraph 22, which is page 6?

THE WITRESS: This will consist of a system for

taking a dry hypochlorate and dissolving it in water and

introducing this periodcally into the circulating water system

so as to control the biological growth.

This is a conventionalsystem normally used in

power plants,fossil fired, or any of the others. It has to

do with the control of biological growth in the circulating

water systems so that you donot foul up condenser surfaces.

EX&IAIy BOND: It is to protect the wrater which is

used in the steam cycle, is that it essentially?

'hE WITNESS: It is to protect the water which

is used to remove the heat which Is rejected in the condenser

so that you do not foul up the surfaces of the condenser

and lose heat transfer capability.

EXAMIflER BOND: You anticipate no untoward corrosive

effects of that?
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THE WITNESS: No, sir. It is quite a conventional

2 situation. It is normd in power plant practice.

a EXAMINER BOND: At what depth is the water intake

4 in Conowingo Pond? Is that within your special sphere of

5 knowledge?

6 WEE VIITNESS: It should be, sir. I am thinking, try-

v | ing to remember now. I recall that It rould be something of

.a the order of fourteen 2eet, I think.

EXAMINER BOND: How far is that offshore, if you know?

10 E WITNESS: The actual intake structure, if I

It may refer to Exdhibit 11, it can be seen rather clearly. It is

f right at the shore line.

EXAMINER BOND: Is that a rather steeply inclining

water shore line there?

THE WITNESS: I just donut recall what the angle of

U; incline is on that right now. It is not too steep. It will

be stabilized with rock material, riprap, that sort, to hold

it from erosion. It is certainly no steeper than, one and a hal

w to one, something of that sort.

70 3EXAMINER BOND: Referring to yage 7, paragraph 25,

could you tell me where re the controls to be located for

. the equipment which would be needed to be usedfn the event

2S of a reactor incident?

2THE WITNESS: If you are thinking in terms of the

as ultimate use of the emergency cooling water system?

I
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EXAMINER BOND: Yes, sir0

2 'THE WITNESS: These would be located in an area

S adjacent to and below thecontrol room in a shielded area so tha1

4 the operator would be protected from radiation at the time

S and could operate the various manoifold valves to activate

6 the emergency cooligg psystem.

1EXAMWR BOND: This is outside of the containment?

8 THE WITNESS: This is outside the containment0 It is

i9 n the power house structure, itself, belor7 the control room.

1o There is behind it a considerable amount of shielding.

1i BEUAINER BO1iHD: Where is the control panel for the

12 ventilation of the fuel pit?

13 You refer to that on page 9, paragraph 32, I believe.

14 ME WITRESS: The enunciation wiill be sounded in

15 the control room. The actual monitoring device will be

X located in the room to measure an increase of radioactivity.

17 EXAMINER BOiD: This control panel would be in the

18 control room, then, is that correct?

l |THE WITHBSS: This signal would be in the control

20 room, yes, sir.

1 EXAMIIER BOND: The control panel would be there

22 also, is that correct?

23 THE WITESS: Yes, sir, the controls to trip-close

24 the leals tight valves would be actuated externallt, to that

building.
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EXAMINER BOND: At page 12, you discuss the air

room and the reduced oxygen content. What is the relative

volume of the air room with relation to the containment

structure?

'N1E WIT1ESS: -It is about three per, cent IngUess -

EMXAINEfR BOND: A comninrgling of the air there would

not. then substantially or significantly increase the oxygen

content above the level -

IE WITNESS: Excuse me, 1 am sorry, it is aboat 5

per cent.

ECA!INER BO"ND: Being 5 per cent if there should

be a commingling tat$ would not be a significant increase

in the oxygen content within the containment vessel viewed

from the combustion regarding objectives, is that correct?

THE WITNESS: I am sorry, I did not quite get the

question.

EXAMINER BOND: Will the reporter please read it?

(The recorilas read by the reporter.)

THE WITNESS: That would represent about one per cent

oxygen in the total containment which is well below the

five per cent that we-said that we would keep it below. The

total oxygen content within theoantainment vessel will be

kept below five per cent, including the one per cent which

is in the air room.

Does that help you, sir?
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EXAMINER BOND: Well, I will say yes, and then I

will ask you to oXok at the fourth line in paragraph 43 and

read f or me that figure.

THE WITNESS: Oh, five-tenths per cent oxygen

i3 fed into -- is the oxygen which remains in the nitrogen

stream which is fed into the containment In order to maintain

in thm atmosphere within the containment vessel at large

a reduced oxygen content.

EXAMINiER BOND: That is 5 per cent in the main vessel.

THE WITNESS: It is a tenth of the five per cent

I talked about when I said that tuhe total air within the

containment vessel would be less than f ive per cent.

I am feeding an oxygen poor stream into the contain-

ment vessel proper which has an oxygen content of only five-

tenths of a. per cent.

In other words, if there were no other mechanism

for introducing air into the containment vessel, then the

total air content in the containment vessel would be five-

tenths Per cent instead of five per cent.

EXAMINER BOND: So.this is a diluting operation you

are describing.here?

THE WITNESS: Yes, sir.

EXAMINER BOND: Now, there is to be a negative

pressure within this containment vessel, I believe.

THE WITNESS: Yes, sir.

., ;. i. . - .. , .-. ':, ' . '.

,2.. ' . , ,- '-
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EXAMINER BOND: flow is that to be adjusted with

z reference to the upwind, dovmn wind, side, I did not quite

follow your explanation.

4 TE WITNESS: That does not apply in the instance.

:5 of the containment vessel because it is a press re vebse~

and., as such, Is extremely leak-tight, and it is structurally

7 sound. It is not sensitive to the difference an pr-ssure

8e on the upwind side and downvwind side such as ra ccinventional.

9 building would be as I was describing in the cgse of the fuel

to building.

The spent fuel pit building is a ume conventionl

12 building. It is not housed inside a pressuro vessel. Its.

13 exposed walls will be more sensitive to thi3 chapges in

static pressure due to wind velocity. Thc changes in static

pressure due to wind velocity would have r.o appreciable

effect on the leakage of the containment vessel.

17 EXAMINER BOIUD: In this spent fuel ventilation you

are having a negative pressure?

* THE WITNESS: Yes, sir.

EXAMINER BOND: How is that golug to be adjusted

21 with referenceto the down wind and upvinid side?

.| THE WITNESS: By a fan which Hiill Iave a capacity

of about one hundred per cent of the bui.ldinV volume per

24 day, drawing it up the stack and then the various openings

in the bu~lding will have rubber stoppers or various devices
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to limit the amount of leakage that can come in,

So that the leak rate into the building would not

.exceed the hundred percent per day with the negative pressure

that you build up in a building. So you suck on it and it i

balancing itself due tothe pressure drop across the various

points at which air can leak inward.

EXAMINER BOND: Let us assume a given instant when

you have, say, a 15 mile an hour vwind and without trying to get

into execivses oi mathematics, I will ask you to make an

assumption as to what is the pressure differential on the upwic

side and on the downwind side and what will be the pressure

inside this building?

BEE WITIESS: I haven"t run through this exercise

right now.

EXAMINER BOND: Just for the purpose of giving me

the relationship, then, the upwind, downwind, and in building

pressures.

THE WITNESS: Let us assume that the static pressure

on.the exposed face of the building, on the upwind side of the

building, would be,. let us say, fifteen pounds per square foot

as a case in point due to thdiwind velicity. The differential

between the upwind pressure of the building and the downwind

pressure of the building, let us say, is of this order, 15 to

20 pounds par square foot.

The situation we are trying to describe is.that the
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- negat~e-pressure which the fan which is exhausting that

2 building is pulling is something less than the negative

pressure that would obtin on the downwind side of the build-
.4 Ing due to the sweep of the air around e exposed - irfaceu.

S So that the leakage across the downvard fa c will still be
e invard to the building instead of outward.

7 MEIUNEM BOND: Thank you.

8s I believe I understand now.

Let me chock.

to If that is correct, then the negative pressure

1 internally will be determined by the minimum external pressure
IP which would be ordinarily on the downwind side. Is that right?

'3 I THE WITMIESS: That is right, sir.

14 EfiINER BOND: Thank you.

Novi, hoping to avoid confusiab let us refer a moment
s in connection with' this same principle to the contaiument

17 structure.

If I misuse the word "containment vessell' it may

1 happen again. I refer to the structure itself. Is there

20 negative pressure within the containment structure?
21 MTE WITNESS: There is, sir.

EX EAMiNER EO1ID: Is that maintained in general along

23 the same lines?

24 THE WITHESS: Not to the same extent, no,sir, because
:i5 the containment structure, the containment VC'sselis Id'i~gne'd
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1 to have a very

2 Ex&MI1mER BOND: Excuse me. Maybe I am in erlor but

when you say "vessel;f 1 think of the smaller istructures encas-

4a ing the COa. llWlt is the proper terminology? What do you

5 mean by contaliment vessel?

THE WITNESS: I mean the large pressure vessel tich

7 encloses the whole nuclear steam generating system0

EXAMIDER BOND: Is that the one hundred foot structure?

7HE WITZXSS: That is the one hurndred. foot diameter.

10 structure.

11 3SEMUI=E BOND: If you want to usdeIvessel," I will

12 try to think In those terms.

1$ THE WITHESS: I will try to use structure." The

14 containment structure is designed to have a very low leak rate

1 and not to exceed two-tenthE per cent per day in an accident.

16 situation when the pressure inside of it has reached the

17 design level ci' eight psig. So that it is exceedingly leak

la tight. The corresponding leakage at normal atmrosphereic

|conditions where the diffe'elitialS are in terms of inches of

X water is very, very small, and not one to be of sig nificance.

2.1 EXAAINER BOND: Thank you.

22 | At page 17, paragraph 62(, you refer to dust collectors.

:N| Could you a little more fully desoribe those with

24 relation to the anticipated function? For example, how much

25 dust, of wha kind, are the going to collect aM what: is the
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radioactivity of that which is collected? Or have I asked

you several questions in one which should be addressed at

least in part to others?

fI=E WITNESS: I believe the dust collector will be

covered in later testimnony'

EXALMIRER BOND: I will not press for further answers.

I have no additional questions of this wiitness.

There may be others.

|MRBBRADIEY: No, sir.

|MP.ENGE&EEDT: 'The staff has no questions.

EX&MINER BOID: Mr. Gross?

| R.GROSS: No questions.

EXAMINER BOND: Very Well.

You are excused as a witness,

I beg your pardon for not observing the clock during

this questioning.

We have gone overtime for about four minutes.

(Witness excused.)

. EXMIIER BOND: The hearing will be recessed

to be reconvened at 2:03 p.m. 9 this same day,)
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AFTERNOON SESSION

2:03 P.M.

EXAUMINER BOND: The hearing will be resumed. You.

may proceed, Mr. Bradley.

MR. BRADLEY: If the Examiner please, during the

testimony this morning of Mr.. Everett, the Examiner asked

Mr. Everett a question as to the height of the dam which I

think was misunderstood. I would like, with your Honor's

permission, to recall the witness to straighten out that point.

EXAMINER BOND: You may.

TWrhereupon,

JAMES L. EVERETT III

a witness having been previously duly sworn, was recalled

to the stand and testified further as follows:

DIRECT EXAMINATION

By Mr. Bradley:

Q Mr. Everett, in connection with your testimony this

morning in this proceeding, I believe you were asked a

question by the Examiner as to the height of the Conowingo

Dam. Whould you have some further information on that point?

A Yes. I believe my answer was approximately 60

feet. That would refer to the height of the dam above the

floor of the river on the upstream side. It wvuld be an

approximate figure and an average value. The structure-

itself, to more accurately describe it, would be about 115
* , . , .. : - . - - . -- :1 5*:
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f feet above its footings, and the difference in water levi

9_a between the water stored in the pond upstream and the river

3 downstream of the dam would be about&3 feet.

E Q -Also this morning in response to a question from

-the Examiner,-Mr. Everett, you indicated that the length of

6 the pond was approximately 17 miles. Do you have any

7 specific' information at this time on that?

B A A more accurate figure would probably be about 14

6 |miles in length.

10 |M. BRADLEY: That is all I have.

Bi EXAMINER BOND: Are there further questions?

2 |MR. ENGLEHARDT: No further questions.;

13 EXAMINER BOND: If there are no further questions,

1s you are again excused.

15 (Witness excused.)

is Whereupon,

17 STANLEY L. KOUTZ

i was called as a witness, and having been first duly sworn,

was examined and testified as follows:

20 DIRECT. EXMINATION

2X By Mr. Bradley:

22 Q rill you state your name, please?

28 A Stanley L. Koutz.

2Q By whom are you employed?

25 A General Atomic Division of the General Dynamics-
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:Corporation.

Q In what capacity?

A Associate project manager for research and develop-

ment of General Atomics on.the Peach Bottom Project.

Q Have you prepared your proposed testimony for

this proceeding in written form?

A I have.

0 Is the document you have before you your

prepared testimony?

A Yes, sir, it is.

MR. BRADLEY: At this time, Mr. Examiner, I would

like to ask the reporter to mark for identification certain

Exhibits, and I will hand him a document entitled, "HTGR

Fuel Element, and ask that it be marked Applicant's

Exhibit No. 16 for identification.

EXAMINER BOND: You may continue to offer the

documents.Unless there is object-on, it will be so ordered.

14R. BRADLEY: Also a document entitled "Variation

of Overall Temperature Coefficient Versus Temperature at

End of Life",. which I will ask be marked Applicant's

Exhibit 17 for identification.

And a document entitled, "Reactor Cutaway", which

I will ask. be marked Applicant's Exhibit No. 18 for

identification.

hnd -a document entitled, "Schematic of Control-:::-73
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Rod And Drive", which I will ask be marked Applicant's

Exhibit No. 19 for identification.

Also a document entitled, "Emergency Shutdown

Rod Dxive", which Iwill ask be mark7ed Applicant's Exhibit

No. 20.for'identification.''

A document entitled, "External Fissbn Product

Trapping System", hich I will ask be marked Applicant!s

Exhibit No. 21 for identification.

Further, a document entitle-, "main Coolant System Process

Flow Diagram", which I.will ask be marked as Applicant's Exhibit

No. 22 for identification.

And finally a document entitled, "Emergency

Cooling Coil System," which I will ask be marked Applicant' s

Exhibit No. 23 for identification.

(Applicant's Exhibits Nos. 16

through 23 were marked for

identification.)

By Mr. Bradley:

Q Mr. Koutz, I refer you to documents marked for

identification as Applicant's Exhibits Nos. 16 through 23. I

will ask you if they were prepared by you or under your

supervision?

A Yes, sir, they were.

0 Do each of those exhibits accurately portray vhat

they purport to represent?''

.. .....
. .I

.. . .

I



A. Yes, -they do.

MR. BRADLEY: At this time, M4r. Examiner, I should

,-like to refer the witness to the proper placesin the

4 prepared testimnony inhere exhibit blanks should be inserted.

EXAMINER BOND:' Shall we again recess to .acdcornplish

that chore? There appears tIo be no objection.

(Discussion off the record.)

EXAMIT.MER BOND: We will return for the record. I

will state f a: the record that during the brief recess we

have inserted exhibit numbers at blank spaces as appropriately

directed in the proposed testimony.

12 You may proceed.

By Mr. Bradley:

14 Q Mr. Koutz, do you have any changes in your proposed

15 testimony at this time? If so, will you tell us where they are

I and what the changes are?

17 A Yes, sir. There are two corrections I Inuld like

to make.

-9 Page 1, paragraph 2, the second line, last word,

change "Bachelor" to "1Mas-ter1%. -

Also page 29, paragraph 85, secord line, chance

22 1960 to 1961.

231 ]I have no further correctionts.

I Are the statements contained in your prepared

as testimony true and correct?

ii....................... -........................
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A Yes, sir, they are.

MR. BRP7DLEY: I move at this time, Mr. Examiner,

that the reading of the testimony of Mr. Koutz be dispensed

with and that it be incorporated into the record as though

.read.

EXAMITNER BOND: There seems to be no objection,

and it is so ordered.
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(T1HE DIRECT TESTIMONY OF STANLEY IL. KOUTZ

F OLLOWS: )

MR,, KOUTZ: I. My name is Stanley Lw. foutz., I

am the Associ.ate Project Manager for Researah and Develop-

mient for General Atomic an the Peacah Bottoma Reactor Project.

2. 1 received my Bachelor of Science Degree in

Mechanical Engineering from the University of Oklahoma in

In 1952, I received a !Aaster of Science Degree 1in

Aeronautica:l Engineering from the Case Institute of Tech-

nology in Cleveland, Ohio.

3. From 1948 to 1952, I was employed as an Aero-

nautical Research Scipntist at the Levis Laboratory of the

National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics. During this

time,- I was engaged in engine performance analysis on

turbojet engines.

4, From 1952 to 1956, I vas employed by the

Convair Division of General Dynamics Corporation as a

propulifon engineer. During most of this time I was engaged

in engine performance analysis on the aircraft nuclear

propulsion program,,

5 0 Since 1956, 1 have be-en ewmployed in.varioas

positions by General Atomic Division of General Dynamics

Corporation. For approximately three montbs in 1956: 1 was

located at the Brookhaven Uational Laboratory as a guest

engineer on loan from General Atomic, and was vorking on
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pk2 -the critical facility for the Brookhaven Medical Reactor.

2 Immediately following that, I vwas on tempo-

. rary duty at the Institt; for Atomic Energy near Oslo,

4 Norway, where I was engaged in design studies on reactors

: . for ship propulsion.

6 In 1957 and 1958, I was a project engineer

7 charged with the design and construction of the General

.8 Atomic TRIGA research reactor .prototype.

9 6. Since 1958, 1 have been assigned to the

to Peach Bottom Reactor Project, Prebious to my present

11 assignment, 1 was the head of the Reactor Section where

12 I vwas responsible for the design of the pressure vessel

13 and internals, control rods and drives, fuel handling

if equipmmnt, and fuel elements.

15 This assignment was for approximately one

16 year. In July, 1960, I was made Associate Project Manager

12 for Engineering Design where I was responsible for the

15 design of all components of the nuclear steam supply

19 system,,

20 In my present assignment, I am responsible

21 for the research and development program on the Peach

22 Bottom reactor, and for the preliminary design of components

23 of the nuclear steam supply system.

24 cGENGERAL ATOMIC QUALIFICATIONS:

: . 7. General Dynamics Corporation' s research,
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pitS 1 development, and production activities in the nuclear energy field

2 including the effort on the nuclear steam supply system for the

P Peach Bottom Atomic Power Stittion are functions of its General

4 Atomic Division,

General Dynamics Corporation is a technically-oriented

industrial enterprise with an annual product volume of nearly

7 $2 billion and more than 100,000 employees.

8 8. General Atomic Division is located in San Diego,

f California, where the focal point of its activities is the.John

70 Jay Hopkins Laboratory for Pure and Applied Science., which ranks

as one of the world's largest privately-owned centers of diver-

12 sified nuclear research and development.

sThe Division's facilities represent an investment of

,4 more than $15 million of General Dynamic's funds. These faciliti,

s include over 150 individual laboratories, a megacurie hot cell, a

16 45 MEV linear accelerator; tw6 critical assemblies, two TRIGA

* 17 reactor facilities, a computing center, a large experimental

18 building for metallurgical research and fabrication and large-

Z9 scale engineering experiments, and other supporting facilities.

20 9. General Atomic's staff numbers more than 1,200,

21 including a technical staff of more than .750 engineers, chemists,

2 metallurgists, theoretical physicists, experimental physicists,

23 and technicians.

24 A large number. of the senior staff have

2D |5;00:_a,, ;7
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pk4 5 previously been associated with the development, design,

2 and construction of reactor systems for research, propul-

3 sion, and power production, in the United States, Canada

and England.

5 .10. Over .300' persons have been directly engaged

G in the high temperature, gas-cooled reactor project at

7 General Atomic. Others among the staff of 1,200 contribute

indirectly to the program. In addition, the services of

fabricators of materials and components, and of test re-

to actors at other locations, are being employed.

1 a 11. General Atomic has effective arrangements

12 for exchange of information with others engaged in gas-

cooled reactor programs, including the Atomic Energy Com-

1S mission's national laboratories and the gas-cooled reactor

ae project called the DRAGON Reactor Project l6cated at

16 |Winfrith Heath in the United Kingdom.

17 | 12. Other major programs at General Atomic in-

181 |lude the development of an experimental beryllium oxide

t j reactor, design studies on large high-temperature graphite

20 reactors for Empire State Atomic Development Associates,

21 the development of thermoelectric devices for the conversion

22 of heat directly into electricity, a large program in con-

23 trolled thermonuclear reactions including research into

A14 plasma physics, and a classified program for the Department

* - of Defense which involves the application; o controlled
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In addition, there are other programs in-

volving the development of new and better reactor materials

involving studies of physical and mechanical properties

at high temperatures, also axardinations of corrosion and

radiation effects. A broad program of research is carried

on in the fields of solid state physics, high temperature

and radio chemistry and atomic beam studies.

13. A major General Atomic program is the

development, manufacturing and construction of TRIGA

reactors for research, training and isotope-production as

well as for special medical and industrial applications.

Over 20 TRIGAS are today in use, or soon will be operating,

and advanced versions of the TRIGA are being developed to

produce repetitive, high energy pulses of radiation at

levels up to 1,500,000 kilowatts for fractions of a second.

Such advanced versions include the TRIGA

Mark II and Mark F research reactors. General Atomic is

responsible for designing and constructing the Mark F

reactor facilities at Bethesda , Maryland, ior the Defense

Atomic Support Agency, and at the Diamond Ordnance Fuse

Laboratories at Forest Glen, Maryland.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF NUCLEAR STEAM- SUPPLY SYSTEM.:

14. The Peach Bottom R'ct s.graphite
'.'':'-P ' . .- ': ' .-.eac......:-', '. :' '.
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pk6 1 moderated, helium-cooled reactor having a nominal net

2 electrical output of 40,000 kw. The reactor system is of

3 the solid fuel type iith the futel (1U-235) and fertile

4 material (Th-232) in the fo'rm of carbides dispersed in a

5 portion of the moiderator -and enclbosed in 'low permeability

6 graphite sleeve.

7 Heat produced by the core is removed by the

8 forced circulation of helium. The hot helium, after pass-

9 ing through the core, flows equally to each of tvwo external

10 coolant loops where the heat is transferred from the hot

11 helium to steam and water in a steam generator.

12 Circulation in each loop Is accomplished by

13 means of i centrifugal circulator, The helium pressure at

IrS the inlet to the core is approximately 350 psia and the

I5 temperature approximately 654 degrees Fahrenheit. At the

16 outlet of the core, the mixed mean helium temperature is

17 approximately 1358 degrees Fahrenheit.

is 15. The steam cycle for the Peach Bottom Reactor

I El, is typical of conventional power plants. Feedwater enters

ED the steam generator at approximately 420 degrees Fahrenheit

21 at full power and superhe2ted steam emerges from the outl.et

22! of the steam generator at approximately 1005 degrees Fahren-

231 beit and a pressure of 1559 psin.

24 160 The main differences between the Peach Bottom

| Reactor and other reactors esetly operting in the



plk7 1 United States lie in the methods of cooling and the method

2 of fission product control. I will discuss the method of

fission product control later in my testimony.

17. The method of cobling the Peach Bottom

s Reactor, that is, by the forced circulation of a gaseous

.6 coolant, is utilized by a number of reactors in the United

7 States and Great Britain. In this country, the method is

8 utilized by the Oak Ridge Graphite Reactor, the Brookhaven

9 National Laboratory Reactor, and by the Experimental Gas-

to Cooled Reactor and in Great Britain, by 18 Calder Hall type

71 reactors, the DRAGON Reactor, and the Advanced Gas Reactor.

REACTOR CORE:

18. The core of the Peach Bottom Reactor is

4 made up of a tightly packed array of 804 fuel elements

15 arranged on a triangular pitch. The active core diameter

* is approximately 9.16 feet, and the active core height is

17 approximately 7.5 feet.

19. Each fuel element is cylindrical in cross

29 section, 3.5 inches in diameter, and 12 feet long, and has

20 an active length of 7.5-feet as shown in Exhibit 16, HTGR

21 Fuel Element.

22 The top part of the fuel element above the

23 active section consists of a graphite reflector region and

24 a fuel handling knob. The bottom.rpart of the fuel element

25 below the active section ,contains agp- a ~~graphite .eflcto
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pk8 I region and an internal fission product trap.

20. Fuel within the active section is in the

form of particles of uranium carbide-thorium carbide

coated with pyrolytic carbon. Each fuel particle is

~.approximately 250 imicronis in diameter, and has a coating

6 approximately 50 microns thick0

7 These coated fuel par ticles are included in

*~a graphite matrix fuel comp~act which is annular in cross

s ection, being approximately 2.75 inches outside diameter

and 1.75 inches inside diameter 0  The annular fuel compacts

are located within a low permeability graphite sleeve.

12 |21. Favorable data are presently available from

the research and development program on the long-term

irradiation behavior of the coated fuel particles, the loVE

t* permeability graphite, and other components of the core,

16 I will discuss this program later in my testimony

.7 22. Purge gas enters each fuel element through

i a relatively porous upper reflector piece and is filtered

a *as it passes radially inward through the reflector. The

gas then flows downward around the fuel compacts, sweeping

fission products out of the space between the fuel compacts

a and the graphite sleeves.

Grooves molded in the outer surface of the

24 fuel compacts provide additional flow area for the purge

I gas. After sweeping. the fission products out of the active
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pk9 - core zone, the purge gas then flows through an internal

trap Iocated in the .bottom of the fuel element where some

3 of the fission products are: adsorbed, At the bottom end

4 of the internal trap, the gas stream is filtered through

5 a graphite porous cylinder and thie volatile fission products

6 leave the internal trap through a standoff pin attached to

7 the core support plate.

8 From this point, the fission products and

9 purge gas are drawn off through a purge line leading to

SO the external fission product traps.

t2 .23. The base of c-ach fuel element rests upon the

22 standoff pin and the upper end of each fuel element is re-

fS3 strained by lateral contact forces from adjacent fuel

14 elements, Contact forces on the outer ring fuel elements

Is are applied by the side reflectors which pivot at the base

16 of the core, and which are forced against the fuel elements

17 at the upper end by means of the pressure difference across

la the core. There is no upper grid plate or mechanical support-

UO ing structure in the reactor core.

201 24. The pitch of the fuel elements is maintained

2 by means of standoff pins at the bottom, and by enlarged

22 diameters of the fuel elements at the upper spacer level.

The core configuration is prevented from

24 twisting or tilting circumferentially by means of the side

25 reflectors. The operation of the half-linear-scale: flow 7
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model, which contained all the main components of the

Peach Bottom reactor core, confirmed the suitability of

this meth'od of supporting the core.

.:PHYSICS OF CORE: .
N

25* The nuclear design for the Peach Bottom

Reactor is based on an extensive program of fundamental

physics experiments, theoretical physics, development of

new calculational methods and a large nuclear analysis pro-

gram.

26. The detailed characteristics of the design

are summarized in the Preliminary Hazards Summary Report.

Total thermal power due to nuclear heating is approximately

175 lMw, and the fuel life at full power is approximately

three years at an 8Q percent plant load factor.

The average conversion ratio is about 0.55,

Sufficient lumped boron carbide poison will be located in

the spine of'some of the fuel elements to minimize the re-

activity swing throughout the reactor fuel life, hence mini-

mizing control rod requirements and adjustments during the

burnup history.

The reactor core will also contain approxi-

mately 5 kg of rhodium' at the beginning of the core life,

'At the end of the fuel life the rhodium inventory is about

3.2 kg, which is about three times the amount that would

normally build up from fission product formation only. lThe
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jrho'dium is used primarily to assure a strong, over-all

negative temperature 'co-efficient at-all times through

the ieactor -li e, and for all apttainable core temperatures,

including -the tetperAttre's associated :with postulated

accidents.

27. The normal control of the reactor is

achieved by 36 independently operated control rods. These

control rods are driven down to increase reactivity and

scram upwards. The reactor will be shut down well below

k 1.00 at room temneraturo even if one of the control.

rods fails to operate.

In spite of the conservatism in the control

margin, and the improbability of a large number of control

rod failures simultaneously: nineteen electrically driven,

Iemergency shutdown rods are a~dlable as a backup shut dowin

mechanism.

The emergency shutdovn rods will be capable

of shutting the reactor down to a subcritical condition,

even if none of the normally withdrawn control rods can be

6riven into the core. -Calculations show that the emergency

shutdown rods will cover the reactivity Svings associated

with the xenon poison and the temperature increment at all

times through the reactor life,

*128. In addition to the control'rods'and emergeanc'y

shutdown rods', at leastl19 fuse-operated 'poison rods, normal~ly
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pkl2 reisting in the top reflector region of the control rod

2 guide tubes, will be released 6n an interruption of cool-

, ant flow E.nd a consequent over-temperature condition in

the core 0  The predicted reactivity worths of the control

} rods, emergency Putdown -rods, and fuise-operated rods are

6 all based on experimental data obtained from the HFTGR

7 critical assembly.

8 |29. In order to achieve the flattest possible

V gpower distribution in the active core, it is planned to

70 operate the control rods in a specified order such that

rods are normally all in or all out of the core, excV for

three control rods which are used for shim control. Ths

control rods which are fully inserted, are locked in po-

sition so that they cannot accidentally move out of the

core,

I oil Only one of the three shim rods can be

moved outward at any given time by the manual controls.

In addition, one control rod will normally be operated as

Ean automatic control rod.

..30. A great deal of physics work has been devoted

21 to the analysis of the reactor temperature coefficient. Im-

: proved theoretical methods have been developed for calcv.-

23 lating the resonance integral of the thorium and its term-

24 perature dependence.

Direct measurements of the Doppler 'coef f icient

-': : |. .- : , .. '; ' .. ' ., - . -. ',. '
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pkl3 for the thorium-loaded fuel elements have also been com-

2| pleted in the HITGR critical assembly. The measurements

s[-3 confirm the calculated Doppler coefficients within the

4 limits of the experimental uncertainty.

31. In addition to the Doppler coefficient con-

6 tribution, the over-all temperature coefficient also has

7 a strong contribution arising as a result of shifts in

B the thermal neutron flux distribution 'with changes -in

9 moderator temperature.

to The changes in the flux distribution cause

consequent changes in competition between fission processes

12 |and parasitic neutron absorption. This thermal base con-

i3 tribution changes significantly throughout the fuel life

as the U-235 is depleted and U-233 builds up. As a result;

tE| it is found that the over-all temperature coefficient be-

16 comes less negative toward the end of the fuel life.

17 However, both the prompt and over-all

16 temperature coefficient remain negative at all times

IC" during life and at all obtainable graphite temperatures0

20 The over-all temperature coefficient, at the end of the

21 fuel life, as a function of the graphite temperature iS

22 illustrated in Exhibit 17, Variation of Over-All Temperature

23 Coefficient Vs Temperature at End of Life.

24 | 32 Since a knowledge of the r:rmal neutron

25 l;spectrum behavior with moderator temperatiure is quite:

d:-- - ;;
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important in the calculation of the thermal base con-

tribution to the temperature coefficient, strong

theoretical physics and experiment al physics programs.

have been carried out as part of the Peach Bottom R.and

D program to obtain this information

In general. the work under these programs

has led to analytical models which describe the thermal

neutron spectra very well. On the basis of this work E.nd

the Doppler coefficient evaluation, the temperature co-

efficient can be calculated with great confidence.

33. The kinetic behavior of the reactor during

various assumed severe reactivity accidents has been cal-

culated. Most of the attention has been given to assumed

accidents at the end of the fuel life. Although the neutron

lifetime is larger at the end of life, the delayed neutron

fraction is smaller and the temperature coefficient is less

negative. As a result, the power excursions tend to be

larger at the end of the reactor life.

34. The peak fuel element temperatures have

been calculated for ramp insertions of reactivity cor-

responding to the maximum removal rate of a control rod,

and for reactivity insertions corresponding to the free

fall of a control rod.

Although the latter accident does not seem

to be possible in view of the drive mnechanism design, the

I
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Iholding locks, and the continuity circuits which indicate possi-

.7 bi separation of the poison section from the drive section, this

$ accident Ywas given considerable attention since the power excur-

4 sions vwere significantly larger than vor the ramp accidents.

5 35. Because of the relatively large heat capacity of

6 the core, the temperature rise of the fuel elements is less than

7 lO;C for either a ramp accident or a rod fall accident if the

8 accident is followed by a normal scram due to an increase in

9 neutron flux level.

10 Even in the case of a rod fall accident followed by

i} no scram, 'he maximum fuel element temperature is about 22000 C

2 or about 2000C less than the melting point of carbides.. The

studies shovw that the maximum fuel element temperature during thE

14 postulated accident is not critically sensitive to the neutr6n

'15 I lifetime. the delayed neutron fraction, the neutron flux trip

level, or the scram delay time writhin the limits of calculationa:

17 uncertainties or the possible design uncertainties.

Ts REACTOR PHIESSURE VESSEL AMD nTERNALS:

36, The reactor core, as well as some other com-

Z0 ponents of the reactor, are contained within a carbon

21 steel pressure vessel as shown in Exhibit 18, Reactor Cut-

22 awlay.

23 ! This vessel is approximately 14 feet in

24

2 5 . . .......-
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pklG I diameter and 35 feet high and has a nominal wall thickness

2 of approximately 2-1/2 inches. Penetrations in the pressure

3 vessel are required in the upper head for fuel handling;

4 | in the lower head for the control rod drive and emergency

5 shutdown drive mechanisms, instrumentation, and purge-gas

i3 lines; and at two locations in the cylindrical wall where

7 the concentric primary coolant pipes are joined to the

8 .- pressure vessel.

9 37. During full power reactor operation, the

10 pressure vessel is cooled by coolant returning from the

t11steam generators at approximately 634 degrees Fahrenheit,

12 the coolant pressure being maintained at 350 psia. The re-

Is actor pressure vessel is being designed for 450 psig pressure

14 at 725 degrees Fahrenheit and will conform to appropriate

15 ASHE and Pennsylvania State Codes including the latest

16 nuclear code case rulings.

17. The vessel is thermally insulated externally

18 to minimize heat losses to surrounding structures0  However,

w9 the insulation is not attached to the vessel but is attached

20 to the outside face of an emergency cooling jacket. This

21 cooling jacket cools the vessel if the normal coolant flovw

at fails.

23 38. This vessel wuill be designed and fabricated

24 in accordance with the specification written at General

2; Atomic. In order to provide for the integrity .of the vessel .
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the specification establishes the design criteria to be

used in the stress analysis, the normal and transient

-conditions to be analyzed, and the techniques to be used

in inspecting the vessel..

Additionally, General Atomic will have an

essentially full-time inspector at the fabricator's shop

during the construction of the vessel.

39. Other major components within the reactor

vessel include the core support plate, the upper and lower

thermal shields, the plenum shroud, and the side reflectors.

The core support plate, which supports the

bottoms of the fuel elements, is made of a solid slab of

carbon steel approximately five inches thick. The fuel

element standoff pins are threaded into this plate, and

the plate serves as a manifold for collecting the purge

gas leaving the individual fuel elements.

40. The thermal shields and the plenum shroud

protect the reactor vessel frome,:cessive neutron damage

and direct the flow of hot gas within the vessel in such

a manner that only relatively cold inlet gas is allowed

over the surfaces of the pressure vessel.

41. In order to monitor the extent of radiation

effects on the pressure vessel, coupons of the pressure

vessel material will be located inside the vessel during

5t; these coupo:will bet perreactorb oe'rati6n. :-,., 6in'e',of '.h s :c u on ".w l .~~ - eriodicallY,:
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removed from the vessel in order to determine the change

in impact properties of the vessel steel.

CONTROL ROD DRIVES:

42. The control of the reactor during all nor--

mal modes of operation is- provided by 36 control rods

operated by individual hydraulic drives situated below

the reactor.

Exhibit 19, Schematic of Control Rod and

Drire, shows the control rod and drive. The control rods

are used both for povwer regulatiaiand for scram.

For scram purposes, each control rod drive

is a self-contained system not dependent on any external

equipment other than a scram signal. Both regulating and

scram motions are provided by a hydraulic motor which turns

a balinut screw. A nut engaged with the ballnut screw

causes the control rod to move up or down as required.

43. The control rod absorbers will be made of

a refractory material, boron-carbide-loaded graphite, sup-

ported on a gas-cooled metal support tube.

44. Energy for the rapid insertion, (approxi-

mately one second for full stroke) is provided by in-

dependent pneumatic-hydraulic accumulators on each of

the 36 drives. Each accumulator is continuously monitored

to ensure that scram energy will be available if needed.

450 The possibility of -a control rod falling
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out of the reactor core and thereby causing a nuclear

excursion is minimized by means of a continuity circuit

which indicates a mechanical separation of the control

rod from its drive mechanism.

In addition, the possibility of a control

rod slowly being withdrawn from the reactor due to a

failure in the hydraulic system and a failure in the

brake, is prevented by means of a holding lock..

46. A prototype of the control rod and drive

has been tested for several months in an atmosphere of

pure helium under temperature gradients expected in actual

service.,

To date, over 3,000 scrams and over one-

half million starts and stops have been recorded under

these conditions.

In addition, the followsing postulated mal-

functions were simulated:

1. Regulating valve open during scram,

2. Inclination of graphite guide tube

and the drive nozzle,

3. Dirt in the hydraulic system,

4. Graphite .chips in the guide tube,

5. Failure of brake and reservoir pressure,

6. Deceleration value seized open.

The':systebm operated satisfactorily under

. .

.. @ .

. -, .

> . . .

8 . .
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p12O I the conditions imposed, and inspection revealed no damage

| of any consequence to the components as a result of the

3 testing.

4 The results of this test program to da'te

5 indicate that the rod-drive system is rugged and reliable

. I and should give tro'uble-free operation.

7 EMERGENCY SXIUDOWN SYSTEMS:

47, In addition to the normal complement of

9 control rods and drives capable of both slovw regulating

10 motion and rapid insertion during scram, there will be 19

" I electrically driven emergency shutdown rods under the con-

12 trol of the reactor operator and a number of thermally re-

i3 leased, gravity operated shutdown absorbers which will not

is be under the control of the reactor operator but wsill be

5 released into the core on any occasion when the coolant flow

16 is not adequate to maintain core temperatures at safe levels.

17 The electrically driven emergency shutdown

iWs rod and drive are shown in Exhibit 20, Emergency Shutdown

Rod Drive.

48. The purposes of the electrically driven

.21 emergency shutdown rods are two-fold. They are:

22 449 First .to provide additional shutdown capacity

23 to cover the remote possibility that enough control rods fail

24 to be inserted into the core during scrami so that the core

25 is only shut d ovi s hot and not cold.
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This additional shutdown Margin would be

used in the unlikely case of failures of four or five con-

trol rod drives. In this case, the operator can fully in-

sert the emergency shutdown rods in a period of the order

of 20 seconds.

50. Second, to enable the reactor to be shut

down in the extremely remote event of some kind of crush-

ing, lateral inovement or other kind of disarrangement of

the core which might result in no open guide tubes being

available for the insertion of the normal control rods,

In this cases the operator can still insert

the emergency shutdown rods, Their drives possess the

necessary force capability to insert the rods into the

core even if fuel elements or debris of guide tubes have

to be forced upwards by the rods out of the top of the

core, The time required.to fully insert the rods will be

about one minute if insertion is residsed by a force of

I10,000 pounds per rod.

51. The electrically driven emergency shutdown

rod drives will be simple, rugged electric-rotor-driven

devices, containing their own energy sources in the form

of storage batteries, and capable of test operation at

any time.

II 52. The thermally released shutdown Absorbers

will consist of short absorber rods normally hel withi-
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pk22 1 'the top ref lector by a metal tie bar and fusible link.

2 The reason for inclusion of the thermally released ab-

3 sorbers is to cover the extremely unlikely event that not

4 enough control rods and emergency shutdown rods can be in-

B serted to ke'ep the core shut down hot following xenon decay.

6 Loss of cool2nt flow when the core is at

7 normal operating temperature- or gross over-temperature of

8 the core together with inadequate coolant flow, will re-

a sult in melting of the fusible Tinks and release of the

to absorbers into the core.

53. Both the emergency shutdown systems will

12 use a refractory poison material.

13 54. Extensive testing of a prototype electri-

14 cally driven emergency shutdown rod and drtire will be

t5 undertaken in order to prove the reliability of this device.

16 FISSION PRODUCT CONTROL:

17 55, in most reactors, the philosophy of fission

i8 product control is that of the absolute containment of all

19 fissioA products within the cladding of each individual

20 fuel element. This approach requires that an impervious

21 cladding, such as aluminum, zirconium or stainless steel,

22 be used for the fuel elements,,

23 In the Peach Eottom Reactor, the philosophy

24. is to use a fuel clad material which is not completely is-

25 pervious to fission products, but to accept the release of
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pk23 I some of the fission products from the fuel elements into

2 the primary coolant systems during routine operation.

3 56. In order that the release of fission prod-

.. ucts f rom the fuel elements to the primary coolant system

5 be held within tolerable limits, several tieasures are em-

6 ployed in the Peach Bottom Reactor.

7 First, release of volatile fission products

a from the fuel compacts Is delayed until the short-lived

9 products have decayed. E~utensive experiments have demon-

tostratecd a moderate delay with uncoated fuel particles and

11 a long delay with coated fuel particles, the latter to he

12 *used in the Peach Bottom Reactor.

Second, most of the condensible fission

14' products which do escape from the fuel compacts will be

15 swept out of the active part of the core by means of a

16 pu rge stream and removed-in the cold and of the fuel element

17 by an internal trap.

Third, the noble gas and halogen fission

w9 products which do not decay within the fuel element are

20 carried by the helium purge-stream to charcoal traps ex-

21 ternal to the reactor pressure vessel Twhere they are allowed

22 to decay.

23 Fourth, the sleeve of the graphite fuel

24 element is made of l.1ow -pE~reabili#y gra~hite ijn 'order 'to,

impede 'the -leakage- of,. fission 'produdts _from' thei p"Ur gesrm
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pk24 into the primary coolant.

2 57. By utilizing these methods of fission

II product contrcl,'only a small fraction of the total

a, a ctivity produced by the reactor are in the primary cool-

-ant system.

The design activity of the primary coolant

7 !is approximately 4,000 curies, whereas the calculated

8 activity near the beginning of life is approximately 100

9 curies.

10 Although fuel compacts made with coated

11 -fuel particles will be used in the reactor, the analysis

19 of the main coolant system activity and the external. trap-

ping system activity and heat load are conservatively based

1li on the use of uncoated fuel particles.

1;1l 58. After the purge flov from the fuel elements

Xs leaves the pressure vessel it passes through.a series of

17 fission product traps as shown in Exhibit 21, External

Fission Product Trapping System.

:3 The first of these traps is cooled with

water alnd removes all non-noble -gas fission products from

21 the purge stream. Following this are two sets of traps,

the first of which operates at appro'imately room tempera-

23 ture and the second at appro.:imately -100 degrees Fahrenheit.

These traps delay the passage of noble gas

2 5 j fission products through the traps to such an extent: that

Ii , I
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pk25 1 essentially all of the noble gas. fission products, with

2 the exception of krypton-85, decay within the trapping

3 system rather than within the primary system.

4 These traps are not directly cooled, but

5 are cooled by the process gas passing through the traps.

6 The process gas is cooled before entering each trap by

7 1means of a heat exchanger. Both the trap that is used

8 for the remold of condensible fission products and the

9 series of traps that is used for the delay of noble gas

10 fission products contain activated charcoal.

11 The last set of traps, vEch contains a

12 molecular sieve material, is used for the fixation of the

is long-lived krypton-85 and any other non-radioactive im-

14 purities remaining in the gas. These traps operate

15 at liquid nitrogen temperatures.

16 59. For all fission products with the exception

17 of krypton-85 there is sufficient trap capacity that the

18 traps should not become depleted during the design

19 life of the reactor. The trap containing hrypton-85 will

20 be regenerated periodically and the IRrypton-85 will nor-

21 mally be shipped off-site for disposal. In the event the

22 traps need to be replaced, they will be shipped off-site

23 to a suitable disposal location.

24 -61o0 It should be noted that the DRAGON Reactor .

2 which is now under construction at Winfrithta~th in Great
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pk26 7 Britain utilizes the same principle of fission product

2 control as does the Peach Bottom Reactor. The Ultra-

3 High Temperature Reactor Experiment to ba constructed at

4 Los Alamos, and the AVR2 a reactor being constructed at

Juelich, Germany. utilize methods of fission product con--

trol somewhat similar to that to be used in the Peach

*; Bottom Reactor.

61. As to the Peach Bottom Reactor, full con-

9 firmation of the method of controlling the release of

fission product activity in the Peach Bottom Reactor has

11 been obtained by means of an in-pile loop which was con-

12 ssructed and which is now being operated as a part of the

ILI research and development program.

In thy loop, a full diameter section of a

sfuel element approximately four feet long is operated under

is conditions of temperature and pressure similar to those

yexperienced in the reactor.

w The element contains coated fuel particles

and low permeability graphite , and is continuously purged

20 by a small stream of helium. The purge stream passes

2; through an internal trap in the bottom of the fuel element

22 and through a set of external traps similar to those to be

V_ lused in Peach Bottom.

2fi The results of this experiment to date are

highly satisfactory and have completely confirme'd the ethod

,. -i ' ' , ,. ' '
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pk27 1 of fission product control to be used in the Peach Bottom

2 reactor,

PRIIUARY COOLANT SYSTEM!:

4 |1 . 62. The priaiary coolant system vinich consists

of two separate loops is used to remove the heat from the

G helium coolant and to produce the steam used in driving

7 the main turbine.

aI The primary coolant system process flow

9 |diagram is shown in Exhibit 22, Main Coolant System

10 Process Flow Diagrams Each loop contains a main helium

circulator, a steam generatora dust removal filter,

i2~ helium pipinpand isolation valves. The circulators are

is single-stage, centrifugal, overhung machines utilizing a

14 floating bushing shaft seal.

5 | Each is .normally driven by means of a 2,000

i6 hp electric motor which is coupled to the tmin helium

17 circulator through a hydraulic coupling. This hydraulic

18 coupling is used for speed control of the circulator. A

i9 pony motor, which can also be.used for rotating the cir-

20 culator, is located on the same shaft with the impeller.

2S 563. The steam generators are of the forced re-

E2 circulation type and contain separate economizer, evaporator

. and superheater sections. Each generator has its. -sepx'ate
drum

24 -steam separation/which is eleva d".P rbim~a=ely 35 'blc above

'5 the main tubesheet .'2of the steam einerator,. :y virtue of
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pk28 t the elevated steam drum, natural circulation will provide

2 approximately 50 percent beat removal in the event of a

3 failure of a recirculation pump.

4 64. Hot helium enters the steam generator through

a concentric inlet nozzle and passes in cross flow through

o the tube banks. The cooled effluent helium then flows

between' an internal shroud End the external shell before

8 being discharged from the steam generator. This arrange-

9 ment blankets the external pressure-containing shell with

t cool belium and permits the use of carbon steel of moderate

wall thickness.

65. Specifications for the steam generator re-

I3 quire stringent leak testing at the time of fabrication to

1-1 prevent the leakage of water or steam into the primary

coolant.

oIf a leak should develop during operation,

7 the most probably location for a leak is at the tube-to-

18 tubesheet welds. To minimize the amount of water or steam

19 that can enter the primary coolant should such leaks develop,

20 a baffle running parallel to the tubesheet is installed a

PC small distance below it, and a continuous purge flow of

22 helium is drawn from the region between the baffle and the

23 tubesheet.

24 The steam generator tubes will pass through

25 this baffle with a"small clearance between baffle and tubes.
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pk29 I The purge flow of 100 lb/hr per steam generator will re-

2 moVe any water-contaminated helium that may result from

a leak, thus preventing contartination of the primary

i I coolant, The water will be removed from the purge stream

by a steam generator purge purification system.

6 66. The piping between thre reactor vessel and

7 the steam generator is concentric with the hot helium

13 1 tflowing in the inner pipe arid the cold helium returning

9 Trom the steam generator to the circulator flowing in the

?0 ;outer portion of the pipe.

The piping between the steam generator and

the circulators is non-concen'tric. Isolation valves are

located in the hot pipe near the steam generator and in

. I the cold pipe on either side of each circulator. Insulation

is provided to protect the inncer concentric pipe frorn the

%6 hot helium flowing to the sttam generator.

7 HIELIUI HANDLING AND STORAGE SYSTEM:

7!8 67. In order to povide a means o; transferring

1j helium from the primary coolant system to helium storage

O |tanks and to provide a means of circulating purified helium

; ! from the fission product trappiing system, a helium handling

22 s storage system is provided.

231 68. The salient components of this system are

"Fi., three transfer compressorsi two helium dump tanks, and a

2s ||low pressure heliu tank. ThIie sys teim is joined to the

: li - .
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main coolant system and the helium purification system

to perform the following functions:

(1) Provide storage of helium when the

main coolant system pressure is reduced

to slightly sub-atmospheric (during main-

tenance and fuel handling, for example.)

(2) Serve as a dump system during accident

conditions.

(3) MAaintain a low pressure sink for vent.

lines, sample lines, and relief valves.

(4) Distribute purified helium to the com-

pressor seals and the control rod drives,

ca~

I1I
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Afterheat Removal and Emergency Cooling

:69. Each of the two maincoolant loops is capable of

independently removing the afterheat from the reactor core,

Immediately after shutdown, this heat istransferred in the form

of steam either to the atmosphere or to the mein condenser,

70, During extended periods of plant shutdown (greater

than 1 hour), decay beat generation in the core and the helium

temperature from the reactor are low enough that steam generation

for heat removal is no longer necessary,- Instead, water circus

lating through the evaporator section of the steam generators

will be cooled in a sub-boiling heat exchanger installed inside

the containment using plant service water as the coolant,

71 The discharge of each of the steam.generator

recirculation pumps is connected to the sub-boiling exchanger

|through abypass line.3 Thus, either of the main coolant loops

can be used for shutdown cooling0  The amount of recirculating

water routed through the exchanger is varied to insure that

the cold helium returned to the reactor is maintained at the

proper temperature,

72. I-n the event that it is not possible to circulate

helium through the reactor vessel1 , a separate emergency cooling

systera is provided. as shown in Exhibit 23, Emergency Cooling

Coil System, This system consists of a series of coils located

on a jacket. in the pressure vessel cavity8  These coils are

normally dry, but .can be flooded with water from the crItica I
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service water system in the event of an emergency, By means of

this system it is possible to remove the af terheat from the

reactor vessel anid core, even in the absence of all forced

circulation of reactor coolant. The coils consist of tubing

spaced on 4-inch cenjters These tubes are welded or brazed to

a steel plate shroud. Outside the shroud will be placed about

four inches of insulation to assist in maintaining the vessel

above neutron embrittling temperatures and prevent excessive

heat loss from the vessel to "be concrete shield. Coils

are placed on the outside of the shroud in order to minimize

the possibility of water. accidentally coming in contact with

the vessel,

73e To insure reliability of the coi ls, they will

be composed of several separate parallel circuits. Each

circuit will enter and leave the containment separately, and

will be valved off outside the containment.

Instrumentation and Control:

74., A number of nuclear, as well as process.-instrumenl

are provided to measure and control the performance of the

nuclear steam supply system. These instruments are integrated

into a plant protective system which automatically takes

certain corrective action in the event of malfunction of the

plant, These instruments call for a scram in the following

circumstances:

(a) high neutron flux..

- (b) high,-reactor outlet temperature . -

I
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3 :c) high moisture level in one of the two loops

2 . (d) low helium pres sure in the primary coolant system

(e) low pressure in the control rod drive high pressure

4 oil header.

(f) high rate of change of nuclear flux during startup

6 (g) high nuclear flux during startup

7 (h) main coolant loop isolation

* Main coolant loop isolation occurs during the following

9 |circumstances:

(a) loss of one snaili helium compressor

1 (b) loss of feedwater to one of the two boilers

(c) 'nigh moisture level in the helium returning from

a steam generator '!

(d) rupture in one of the main coolant loops.

Fuel Handling System

75. Fuel handling in the Peach Bottom Reactor is

T7 accomplished only after the reactor is shut down, cooled down tc

s approximately 4500 F, and the pressure is reduced toslightly

below atmospheric. Refueling is accomplished from the top of

20 | the vessel, .Equipmient for refueling is stored outside the

reactor vessel during normal operation. As a preparatory step

for refueling, a transfer machine which is used to grasp the

23 fuel elements is inserted into a central nozzle of the reactor

pressure vessel, This machines removes an individual fuel

.fomits location .t-, . .: s .....
25 element -- omts I-io withsin the core andfpai-ks it inma



4 X special position underneath a refueling nozzle located near the

2 edge of the core. Frobm this position the fuel element is

3 removed from the pressure vessel by means of a hoist located

within a charge macbine The fuel element within the charge

5 machine is then transported 'to a canning machine in'which it ;

is sealed in a metal can to prevent the release of fission

7 products during subsequent storage0  The canned fuel element

8 is then transferred-by means of an elevator to a spent fuel

9 pit located outside the containment vessel. The replacement

0 of new fuel takes place in essentially the reverse of the above

H tprocedure.

76, Isolation valves are provided for the refueling

nozzles to permit the insertion and removal of fuel handling

1 equipment and fuel elements without opening the pressure

vessel to the atmosphere at any time during the refueling

t operation. The fuel handling equipment is so designed that a

1spent fuel element is never exposed to the atmosphere.

18 776 Tests on several components of the transfer

machine have been carried out; It is planned that the entire

20 transfer machine will be tested as a part of the research and

21 development program0

Research and Development Program

23 78, For more than four years the General Atomic

24 Division of the General Dynamics Corporation has been conducting

25 a research and development program on high temperature: graphite

' -f"' , S-'I' ' .t ' - ''" " .- '; . .,'' '''0
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5 1 reactor systems . Such a program has been under AFC sponsor-

2 ship since the fall of 1959.

3 79, Some of the 'major efforts of this research

and development program are in the f ields -of inaterials develop-

5 ment, reactor physiCsi reactor component development s and

X fission product control, The materials development section

7 of this research and development program has had as its goal

8 the establishment of long-term integrity of graphite components

9 for the Peach Bottom Reactor., These components are the low

to permeability graphite tubes~fuel compacts, control materials,

11 and reflector materials. The program involves the investigation

12 of the effects of irradiation, temperature , and chemical

13 impurities on the mechanical. and physical properties as well

14 as on the dimensional stability of all'tbe graphite materials

15 in the reactors For the low permeability graphite components,

Is the effect of environment on the permeability is also being

17 'investigated. In addition to the research and development re-

I| suits available from the program being carried out at General

sq Atomic; a considerable amount of data are available from other

20 |sources, particularly from Hanford.

21 8O, A number of capsules containing low permeability

22 graphite fuel compact material and control material have been

2s irradiated as a part of the General Atomic program. In addition,

24 a large number of out-of-pile experiments.have.been carried out

25 to determine the mechanical properties of.-.the :graphite,,-:the -
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6 .effect of thermal stresses, and the effect of coolant impurities

2 on the permeability of the graphite0  As a result of these

3. eperiments I am confident that the fuel elements will perform

4 satisfactorily during the proposed fuel life and that there is

s no cause for concern as to the over-all integrity. The operation

6 of a full diameter but partial length fuel element as a part

7 of the in-pile loop gives further confirmation of the ability

o of the fuel element to perform satisfactorily in the reactor

s environment.

810  As ! previously discussed, a considerable amount

of effort has gone into the reactor physics program. This has

2included the operation of a critical experiment facility since

It |approximately July 1960, the measurement of neutron spectra

;X jin a graphite assembly using a pulsed source of neutrons from

a linear accelerator, as vall as an extensive piogram of

| calculationsa

17 .82. Using the critical facility, the contribution

of the Doppler broadening of thorium-232 resonances to the

temperature coefficient has been measured0  By making use of

this measurement, as well as the neutron spectra measurements,

the temperature coefficient for the Peach Bottom Reactor has

been predicted. In naddition, the control effectiveness has been

2 calculated and the calculation has been confirmed by measurements

U Using these temperature coefficients, the kinetic as well as

SD steady state performance of til reactor bas been predicted

--. :Ii..... .,,
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7 I 83. An extensive program of component development

2 is being carried out. Major parts of this program are the
7

3 construction and operation of a half-linear-scale flow model

4 of the reactor vessel and internals, operation of a full-scale

5 fuel element vibration test, the construction and operation

of the prototype control rod drive,. the operation of an

7 emergency shutdown rod, and the testing of components of the

8 fuel .handling equipment.

84, The balf-linear-scale flow model of the reactor

to1 pressure vessel and internals was constructed for the purpose

f of investigating flow distribution in the pressure vessel and

s2 core, and to investigate any mechanical problems which might

13 arise from the method of fuel element and reflector support

14 proposed, This flow model has been operated for some months

and has shown completely satisfactory performance of the core

arrangement, lo evidence of problems with fuel element motion

has been discovered. In addition to the flow model, an experi-

a mnental search has been made for vibrations vwhich might be excitei

in the fuel element by passage of coolant through the core. A

20 bundle of 19 full-size fuel elements vas assembled for such a

21 vibration test, It was demonstrated that no vibration is

22 excited by -,lte passage of coolant through the bundle, and

23, moreover, that any vibration excited by external forces is actua
* ly damped by the coolant, f low.

2.4 I ,; ,i .. . ............... .. . -,uo. W .....,........ ......

I85. The prototype control rod drive has been in

[ operation since March, 1961. Initial operation seas in air but



8 1 later operation was carried out in hot helium. The operation

of the prototype has demonstrated the reliability of the

3 mechanism. An emergency shutdown rod is nowd being fabricated

ando will: b tested under conditions of temperature Found in

'the reactor within the nextfew months. Tests have been

6 performed to provide des ign inf ormat ion for the thermally

7 released shutdown absorbers. In addition,, several components

8 of the fuel handling equipment have been tested to date and

9 more tests are scheduled,

10 86,, A number of out-of-p4-le and in-pile experiments

as well as design work have gone into the problem of fission

12 product control. The ability of the coated fuel particles in

1 the fuel compact to retain fission products under reactor

14 temperature conditions has been measured both in-pile and out-

1o of-pile. In addition, the a91dsorption characteristics of

16 |charcoal for certain fission products have been measured in

17 out-of-pile experiments. The preliminary design f or the

Peach Bottomi f ission product trapping system has been completed

and detailed design work is now in progress 0

2) 87. As previously mentioned, an in-pile loop has

2t |been in operation since September, l961. This loop is essential]

a pilot plant of the Peach Bottom Reactor in that it contains

23 all of the essential components of the Peach Bottom Reactor.

2 To date, the. results have been extremely encouraging in that

s the fission product activity both in the primary systeF.r and



9 1 in the fission product traps, is consideinbly below that

2 predicted for Peach Bottom.

3 B,8 Slime portions of the research and development

4 prograin still remdiui to be completed as of this date,, Several

5 |Capsules contaiaing fuel arid co-atrol material samples have

o recently been removed from. the Teactor and are undergoiag

7 post-irradiation examination, Capsules containing samples of

8 low permeability graphite are currently being irradiated and

will be examined after irradiation is complete, Operation

10 of the prototype control rod and drive will be continued to

11 obtain additional infdrmation on which to base maintenance

12 jschedules and to test the rod continuity monitor and the holding

IS lock.. At the conclusion of the control rod and drive tests,a

14 prototype of the electrically driven emergency shutdown system

15 1will be givenextensive proof testingc Operation of the in-pile

is loop will be continued,, and a post-irradiation examination of

17 the test element vzill be performed.. Components of the f uel

18 transfer machine, which are now being tested individually,

ZS will be assembled for a complete test of the system..

20 89, As can be seen from the above, an extensive progran

21 of work including an elaborate program of research and develop-

Z2 ment has been and is being carried out for the Peach Bottom

2S Reactor.. This work is discussed in ietail in the Preliminary

P4 Hazards Summary Report. On the bash; of this wor6, I bieve

25 that ithere isreasonable- assurance .~t tbtechnical infor-
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mation omitted from and required to complete the application

will be supplied 0
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1MR. BRADLEY: I offer in evidence Applicant's

2 Exhibits for identification Nose. 16 through 23.

3 EXAMINER BOND: There appear to be no objections.

I Accordingly, there are receivedin evidence Epplicant i's

5 Exhibits Nos. 16 through 23, inclusive, as previous ly

6 described and identified in the record.

7; (Applicant's Exhibits Nos. 16

8 T through 23 were received in

evidence.)

10 EXAMINER BOND: The testimony i&hibh has been

t ordered to be copied into the record, and exhibits, will be

considered as the evidence of this witness.

II HMR. BRADLEY: No further questions, your Honor.

14 I! EXAMINER BOND: Of course, consideration will be

tW 1| given to such other answer ash3 may give to such qm stions

16 j as may be propounded. Are there any cxoss examination

17 questions on behalf of the regulatory staff?

18 DR. ENGELHARDT: Yes, sir. The staff has several

19 questions to ask of Mr. Koutz.

CROSS EXAMINATION

2j By Mr. Engelhardt:

22 Q Directing your attention to page 5. paragraph 17,

23 you indicate in this paragraph that the method of cooling the

SI Peach Bottom reactor by forced circulation of gaseous coolant

25 is utilized by a-number of reactors in the Unitd States
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1 and Great Britain, and then you indicate several of those.

2 Could you tell me which of the listed reactors

S are actually in operation today?

4 A Yes, sir. -The Oak Ridge graphite reactor, and the

5 Brookhaven National Iab reactor have been in operation for a

6 number of years. Several of the Calder Hall reactors are

7 in operation. I cannot state exactly how many mre running

8 at this date.

9 Q Now, is the experience gained on those which are

to operating today actually applicable to the Peach Bottom

if reactor? In other words, can the information that you

12 obtah from these reactors that are operating now be utilized

13 in the Peach Bottom reactor?

14 A In a genera way I would say.

15 Q In a general way?

16 A Yes,

17 Q Now,directing your attentionto page 6, paragraph

t8 20, can you tell me what is the purpose of the pyrolytic

Is coating on the carbides?

A Yes, sir. The coating serves two functions. Ore

.21 function is to facilitate the manufacture of fuel by coating

22 the.particles with pyrolytic carbon. The carbides are easier

23 to handle during the raanufactur'ing phase of the operation.

24 The second function is to Lold up the fission

5 products that axe forrined during the operaticn of'tihe reactor
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1 within the fuel element, itself.

- Q Now, directing your attention to page 7 , paragraph

3 23 .in which you refer. to the contact forces, can you tell me

.4 what causes the contact forces, and what force is actually

5 available?

6. A Yes, sir. The force that is referred to here

7 results from the fact that on one side of the side reflector

8 segments there is a helium pressure, on the inside there is

9 a helium pressure that is somewhat lower than on the outside.

7w The difference in pressure is caused by the pressure drop

1 dthe gas asit flows through the pressure vessel and through

12 the core. This difference is approximately three pounds per

13 square inch. So the force available is equal to the area

14 of the side reflector times three pounds for every square

l inch of surface area. This amounts to approximately 3,000

6, pounds of force per reflector segrment.

17 Q Directing your attention next to page 10, paragraph

18 28, in 'which you indicate at least 19 fuse operated poison

19 rods would be availabkein this reactor. Can you tell me

20 what the basis was for determining thet 19 poison rods were

21 needed?

22 A This numberof rods is sufficient to coutiteract -

23 the reactivity gained when the xenon 135 decays. That was the

24 basis.

25Q This is a matter of calculttion?
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1. Yes, sir.

2 Q Not on page 20 of your testimony, paragraph 61, you

3. indicate here that the full confirmation of the -method of

4 controlling the release of fission product activity in the

s Peach Bottom. reactor has been obtained by means of an in-pile

6 loop which has been constructed and is nom being operated.

7 Can you give mn an indication of how you came to this

8 determinatic that there was full confirmation in that test?

A Yes, sir. The in-pile loop is a pilot plant of

10 the Peach Bottom reactor in that it contains all of the major

11 components of the reactcr that are associated with tUn control

1 of the fission product release. It contains a fuel element

13 which is the same diameter as the Peach Bottom fuel element.

14 The fuel element is not full length, but .it is four feet in

15 length in the loop as compa~red to 12 feet in the actual reactvr.

16 The loop contains coated fuel particles, fuel compacts. It

17 contains a low penmeability graphite sleeve. There is a-.

l purge flow through the fuel element,-just as in the reactor..

19 .There is an internal fission product trap. There are a

20 series of external fission product traps. All dE these are

21 components that appear.in the design of the Peach Bottom

22 reactor and are associated with the control of the fission

23 products. Since the loop element is running at essentially

24 the same conditions as the reactor and contains elements

25 that are geometrically similar to the actiual reactor, I.feel
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I that this is'a complete confirmation of the method of controllir

fission products in the reactor.

3 Q - ow, referring to paagraph 87 on page 30,

4 you are again referring to the in-pile loop %which has been

5 in operation since September 1961. Are these two paragraphs

5 referring to the same tests?

7 A Yes, sir, they are.

8 Q In this one, '-it is in paragraph 87,

, |you indicate that to date the results have been extremely

10 encouraging.

ii A Yes, sir.

2 Q Whereas in the previous statement you say full

IS confirmation. Is there any possible contradiction between

14 these two statements, or are you referring to two different

15 aspects of these tests in making those two statements?

|| A No., sir, I don't think thev are in contradiction.

17 The statement in paragraph 87 referred to the fact that the

is release of fission product activity to the primary system

19 of the loop is lower than we predicted in the design of the.

ao reactor. In that sense we not only confirmed the method of

2i control, but the results are encouraging because vie are

22 doing a better job controlling the fission products that had

23a been predicted.

24 Q Is there any accounting for the low values obtained

25 or that have been setin these tests?:-.
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I A Part of the difference is conservatism in the

2 .'design of the reactor.

9 Q How long has this in-pile loop been in operation?

4 A It started September 23, 1961a

5 Q And you .eel that the conclusions drawn here in

$ your testimony after such a short period of operation can be

7 reached?

S A Yes, sir, I do. These conclusions of course are

.backed up by other capsule experiments in which we have

1O irradiated the various components of the fuel element. These

11 irradiations have been carried out to much longer burnups.

taQ Now I direct your attention to page 28, paragraph

S 80; can you give me some specific results of the research

and development program that you speak of in thisparagraph

} to provide the confidence that you indicate yau have as a
Is

16 result of the experiments?

17 A Yes, sir, I can. We have irradiated low permeabiLit3

IS grapiite and have measured the thermal conductivity of the

19 graphite after irradiation. The thermal conductivity was

20 at least as good as we had used in our design calculttions.

21 Tie have thermally stressed piec6s of graphite by means

22 of supplying a heat source to the inside of the tube and

23 cooling the outside of the tube. These stresses have been

N far in excess of that predicted in the reactor, and the

a> stresses have 'not caused failure of the tubes.

II''X ~ - ' ' ht'' ;'' ' ''' '' " ' -' '~ '''" ''' "l'
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We have measured the dimensional changes of

graphite as a result of irradiation, and these are within

the range that we can accept in the design, the changes that

were measured are within the ranges we can,.accept within the

design of the fuel element.

Q You also indicate the in-pile loop in paragraph

80. Can you tell me how long you intend to operate the in-

pile loop?

A The in-pile loop is expected to operate through

I

most of 1962.

Q Throughou the full of 1962?

A no, sir, through most of the year. It will

termirmte some time we expect in' the fail of 1962.

Q ! have one final .questin, which is a general

question relating to research and development projects.

Can you summarize the present status of your

research and development progranr and indicate what projects

remain to be finished?

A Yes, sir. The research and development progran

is in an advanced stage of operation. It will continue

throughout 1962 and there will be a little bit of research and

development in 1963. The major items that remain as a

part of the research and development program are the post-

irradiation examina tion of several capsules containing fuel
. . . , .. ..

and ggaphite sleeve iiaterial, the cdontinued operation-. f: .
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three more capsules containing low permeability graphite

sleeve material, the operation of the in-pile loop, and the

post-irradiation examination of -the in-pile loop element,

further testing on the prototype control rod drive, a

test of the electrically driven emergendcyshutdowm rod -and

drive, and tests on the fuel handling equipment.

MR. ENGELIEEDT: Thank you, Mr. goutz. That

completes the staff cross examination of this witness.

EXAMIUNER BOND: Are there questions on behalf of

tHe Commonwealth of Pennsylvania?

MR. GROSS: Yes.

EYXCMUNER BOND: You may proceed.

By Mr. Gross:

Mr. Koutz, you testified that the in-pile loop

experiment will last through most of 1962. I take it then

that the final data on that experiment won't be available

until the end of that experiment, the latter part of 1962.

A of course, the final data will not but because of

the nature- of the experiment we obtain data daily on tUP

release of fission products. Therefore, we do not have to

wait until the completion of the experiment to have results

'chat are useful to us.

Q I see. But nevertheless, the experiment is

approximately 25 per cent througli at least in terms -df time.'

What do -you plan ft do if the results, as glcaned later

, ,- ' ,' '- ' ''.'''' '' ' I '
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on, do not meet your expectations? Do you have any

alternative plans?

A We have results of fission product release to date

cn fuel capsules-:that contain coated fuel particles and

these were irradiated at design temperatures arn to essentially

the full lifetime of the reactor. So at the present time

l we do have results in indicate *that the fission products

release at the end of thi core life v ill be.

The design basis for the reactor uses uncoated

fuel particles rather than coated fuel particles. in

addition, for further conservatism, an additional safety

factor of three was applied to the release fran the uncoated

fuel particle data. Therefore, the release that is being

used as a basis for design is approximately seven times

higher than that obtained from end of life fuel particles.

Q Do you feel that safety factor is sufficient?

A Yes, sir, I do.

Q Ullow, Er. outz, I would like to refer you to

paragraph 66 of your testimony in Which you refer to

isolation valves. I believe you referred to them in another

part of your testimony. Will you explain how these work?

A Yes, iir. These are valves in the main helium ducts

which carry the hot helium from the reactcr to the steam

generator, and which carfy te -cool 'helium from the stea-n:.

generator back to. th Theeactor hese ,are waVlves -I'.i' . . ' -X
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which are operated by means of a high pressure helium cyJ.inder.

They can be closed on various signals from the safety system

in the reactor in order to isolate the steam generator from

the reactor.

Q And they are operated automaticaily?-

A Yes, sir.

Q No part of the operation is manual?

A No, sir. The signals are automatically sent to

the valves to cause them to close.

Q What happens if the valves do not function?

A The case of the valve failing to function is

cons idered in the preliminary hazard report. In the event

of a steam generator tube leak and a valve failing to close

some water goes into the xeactor, which normally would not

have been allowed to go into the reactor. This will cause

a rise in the pressure within the.reactor, but the volume

of the primary system of the reactor and the volume of the dump

ianks is sufficient that the helium will not be released to

the containment dessel even if the valve fails to close.

Q Has there been provision made for the testing

of these valves routinely?

A These procedures have not yet been worked out.

Q I have just one final question, Mr. Koutz. As I

understand it, this is an experimental type reactor and

there is still much' data missing, much.xesearch and deveiopment
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' -to be done. Why is it that your company is seeking a

2 -construction permit at this time? Can you answer that

.,-3 -question)

4 A Yes, sir. We feel that enough research and

t |development has been completed that all of the safety issues

G can be satifactorily answered at this time and that the

7 |bxther R. and D. is not likely to shed any light on the

a safety questions, but is only confirmatory in that it allows

9 the detailed design of the various components to progress.

21 MR. GROSS: Thank you.

EXAMINER BOND: Are there other questions?

Is there any redirect?

MR. BRADLEY: No.

14 EXM4INER BOND: I may have two or three, more or

15 less, questions,

16 M|.. Koutz, first, I would point out to you that by

17 reason of your testimony having been previously reduced to

i8 writing you are not limited to making any such changes

9 in there as you have indicated in the two instances earlier.

D0 You may, if you wish, say more about this subject in the

21 light of any-thoughts or ideas that have occurred to you

22 by reason of having access to the testimony d other

23 witnesses in the Ixoceeding. Is that invitation clear?

24 THE WITNESS: Yes, sir, it is.

1.EX7AMINER BOND: Do .you viish to say more? .
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TME WITNESS: Yes, sir, I vould.

z I have not had a chance to review the final draft

s of the AEC testi.mony to be presented by Dr. Martin Biles.

I have seen an earlier draft of this testimony There is

.5 ~perhaps apparent contradiction between the statements I have

6 made on the R. and D. -to be cornpleted in Dr. Biles'

7 testimony and in my testimony. The statements that I have

a made in regard to the major items to be completed are as of

this date. Certain items of R. and D. which are irentioned

10 in Dr. Biles' draft testimony have been completed since

the preliminary hazard report was submitted to the Commission.

12 Therefofe, I think that the fact that the R. and D. program

ss ha s continued and certain items have been completed explains

14 this apparent discrepancy.

MR. BRADLEY: Are you speaking of the submis sion

16 of t1e preliminary hazards report in August of this yea,

17 M4r. Koutz?

THE WITNESS: Yes, six, I am.

10 EXAMIINER BOND: I understarA your comments to

20 suggest that if Dr. Biles should have available to himl as

21 much current information as you na7 have, he might modify

29 some of his statements. Is that correct?

23 THE VWITNESS: That is correct.

24 EXAMIMER BON3TD: Do you wish now or at a later

25 stage in the hearing to provide that information so that the
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record will include an evaluation of all the latest data

that are available? LAnd if you don't wish to answer that

..now, if. you wish to .cogitate. on it and consider it

with. your..counsel and`wit.h others: whllo are to testify on ,

behalf of the applicant, you may so consider it and respond

directly or through counsel later.

MR. BRADLEY: We will take advantage of your

Honor's opportunity to discuss the question and advise yma

of our position before te hearing is over.

EXAMINER: Thank you. The suggestion wlich I

have made is intended to afford all witnesses an opportunity

to provide for the record the best possible evaluation of

ihe latest and most complete information available. I believe

that your consideration of that procedure will be helpful.

At page 10 in paragraph 28 of your-testimony, I haw

first this question: What is the experience with reference to

fuse operated poison rods, thedsvice for emergency use here

contemplated?

TIE WITNESS: I am not aware of a device exactly

like this being in use today in a reactor. It of course

uses a principle that is common in f ire extinguishers in that

a fusable link simply must melt in order to cause the device

to be activated. But as far as a device exactly like this

Iing in use in a reacto to date, I am not aware of any such

use..

II
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- EKI4IINER BOND: This is new here, then, is it not?

-: - TE WTNESS: Yes, sir.

By Examiner -Bond:

Q What is Sthe melting temperature of this fusing

link? -

A It is approximately 1800 degrees Fahrenheit.

Q Is that link in th1- circulating helium environment?

A Yes, sir, it is. it is within the control rod

guide tube which has the helium flowing over it.

Q 'hat is normal operating temperature there?

A Approximately 1,000 degrees Fahrenheit.

0 About what is the time lag between rise to the

melting point temperature and the melting? Is that a

measurable or significant time period?

A I don't know for sure. It is a few seconds.

But I can't say more precisely than that.

Q A whole lot can go on in a few seconds when you

have a rapidly rising temperature in a reactor, can it not?

A This device is not intended to take care of rapid

changes in temperature. It is intended to take care of slowv

effects; the normal control rods, and the negative

temperature coefficient are intended to take care of the

rapid changes in temperature.

Q Woul.d this be a device that would be present

during decay heat period after an emergency scram, for
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A: The device. uould be in the reactor under the
conditions you described, but would probably not have seen

activated. That is ,- the temperatre would not have reached

ahigh enough value to cause the thermally released device

to fall into the core.

Q I may have confused the situation by implicitly

basing my question on an evaluation of the maximum credible

acciden-t,where there has been a loss of coolant flow

and the decay _heat buildup occurs. Does that.help you to

say more on this question? If it does not, wle willleave it

theze.

A In the event of a loss of coolant flow and ton

continuation of the after heat, the device, the fusable

link would melt, and thethermally released poison section

would drop into the core.,

Q At page 17, paragrai5O,. you describeenergency

shutdown rods which. I understand, to be different in

construction, purpose and function than those we have just

talked about.

A Yes.

| Q Could you describe those a little more fully as

to their mechanical arrangement and operation?

A Yes, sir. The emergency shutdown rods, the drives

for these rods are located below the reactor. The drives

:,: .. :I, .--. .I -
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. consist of a direct current electrical motor which is

2 coupled to a lead screw. This motor is cauo.sd to rotate

K by means of allowing current to flow through the -motor. This

4 in turn causes the screw to rotate. Ah nut which is riding'

on the screw xideiup-h screw, the S g th -

G control rod upward into the reactor. The screw is approxi-

7 mately eight feet long.

a Power to actuate the motor is supplied by means

91 of a storage battery, one storage battery fcceach of

10 the electrically driven shutdown rods. These storage

If batteries are located on the bottom end of the control rod

22 drive.

Q3 Q What is the. structure of the control rod?

14 A The control rod is steel in structure. Its

la neutron poisoning capabilities are derived by means of a

I& refractory poison contained within the steel tube.

17 Q What is the number and warth of these rods?

. A There are 19 of these rods, and they are worth

approximately 13 per cent in IK.

X0 Q In total?

21 A Yes, sir. All 19 of them .together worth 13 per cent.

22 Q I have a question that may be yours, If it is

2s3 notifeel free to suggest tlv2;t it be referred elsewhere. I

2fi would want that to be understood to be a limiting condition

23 on all of the questions that I may ask.
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1 At page 19 ar.d earlier, you described the fission

2 product tra3? arrangement. tlhat is the mechanical --

I use that term loos'ely -- arrangement there? AirtI ask

f the Question that way because earilier you gave a .very clear

etplanation of the mechanics of operation of the control rods.

S |Could you describe this so that a laynan can understand it

w a little better?

A Yes, sir. First &f all, let me say that the reactor

S |pressure vessel, which is about 14 feet in diameter, is

30 contabed within the secondary containment vessel, which is

1t about 100 feet in diameter. The external fission product

12 traps about which yoa iquired are located outside the

is reactor vessel but nevertheless within the secondary

1Jr containment vessel. They consist of a series of cylindrical

is| shaped tanks in varying sizes. These tanks for the most

is part contain charcoal. The sizes of some of these tanks are

17 given on Exhibit 21, and they vary in size, for example,

from 3-i/2 feet in diameter and 7 feet tall up to

19 1 approximately 5 feet in diameter and 20 feet tall. These

2.0 tanks are connected in series by piping through which t1e

p | purge gas flowis and preceding most of these traps is a heat

2 exchanger to cool te gas before entering the trap. These

23 traps axe arranged within a concrete zoom within the 100

24 foot diameter containment vessel.

25 Q What gas stream flowFs through that circuit?
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Is that total flow or a lead-off.fllow?

2 A Uo, sir. Only the purge flow passes through the

S : external trapping syster.m. This is approximately 1,000L

. pounds per hour of flow. The total flow going through the

reactor i.s ibout 440,000 -poinds p& hour. So this is a

6 very small side stream, appra-imately .2 d one per cent for

7 the flow.

8 Q Ncw, before it enters the external trap, has that

9 purge flowed through the fuel element and cleared the internal

10 trap also?

11 A Yes, sir.

12 Q Could you now describe thre 'internal trap arrangement

13 A The internal trap is locatdd within the graphite

14 sleeve which makes up each fuel element. The sleeve is

is approximately 3-1/2 inches in outside diameter and 2.75 inches

16 in inside diameter. The internal trap is approximately 2.75

17 inches in diameter and contains charcoal in order to adsorb

18 fission products. This charcoal within the internal trap

19 | is contained within narrow slots rather than filling the

20 entire 2.75 inch diameter in order that the heat produced

22 by the fission products within the trap can be transferred

22 |to the main coolant stream.

23 Q What size or sizes of appertures or passages are

24 available for this purge flow in the internal trap zone?

as
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l A The grooves which contain the activated charcoal

2 are approximately 3/16ths of an inch. These grooves

3 are filled with charcoal which is rather coarse.grain size,

4 between a sixteenth and an eighth of an inch in diameter.

5 The purge gas flows through thse grooves.

h Where or what is the provision which determines

7 hav much of this total flow Noes through this purge channel?

3 That may be an awkward question. What is the limiting factor?

9 A The total flow through the trapping s.y stem

se is set by the purified helium compressor which is located

If at the discharge end of the trapping system. Flow is

12 measured and controlled at that point. The actual control

3 is :cbtained by opening and closing a bypass valve around

14 the purified helium compressor. in order to maintain the purge

1 11 flow at tIn preset value.

16 I What are the possibilities of particulate matter

17 obstructing the flow, say at this internal trap zone, and What

,i might bD the consequences of such obstruction? Have you an

19 opinion in that?

20 A Yes, sir. The purge flow Which passes through the

21 element enters the element at the top reflector portion.

22 In order to enter the fuel element the purge flow must pass

23 | radially inward through agraphite rod. This acts as a

241 sieve or filter to taln out particulate matter. Furthermore,

25 | at the inlet to the internal trap itself, there 'is also a
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coarse graphite plug which will also act as a filter to

-prevent any other particulate matter from going into the

trap. In the event the fuel element did becomne plugged and

had no purge flow at all thirgh it, the primary system

activitvy Ad increase, if the reactor continued to opeate,

a factor of about 7-1/2. That is if one fuel elernentbacame

plugged. If the activity preceding this plugging were the

100 curies or thereabouts that we mention in the preliminary

hazards report, that means tha tUn- activity would go up

to approximately 700 curies. This is well below the design

limits, the design activity being used as a basis of design

of the plant.

Q Do I carrectly understandthat it is anticipated

that this internal trap and filter arrangement is to last

for the life of the fuel element?

A That is correct.

Q No provision is made for changing these components

af the fuelelements except in conjunction with a shutdown

and removal of the fuel element, itself, is that correct:?

A Tha~t is correct.

What is expected to be the curie accumulation

at the end of the expected fuel element life within this trap?

or have you made or are you acquainted with such

calculations or estimates?

A Within the internal trap?

ii - ' . : . .. ' - - . - ,-
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Yes.

A The number is given in the preliminary hazards

3 report. As I remember, it is some 10 or 15 per cent of

4 ;the total activity produced by the reactor which would put

5 it in the range of 50 megacuries. I am not certain of that

6 numb er, however.

.7 Q What accumulation would tl-nre be expected to

;3 result during operation, not necessarily with regard to fuel

9 jdLement life, in the external traps?

to A Using the release of fission products that is

t~the design basis for the plant, there would be approximately

11.2 megacuries of activity in the external traps. Using

'o 1the data corresponding to partially burned up coated fuel

lo |articles, the external traps contain approximately 1.4

,5 megacuries.

EXAmu 1NER BOND: T have no other questions of this

!7 witness. There may be questions by others to which he might

respond.

19 jMR. ENGELHARDT: The staff has no further

.0 questions.

21 MR. GROSS: No questions.

22 MR. BRADLEY: We have no further questions.

Ea, EXAMINER BOND: There appear to be none.

2-4 You may be excused as a witness, Mr. 1outs.

25
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I MR. BRADLEY: Dr. Duf field.

2 EMINER :OND. : Excuse me for a moment, if I may

S make an announcement off the record.

4 (Discussion off the record.)

5 , 1EXAINER: BOND: We return to the record.

6 | You may proceed, rz. Bradley.

? Whereupon,

fROBERT -B. DUFFIELD

g was called as a witness, and lhaving been first duly sworn,

1o I was. examined and testified as follows:

l s DIRECT EXAMINATION

By M-. Bradley:

13 Q State your name for the record, please.

I4 A Robert B. Duf field.

Is Q By whan are you employed, Dr. Duffield?

fi |. A By the General ktomic Division of the General.

17 D Dynamics Corporation.

Q In what capacity?

A Pr|ject manager for the General Atomic work on .he

20 Peach Bottom power station.

21 Q Have you prepared in written form your proposed

22 | testimony to be given in this proceeding?

23 A Yes, I have.

24 IQ s the document you have, before you your proposed

21; |testimaony?
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A Yes, it is.

Q Axe the statements contained in your proposeE

testimony true and; corre-ct?

A Yes, theyare.

MR, BRADLEY: I move, Mr. Examiner, that the

reading of the testimony of Dr. Duff ield be dispensed

with, and that it be incorporated into the record as though

read.

EX.AMINER BOND: Thexe appears to lie no objection.

Accordingly, it is so ordered, and the statement thus

validated and placed in the record will be considered as

the direct testimony of this witness.

I
I
II

II

II
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Fr.ance/cah ( THE DIRECT TESTIMONYI OF ROBER B. DUFFIELD

.FOLLOWS) :

3 MR.. 1DIUFIELD: 1, My name is 1Robert ,. Duffield and

. I am Ganeral Atomic's Project L !anager of the Peach Bottomn

5 reactor,

U n 52 r received my AB degree in chenistry frorm

7 Princeton University in m and my Ph.D degree frot the Uni-

s versity of California at Berkeley in 1943.

1 3. From . 194 to 1984 I was a member of the

&O scientific staff of the Los Alroms Scientific Laboratory wvhere

I T'worked on the chemistry of pluton-uJM

12 4., In 1946, I joined the faculty of the University

of Illinois and subsequently held a joint appointment as

. associate professor in the Departrtents of Chemistry alnd Physics0

i In ndrdition to my teaching, I wV2s in charge of the University9 s

22-Mav betatron.. My main research interests were concerned with

17 the study of radioactivity and the photofission of boavy elernents,

SS 5B Since 1956, 1 have been an employee of General

20 lAtamic where in addition to being Project ?,ianager of the '-each

£0 Bsottom. reactor, T Iam assistanit DI.-ector of the Laboratoz-y and

21 Chairman of the Chlemistry Department 0 I vis m'anager o` the

.;.' project which detelopedo designed, and constructed General

23 litomic's TfRIGA research reactor.- As Project Manager of tte

I 5Peach Bottom reactor, I am: responsible for over-all direction

.3 1of the projecti including t;be.safety analysis for the reactors'

H},
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2 6g The design of the Peach Bottom Atomic Power

2 Station represents over two years of intensive research,

3 engineering, analysis, and design effort for which plant

4 safety has been one of the foremos t objectives6  In the

5 course of this effort, a number of postulated accidents

h have been evaluated to determine the adequacy of the. plant.

i! It is the purpose of my testimony to summarize a broad

E3 spectrurmi of accidents,, most of which are extremely difficult

2 to visuali.ze as havrg a remote possibility of occurence. The

10 analyses of these accidents show that the many safety features

H :incorporas:ed in the plant design provide zdequate protection

12 to the health and-safety ol the public and are i iicative of

t3 the upper limit of the potential hazard of this plant.

14 7. I shall discuss thse various malfunctions, equipment

failures, and accidents to which the plant miglt be subject,

16 in the following categories: first, those involving the

17 reactor, that.is: reactivity addition and loss of fission pro-

is duct barriers; second, accidents involving the fission product

19 trapping system; third, accidents which might occur during the

20 handling or storage of radioactive fuel elements; and fourth,

2.1 accidents involving a failure of a steam generator tube. Only

u the first three of these categories involve the release of'

23 significant qualities of radioactivity to the plant containment

P0 vessel or to the specially des igned s pent f uel storage build ing Q

;s Th environmrental consequences of the,:radioactivity release

- '. ., .. '
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3 : from the plant following postvl ated accidents; will be covered

2 in the testimony of Mr, Wilson0

3 8.e Only accidents which involve rupture of the or.4mary

, loop, of the fission- product trapping system. or of a spent-

5 fuel canister are capable of releasing qusntities of radio-

6 activity which warrant an environmental evaluation.. Our eval-

7 uation of these conditions indicates that the safety features

6 inherent in the design and provided in the plant limit the

resultznt releases to the environment so that the health and

* iO safety of the public vill not be endangered. For example, the

1i r ost severe accident postulated results in a whole body gammE;

12 dosage of only 4'4 rem at tbhe site boundary for the first

3 twenty-four hours with an inversion. This accident requires

14 coincident rupture of the primary system and loss of all normal

W coolant, and failureof the fission product purge line check

1B valve to close0

s7 | Accidents Involving the Reactor:

* 9. The design of this reactor includes features which18

@ |provide for shutdown under normtal and abnormal conditions.

These features include a temperature coefficient of reactivity

which is negative at all times dzaring reactor 1ife and at all

2 I temperatures; a complement of 36 control rods for normal control

ga and reactor shutdown; an emergency shutdown system comprising

24. 19 emergency.shutdown rods under the control of the reactor

|operator and a set of thermally released neutron absorbers which

' fall into t'he core and.poi;on -it in the eve- t of core vpr- ;
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Atemiperature,, These features permit reactor shutdown under

all-credible circumstances 0 Nevertheless, the consequences of

control system malfunction have been extensively analyzed.

The results of this analysis are briefly as f ollows- S-o.ie-

malfunction of a control rod drive or a possible operational

error might result in the unintentional removal of a control

rod, thereby increasing the reactivity and, consequently, the

power level, beyond the desired value.

10, Startup accidents for the Peach Bottom reactor

are not at all serious because of the large negative temperature

coefficient of reactivity, the large heat capacity of the core,

and the limited rate of reactivity insertion which is possible.

The analysis of this accident has shown that the unintentional

removal of one control rod during startup, even if followed by

no scram, will result in a temperature rise in the hottest fuel

element of not more then 2370 C. Sucb a temperature rise

during reactor startup would produce no fuel element damage

and no radioactivity, release.

11, The most severe type of renctivity addition

during reactor operation which is deemed credible involves

the removal of a single control rod worth O.OlAl1 with an

acceleration of 32 ft/sec.2 There are multiple devices in-

corporated in the control rod design to prevent such a malfunctia

They consist of

(a) a continuity monitor in the control rod which vwill*

I
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5 i immediately alarm to the operator any break in the

2 control. rod.

3 (b) A lock which will secure all fully inserted control

4- rrods in the fully inserted position.,

5(c) A control- rod program which w11 require that all

> | but a small number of control rods b ; either fully

7 inserted or fully withdrawn,

13 12, INevex~theless. if such rod removal were to occur

D and if there were no consequent reactor scram. the hottest

10 fuel element, in the reactor would attaiu a temperature not

** highor than 220'70C. This condition would be terminated by the

12 insertion of regular control rods or the electrically driven

13 emergency rods. This temperature would persist for only a

14 | short period of time. No gross release of fission products

Xrv| ould occur in this short temnperaturetransient and the fuel

ji, element woulr3 not suffer significant damege. The maximum

17 thermal stress is below the mnirnum modulus of -rupture of the

16 fuel element sleeve niateriel and, therefore, the sleeve of

19 even the hottast fuel element would be able to tolerate the

:-. excursion. There would be no significant increase in the

21 radioactivity of the primary coolant andno failure of the

22 structural.. partv of the fuel element analogous to the meltiug

of the fuel element cladding in netallic fuel elements. The

R., 1integrity of the primary coolant loop would not be affectad.,

25 The fuel element temperature follbwing such a sudden control*

.1:.i .- . .
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rod withdrawal would normally be limited to a value much lower

than that givenpreviously by scram of the reactor on a high

neutron flux S ignal.-.

13,i The ana, ysis of postulated accidents also con-

sidered the effects of rearrangement of core components on

reactivity., The following geometry changes were investigated:

(l) A large accumulation of graphite in -the core

coolant channels.

(b) A large shrinkage in the core volume,,

(c) A levitation of the fuel-elemuents, thereby moving

the core away fromi the control rods..

14.. Reactivity calculations show that 1300 pounds of

graphite uniformly distributed in the core voids would be

required to increase the reactivity by 0oOl -4 k There is no

plausible mechanism which could introduce suchL a large additiona3

amount of graphite in the core.

15.. Calculations sbow thnt a core volume shrinkage of

about 2 percent would be required to increase the reactivity

by ,,01 Ak Even if all the standoff tubes were sheared off at

the base of the fuel elements and the .035 inch spacers c-n the

fuel rods were somehow crushed so that all fuel elements come

in contact along their entire length, the total volume shrinkage

would only be about 2 percent. Hence, it is concluded that a

sudden large increase in reactivity resulting frora a core

shrinkage is not credible.. .

16. A sudden large pressure drop across the core might
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7 caguse-lfti f orcas-7t-act-on'the-f e n- --A -careful

2 analysis of this postulated conditions shows that the maximum

S levitation which could occur would be less than one inch. A

i core displacement of one inch relative to the control rods

5 would be equivalent to: a one .inch withdrawal..of -the .control

o rods. For a typical operatin;Z, condition a one incr levitation

7 of the entire core would result in a reactivity increase not

B exceeding o0 0l Ak,

'17, It is concluded that there is no credible niechanisn

to vwhereby the reactor core could be accidentally rearranged in

l a way to constitute a serious reactivity addition.,

18. A rupture of the reactor plant primary cooling

13 system would result in the release of some radioactivity to

ld the secondary containment. The amount of radioactivity

S |released would depend on the size of the leak', the degree of

I| tolation possible, and the amount of activity present in the

17 primary loop at the time of the rupture. The worst postulated

7 n aceident involving a single failure is a primary system

1, rupture of sufficient magnitude to ullow backf low of the fuel

20 element purge helium to the secondary containment. The analysis

21 shows that a total of 0.84 megacuries would be released to the

2, containment. Another postulated accident is a multiple failure

23 involving a rupture of the pritnary coolant system, failure

2 of the loop isolation valves, and the simultaneous unaval-

* 2! ability of both' coolant loops. In the event of such a multiple

failure of the reactor equipment, it 'Would be necessaryto .

3 Ii: ; ;
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cool the reactor.core with the emergency cooling system

described by Mr' Koutz. In this eventuality, the core central

0temperature would reach a msxwimpum of approximately 3600 F

and there would be some release of fission product radioactivity

from the reactor core.,

19.. The radioactivity in the containment vessel would

rise to a maximum of approximately 5.,2 megacuries at a time

approximntely 17 hours after the multiple failures and would

then drop slowly as a result of the radioactivity. decay,

removal by the emergency filtration system, and the continuing

slov release from the reactor core<, The environmental con-

sequences of such a release will be discussed in the testimony

of Mr. Wilson,

Accidents Involving the Fission Product Trapping System:

20, The fission product trapping system has been

designed to minimiize the probability of any accident which

could release a significant quantity of radioactivity from

the system0 Detailed studies of abnormal and accident conditions

have shown that even very serious failures in the equipment

do not release a large fraction of the contained radioactiv.-ty.

In order to cover the accidents involving the fission product

trapping systert, regardless of credibility, the hypothetical
.9

total release of the entire fission product inventory of the

trapping system into the secondary containment has been evaluated

to indicate the upper limit of potential hazard. Release of
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9 - - - 1- the entiire -design:.inventory -of 1l 2-egacuries of-fission-

2 product radioactivity to the secondary containment with the

- design containment leakage rate of 0.2% per day and coincident

:tospheric inversion conditions9 would rsul t -in the following

.. -integrated doses for a person standing attthe:site boundary

6 during the first two hours following the accident: 00 rem

7 whole body gamma radiation, and 16 rem to the thyroid..

21., The actual inventory of the external fission

-product traps is expect to be only 1 4 megacuries, significantly

10 less than that for which the system is being designed.'

22. Various postulated accidents to the fission

1 product tr Ping system have been enamined. These inicluded:

13 (a) Loss of purge f low

14 (b) Loss of purified helium compressors

(c) Primary system depressurization

16 (d) Loss of cooling water to the external fission

17 product traps

* (e) Loss of refrigeration to the extermal fission

product traps

(f) Loss of fission product trapping system integrity

21 (g) Change in feed of fission product to the traps

22 (h) Increase in vater concentrations

23 (i) Increase in chemical impurities

24 23. Eacb of these accidents would release substantially

X less than the total activity in the fission product trapping
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10 1 1system at the time of the accident.

2 Accidents Which blight Occur During Handling of

: .Radioactive Fuel Elements:

4 244. Each spent fuel element wvill be individually

canned in a strong metal container immediately on remuoval

vfrom the reactor pressure vessel. Each such cara is individadUlly

7 lonk tested; however,. the failure of one of these cans could

a release a maximum of approximately 11,OOO curies of gasecius

9 radioactivity to the specially designed spent fuel storage

t| building, The release of this radioactivity from the storage

1| building through the ventilation stack would be controlled.

8 12 125. Any contamination o0 the water in the spent fuel

13 pit due to failure of a fuel element container will be removed

.d by operation of the liquid vzaste system demineralizer. The

1 double-wall construction of the spent fuel pit precludes any

16 loss of vater and, consequently, of water-borne contamination

17 to the Conowingo Pond,

ts j Accidents Involving Failure of a Steam Generator Tube:

D | 26,i The amount of water leaking to the helium system

I from small tube-to-tube-sheet leaks is controlled by the

21. baffle plate and helium gas flow from this area3  In the event

22 of the failure of a tube in one of the two steam genera tors,

23 |water or steam can enter into the primary coolant loop. Moisture

2 z deI|dtectorsin each loop initiate the following actions auttiat-

|ically.: first, close .the feedv:ater valves and discharge -steam
~~.....I ' - * ¢-

1I' -, , - .. :
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11 1 fromr the steam generator; secoiid, isolate the loop containing

2 the failed steam generator; third, release the gas pressure

3 in the primary loop to the helium dump tankcs if the pressure

4 exceeds the dump valve setting; fourth: shut down the reactors,.

5 The result of these actions is that there is no release o-

6 radionctivity from the primary coolant system to the secondary

71 containment building attendant on the faluire of a steam

a generator tube, Evjen if an isolation valve faihlf- 4o operate

9 the gaseous inventory of the primary loop wvill not be relieved

0| to the secondary containment,

ii 27, In the case that the helium system, fails simul-

12 taneously with the rupture of a steam generator tube and the

1s isolation valve fails to operate, 2200 pounds of stenra are

14 released0 Should H2 and CO be formed as a result of the entire

1, 2200 pounds of steam reacling with the graphite and subsequently

1f pass to the secondary containmaent vessel, an explosive mixture

t7 m.ill not. result because of the reduced oxygen atmosphere in

tr the secondary containment.

19 28, In my opinion, sufficient inLformation has been

20 submitted to provide reasouable assurance that z reactor of

21 the general type proposed in the application can be constructed

It and operated at theproposed location-without undue risk to

23 the public health and safety.,

Ii
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MR. BPADLEY: No further direct.

MMXAMIMER BOD: Is there cross eaxamination?

H1R. EWGECL3ARDTg Yes, the staff has a question to

put to Dr. Duffield.
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CRCS S EX:MOIDNTION

By llr. Engelhardt:

Q Referring your attention to page 4, paragraph 12,

the last sentence of paragraph 12 appearing on page 4 reads

"No gross release of fission products would occur in this

shca t temperature transient and the fuel element would nct

suffer significant damage."

Dr. Duf field, can you tell. me what yca mean by

the term "signi-ficant damage"?,

A Yes, I =hall try to. The design of the fuel

element, including the fuel compacts and tie fuel bearing

portion have been described by Mr. Routz, including the

coated carbide particles. The retention, the exact retention

of fission products within these coated particles and within

the f£uel element depends on .he temperature arf the time

diring which the fuel element has been operated. In general,

the longer the time of operation at a high temperature, then
the.

our experiments show the rlower /Iegree of retentitivity for3jr]tt1l!

fission products in the fuel compacts. . Consequently, if

the fuel elements are run for some period of time at a

temperature in excess of the operai~ng, the normal operating
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temperature, this will lead to a small change, or in the case

2 of a very high temperature for a long time, in a gross change

3 in the rate of release of fission p:oducts from the compacts.

4 The statement is intended to mean that the transient

5 described here would produce only a small change in the rate

6 of release of fission products from the fuel compacts.

7 This statement is based on experiments which we have caried

a out in our laboratory out of pile experiments and also on

9 in-pile experiments on capsule type irradiations.

10 MR. ENGELHARDT: Thank yoLI Dr. Duffield. The

l! staff has no further questions.

12 EXAMIUIER BOND: Are there other questions?

Is IMR. GROSS: The Commonwealth has one question.

14 iXSMIER BONTD: Proceed.

71' By Mr. Gross:

16 Q Dr. Dufield, in paragraph 24 under accidents

17 which might occur during.handling of radioactive fuelings,

e you state, "The release of this radioactivity from the storage

19 building through the ventilation stack wculd be controlled."

20 Hlw ?

21 A Yes.' The release of radioactivity will depend on

2g the detailed cinstruction of the Wuilding. TIn reason I

23 hesitated a moment is that perhaps Mr. Bosworth is mcre

24 capable of answering this questioh. than I am. Unfortunately,

25 I was not here this morning, and I don't know to what extent

ii . . ' ' .
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this has already come up. But the building in which the

spent fuel pit is housed -will not be a completely tight

containment vessel like that which is used to house the

reactor ,but it will be"-constructed with6 control over the

rate at hi ch gas can actually breathei inand out of the

building. I don't know whether this is a satisfactory answer

or not. I think that a satisfactory answer can only be given

by referring to the details of construction of the building,

and. I might suggest that Mr. Bomsorth can answer that much

better than I can.

0 Dr. Duffield, I have another question here for you.

You' mention that any contamination of water in the spent fuel

pit will be removed by' operation of the -liquid waste

system demineralizer. Is this sufficient, or could you have

considered using evaporator units?

A Nlo, I believe that a demineralizer is the proper

and most effective way of removing contamination from the

spent fuel pit. The kind of contamination whiich is expected

under any plausible accideint is rather small and the

demineralizer is quite capable of removing the quantity of

the actual chemical mass of material which ould likely be in

tie spent fuel pit water.

MR. GROSS: Thank you.

EXMINER BOND: Are thereother questions?

What is to be the ultimate content of this -spent

h' .''~~' ' ' ; ' '- .a c' ' A' * -'* '-'''''''

I
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I fuel pit?

2 TEE WITNESS: The spent fuel pit will have. stored

S in it, after refueling L-the reactor, the full complement

4 of spent fuel elemiemnts. This reactor is refueled in a

b hatch method, that is, the entire charge of 804 fuel elements

is removed ardi replaced by a new charge, and the spent fuel

7 elements are transferred one by one after canning, in a

j metal can to the spent fuel pit. T!he anticipated content,

9 the anticipated radioactive content of the water is very

to low, indeed. Each one of these cans, these metal cans, will

72 be irdLvidually ieak tested before each element is transferred

4 to the spent fuel pit. So the anticipated radioactive

i3 contamination is very low indeed. The only way that

14 appreciable quantities of contamination can get into the spent

f5I fuel pit is through a failure in this inspectiQ-i procedure

6 | and a consequent contamination through a leak in the metal can.

17 |By Examiner Bond:

Q TI would expect that this question is answered in

9 several respects -in the ehidbits, drawings, perhaps in other

_0 tstimony, but could you tell me how this load of spent fuel

21 is arranged in this:pit? I get from sonmthere a recollection

2P of 130 per cent of core value. How is that arranged in

a there with reference to the possibilities of the critical

24 mass being accumulated?

25 A The possibility of ainent of criticality is

'. :.a , '," ,''''., s
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1 of course taken into account in arranging the fuel elements

2 in the spent fuel pit. There is a rack which will contain

3 Ibe canned fuel elements which will space them on a suitable

4 grid. My memory is that this spacing is five and one quarter

inch on the fuel elements but that accurate number_. is givenf

in the material which we have submitted. This spacing J s

7 based on calculations of the critical mass of the water

81 ar4 graphite moderated fuel. The 130 per cent number you

9 referred to is to allao a margin beyond the full.complement

of fuel elements t provide sufficient volume for unforeseen

11 other storage desires.

12.1 Q Thank you. At page 7, at the top of the page,

13 and then also on page 8, your testimony suggests one or two

i's questions which may be yours or may properly be addressed

15 to someone else.

16 |What, in the event of this postulated incident,

17 are the radiation levels in the areas where the controls

la that would then be expected to be used are located? Is my

is question clear, and do you wish to claim it or disown it?

D | A Let me see if I understand the question first,

2; if .1 may. You are referring to the accident which is

22 described cn page 7, the postulated release of radioactivity

23 under emergency cooling condiLions in which case the maximurm

24 content of the atmosphere of the containment vessel would be

.271 5.2 megacuries at a time approximately 17 hours after this

*, . : ; I: ' . .
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t1 multiple failure. The radioactivity within the containment

a vessel is obviously high, and the radiation level within

3 |the containment vessel, itself, is very high, The radioactivity

4 at the site boundary wwill be - well, the radioactivity,

5 | the environmental consequenbes of this radioactivity will be

8 1 dealt with by ir. Wilson. if that is the subject you want

7 to ask about, I would rather defer to him to answer this

8 question.

Q I assume that his testimony will answer that phase

l of the questioin. Somewhere between these hot antainment

t and the boundary fence there is a control room, there are

T2 some control panels that .mightv be needed in this circumstance.

I3 That is what my question was directed at. -Is that yoursor

14*d Mr. Wilsoni's?

%.511 A I would rather defer that to Mr. Wilson, if .1 may.

to | BXMMIITER BOND: All right. -Perhaps Mr. VWilson ' s

counsel wilil take the cue and ask him that question? If not,

18 I may remember to ask him. I have no other questions. Are.

Isi there others?.

You are excused as a witness.

21 .(Witness excused .)

22 EXhMINER BOND: This might be a convenient time for

23 trecess, Mr. Bradley.

MR. BRRDLEY: Yes, indeed it would, your Honor.

14 S iU7R BOND: Very well, we will be in recess
for about five .nii es .; ;- -:

eafIs {a (Short rec.ss. )
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EX&1INER BO-ND: The hearing will be resumed.

Before proceeding withthe learing of evidence, I

will iahe an announcement that may be of interestto some-

present.

During the recess. all participants conferr.ud

informally with the Presidive Officer. It WFs then tentatively

agreed that we will endeavor to completthe heartng on today.

In doing so., we may ettend the hours of hearing beyond the

4:30 p.m.., nomal, time Lo as late ats possibly 6:00 p.M.

If. there are those present who rely o;n the AEC

shuttle bus public transportation they mra be interested to

1mnow that the last scheduled eplarture 'if that. transportation

facility or vehicle is at 5Q0O pom.,.'

If there is objecticon t. our Propoal to carry the

hearing beyond that bour: I shLcud like to hear now an

exrpression thezeof.

I hear none.

We are all advised as to what is the anticipated

progran or procedure forlthia3 afternoon.

Are there questions?

There appear to b:i none.

You nay proceed, LMr. Bradley.

UR. BPEDLEY: MAr. Wils<o.

Phereupo~n,.

I.
. . ; J :.. ....
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WILIAM H. WILSON

was called as a witness and, after being first duly sworn,

was examined and testified as follows:

DIRECT; EXAMINATION

By -Ir. ABiadley:

Q Will you state your name, please?

A William H. Wilson.

Q By whom are you employed?-

A The Bechtel Corporation.

Q In what capacity?

A Assistant Project Engineer for the Peach Bottom Ataiic

Power Station.

Q Have you prepared in written form your proposed

testimony in this proceeding, Mr. WilsGon?

A I have.

Q Is the document you have before you your prepared

testimony?

A It is.

MR. BRADLEY: If the EaMiner plef se, I will hand

to the reporter a document entitled, 'Activity in Containment

During Emergency Cooling witlh Primary System Rupture and Back

Flow From First Three Fission Product Traps,. and ask that it

be marked as Applicantes Exhibit No, 24 for identification.

EXAMINER BOID: It is so ordered.

(ApplicantQ6 Exhibit No. 24. was

*aik - '. fr identi ication,)
* * r. ; ,,'' . t ; ;-
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By Mr. Bradley:

Q -r. Wilson, I refer you to a document which hasMr. ... , ,. refe yo.....

been marked is Applicant:s Exhibit No. 24 for identification'

and 'a you f ou, p ared that :or if, it was prepared under

your.. direction and supervision?

A Yes, it wao.

Does that exhibit accurately portray vhat It
purports to represent?

A. Yes, sir.

/ MR. BRADLEY: Mr. E;nminer, at this time I would
lke to have the witness enter in his prepared testimony An
appropriate ezhibit number, and that is at page 4,, paragraph

10 of his prepared testimony, an Exhibit No. 24 goes in the
blank, page 4, paragraph 10 at tha very top line on the left.

EXAMINER BOND: Very well.

By Mr. Bradley:

Q Are the statements contained in your testimony true
and correct?

A Yes, they are. I might add that Exhibit 24, you might
want to insert that also on the next page,, in paragraph 13.

Q On page 5, paragraph 13, that is Exhibit No. 13
instead of 24. That is anerhibit which previously has beon
3 arked for identification and offered to which you are referring

there O ::

.I beleve; ii r to.E -ibit ao. 13 l..i ..,,h,\4 -. ,. -::::
j; .� ,. . .. . ..

, 11 1,
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evidence, "'Containment Ventilation and Gaseous Waste Disposal
Fldw Diagram." Is that correct, Mr.. Wilson?

A Yes, sir.

MRP. BRADP4lEY: At this time, llr. Examiner, I move
that the reading oflir. Iilsongs testimony be dispensed with
and that it be incorporated in the record as though read,

EXAUThER BO!ND: There is no objection and it is so
ordered that it may be considered as his direct testimony.

I

I.. - . .. -
. - .
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R1 1 (1) tl
12/6/61AEC

, //,E (The direct testirlony of William H. wilson folGow-5:)

2 im l ily name is William nh. 'Wilson. I reside a -

3 _N + I jITaIXA. I am a Nuclear Engineer for the

Bechtel Corporati1on, and Assistnt. Project Engineer for the

, IPeach Bottomn Atomic Power Station.r 1 2. I was in the U. S. iavy during World War TI and :sprve

., |as Radar Officer on a naval ship. I returned to Purdue Uni-

versity and received a Bachelor of Science degree in Veta2-

l |1J.urgic2l Engin3e2ring in )
o S^3. In June, 1647, I went to Clinton Laboratory, subsequent-

il y rennamed Ofnh Ridge National Laboratory, and worked on 'the de-

l velopraent of 41he M3aterials Testing Reactor now operating at

13 the National Reactor Testiug Station In Idaho.

l; I 4. From October; 1948, until July, 1960, 7 was in the

diNaval Reactors activities of the Burecau of Ships, Havy Depart-

m |ment, and held the dual position of Deputy Director, Reactor

17 Engineering Division, and Head of the Tu1 Element Branch of

that Division. 'The P.ector Engineering Division is responsible

for initiating, guiding, coordinatingt, and reviewing all work

so connected with the develop-ment and mtanufacture of nuclear

21 reactors for use in nuclear propulsion of naval vessels and for

2 the Shippingport Pressurized Water Reactor.

23 5. On August 1, 1960, I joined Bechtel and. have vorLed on

24 the design of the Peach Bottom Atomic Powler Station. Work on

215 ItIb Eafety aspects of the plai't and le analysis of the
. . . . . . ..
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ao 2 i environiental consequences of accidents has been under my

2 direct supervision.

s ~EIJVRONMENTAL CONSEQUENJCES OF ACCIDENTS

6. Dr. Duffield has described a number of postulated

accidents covering maloperation or failure of components in

f the reactor, the fiGssion prbduct trapping systems and fuel

handling system. He has indicated the many safety features

8 incorporated in the reactor design to prevent accidents from

9 occurring. lie has also testified that large classes of acci-.

io dents cwuclh ast roactivity insertion accidents do not result in

Ys significant release of radioactive effluents from the plant,

Ls even if they do occur.

13 7e Only accidents which involve rupture of the primary

14 loop, of the fission product trapping system or of a spent

1i fuel canister are capable of releasing quantities of radioac-

T6 tivity which u'arrant an environmental evaluation. The results

7 of over 300 calculations on the environmental consequences of

ia such accidents are included in Section VII-F of the Prelimin-

i9 ary Hazards Summary Report. In order to indicate the range of

20 dosages which would obtain in case of various postulated ac-

ZZ cidents, the following presents the whole body gamma dosage

22 from immersion for the first 24. hours at the site boundary,

a distance of 3,000 feet From the containment structure,

G j assuming inversion meteorological conditions:

.,- . , ..................... ; .' -
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-osage for
First I'A4 Hours atI

2

:3

.4

5

6

7

as

8

9

t0

II

12

13

14

15

16

1 7

18F

19

20

21

22

23

24)

Accident Description of Accident Site Boundary

1 Primary System Depressurization. 0.004 Rem

2 Primary System Rupture with backJflov 0.005 Rem
from fuel elements.

3 Accident 2, plus backflom 12'om first 0.4'Rem
three external traps plus loss of
normal reactor cooling.

4 RPapture of Fission Product Purge Line 0.01 Rem

5 Release of Volatile Fission Products 0.09 Rem
from One Fuel Element in Spent Fuel
Storage Pool.

8. These dosages assume that a person stays at the

site boundary for 24 hours. If a person stays at.the site

boundary for two hours or less, the dosage received would be

much less.

9. The similar dosage at a point 10 miles downwind from

the reactor is less than the dosages at the site boundary by

a factor of 150 for each accident due to the larger meteoro-

logical dilution factor expected at this distance.

DISCUSSION OF ACCIDENT 3

10. Accident 3 results in the highest dosage at the

site boundary. In order for such a condition to obtain, the

primary helium system must rupture, both coolant loops become

unavailable, and the fission product trapping purge; linE

check valve fail to close. Assuming the unlikely situation

that all of these happened simultaneously, the amount of :

radioactivity present ini the c ontinmnt as- a 'vatio ':

I
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ao 4 b time is shown in Exhibit 24. The initial release of about

2 2 megacuries shown at time ZerO is primarily due to the bacl,-

( flow from the first three external fission product traps.

This activity decreases rapidly because of the decay of the

I short half-live fission products, fresh from the reactor fuel

6 elements, which are present in these traps. The subsequent
7 increase 'o 5.2 megacuries at about 17 hours is due to 1-he

8 boiloff of fission products fronm the fuel elements as they

heat up under emergency cooling conditions; that is; all

3 normal cooling has been assumed to be lost. The slow decrease

s after that time is due to the radioactive decay of the

12 1 fission products and the removal of fission products from

13 the containment atmosphere by the.post-incident filter system.

iz 11. Using the inventory of radioactivity shown in Ex-

~ I hibit 24 and the maximum design leaksage of 0.2 percent per

s day from the containment, the release of radioactivity to the

17 environment can be calculated. Using inversion metooro-

logical conditions and a wind speed of I meter/sec. (2.2 mph)

!, and a corresponding dilution frora the reactor to the site
-4I bounfary of 3 x 10 seconds per cubic meter, the total bouy

. II gamma dose from immersion in the radioactive cloud is 0.005

Rem over the first two hours and 0.4 Rem integrated over the

f irst 24 hours at the site boundary following the multiple

24 accident (Accident .3).

j 12. The thyroid ahd bone dosages due o h

- ~~~~~~~~I.1 .. :,.. ...- i ....-.
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iodine and strontium have been calculated for most of the

postulated accidents; For the multiple accident,, Accident 3

'discussed above, the thyroid dosage is 0.1 Rem over the first

f two hours and 100 Rem over the first 24 hours at the site

5 boundary. Downwind from-m the site boundary the dosages are

6 correspondingly smaller.

7 13. The bone dosage for Accident 3 is 0.004 Rem over

t the first two hours and 20 Rem over the first 24 hours at

9 the site boundary. Downwind the dosages would be correspond-

YO ingly smaller. The post-incident filter system was specific-

t ally added to the plant design to assure that the bone

t dosages would not be excessive. This system is shown on the

Ss Containment Ventilation and Gaseous Waste Disposal Flow

14 Diagram, Exhibit 13. This system consists of a 2000 cin

X blower and an absolute filter completely contained within the

23 containment structure. It has been conservatively assumed

7 for purposes of these calculations that the filter removoes

B 50 percent of the airborne activity from the gases which

s.9pass through it.

S ~o 14. The closest approach to the reactor containment for

* ~ someone on the Susquehanna River is 175 feet. Assuming a

22 person stays at this point for the first two hours following

m the maximum fission product release postulated, Accident 3, he

X would receive a whole body gamma dose of 10 Rem.

15. These dosages for, the worst accident can be compared

.j . , ,. ,, . . ..
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no 6 1 iith the vlues contained in the Proposed Guides for Reactor

Site Criteria, 10 CF11 Part 10(,, Section 100.11 of this Pro-

-- posed Guide states that an individual located atseany point on

-* its boundary for two hours immediately following onset of the

I :--,......--.;.. ;..........-,..|postulated fission product release should not receive 2 total

radiation dose to the whole body in excess of 25 Rem or a

total radiation dose in excess of 300 Rem to the thyroid from

iodine exposure. The whole body dose of 25 Rem referred to

above corresponds to the once-in-a-lifetime accidental Cr

10 emergency dose for radiation workers which, according to

National Council foi Radiation Protection recommendations,

h may be disregarded in the determination of their radiation

13 exposure status according to National Bureau of Standards

Handbook 59.

CONOWINGO POND

16. Because Conowingo Pond is a valuable water resource,

17 many special features have been incorporated in the plant

design to guard against the possibility of accidental release

of any radioactive liquids from the plant. A number of

20 postulated operating accidents do not produce dangerous con-

2. ditions. For example, even if the entire laundry waste qidth

22 the estimated maximum activity of 19 microcuries were to be

23 accidentally released to the circulating water over a ten-

24 minute period, the activity-at the point of discha-ge to

. a conoinoPond ould e hin the perm.ppi .n dI.6 bof-
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ao 7 j In the shield water cooling system, the maximumi estimated

2 radioactive inventory is 400 Mc. This entire system could

3 {be dumped into the circulating water over a 3-1/2 hour period

. and yet be within permissible limits at the dischairge of the

;5 circulating water to Conowingo Poi~d.

6 17. The potential contamination of tile Pond has been

7 examined for the case where the worst fission product release,

8 Accident 3, is followed by low vwind velocity in the direction

of Conovingo Dam, accompanied by a heavy rainfall. Calculations|O show that the concentration in the iixter passing the dam of

biologically -important isotopes is less than 1/300 of the

maximum permissible concentrations set forth in 10 CFR 20,

for concentrations in effluents to unrestricted areas when

(A, |averageC over a one-year period.

5 | 18. These results show that the safety features pro-

vided in the plant limit the resultant accidental releases to

the environment so that the health and safetyJ of the public

s |will not be endangered.

20

29.

., ~22I

231

23
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IMR. BI4ADLEY:. I offer in evidence Applicabt.

Ezhib'it 24 for identif icat ion,

EXALhINi BOND: There appears to be no bjection.

;. Xhibsit 24 is' recenied in evidence.

(Applicant's Eghibit No. 24 vvas

r*ceived in evidenco )

By Hr , Bradley:

Q Mr'. Wlso~n, during the testimony of the previous

witness, a ques-ion was asked by the EXaminer which, as I

u nderstand it, was to the offeect as to what would be the

situation in the control room following the postulated accident

tich resultfs .A' 5.2 megacuries in the containment vbsoel.

T ouAd you give the situatiou .La the control room

for that postulated accident?

A Yesv .- iis is the postulated accident Tiheg vie have

had bd;fh a rupture of the primary system, in addition to that

an inability to cool with .either of the -primary coolant

loops. .ihis leads to the- fi;e rnegaciuries, which is the

r-M7ximum that peaRkS at about 16 to .17 hoursoas shown on Exhi.bit.

24.

The con-trol room is shielded with concret6;slib1dig:

. to protect thb paItl per Dnnel Xe Che :.radiation th-t would
C * *; *:. . , ,: .

come froxn the cbntainment vess wOih 5e2 m.egapuriesin the

contaiinment vessel and still the d -for the personnel vuld

*be less thnj acce9stable ernerge +. .oe - ** ** *

9' a ; !. *. , '; -

. I:- * .g
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1 Opecif ically, we calculate in the f irst twenty-

2 four hours he would receive less than ten roentgens.

EXAMIVER BOND: That is for a man assumed to remain

at the control panel 4uring this period of tiae?

;S / ¶TE WITNESS: Yes, sir, for the full trenty-four

6 hours following this maximum postulated accident.

7 This is done by having concrete shielding between

the containment structure and the control room.

9 3gEXAINERP BOND: Is the access way to and from that

10 control room similarly shielded?

ii TBE WITNESS: No, sir. The egress from theair room

12 where there might be people workinr into the control room

13 wiould be made as rapidly as poss.ble.

14 Under an accident condition, he would be alerted by

15. 'an automatic signpllk to evacuate the air room containment

6 and assemble under the shielded portionof the control room.

17 EXAMINER BOND: is emergency personnel equipment

8 |available to the personnel that would be thus involved,: such

19 as protection equipment, respirators, and so forth?

20 |HE WITBSS: The portable protection equipment

21 for the plant personnel I am not familiar with. I would have

22 to confer with counsel and refer it to the client0

2~3 |EXAMINER BOND: Does counsel have comment?

TE WITEESS: I think that the suitable equipment

Ncertain ly could be provided. This -is samething Which has not
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been decided in the plant yet,

EXAIICEH iBO: Do I construe your answer to be that.

S . tbere undoubtedly will be, if itAas not been specifically

provided for, it will be done?

S TE WITNESS: Yes3. siX, if it is necessary itiwill

6 be done 0

EXAtMIIER BOND:That is not the answer to the qtuestion

S I 2asked,

9 What I was trying to get, maybe indirectly, was

ID an opinion frma you as to wbether you believed it might be

tl necessary or desirable or is this a matter5Du wish to defer?

12 TrUE WITESS: Sir, I Would like to mention that the

is people in the control room are protected by a special filtra-

14 tion system in their ventilation systen to see they would

t1 1 not have need for respirators.

16 The people that are not. in the control room, -would

17 suggest they not take time to put on such equipment and run

18 like hell for the control room.

If there is certainly a position where it is

20 necessary, I-am sure it would be provided.

21 IEX&UINER BOMI: Thank you.

22 I may have wrongly assumed you had completed your.

23 Quiestioning of the witness, Mr. Bradley.

.- that assumption correct?-

1jIDRY'A hav-ve Just-one s on.
.1; - - . ....... ~, ,- --
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t By Mr.. Bradley:

: q The accident you were discussing, an accident in the

3 control room, that is an accident which involves multiple

4. failuros,; is that not correct?

: -- B - A Yes, sir, that involves a multiple failure, the

6 unlikely event of a rupture of the primary system.

In addition to that, the inability to cool with

a either of the primary collant systems, a *failure of the

9 check valve resulting in bach flow of fission products from

to the first three external fission product traps.

11 Q In other words, you have toimagkneall those things

12 before you can postulatethis accident?

is A To get up to the maximum accident, yes, sir.

MR. BRADLEY: I have no further questions.

15 EXAMINER BOND: Is there cross-exmmination?

16 MR. ENGELHARDT: Yes,, ve have several questions to

17 ask Hr. Wilson.

1B CROSS EXAMIKATION

I9 By Mr. Engelhardt:

Q Page 4, paragraph 12, you indicate that the thyroid

27 and bone dosaiges due to inhalation of iodine and strontium have

22 been calculated for most of thepustulated accidents. Can you

23 tell me why "most of the accidents"' and vihy this was' not

24 carried out for all conceiiable possible accidents?

25 A We presented .in the spreliminary hazam'ds summary report
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the results of 324 calculations for direct r-diation, the

2 eciCt of± total polygamma dose f'4om ihmersion and the effect

3 iof inhaatioon of iodine and strontium radioisotopes, reducing

- all 'of these in tefms of Rem.

5 There are a number of saccidents, such as Dr.

6 Duff leld pointed out, wVhich does not lead to significant increasc

7 'in the amount of radioactivity,

8 | It did not seesr pertinent to calculate additional

9d dosages Lor accidents that d id not lead to significant effects

o lto the environment.

Q On page 5, paragraph 13, you refer to a filter.

U2 iCan yoa tell mea what per cant ol activity this filter actually

43 ican be erxpected to reove?

> f A Are you referring to the emergency ventilation filter

hare at the end of paragraph 13, sir?*

I6 Q 13, that. Is right'.

|7A This will be an absolute filter. It is of a Lypef which mnanufacturers iudicate. greater than 95 per cent filtra-

,1 ti|on of particles down to .3 Micro~ns

20 NQ w, in paragraph 13, the last sentence, you state:

2"| Tt has been conservatively assumed for purposes of

these calculations thatt th fi2tte removes 50 per cent

A d of the airborne activity fr'om the gases which pass through

iDo you near. particuiate activity . :,
;I . .... . . . .
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A Yes, sir. We did not as'sums any pickup of the noble

2 gas, that is correct.

3 On page 6, paragraph 15, which begins actualVyon

4 page 5, you indicate, "according to Hational Council for

5 Radiation Protection" -- I jusit ; want to clarify this point.

t Could you, possibly have meant the itional.

7 committee? There is a Federal Radiation Council.

8 A May I have a minute?

g Q Yes.

to A Yes, sir.

t B Q ow should that read now?

A |The Bational Committee for Radiation Protection.

1s Q On page 7, paragraph 17, you indicate that the

14 1calculatio5s show that the concentration in the water passing

t the dam of biologically important isotopes is less than 1/300

in of the maximum permissible concentrations set forth in 10

17 CPR 20,"-- does this figure of 1/300 refer to individual

10 isotopes or is thismeant to be a totil figure for all.

A A The rain-out figures that we have from the people

;2 who have st;udied the detailed meteorological and hydrological

21 conditions connected with this site and have included that

2p information in Volume 2, Part B of the preliminary hazards

2s summry report, are only to be applied as indicated2 I believe,

2i for iodine and strontium.

25 - We ehave ta1ken those numbeir and have considered

,, ':,. . ..
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I strontium and iodine and have found that the strontium does

2 not ezceed NPC at all.

3 The iodine dose only by a slight amount, such that

4 the concentration is less than 1/300 of the Mil 17hen averaged

s over one year for Iodine.

6 MR. EUGELHADDT: Tha.nk yoU, Mr. Wilson.

7 The staff has no further questions toput to this

8 witness.

9 EXUIMER BOND: Coimonuea-lth of Pennsylvania?

10 HR. GROSS: We have no questions of this witness.

11 E2MO1VER BOND: In connection with this last ziatter

12 about -hich you were asked,wuhr would ba the total releaSe

13 in Conowingo Pond as there calculated or postulated?

I -el IEM WITNESS: We have aunalyzed the situation for the

15 iodine and strontium in the case of the maximum postulated

accident, a radicactive..amcunt leaking from the containment,

17 and with a heaily 'ainfall for a pericd of hours after this.

8 |Tie have done this for high river flow and we have

3 done this for low river f lowG

20 The total. amount of activity released to t'he pond

21 in curies, I do not have that figure, sir.

22 EXANIlER BOND: DIo you 1no,7 vlelhIe3r that figure was

a | derived in making these computations?

MTfl WITHESS: I; would suspect from my judgment that

25 tLhc information I have.poesented on iodine is indica6ive of
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the worst situation we have at the noment,.

2e EXEMINER BOND: I Tu1l7 restate what I tried to ash.

3 Do you know hoa many curies would be represented

4 or do you know whether that figure has been derived in LaLking

5 these computations?

6 TE W ITNESS: No, sir, I do not believe that thre

7 figure of the number of curies that are released to the pond

B from an accident condition and a rainout into the.pond Lave

9 been calculated.

10 MXI1IWER BOND: To get this one three-hundredths

15 ratio you have prcceeded from the assumptions principally

12 with reference to iodine which you .referrred to? Is that

1t right?

14 TE TITESS: Yes, sir.

15 ERAMINElIR BOND: Your statement at page 7 refers to

Is concentration in water rassing the damn Does that assume that

1i there is a uniform distribution accomnplished at the damn site

la by thm time the water reaches there?

TBHE WX'TERSO: No, sir. This assumes we take Ithe'

20 maximurm amount in the rainout and the diffusion does not assume

a; *a complete mixing or complete dilution with all of the pond

22 water.

23 it is based upon pecilfic calculations, getting the

nmaimmnun centration that we can foresee resulting from this

25 accident.
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: EXtAINER BO2D: It is not really required perhaps

2 that I do so but I do not understand how you get this

a 1/300 f igure withut iaking some assuription as to how the

4 concentration you there refer to is computed.f

Do you understand ny difficulty?

THE WITNESS: Yes, sir, I do.

71 EX~EIIER BOND: Can you help me?

B I THE WITESS: The worst situation turns out to be wit]

high river flow, the 50,000 cubic geet per second, the rainout

10 factors that are used in Volume 2 Part I3 of the 1ESE and

I1 this -gives a distribution of activity over the pond.

2Tm worst situation is when the wind is blowing down

is the channel -- you assume there is no activity . up the channel

1i | down the channel and more diluted as you go down the channel.

There is only a segment of 1.5 miles which exceeds

1s the 9:C out of all the pond that we have calculated,

The rest of it is below ?APC,. is belowu the permissible

10 cozncentration for unrestricted release of radioactivity.

19 This 1.5 mile segment of the pond would pass the dam

2: | over a period of time of 3.6 hours due to the speed, the

2S |tve1lcity of the water in the pond At the flow which gave

22 the maximum concentration.

23 t 9-aing the amount o0 time that it is there and the

24 1 concentration, and I might say -the mainwmm poaI at -any pont

any time, assuming that:the tran s at the 'worst ti. follo in

I ''-..''.'-. ''' ' -
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the worst accident, was only five time"the permissible

concentrationi for release to an unrestricted area. It carte

out to be- the 1/300 thfit 1 Itestified to whe' averaged rve1

.a one yea~period which, is 'permissible and standard procedure

for the release to Pduniestricted Zarea a standard averaged

over a one year period.

XMMINER BOND: I believe you have helped me.

Let ustest that now to see if you have helped me.

I now understand that there is a one and a half

mile segment of pond under the wors't imaginable conditions

here which is above IMPC, And that is essentially dow'nwind

and down stream frorm thepond in this awfultie of rainfa:l1

and catastrophe, and that foremputation purposes is assimed

to movera more or less as a body on downstream and eventually

over the dam at wvhich time the concentration has somewhat

diminishedor maybe I am lost now.

Do you want to help me from there on?

THE WIThESS: It has somewbat diminished. You assume

that you donot have this accident more than once. Vecn't

expect it ever during the life of this plant, of course, sir.

If we take the amount that is there and average it ove', even

if the people drank it continruously at this point, when

averaged over a yeargs period, because during the rest of the

year they would be drinking much purer water, the calculation

shows it is only 1/300 of the maxi.mum' permissible concentLration.
.. ,*.. -.- ,............ ... .

.'. - -..
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EXAM21ER BOND: Thank you.

I hive no `other cpestions.

Are there othe~rs?

There 14 per to be none. Youtre excused.

(Witness excused..)

M4R, BIADLEY:That is the last of the applicant~s

witnesses, your Honor.

EX&MINEB BOND: Tha completes the presentation

of evidence on behalf of the applicant?

UR-, BR5iD EM: Yes, sir.

EX&AUflER BOND: On behalf of the AEC regulatory

staff' .. r. Engelhardt?

MR. ENGEIHARDT: Yes, the staff is ready now to

present its witnesses.

I would like to call Mr. Charles Lovejoy to tle

stand as the first witness in this proceeding.

Whereupon,

CHARIES A. LOVEJOY

was called as a witness and: after being first duly Swofin,

was examined and testified as follows:

DIRECT ZINAKINATION

By lr. Engelhardt:

Q Will you state your gull name, please?

A Charles A. Lovejoy.

Q. . 3By whom are youiemployed.
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A Atfmic Energy Comriisicni Germi:antown, Mlaryland.

2 |Q In what capacity are you employed by the Atomic

Energy: Ccmmissiorn?.

4J A lam an accountant in the O.fice of the Controller.

5 |-Q Have ycu preped a statement to give at' this

6 proceeding?

2 A I have.

B Q Is the document which 1 place before you on the

9 table a copy of that prepared statemnent?

10 A It is.

Q DO you have any corrections or additions to make

12 in that statement?

Is A Yest I do. On Inge 65 line 20, the figure given as

1S5 "445,00O0$lV' was taken from0 the Annual Report of the Phila-

Is delphia Electric Company. That estimate has been changed by

10 the testimony of Mr. Gilheson and the figure should read

17 "$427, 000, 000e.'

18 .0n page 5, line 4, after the word "each," the

D ewords "except once' should be Inserted. And an additional sentenc

added following the word "better" The one exception is

a IIllinois Povwer Company. I Was unable to find the Dun &

2 Bradstreet credit rating. Hovever, I examined the financial

.s data contained in Poorls and arm of the opinicuthat Illinois

24 Power Conpany is Financially ouzlified to assume its obliga-

215 tions of $125 000 under Its agreemeat with .TRDAi.
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There-are no-other changes in my testimony.

Q LTr. Lovejoy, are the. statements that youare prepared

to make here in .yourr prepared tst-Cintony true and complete

to the best of your knowledge?

A Yes., they are,

MlR. ENGELHABDT: At this timle the staff would lise

| move to incorporate thethe record the prepared statementJ of

Wr. Lovejoy as amended as if read.

EXAMfIMER BOND: There appears to be no objection,

accordingly the reporter will at this point copy into the

transcript record the testimony of this witness as described

and as modified by him and that vill be considered to be the

testimony of this witness in this proceeding as proposed on

direct presentation.

.1 jill ask you, Mr. Lovejoy, if you will undertake

to conform for the convenience of the reporter the copy witb

Iwhich be has been provided to reflect the language you stated?

THE WITVESS: Yes, air.ea ends
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5 (The direct testimony of Charles A. Lovejoy follomJs;)

2 Nly name is Charles 1. Lovejoy. I liva at(

I am a graduate of Ben jamin

4 Franklin University with a IMCS Degree in Accounting.

G From 1933 to 1941J I filled a variety of accounting

6 and auditing positions with the U. S. Government. I was

7 Controller of the United States Life Insurance Company for

0 two years bef ore entering t(he military service in 1943.

9 After discharge from the Arny, ! served for severv years in

10 various staff and supervisory positions in the audit and

3s accounting diusicns of the P-econstaruction Finance Corporation

w2 where my duties included financial analyses and review of the

3 operations of borrowing institutions.

Since 1953, I have been a staff accountant in the Office

i5 of the Controller of the Atomnic Energy Commission. My duties

;6 include the preparation of financial analyses of firms applying

17 for special nuclear material licenses, faciity licenses, and

in construction permits. I have appeared as the- financial witn~ess

19 for the AEC staff in hearings on the aglications for Claes'

20 104 licenses held over the past 18 months.

21 I have rdvieta'd the fimnc2ial informrtion presented in

22 the Philadelphia El.ectric Company's Certified "Annual Report

23 for the Year 1960, " in the "Consolidated Statement of Earnings

24 (for periods ended 9-30-61) -attached to the company's press

25 release of October 23, 1961, and in the company's ap~i.cationI,
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I including ambndments thereto, for construction permit and

2 Class 104 license. Based on this information, it is my

3 opinion that Philadelphia Electric Company is financially

4 qualified to design and construct the proposed 40 I4We advanced

5 high-temperature gas-cooled demonstration powuer reactor tb be

6 located in Pezich Bottom Township, Yor1; County, Pennsylvania,

7 and to assume financial responsibility for the requested

8 allocation of Commission-owned special nuclear material.

These conclusions are based on the following considerations:

10 1. Based upon Philadelphia Electric's schedule of

i sspecial nuclear material requirements over the life cf the

12 Ilicense, as contained in Exhibit F of the applications the

13 Division of Nuclear Materials Management has estimated that

143 the maximum quantity of special nuclear material that the

15 company may have in its possession atany one time will be

as approximately 391 3 kilograms of uranium enriched approximately

17 93 per cent in the isotope J-235.

13 ~Based upon the Commission's published charges for 93 per

, cent material, the vibe of this material is approaxituately

20 64.98 miflion. The Division of Reactor Development has

21 reviewed the fuel requirements for the proposed reactor arnd

2, 'advised rae that these requirements appear reasonable. The

23 Comimission's charges for use of this raterial would appro:imate

24 6236 thousand per. year.

25 However, the AEC has agreed to waive such use charges up.

ii , ' ' ' '''
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to a total of $2 million during the period.of lead time required

for fabrication of fuel elements and fie years from the issuance

of the license to operate the reactors

2. The company estimates the total cost of th1facdity

to be approximately $31.3 million, made up as follow-s:

Fixed price contract with Bechtel for design
and construction @24.5 milli

Additional equipment and services, including
interest during construction and general
overhead 3.5 milli

Land, off-site transmission and training of
operators 1.4 milli

Fuel elements for first 5 years of operations 1.9 milli

Total estimated cost $31.3 milli

The Division of Condruction has reviewed the details of

the construction estimate and is of the opinion that the estinate

is reasonable and that a cost over-run for any significance is

unlikely.

3. *Under a contract with the AEC (Exhibit B of. the appl.i-

cation) Philadelphia Electric has assumed financial responsibilit

for all capital costs of the Peach Bottom nuclear power facility,

which it will owrn, as well as other costs incident to design,

construction, and operation, and the AEC has agreed to waive

use charges on source and special nuclear mateial (as stated

in 1 above).

Pursuant to this contract, AEC has entered into a contract

t
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I with General Atoiimics Division of General Dynamics Corporation

2 under fhy.ch the hEC will pay research and development costs

3 leading to the design, construction and operation of the

.reactor and for the performance or a program of post-construction

research and development.

4. ITRDA is a non-profit corporation financed entirely

.' by 53 utility companies (including Philadelphia Electric) in-

terested in acquiring teciical information, experience, and

9 training in the design, construction and operation of the gas-

cooled. nuclear pownder. facility tit he located at Peach Bottom.

IiTRDA has entered into a fixed-price($24.5 million)

contract with Philadelphia Electric andBechtel Corporation

13 (the construction contractor) under which HTRDA has agreed

to pay to Bechtel the sum of $16.5 million toward the design

and construction of the nuclear plant and Philadelphia Electric

6 ill pay the balance of the fix:ed-price contract or $8.million.

17 | Any changes in scope of the work or specifications Which

asinvolve an increase in the contract price will be paid by

Philadelphia Electric. Each of the 53 participating utility

2, companiesfinancing HTRDA has agreed, severally and not jointly,

to pay to HTRDA over the stated number of years a specific

amount as set forth in the agreement (Exhibit C of the appli-

2f cayion) -as a contribution townard the amount to be paid Bechtel

a |by STRDAe

.These amounts range fom $25,000 (Gulf Por d issi
Thes am- - -; ~s-- -: : :
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1 Power) -to :63 million (Southern California Edison) and incbde

2 .$,2,O,600 from the applicant. Of the 53 companies, 19 have

3 agreed to pay amounts in excess of $_50,000 each and are

4 obligated to finance approximnately $13.3 million (ovir 80

5 per cent of the total of $16.5 miflion).

6 5. As Philadelphia Electric is responsible for the

total costs of the facility, including financial responsibility

B for the special nuclear material, no detailed financial analyses

. were made forthe other paricipating companies. However, Dun &

10 Bradstreet estimates the financial strength.of each company

to be 6l million or more and its credit rating for each except

12 one is Aa 1 or better.

Is The one exception is Illinois Power Co. and I was unable

14 to obtain the Dun & Bradstreet credit rating. However, I have

1 exair.ined the financial data contained in "Poors" and am of the

16 opinion that Illinois Power is financially qualified to assume

17 its obligation of $125.000 under its agreement with HTRDA.

In the case of each of the 19 companies contributing over

19 j250,O000 the credit rating is AaPl. In view of this, it

20 appears that no default by the participating companies in

23 any significant amount can be reasonably anticipated. Thus,

22 if no default occurs, Philadelphia Electrics estimated

23 obligations of $31.3 million for total facility costs, as

24 summarized in 2 above, would be reduced $15.2 million ($16.5

million less Philadelphia Electric's contkibution'of $L,3 milli66

l ' .. ' :' . .
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1 or to approximately $16.1 million.

2 6. The Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station will be

' used for the generation of electric power as part of

4 Philadelphia Electric's interconnected system. Philadelphia

8 Electric will finance its costs of constructing the facility

6 out of funds available for construction of additions to its

7 utility properties; such funds are obtained from funds on hand,

B revenues, and short-term bank loans and sales of securities

i when and as required0

to The company has adequate resources at its command and has

1 the top credit rating (AaAl) given bar Dun & Bradstreet. As of

12 December 31, 1960, cash and net receivables totaled $44 million.

la The company appears to be soundly financed. The nature of

14 the income of a public powter utility being such as it is, it

wr is not uncommong to find the utility resorting to substantial

16 amounts of bonds for its financing,

17 The interest rates of the debt are moderate and the

to maturity dates have been spread from 1967 to 1989. Mloody's

Investors Service (1961) gives the company's mortgage bonds

20 its highest rating (Aaa).

21 7. The operating revenues of the company have steadily

22 increased over the past six years from $209.9 million in 1955

29 to 273.0 million in 1960 or over 30 per cent. The net earnings,

24 after taxes, have increased over 27 per cent during this same.

25 period from 33.2 -million to 42 03 million in 1960. -
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1 The number of units of product sold also has in-

2 creased substantially in this period: the volume of electricity

3 sales from 10.3 bllion 16TH in 1955 to 12.7 billion in.1960 or

4 23 per cent; the volume of gas sales from 19.4 billion cubic

5 feet in 1955 to 27.9 billion cubic feet in 1960 or 43 per cent;

G and the volume of steam sales from 3.6 billion pounds in

7 1955 to 5.3 billion pounds in 1960 or 48 per cent. Philadelphia

8 Electric is thus operating from the excellent position of an

9 increasing volume and an increasing net profit.

0S. The source of revenue for a public utility such

11 Philadelphia Electric is characteristically stable. If present

12 demand continues or increases, it is reasonable to assume that

1 the above level of earnings will continue. The company's physi-

14 cal plant is being continually expanded and modernized. It

15 anticipates construction through 1965 to amount to $427 million.

1O It does not appear that the financing of such construction to

17 meet increased customer demands should place an undue financial

13 strain on the company.
financial

19 9. The pertinent/ratios, computed from the financia:

20 data contained in the 1960 Annual Report are satisfactory.

21 The stockholders equity was 43 per cent of the total assets

22 ($1,,075 million) of the company.

23

24 ,. :, .-... .: ..

25 . -.L . , - - . . .
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1 The net book value of the utility plant ($1,002 million)

was 197 per cent of the:long -term'de'bt ($509 million). The

3 interest on the bonded debt was earned 3.4 times. The rate of

4 earnings(before interest and taxes) on total capital employed

was 8.8 per cent. The ratio of operating expenses to revenue

was .63 and the profit per cent (ratio of net income,.bef9re

taxes, to operating revenues) wias 28.5 per cent. The conwany's

2 earned surplus totaled $123.3 million. The company's earnings

S per share of coanmon ncreas~d from $2.39in 1955 to 2,84 in 1960

10 (dot-n from a high of $2.90 in 1959).

The Consolidated Statement of Earnings for the nine months

12 ended September 30, 1961 reflects a continuing increase in the

15 level of.,earnings.

10. Based on the net output of 40 MST at an 80 per cent plat

15 factore the power produced by the Peach Bottom facility would

16 be approximately 280 million KtWIH of power or about 2.2 per cent

17 of Philadelphia Electriclas. 1960 sales of electrical power

of 12,660 million KWH. The profitability of thenuclear power

M project should have no significant effect on the financial

20 condition of the Philadelphia Electric Company.

21

23

24

25 (d 3...
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I EiRN, =Fl T: Tbe staff has no questions to

2 direct to Mr. Lovejoy.

3 EX4UINER BMJ: Crous e=zfinatioa?

A .NM. BRADLEY: I have no cross-examination,, Mr.

5 Examiner.

X INER BOND: Onbahalf og the Cmonvewalth of

* Pennsylvania?

1 EIR. GROSS: I bave no qctestiozzs.

9 El.AMIIXER BOlN3D: You are e'Ccuead as a witness,, 11r.

X0 Lovejoy.

(Witness excusced.)

B2 IB. ENGELRDT: The staff riculd now 1±ke to call

1' to the stand Dr. Martin B. Bils.

14 ribereupon

* 15 EPTIN B. BILES

16 was, called as a witness and, amter being first duly saorn,

7| was e:.mined and testified as folloawis:

46 DI)ECT EXAMINl TON

M|r. Engelhardt:

Q Will you state your full wame, please?

21 A mAartn B. Bile3.

27a By vhcm are you employed?

23 A The United States Aomiic Eaergy Commrnission.

24Ia Qv ubat capacity are you eiployed by the Atonic

Energy Commission?
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I A BIy title is that of Chief of the Test and Power

R-eactor Safty ]3ranch of theDivision of Licensing and

3 EeSUlatiOn°

4 t ~Have yolprepared asstatenent to present at this

5 proceeding?

A Yes, sir$, I have.

7 Q Is the document that you have before you a copy of

S that prepared statement?

9 i its.

o Q a Do you wish at thi1s time to make any corrections in

I 1 tha:12t sifttemzelt?

12 | A Yes. 1 have three corrections that I believe I would

13 like to make.

14 On page 8, the third paragrapho line 6, the last YJord

15 of the line is misspelled. The spelling should be g-r-a-p-h-

16s i-t-i -z-e-d.

I7 On page 33, in the paragraph approximately halfway

18 |down the page, that comences with the viords'"Personnel and

.so equipmuent.'t I would lile to coarect that paragraph to read

2o as follows:

2I "'Personnel and equipment access doors of the autoclave

22 type Pre provided. These will be fully sealed and not opened

23 during reactor operation. In addition the building 'i1l include

24 a personnel lock with doors interlocked to yreVent simultaneois

25 iopening of both 'odr 5 ;- -
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The final correctioji is on page 37, in the second

paragraph in line 1O, the word 'fer't should be "1from."

That sentence will now lead: "Any leakage of

cooling water from the external fission product trapping

system." - -.

Those are all the corrections I have, Counsel.

Q Are the statements contaibed in this prepared

testimony true and complete to the best of your knouledge?

A They are,

MAR. ENGELHARDT: I woUlld like to move the incorpora-

tion in the record as if read the prepared and amended state-

ment of Dr. Biles.

EX&AINER BOND: There appears to be no objection.

The motion is granted.

It is so ordered,

I willask Dr. Biles if ycu will undertake to

conform gor the convenience of the reporter the copy w7hich

has been or will be delivered to him so that the corrections

you have stated will be transcribed therein ?

TlE WITN4ESS: Yes, sir.

EXMIINER BOIW: Thank you.
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(The-direct testimony of Martin B. Biles, Divisio.n

of Licensing and Regulation follorws:)

L ]BILES: My name is 1.4artin B. Biles. I am Chi-Bf of

e Test and Pover Reactor Safety Branch of the Division of Licens-

ing and Regulation, Atomic Energy Comnission. in this position

T have the function of directing the analysis and evaluation re-

lated to safety aspects of nuclear reactor facilities for which

the Commission is responsible.

I was born in fM! W i ud attended grade

chools in that State. In gra uated from the University

of California with a Bachelor of Scienice degree. During the next

cour and one half years I served as au Engineering Officer in the

DUited States Army Air Corps.

FProro 1946 to 1951 I served on the staff of the Division

of Mechanical Engineering at the Univeraity. of California in

positions of Teaching Assistant, Lecturer, and Assistant Professor

uring this period I received degrees o: llasteLr of Scienc3 in En-

gineering in 194l8 and Mechanical Engineer in 1950.

In 1951 I was recalled to actve duty with the U. S.

Air Force. During the period 1952 to 1954 I st-udied nuclear en-

gineering in the graduate school of North Carolina State College,

'I received the degree of Ph.D. in nuclear Engineering from that

institution in 1955.

During thhe period 1954 to 1957 1 servedn with the Air-

-raft Reactors Branch of the Division. of Reactor Devz1o'tvpennt of

I
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the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission as a technical analyst for

aircraft nuclear power systems. In 1957 I accepted an appoint-

ment as reactor physicist with the AEC. Since September 1960 I

have served in my present pos'ition.

I am a. member of the follovwing societies: Sigma Xi,

Pi Tau Sigma, Phi Kappa Phi, Sigma Pi Sigma, and American Nuclear

Society.

DIVISION OF LICENSING AND REGULATION

in the matter of

PHILADELPHIA ELECTRIC COMPANY

PEACH BOTTOM ATOMIC POWER STATION

Introduction and Background

Pursuant to the provisions of the Atomic Energy Act of

1954 and the Co=nission's regulation, the Philadelphia Electric

Company of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, has made application to

construct and operate a nucelar power reactor facility, known as

the Poach Bottom Atomic Poter Station, in Peach Bottom Township,

York County, Pennsylvania. This application includes all of

the information required for a safety evaluation of the proposed

facility for purposes of issuance of a provisional construction

permit. In particular it includes a hazards summary report con-

taining a description of the facility and a discussion of the

significant features and plans intended to safeguard the public

against possible radiation hazards. This report has served. as

the basis for a comprehensive safety review by the staff of the
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5EC Division of Licensing and Regulation. The results of this

afety review are summarized herein.

3 The proposed Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station is to be

4 onstructed on a 600racre site on the west bank of the Susquehanna

S iver. The station will include an advanced type, high temperatur

s as cooled, thermal neutron reactor, conventional steam operated

7 enerating equipment and necessary supporting facilities. The re-

. actor is designed to produce 13.5 thermal megawatts (40 electrical

9. ,iegawatts) with gas conditions of 13580F at 335 psig and steam

10 jzonditions of 1OOO F at 1450 .psig, The reactor system incorporate:

13 everal features and concepts not previously adapted to power re-

12 factors and will operate at higher temperatures than previously pro

13 bosed for power reactors. All components of the reactor system

14 which contain radd.6active material will be enclosed in a high in-

is |tegrity, low-leakage .rate steel containment building.

16 Philadelphia Electric Company filed application for a con

17 Ntruction permit on July 25, 1960. However, prior to filing the

s pplication the Company requested aprepliminary informal evalua-

i9 'ion of the site and submitted a comprehensive "Site Evaluation Re.

20 ort" in support of this request. The Commission staff reviewed

21 his information and discussed the maltter of site acceptability

22 ith the Commission'S.n Advisory Cornmittee on Reactor Safeguards

23 ACRS). As a result of this review it was concluded that the Peac

ottom site was adequate for a reactor of *the general type pro-

_ osed.. The Site Evaluation Report referred t.kabove isati

:. . , ...
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I cluded in the public record; however, all pertinent information

2 contained in this report has been included in the present applica-

3 tion.

4 The technical information submitted as part of the appli-

5 cation was reviewed by the Commission staff and the ACES duxr.ing

6 July-Dacember 1960. On the basis of this review in 1960 it was

7 concluded that: (1) the proposed design was considered generally

s adequate, but several specific areas were identified wherein

9 additional design effort appeared necessary, and (2) the applica-

10 tion lacked sufficient information conce:ening the large supporting

1 research and development progrram to just;fy certain design features

12 y letter dated April 10,, 1961 the applicant was requested to fur-

13 nish additional information to nermit an adequate evaluation of. th(

1, proposed f acility.

* On August 11, 1961, Philadelphia Electric Company filed

* Amendment Nu. 2 to the application which was intended to furnish

17 fthe additional informiation requested by the AEC and to include mor

S *recent results of the research and development program. In par-

|fticular this amendment included a revised Volume 1-Part B. "Plant

20 eescr~iption and Safeguards Analysis", which is a complete revision

1 |of that portion of the application relating to facility design and

22 afeguards. In view of the considerable amount of additional in-

; |formation submitted, the Commission staff performed a complete

24 reevaluation of the facility design. The ACRS considered the re-

: vLsed application at its meeting of October 26-28, 961-- and re-

ported its c usions t the Coniission bn No berl 1961. Dot
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|the ACRS and -the Staff have now. concluded that sufficient infor-

2 mation has been furnished t.o adequately support the applicaticon.

3 In evaluating -the acceptability of constructing and

| onerating an advanced gas-cooled type reactor such as proposed 'or

5 the Peach Bottom Atmnic Power Station, Lhe AEC staff has given

6 consideration to all aspects significant to a safety deteriminatlon

7 specifically including the following:

8 1. The suitability of the proposed location with reference

|tu .he surruning populace and the Conowingo Reservoir on the

1 !' isquehanna River.

2. The proposed design of the facility including meants fo

12 the collections treatment, disposal and monitoring of radioactive

13 Material, with reference to the adequa y of design and procedural
/Commissions

14 ,aeguards to assure compliance with -the ' regulations

15 Iduring normal operation.

16 3. The adequacy of the proposed veactor design, particularly

ix including the normal and emergency cooli iS-syz-tem. the control and

afety systems, and the inherent control and safety characteristic

is ,ith reference to the probability and consequences of potentia'

h1) azards resulting from credible accidents to the facility.

21 4. The advanced nature of the proposed reactor design includ

22 ing several concepts not previously incorporated in power reactor

a application, viz. the extensiVe application of loVw peraeability

f graphite as core structural material and for the fuel element

comaponents, *nc. lad fuel, elements including the related -rqui9emer

1f ur fission pzcrduc;t purging and lirmitation of finsion' prOduct
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1 leakage to the gas coolant, and fission product trapping involving

2 the collection of radioactive rmaterial both within and ext-ernal

t o the reactbor system.

4 5. The extensive- supporting research and development program

5 ith reference to the adequacy of this praogram to provide a basis

for design features which are extensions of present techr.ology.

7 6. TLe proposed containment building with reference to its

C ability to function as an ultimate confinement barrier against the

9 release of radioactivity in the event of any foreseeable accidents

10 7. The technical qualifications of the applicant to design

ii and construct the facility, including qualifications of the

12 applicant's contractors.

13 As a consequence of this review, the Staff of the Divi-

14 sion of. Licensing and Regulation has concluded that the proposed

s5 reactor can be constructed and operated at the Peach Bottom site

16 without undue risk to the health and safety of the public. The

17 basis for this conclusion. is included in the following AEC Staff

18 Hazards Analysis.

STAFF IAZARDS ANALYSIS

20 1. REACTOR SYSTEM

21 The reactor systerd consists principally of an all-graphit

E2 core located within a steel pressure. vessel, with trio helium cir-

28. culation loops to transfer heat to the steam generators. The

24 reactor core is essentially cylindrical in shape and includes an

25 array of fuel elements, contril rods, and safety shutdbwn rods,

i~~~~~~~~~~- ' I.''...- ''.' ,-:0;',''
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'surrounded by a graphite reflector. The core is supported by a

steel- support plate located near the bottom of the pressure ves-

sel: which has dimensions of 14 X eet inside diameter and 35 feet

height. The fiuel elem.ents consist of a central core of co i4acts

containing carbides of uranium and thoriura dispersed in graphite

and encased in a low-permeability graphite sleeve. Each fuel

element rests on. a standoff pin in the core support plate. Therc

is no similar fixed support f or the top of the core; lateral sup-

port is provided by movable reflector pieces which ex:ert a

radial f rrce on the core array.

Inlet gas at about 634oF enters the reactor vessel

through two nozzles and flows downward in spaces between the core

and vessel wall. The helium then flows upward through the core,

passing over the outer graphite sleeves of the fuel elements. The

helium exits the core at about 1358 0F and discharges from the re-

actor pressure vessel through outlet pipes which are concentrica3

ly located within the two inlet pipes. This hot gas then enters

the steam generators and generates high pressure superheated

steam. The cooled helium is recirculated back to the reactor

by means of two gas compressors.

Within the Reactor a purge flow is drawn from the pri-

mary helium coolant flow through the fuel elements in order to

remove fission products uhich escape from the. fuel material.

This purge gas is passed through internal traps located in the

lower part of the fuel elemeent assemblies and then to an external
4 A I '
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trapping system. The purified helium is returned to the rain

co6lant stream as buffer helium at the compressors, control rod

drives and pressure control points. The activity in the primary

helium -coolant at equilibrium i operating conditions is calculated

to be about 108 curies near the beginning of core life.

The control rbds are designed for flexibility and pass

through the core Within graphite sleeves. These rods are hydraul-

ically driven from below the reactor and scram in the upward dir-

ection. Ninteen emergency shutdovwn rods are also provided which

are electrically driven from below the reactor, and which can be

driven into the core with considerable force (10,000 lbs) if nec-

essary. In addition, a minimum of 19 fuse-operated poison rods

will be installed at the top of the reactor; these vill be re-

leased if the coolant temperature becomes e=.cesvsive and fall by

gravity into the core.

The design life of the Peach Bottom reactor fuel elementE

is about 3 years with a core loading of approximately 0.19 excess

k in the cold condition.:(80 0F). The corresponding worth of the

control rods is 0.26 k, and the shutdown.rods 0.17 k. The fuse-

operated.rods will have sufficient worth to offset the reactivity

increase resulting from xenon decay (about 0.03 k).

On the basis of the Staff's examination of the concep-

tual plans for the Peach Bottom reactor as outlined above, there

appears to be no reason why a reactor of this general type cannot

be developed to operate safely.

.1:
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cf 1 loweier, vie have noted that the proposed reactor concept

2 nvolves a number of features that are novel or represent exten-

3 ions of current practice. These include a substantially all-

4 graphite core, unclad fuel material, dependence on slow permeabilit

5 raphite as structural and fission product barrier mater ial,

a purging of fission products from fuel elements, trapping and col-

7 lection of fission products, reactor control and safety mechanisms

aand high operating temperature. The Staff believes that a judg-

ment of acceptability of this reactor depends to a large extent on

10 the applicant's ability to furnish sufficient information to pro-

11 ide reasonable assurance that such advancedconcepts can be incor-

12 porated into a safe reactor desigfn.

13 The applicant has undertaken an extensi~ve research and

14 development program in order to provide necessa:y technical in-

IS formation as a basis for the advanced features. This program,

15 whicl has been in progress since August 1959; is being performed

17 by General Atomics.Division of General Dynamics Corp., the

i ~reactor design contractor. A major portion of this effort is in-

1s svolved with investigations relating to the proposed applications

20 of low permeability graphite.

21 In the following subsections the Sitaff deals with those

22 areas of the Reactor System considered to require significant at-

23 tention in evaluating the safety of this 1cacility. In evaluating

24. each area consideration has been given to the adequacy of .the

a roposed design based on ;present knowledge anid experience and the

,, ,: .. ,- . . ',S . . '
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ufficiency of the supporting research and development program,

2 including results reported to date and the scope of the continuing

:3 program,

4. A. Core and Ref lietor Design

The reactor core .(fueled region) has the cbnfiguration

s of a right circular cylinder about 9.2 feet in diameter and the

7 active fuel height is 7.5 feet. The core incades 804 fuel element

a 363 control rod-positions and 19 emergency shutdown rod positions,-

9 arranged in a close packed array and surrounded by. about 2 feet of

10 graphite reflector material. Xncluding the fuel element end fitto-

it ings and internal traps and the radial reflector, the overall

IZ dimensions are about 12 feet high and 13 feet in diameter. A

13 steel thermal shield is spaced between the reflector and the

14 pressure vessel; this component also serves to direct the cooler

15 inlet gas over the vessel wall.

The core support plate is proposed to be made from a

17 solid slab of carbon steel about 5 inches thick and 10 feet in

as diameter. The plate is supported at its periphery by a ring fas-

-F1 tened to the lower head of the pressure vessel. In addition to

20 the support plate, this ring also carries the vieight of the r-i-

21 flectors and the thermal shield. Sleeves around the control

22 rod guide tubes penetrating the lower vessel head extend between

23 the lower surface of the support plate and vessel head to act as

24 auxiliary support of the support plate in event it became hot

25 enough to sag, as could occur following loss of cooling. The cor'

'. .11.''''''XzS'''"0"ff'':''"'a 0:
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cll 1 upport plate provides mountings for the fuel elements, control

2 and emergency rod guide sleeves and the inside reflector pieces.

3 which are in contact with the outermost fuel elements. Hollow

4 tainless steel standoff pins, 1 inch in diameter and 10 inches

E long, are threaded into the support plate to provide a fixed

G base for the fuel elements. The graphite control rod guide tubes

7 mount into the support plate with breech-lock type connections.

8 Passages within the core support plate connect to the hollow stand

9 off pins and serve as a manifold for collecting the purge gas frou

10 each fuel element.

The core is surrounded circumferentially by graphite

12 eflector material about 2 feet thick. The inner 3.5 inches of tb

eflector consists of dummy hexagonal elements.. The remainder

14 consists of two segmented concentric graphite rings, each about

i1 10 inches thick. Each segment of the inner 10-inch reflector ring

16is connected at the lower extremity by rocker arms to the carrs-

-7 ponding segment of the outer ring.. on the upper surface of the

S Oinner reflector ring a circular ring of graphite about 2 inches

square mates with a steel lip extending from the lower end of the

Po tupper steel plenum shroud to form a gas seal to prevent helium

2.. jypass.

22 The cool helium (6340F) returning from the steam generate

23 ivides inside the reactor vessel with a portion floving downward

24 between the thermal shield and vessel wall; the remainder fl6ws

2a ±hrough the segmented .reflector.piecesb v;hichiare iiiterlocked ftn
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p revent gazs leakage radially inviard. The divided flows recombine

2 n the lower plenum region and pass upward through the core to the

a pper plenum. Owing to the pressure drop of the gas, a pressure

4. ifferential Vwill exist across the reflector pieces resulting in a

5 lateral force on the fuel elements.: The action of the reflector-

6 egments is to tilt radially inward by pivoting on the rocker arms

7 at the bottom. The purpose of this arrangement is to provide a

8 firm (700 lbs force on each fuel element), yet thermally 6xpansibl

D restraint on the core. The ring of dummy reflector elements is

1t located inside the inner tilting reflector and these elements are

it supported by the core support plate in a manner similar to the

t2 fuel elements. The inner faces of the 10 inch inner tilting re-

13 flector segments are machined to mate with the dummy hexagonal

14 elements so as to maintain the triangular pitch arrangement of the

15 core.

t6 . In evaluating the proposed core and reflector design,

17 as described above, the Staff has given consideration to various

to possible malfunctions which could interfere with safe reactor

19 operation, including the effects of flow disturbances, lateral

20 stability of the core array, interference with control rod motion

2l and possible oscillatory movement. -In order to study the behaviox

22 of the proposed arrangement during operation, General Atomics

23 has constructed and operated a detailed one-half scale hydraulic

24 model of the pressure vessel and'internals. The objectives of thE

25 test program with this flow model are: (1) to determine the core

restraining capability;of 'he tilting' leitor and the hydraii:i
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I Istability of the core, (2) to deterTaine the pressure drop charac-
I-

2 teristics of the internal flow paths, (3) to study the flow patterns

3 in the coolant passages, (4) to measure the effectiveness of the

4 inlet gas in cooling the pressure vessel wail and (5) to determine

5 the effectiveness of the reflector gas seals.

6 'The first phase of the hydraulic model test has been

7 completed. This phase involved an investigation of the eifects

a of flow distribution on the coqling of the vessel wall, reactor

F pressure drop and functioning of the core restraint with model

to flow rates in the range of 30-100 per cent equivalent design

fo f The data froum the first phase is; now being evaluated

j2 for poss ible design effects. Later test phases will be concerned

i3 with more specific design details, for example, design of the

24 |plenums, thermal shieelds, shrouds, reflectors and reflector seals.

i |In addition, tests will be performed to simulate normal and emer-

j6 gency conditions and normal startup and shutdown conditions to ob-

17 tain heat transfer data to assist in design of the pressure vessel.

1S In order to determine the dynamic sttability of the fuel

13 eleinents a cluster of 19 full-scale fuel elements was subjected

20 to flow conditions similar to those in the reactor. In these tests

2a Ithe flow Reynolds Number was varied from 10 to 225 per cent of the

22 normal operating value expected in the reactor. Two types of

ns fuel elements were studied: one included an aluminum section re-

24.ki placing the normal graphite sleeve and the other was a prototype

raph tte element, both tested without the fuel compacts installed..-
I .a.. .te
, . .. ,
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*I. s ihes e configurations represented conservative models of the

2 actual fuel .erenlents since they had a 1 oDwe mass and lacked the

d . idi' vibration absorption inherent with the loose-fitting

. cmpacts. In addition to variations in flow conditions, the

5 tests involved vibrations artificially induc ed in the fuel -

6 lements and pressure pulses impressed on the flow. The results

7 of these tests indicated that none of the steady state flow condi-

8 tions caused the fuel elements to vibrate and that disturbances

9 orcibly impressed were not amplified by the gas flow..

10 Inasmuch asm the coolant channels in the MGG core are in

ti the shape of tricuspids formed by the spaces of an equilateral ar-

12 ay of fuel elements, and adjacent channels intercommunicate, the

1: pressure drops affecting heat transfer rates and velocity profiles

s4in the passages are different fram those in ordinary ducts. Tests

15 ave been conducted to determine the characteristics of this

16 rrangement. An array of seven simulated fuel elements was sub-

17 ected to flow at isothermal conditions to determine local pressur

conditions and flow velocity patterns throughout the coolant

19 assage length. In addition, similar experiments were performed

20 sing internal electric heaters to simulate nuclear heat, By use

21 of thermocouples inbedded at various points along the tube walls,

22 heat transfer coefficients were measured for various flow Conditio

23 This information vas used to calculate the physical design condi-

24 tions f or the fuel components and provide data for the safety

23 valuation of normal and emergency flow and temperature
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c15 Tests have, been performed on a prototype control rod ar

2 :drive assembly to determine possible effects of core flexibility

3 control rod operation'. In one series of tests the control rod wa

4 operated with the guide tube deflected 1.25 inches at the upper

5 end; the operability of the rod Vas not affected. in the second

6 series of tests the drive unit vas deflected 9 inches from center

7 line below the vessel entrance nozzle; only a slight reduction in

8 rod drive speed was noted. These tests indicate that the control

9 rod and drive should operate satisfactorily even under extreme

io core distortions.

The Staff considers the scope of the above-described

12 test program to be adequate to provide the technical information

13 necessary for a safety determination of the core and reflector

14 design. On the basis of results obtained to date it is concluded

15 that the significant safety questions have been adequately resol-

f6 ved. Although the unfinished phases of the flow model tests are

s not expected to involve significant safety questions, the results

18will be reviewed for any possible hazard implications. It is

19 the opinion of the staff that sufficient information on the core

2o and reflector design is now available to provide reasonable as-

21 surance that the proposed design is adequate from a safety

22 standpoint.

23 B. Fuel Element Design.

24 The fuel elements can be classed as a solid semi-homo-

25 geneous type in which graphite serves rad'the ful matrix, moder.-
.e . i :- -i 3..-: :. ..
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tor and cladding material. The fuel element assembly consists

of an upper reflector section, a fuel bearing middle section and
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bottom reflector section. A graphite sleeve of low-helium permea-

z bility (jil0 cm /sec) encases the entire fuel section and part

-of the lower reflector sebtion. The lower rdlector section incluc

4 an internal fission product trap which is within the sleeve. In

5 this design the;approach is to control tie escape .of fission pro-

6 ducts and to collect them in traps such that the activity of the

7 primary helium coolant is maintained at a satisfactorily low leve

8 rather than to attempt complete retention of fission products in

9 the fuel elements.

The fuel element assembly is 3.5 inches in diameter and

11 144 inches long with a handling knob at the top and an opening in

12the lower end for mounting the element on the core support plate

3 standoff pin. The fuel section consists of annular fuel compacts

I mounted on a central graphite spine. The compact dimensions are:

15 length-1.5 inches, outside diameter- 2.75 inches, and inside

16 diameter - 1.75 inches. The compact material consists of a

17 graphitized mixture of graphite, fissile material, fertile materi2

16 and neutron poison material. The overall length of the fuel sec-

2V9. tion is 90 inches. The fissile and fertile material is in the

20 form of particles of uranium-carbide and thorium-carbide, re-

21 spectively. These particles range in size from 100-400 microns

22 and each particle is pyrolitically coated with a 50-60 micron

a3 thickness of dense carbon. The sleeve is about 10 feet long

Pd. vith a rwall thickness of about 3/8 inches.

The internal fission product trap-consists essentially of
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c 17 I L graphite cylinder with s lots on the outer surface which are pach

2 jed N7ith granular silver coated charcoal reagent material. During

3 kreactor operation a purge flow of about 1.1 lb/hr per fuel elemen1

4is drawn through the upper reflector section and passes downward

in spaces betveen the co mpacts and sleeve, The purge flow passes

6 ]through the internal trap, then exits the fuel element through thE

7 ;tandoff pin, passes through the external trapping system and is

s Lfeturned to the main coolant system. The. performance of the

9 'traps is discussed in a later section.

10 During normal reactor operation, with a core outlet gas

S temperature of 13800', the av'erage moderator (spine and sleeve

12 paterial) will be about 18200 F, the average fuel compact temperate

13 rill be about 1985 IF and the maximum fuel compact temperature

14 will be about 2730 °F.

15 The proposed fuel element design involves the applicatioi

a of graphite under conditions f or which there is no previous ex-

17 6perience in operating reactors. Particularlyinvolved is the use

is Af low permeability graphite in complex structural arrangements al

is ionditions of temperature, temperature gradients and radiation

20 l3xposures wvhich are more severe than for present practice. Conse-

zi huently the exact behavior of the fuel elements during operation

22 hs not completely predictable including the effects of radiation

23 'exposure, the structural integrity and dimensional stabilit:y, the

274 'ffective thermal conductivity of the naterial, and the poss.ible

25 mobility of fuel, neutron poison and fission prcduicts within the
-,, . E ';- -- 'bi- 'it

- t~~~~i : . :. - .
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18 1 fuel material. A significant portion of the supporting research

a and development program is directed towards resolution of these

, questions. This program involves the investigation of the

4 effects of radiation, temperature and chemical impurities on the

5 echanical and physical properties and on the dimensional stabilil

6 of the low permeability graphite. The important details of this

7 program are discussed below.

8 Numerous in-pile and out-of-pile capsule tests have been

9 conducted to investigate the integrity of the tow permeability

10 graphite specified for use in the Peach Bottom reactor cores

1X arious grades of graphite have been irradiated in 58 different

I9 2112 capsule tests at fast neutron exposures. from 10 to 2x1O nvt

13 (over 0.1 Bev) and at temperatures from 618-2550 F in order to

1,4|tudy dimensional stability at operating conditions. These tests

1s5 ave led to a better understanding of the amount of contraction

16 of the graphite as a function of grade, temperature and neutron

17 exposure, thus allowing more accurate specification of the dimen-

to ions of the core components. Additional tests will be conducted.

The effects of irradiation on the permeability of the

20 graphite fuel element sleeve were investigated in a series of 13I

2 capsule tests conducted on various graphites at neutron exposures

21 /2550)
22 of 211)0 nvt (oaver 0;.1 Mev) and temperatures in the range 616,

: The tesulting cata indicate that the permeability of graphite

2 Iincreases with neutron exposure, but that the increase due to

anticipated reactor exposure conditions is less than *a factor of i
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c19 1 IAthough the permeability specification is 316O cm2 /sec, graphit
V 10 2

samples of 2x10 cm Isec are available. Consequently, there ap-

3 pears to be no difficulty in meeting this specification.

..4 irradiation effects on the thermal conductivity of sleeve

material vere determined- by means of capsule tests conducted at

6 10 nvt (over 0,. ;. Mev) and 2510-2605 0F. The results indicate

7 that this neutron exposure causes a 15 per cent reduction in ther-

s jal conductivity at operating temperatures. The minimum value of

9 this parameter for irradiated graphite was found to be 20 BTU/hr-

!O ft`F, in contrast to a value of 15 used as a basis for the design.,

Graphite samples irradiated to 2x02  nvt (over 0.1 Uev)

, and at 2012-2550 0F revealed increases in compressive strength of

1100 per cent and greater. These results are in good agreement

with tests by others on graphite at lower exposure and temperaturE

which indicate strength increases from 50 per cent to 125 per ceni

16 |In addition to the above-mentioned in-pile tests, Genera)

17 tomics has performed a number of thermal tests on sleeve material

fin order to separate radiation effects from thermal effects. The

19 effect of temperature alone.on dimensions of the graphite vjas

20 studied by heating samples in heilium to 2372°F for 1000 hours.

N No measuratble changes vere noted, indicating that the radiation-

induced dimensional changes 'are predominant. Tendile strength

2 tests on low permeability gr'aphite at temperatures of 650-2710°F

24 indicate that failure stresses will exceed the 2500 psi minimum

2 specified for HTGR graphite at beginning' of life....

. .. . ., I . I.
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1 Inasmuch as steam-graphite reactions could cause removal

£Df graphite from the sleeve2 tbus affecting the permeability of

3 the sleeve, such effects have also been investigated. Samples

. t temperatures of 16500, 18300 and 2L90 F were exposed to circu-

5 lating helium containing 3 per cent moisture. Under these con-.-

6 ditions a 1 per cent loss in graphite and a factor of 10 increase.

7 in permeability were observed. The test conditions produced ef-

* ects considered equivalent to those resulting from a continuous

S team leak of 0.01 lb/hr over the entire fuel cycle, a leak rate

10 that is readily detectable, as discussed later. From this infor-

1 ation the calculated leakage of fission products through the

fuel element sleeve is based on a permeability value of lo- in-

0 stead of 10-6 cm /sec, in order to provide design conservatism.

During normal operations the temperature differential

1 across the 3/8 inch thick fuel element sleeve will be about 300 B.

16 Tests were conducted to ascertain whether more severe conditions

17 would result in excessive thermal stresses. Sections of low

permeability graphite sleeves were subjected to temperature dif-

f ferentials of 640 F for periods of 160 hrs and to 1000%F for

20 several hours, with specimen temperatures in the range 1760-iJ000 0 o1

21 No damage was detected, indicating that the sleeves should main-

a_ tain their integrity against unexpected temperature differentials,

23 The effect of neutron radiation on the dimensional

24 stability of fuel compacts .also has been investigated. Fuel

25 co mpac ts with various ratios of thorium and uranium were irradiat.

.~~~~~~~~~~~~,.,,:.,.,:' -,.''' .. '.'. ., ' ... '' -'' . ..........
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ed; the: was in the form of uncaaed paticles varying in

size fromn 4 'to 500 maicrons. The compacts were irradiated to fuel

burnup in the range 4.25-60 87Xi10 issions/cc, compared to 1x101 9

fissions/cc expected in the reactors and at temperatures from

7550o to 2710°F, The resulis of these tests indicate that

article Size hlas a definite effect on the magnitude of diminsiona

hange of the graphite compact material and that the minimum size

uel particles should be from 110 to 250 microns in order 'o pre-

Lent excessive dimensional change. in addition, General Atomics

is currently irradiating fuel compacts containing fuel particles

hich are coated with a 10-60 micron layer of dense carbon. To

Late these specimens have received an exposure equivalent to

about two years of reactor operation and will soon be removed for

pnalysis. Coated particles also have been subjected to 1000 0F

Helium containing 26,000 ppm moisture for periods of 72 hours

Lithout apparent damage.

It is proposed that the uranium and thorium carbide

articles (100-400 microns diameter) will be coated with a 50-60

picron thickness of dense carbon (more dense than 2.0 gr/cc). Thi:

oating serves the following purposes: Prevents mobility of the

particles in the graphite campacts, protects the carbide particles

jrom oxidation during fabrication of the compacts, and increases

the retention time of fission products 'within the compacts. This

poating is applied by jettisoning the particles into a chataber.

Jth a stream of high vrelocity gas w7hihh includes'methane. The

,. 7i; i:� : - --. . , ,
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:22 1 temperature in the chamber is 1830-2550"F. Pyrolytic carbon

2 is deposited on the particle as it passes through the chamber;

3 he final coating thickness is controlled by the dwell time in thi

c hamber and the number of passes.

The fuel element design incorporates rhodium-103 (a stab;

s isotope) in the fuel compacts for the purpose of providing a more

7 xtensive negative temperature coefficient throughout core life.

8 It is anticipated that metallic particles of rhodium would be

9 yrolytically coated and mixed homogeneously in the compacts.

TO he rhodium has the characteristic of a strongly increasing

'neutron absorption cross section as the temperature increases

jp above 2240 F. Analysis indicates that at least 3 kg of rhodium

t3are required in the core to provide the desired effect. it is

14 oroposed that about 5 kg will be included in the initial core

t5 |n order to compensate for burnup losses. Rhodium has a melting

*o Epoint of 3570cF and boiling point of 8100"F; these characteri5ticc

17 in addition to the pyrolytic coating on the rhodium particles are

e expected to prevent migration of the poison from the fuel com-

19 pacts. Th.' temperature coefficient will be discussed later in thi

2X Leport.

21 A quarter length prototype fuel element is currently beLt

22 tested in a loop at the General Electric Test Reactor at Vall-

23 citos, Calif. This loop includes a complete fission product

a, -trapping system similar to that to be installed on the HTGR. ThiE

- fuel element will be irradiated ina thermal neutron -lu .of 113:

,, ..... .. , ..- , I.
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I neutrans/cm2/sec in an atmosphere of pure helium at 350 psi.

2 The test fuel element will generate 76 kti of power and the heat

3 flux will be about 150,000 BTU/hr-ft.. Thermal conditions in the

Ktest eemnlt are approximately equivalent to the design operating

-F conditions for the reactbr. This -:e~t i5 intended is h.kfi.fia'l

e ver-oif tiOVuibfithe broposedrfuelIelemint,-conceptX JEFurthie d1is

.- } fcsi n-bihis test Ibiiocluded-later' ifrthe'!.ectionlon Fisi .

* : 6uS|1 bn .. 'Pi' hi ':_ '

,:A " " .'u.i:T' ' . .

10 Based on review of the research and development program

11 relating to fuel elements the Staff has concluded that there is

12 easonable assurance that the impervious graphite diffusion speci-

-6 2
i3 fication of lxlO. cm /sec can be met, that the structural in-

14 tegrlty against mechanical loads is adequate, that stress loads

15 resulting from dimensional changes can be controlled by proper

16 dimensional control, that the minimum specification for thermal

17 conductivity of 15 BTU/hr/ft F can be met, and that the use of

18 pyrolitic coatings jon the fuel particles adequately prevents the

w mobility and enhances the retention of fission products. Conse-

20 quently, there appears to be no reason why the proposed fuel

21 element cannot be developed to operate in a satisfactory manner.

22 C. Reacto: Control

23 The reactor control system includes a set of control rod!

24 for normal reactor control and safety functions, two separate

; groups of safety rods for emergency reactor shutdown, and ap-
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1 propriate nuclear and process instrumentation.

2 Normal control is accomplished by 36 boron-carbide contrc

3 ods each dr~iven by a separate hydraulic mechanism. The absorber

4 portion of the assembly consists of cylinderical sections of

5 poison bearing graphite supported on an axial-metal support tube.

6 push rod connects the absorber section to the drive mechanism

7 hich is located below the reactor outside the primary biological

8 shield in a region of moderate temperature (less than 200 F) and

s low radiation (1 r/hr during operation). The drive mechanism in-

10 corporates a hydraulic motor which is operated at two different,

1 speeds for regulating and scram motions. The significant perfor-

12 mance and duty requirements for the control rod assembly are as

IP follows:

14 Total stroke 7' - 6"

'Normal regulating velocity (maximum) 0.06 ft/sec

16 Scram velocity (maximum) 10 ft/sec

Scram acceleration (naximum) 100. ft/sec2

17 Scram deceleration (maximum) 32 ft/sec2

9 Duty life of motor and screw 10 revolutions

6
20 Duty lif e - number of starts 5X10

21 Duty life - number of scrams 5x1O3

22 The neutron absorber portion of the control rod assembly

23 consists of 5 cylinders of graphite loaded with boron carbide wit

Z each cylinder 17 inches long, 2.25 inches outside diameter and 1.

25 inches inside diameter. These sections are mounted on and sops
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ported by a 304 stainless steel axial tube. The sections are

supported by collars brazed to the support tube and held separated

approximately one inch by disc springs which provide for thermal

expansion and shock effects, This control rod arrangement is in-

tended to provide.the necessary flexibility .to allobi.the rod.

-to function adequately in event of any distortion of the core

or control rod guide tube. The support tube has sufficient

trength to allow the assembly to support itself in a vertical pos

ion without assistance. The lower end of the support tube joins

y means of a mechanical latch to the push rod which connects the

bsorber section to the drive mechanism. The upper end of the

upport tube terminates in the form of a lifting knob for fuel

handling purposes. Axial motion is transmitted to the push rod

by means of a leadscrew and ballnut mechanism.

The control rod operates within the graphite guide tube

which is 12 feet long, 3.5 inches -in outside diameter and 0.5

tnch thick. Poison sections of the control rod do not contact

the guide tube due to an annular clearance of 1/8 inch between

these components. The rod is guided in the tube by split ceramic

rings installed on the spacer collars between poison sections

with a radial clearance of about 0.005 inch between the ring and

tube. Cobling of the rod. is.provided.by drawing a small portion

(3 per centfpr-a1l rods),of the helium coolant from below the

core support plate and passing this gas upward both inside and

outside of the metal support tube. The desig strength of the.
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* trod at operating conditions is about 4000 pounds yield and 11,000

2 pounds-ultimate. The weight of the control rod will be approxi-

3 ately 45 pounds.

4 A screw actuator connects the push rod and absorber sec-

5 tion to the drive unit. A leadscrew with a ballnut is splined

6 directly to the drive motor causing the ballnut to translate

7 nial motion to the push rod.

8 A rod separation monitor is installed on each control rod

.9 to detect possible separation of the control rod assembly. This

10 device consists of a high temperature metal clad conductor which

traverses the entire length of the assembly from the extreme up-

12 per end of the poison section down through the rod assembly and

13- terminating at the drive mechanism. Any separation in the drive

14 mechanism and control rod assembly will result in a break in the

15 coniuctor and a signal to the control room indicating separation

is of the control rod assembly.

17 A mechanical lock is provided which will prevent a fully

is inserted control rod from dropping out of the core as a result of

19 structural failure or malfunction of the mechanical, electrical

20 or hydrauli, components of the drive. This lock is located

21 in the side of the drive actuator housing approximately 4 inches

22 Ibelow the ballnut when the control rod is in the fully inserted

2a3 Iposition. The lock is designed such that the ballnut rides past

24 the lock during rod insertion but it must be released by a solenoi

25 to permit rod -withdrawaal. Co sequently, a fully inserted rod
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lis prevented from dropping more than 4- inches .n event of drive

f ailuxe.

The hydraulic drive mechanism is attached to the control-

rod drive pxyessure shell. This assembly cbn;sists of a bydraulic

motor' a clutch. brake. assemblV. p'tti on Iruassmitter. actuating

jvalves. deceleration valvest and a hUipgh pressure accumr~ula1tor. Th(

.motor is of the axial piston type with the output shaft connected

to the screw actuator of the drive assembly. Two modes of operat:

are provided by the aydrau1ic motor; lmo speed opation for nor-

rial rod velocity at O,66 ft/sec and high speed operaltion for fast

rod insertion at 10 ft/sec, Low speed operation is accomplished

by valving lomo pressure (1000 psi) oil to the motor, High speed

scram copaeration i-s acconplished by supplying high pressure (3000

Ipsi) oil thriugh larger deRvery ports. The high pressure supply

is supplied by the individual accumulators to furraish the high

flow rate required for scram action. An auxiliary dual-:pressure

'hydraulic supply system furnishes oi.l at 1000 psig for normal con-

!trol rod operation and at 3000 psig for charging of the accumular.

1tors.

The scran mode is controlled by two scram valves in ser-

ies arrangement., Two valves are provided to allow the operator

to routinely exerciSG the valves individually during reactor.

operati on to determine proper functioning. Rach valve is positior

smeonitored in the control room.

T.er is no 6pevious reactor :evperieiie .with the appli-
. .. . ,. . . .
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c2S I cation of tl-is type of control rod system. The design incor-

2 porates a number of novel -featuir;es including graphite guide tubes

. graphite unclad poison sections, flexible control r6d and the

4 application of hydraulic motors as a power source for normal and

s iscraim action., However, many coaponents are considered convention:

6 with a high degree of reliability including the ballnut actuator,

7 land the *individual components of the hydraulic drive mechanism0

8 In evaluating the safety aspects of the rroposed design the

A Staff has given particular consideration to the safety aspects of

0 tthe novel features including separation of the flexible rods, sat

1 factory operation under conditions of core and guide tube distor-

1 tion, continued integrity of the graphite components, and proper

i3 functioning of the integrated rechanical components.

I I The application contains considerable information con-

t5 cerning the reliability-and safety aspects of the proposed contro

system. In addition, the applicant has performed a detailed

* ianalpsis of the effects of possible malfunctions, viz, fracture

J6 lof poison sections, fracturwe of push rod, failure of graphite

i Iguide tube, overtemperature of structural members, rod behavior

.2 ;due to primary coolant system rupture, jammed scram valve drive,

2i motor seizure, ballnut screvr seizure, push rod seizure, accumula-

2._ tor piston sei~ure, excessive friction in drive components, loss

23 ug pressurizer gas to accumulator, clutch malfunction, dirt in

24 hydraulic fluid, leakage of gluid from drive motor, vibrations of

: - iballnut screw actuator, te of -pear of ballnut screw.

'. c -a '.,:.',', . '*: .:'',', .:. '. . ' _ .
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deceleration valve seiz"ure, regulating valve seizure, breakage

2 of fluid supply lines, loss of system pressures, burst accumulator

... aring of oil, excessive oil leakage1 fire in subpile room,

4 lateral shift of vessel relative to bioloical shield, lateral

5 hift of grid plate relative to reactor vessel, and lateral shift

6 of core relative to the grid plate.

7 For each of the above possible malfunctions the appli-.

B ant has furnished sufficient information to provide reasonable

9 assurance that occurrence of the malfunction is not credible or

10 that it would not result in an unsafe condition. Much of this

11information is based on the supporting research and development

12 program, as discussed below.

13 With regard:to the irradiation stability of graphite com-

14 ponents, graphite B4 C specimens have been irradiated to neutron

15 exposures equal to or greater than those expected in the reactor

16 and at temperatures which would equal the maximum expected., While

17 the data from the tests conducted thus far indicate that dimen-

18 sional and structural stability are adequate, a continuation of

Is this program is planned.

20 Both irradiation and non-irradiation tests have been

21 conducted and are continuing on graphite-B&C control materials.

2a The irradiation tests are intended to determine dimensional stabil

23 ity; thus far a test conducted at 12000 F (the maximum temperature

G4 to be encountered in operation)1 fast neutron exposure of 10

5 nvt (over 0.1 Mev) and thermal neutron exposure of no2O nvt indi-
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2 an be expected.' Programs have'been, initiated.to increase the

exposures in ordenr'to ohain -dditional information. Other

4 tests have been conductedjand will be continued to determine;'

5 the volatility and boron release rates from the control materials

6 as a result of potential temperature excursions. Samples of B4C-

7 graphite compacts which were warm pressed at 13750 F and vacuum

1 sintered at- 6300F were heated in a helium stream at 3920OF for 16

9 hrs. The-amount of boron loss was about 0.5 per cent. Specimens

10 which were not v.acuum sintered showed substantial boron losses

:i due to impurities contained in the compacts, including oxides of

12 boron which are considerably more volatile than boron carbide,

13 During operation the graphite guide tubes will be sub-

14 ected to a fast flux of about 101a (over 0.1 Mev) and the wall

15. temperature will range from 6600 F to 14000 F. Tests have been

16 conducted to e:.amine the effects of these conditions. Tests

17 to determine dimensional stability and physical characteristics

IS indicated that no measurable dimensional changes occurred during

19 exposure of the tube material to 23720F for 1000 hours. Creep

20 experiments at 2250 psi tension and 1300OF indicated a creep rate

21 of 10-9 in/in-sec -for the first 300 hours with no change dur ing

22 he next 300 hours. Based on these results it is now calculated

23 that a guide tube exposed to the worst conditions of pressure of

24 djacent fuel elements would suffer deformation of only 0.01 inch.

- o determine the dimensional eff ects of irradiation, the guide tub
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m1aterialwas subjected to a fast neutron exposure of about

io21 (over 0.1 Mev) at temperatures from 840F to'15600 F. Con-

3 tractioil of the diameter was measured as 0.02 per cent to

0.04 per cent and contraction in length was 0.06 per cent to

5 0.08 per cent. Additional specimens will be irradiated. The

m aximum axial load to which a control rod guide tube will be

7 ubjected is 2500 lb due to the force applied by a binding control

8 od. The point of expected failure is the breach-type connection

9 here the tube is anchored to the grid plate. Shear tests on this

10 ection indicate a factor of safety of 2.3 minimum and 2.43

it maximum, which, appears to be adequate.

12 A test was.,conducted to determine the dynamic behavior of

13 arious ballnut and screw conf igurations f or determining stability

4ritical speeds, friction, and wear data. During these tests the

15 prototype screw was subjected to 9000 full-stroke cycles and 800

16 cram cycles, in environments of both air and vacuum. The test

17 esults did not show any vibrational effects and the parts. were

18 irtually unworn.

19 A prototype control rod has been tested under simulated

20 operating conditions of metal component temperature (1100-1200 F

2a s contrasted to 15000 F maximum allowable), to study friction

2 and wear under temperature in a helium atmosphere and to investi-

23 ate the reliability of the latching mechanism. The rod was testei

24 t various equivalent core prdittIb.n and flow Hates. The resulting

2. test data was used to confirm calculated flow rates and pressure

diferentials.. :



l An overall test of the prototype control rod and drive

2 anit is presently being conducted. The rod is a full-size proto-

3 Lype and the test system is provided with complete control and

4 onitoring instrumentation such as proposed for the actual plant

5 nstallation. Additional instruments are used to control and re-

6 ord test variables. The test is conducted at simulated reactor

7 onditions including pressurized helium, expected. temperatures,

8 emperature gradients and various tube misalignments. The test

s rogram provides for subjecting the rod and drive assembly to at

10 least lo inches of random motion at normal speed and at leas.t

II 000 scram operations which is about five times as many cycles

12 expected in the life of the rod. Initial testing in air at

.13 oom temperature for 2000 full strokes and 200- scram tests has

14 evealed no design problelns or wear effects. During these initial

1i ests the measured control rod drive response time was between

16 G.to 50 rasec as compared to the design allowance of 75 msec.

17 On the basis of technical information furnished concernin

I8 the control rod system, including the results of the research and

19 evelopment program, there is good assurance that this system will

20 function in an acceptable manner. A suitable method has been pro-

'P osed for indication of control rod separation, it has been dem-

22 Lnstrated that the materials should retain their integrity under

23 arious service conditions, and the satisfactory operation of the

24 ntegrated assembly has been demonstrated.

6 Twlo independent emergency shutdown systems are provided
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t complement the scram function of the normal control rods. Thesf

Systems include a group of 19 electrically-driven shutdown rods

nd a minimum of 19 thermally released (fused) gravity-drop

bsorbers. They are considered a significant asset to the relia-

ility of the shutdown capabilitby of the reactor because of the

lack of actual experience vrith the proposed type of control rod

yystem.

The electrically-driven emergency shutdown rods are

intended to serve two purposes: (1) additional shutdown capa-

bility is provided in the event that it is not possible to insert

sufficient normal control rods to provide shutdown in the cold

condition; and (2) emergency shutdown capability is provided

in the remote event that the graphite core could become disarrange

such that the control rods could not function. The total worth of

these emergency rods at operating temperature is calculated to

be 16 per cent k, compared to a worth of about 23 per cent k for

the normal rods. The drives are designed to insert the rods with

a force of .10,000 pounds1 sufficient to force the rods through

the core material under any circumstances. The absorber section

consists of a stiff metal tube filled with refr-actory neutron poi-

son which passes within a graphite guide tube. The drive system

Includes an electric motor, gear reduction drive, acme drive

screw and a nickel-cadmium battery as a pDrer source, This

safety rod is provided with a continuity circuit similar to that

described for the control rod. .:1 AV'is planned that extensive

-.... '.:,~~~~~ ~ :.. , ., ' ., .-...

It
Ii
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c34 esting of a prototype assembly wvill be undertaken.

2 A second emergency shutdown system is provided in the

3 orm of thermally released absorber rods. These rods will be

.eleased in event of excessive coolant temperature, The minimum

worth of these rods will be suf ficient to compensate f or' maxiblum

6 Cenon decay--,tbout 3 per cent k. The rods consist of short ab-

orber sections normally held in the top reflector by a metal tie

bar and fusible link. Overtemperature of the core Vill cause the

Fink to melt and release the absorber rod to fall into the midplam

19 the core. Tests are planned to determine characteristics of

his device.

The Staff believes that the safety and emergency shut-

M 1 down capabilities proposed for the Peach Bottom reactor are ade-

1 quate under any credible circumstances. Although prototypes of th

15 lectrically-driven rods and thermally-released rods have not yet

6 teen tested, there appears to be no reason why the proposed mech-

7 knisms cannot be constructed to operate satisfactorily.

is The reactor instrumentation system consists primarily of

1 equipment to monitor neutron flux, condition of the control rod

and safety rod systems, and cooling system parameters. All nor-

al and emergency instrumentation for the entire plant is located

in the control room which is located in.an auxiliary building ad-

28 Jacent to the reactor building.

24 N]eutron flux is monitored by nine channels of instru-

25 Fntation te low-level count.crate channels for

Ib - I. . . un.;at ..hin nb s
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| se during startup, two intermediate level channels which also

2 urnish period information, and four power level channels which

. onitor the flux in the range 1-150 per cent of.full power. Fail

4 safe criteria have been specified for all nuclear instrumentation

5 components and all duplicate channels are:cross-compared with

6 ignificant deviations annunciated. It is proposed that the

7 electronic components will be of solid state design to enhance re-

8 liability. Multiple circuits will be arranged to permit functiona

9 testing of a single channel without interfering with the safety

10 function of the remaining channels. The neutron detectors are

1 installed in water-cooled thimbles located in the concrete shield

12 adjacent to the reactor vessel.

IS The control rod system is instrumented for the purpose

14 of detecting and indicating the position of significant components

15 and possible malfunction conditions. Position monitors are pro-

1- vided for the control rods, scram valves 3 scram accumulator piston

17 and rod-holding locks. The pressure in the low and high pressure

la hydraulic supply systems is monitored continuously with scram

TV-protection provided if the high pressure supply decreases to

20 about 85 per cent of the normal value. Other control rod system

21 monitors include those for clogging of filters and strainersi

22 fluid leaks in the rod drive housings and past the scram accum-ia-

23 tor pistons, low flow for buffer helium and pressure, temdern-..

24 ture and level conditions in the hydraulic storage tank.

25 l| The electrically-driven shutdown rods are actuated maa
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I ly bytthe reactor operator. A single switch actuates all rods.

2 Limit switches provide indication of extreme rod positions and

3 the condition of the storage batteries is monitored frequently.

4 Instrumentation in the helium coolant loop provides for

5 etbetion of the loop pressure, f lowi rate, temperature, activity

6 level, gas leakage, moisture content and gas analysis at various

7 locations in the system. Because of the dauaging effect of mois-

8 ture on the hot graphite core materials, provision is made for

9 apid detection of moisture in the helium coolant. Three'detec-

10 tors located at each steam generator continuously monitor the mois

.ture content. of the helium. TWD trip levels, are provided for eac]

1 detector output--an alarm for low moisture content and a scram fo:

'3high moisture content. These detectors will respond to a

l o high moisture level within 5 seconds and are capable of detecting

oisture leaks into the helium as low as 0.01 lb/hr. In addition.

t the helium coolant is to be sampled intermittently for trace im-

17 jpurities of CO, C02 i, 0°2 12 CH4 , and argon.

The Peach Bottom Atomiic Power Station is primarily a mani

2Sally loaded generating station with capability to follow automatiq

20 ally the turbine load. Constant steam conditions are maintained

21 automatically at the turbine inlet. Autcmatic control loops vary

22 helium coolant flow rate to maintain the steam pressure and vary

23 reactor power to maintain the steam temperature. Automatic rod

24 control is provided by 3 cascaded controllers: the steam tempera.

25 ture controller actuates .the reactor-helium outlet temperature.

.... 1.. ..-..
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Controller (controls helium flow rate), which in turn actuates the

a neutron f lux controller (controls rod position). MEanual operation

3 iof all automatic control loops .is available as a backup for con-

4 trolleri failure, Although no details of the automatic control

5 ystem have been provided, the Staff considers the design rela-

6 tively. straightforward and finds no reason why the proposed system

7 annot be developed.,

a The helium outlet temperature and neutron flux controller

9 are provided with high and low setpoint limits. Malfunctions or

10 tdeviations from normal limtts cause an alarm or reactor scram.

t amnual control only is available during reactor startup and love

12 porwer operation. Rod operation will be limited to simultaneous

13 imovement of 3 rods in the outer tvio rings and two in the inner

24 rings, including the automatic rod. It is proposed that no more

is than 3 rods will be in intermediate positions during power operati

16 with the remainder either fully inserted or fully Withdrawn as con

17 ditions require. .This operating limitation would prevent more tha

t8 3 rods from dropping out of the core as a result of any malfunctic

sHelium loop control wariables include the pressure, tem-

20 perature and flow rate. He iutn loop pressure is maintained at 335

21 psig by balancing several inflows (such as to the buffer seals)

22 with the fuel element ba"rge outflow. Over-pressure protection fox

a3 the helium coolant system is provided by both dump and relief vals

24 At a loop pressure of 390 psig the dump valves open to relieve he]

E ium to the dump tanks; these valves can also be operated. manuall3
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Further over-pressure protection is provided by a.reactor

2 elief valve to be set at 437 psig and a relief valve on each stead

3 enerator to be set at 450 psig. Each relief valve is provided

4 ith a full capacity.spare. The entire primary system is designed

s or 450 psig at operating temperature.

6 The plant protective system included 3 types of logic to

.7 rovide trip signals: single trip with backup protection, two-

a out-of-three logic for trip from most measured variables and two-

9 out-of-four logic for highly critical variables such as reactor.

10 lux. In the latter case four channels monitor the same variable

11 with pairs of channels fed from each of two power supplies; hence

12 scram results on simultaneous trip of two channels fed from dif-

13 erent power supplies. Failure of one power supply would not

14 cause scram action but provides one leg of the required signal.

15 Conditions causing reactor scram inserting all 36 control rods at

16 the maximum rate include: a high flux excursion initiating two-ou

17 of-four power channel trips, high reactor outlet temperature mea-

18 sured by two channels in each reactor loop using two-oilt-of-four

19 logic, high moisture detection from three detectors in each loop

20 with two-out-of-three logic in either loop, low helium pressure

21 fromt three detectors in main coolant system using two-out-of-three

m logic, low pressure in the control drive high pressure header,

23 high rate of change in neutron flux in both channels, and isola-

24 tion of either helium loop will effect scram.

25 Provisions are included for rapid isolation of each
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helium loop under the following conditions: loss of helium

compressor, loss of boiler feedvwater, tube rupture in steam

generator as detected by the moisture detector and rupture of the

main coolant piping as indicated by radioactive gas detectors.

The Accompanying reactor scram is intended to minimize tempera--:

ture transients. Interlocks permit only one loop to be isolated

at a time in order that core cooling is continued. Simultaneous

with helium lbop isolation, the corresponding steam loop is also

isolated automatically.

The Staff has examined the conceptual plans submitted for

the reactor instrument system, including the related protective

functions, and considers the proposed system adequate. It ap-

pears that the design includes due consideration for requirements

of reliability, monitoring of significant parameters and pro-

tection against foreseeable malfunctions. It. is anticipated that

|this system uwill be reviewed in greater detail when the design and

component testing Is completed and additional system characteristi

are known.

D. Nuclear Design

The nuclear design of the reactor involves the analysis

of reactor materials and arrangements for control effectiveness,

power distribution, temperature coeff icients and reactor kinetics.

The following tabulation includes the pertinent characteristics

of the proposed design:

. . . .. : ... " - . : ' 1
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2

.

6

7

8

10

11

12

is

14-

15

17

la

19

21

22

24

25

Reactor power (output of fuel elements) 11

Nuclear heating of reactor internals

Effective core diameter

Active core height

Number of fuel elements

number of control rods

Number of emergency shutdown rods

Initial fuel loading

Initial thorium loading

Initial boron burnable poison

Initial rhodium loading

C/Th/U atom ratio

696 inner fuel elemnts 212
108 outer fuel elements 351

Average moderator temperature

Average fuel compact temperature

Maximum fuel compact temperature

Fuel life at full power

Excess reactivity of core at 17000F (clean)

Excess reactivity of core at 17000 F (equili-
brium poison)

,2.5 Mvw

2.8 Mw
5.3 Kw(th)

9.16 ft

7.5 ft ;

804

36

19

173.3 kg U-235

1987 kg

0.950 kg

5 kg

6/9.57/1
1/24.46/1

1820 F

1985 F

2732 F

900 days

8 % keff

1i 5 % ke:E:-

Worth of 36 control rods (17000F) 23 % keff

Worth of 19 emergency rods (1700F) 16 % keff

Maximum peak-to-average power ratio 1.5

he following objectives have been established for purposes of

reactor control;: . . -

.I, 1 t
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1. The cnre loading will include fuel, thorium, burnable

poison and rhodium rpoison such that the max:imum keff at

S operating temperature will be 1.08..

4 2, O~nly three .control rods will be in a partially-inserted

5 position at one -timle, -in order to obtain good axial pow;er

0 distribution.

7 3. The keff with all control rods inserted at shutdown

C temperature (800 F) will, always be less than 0.95.

4. The keff with any. one control rod withdrawvn will always

10 be less than 0.97.

11 5, Boron burnable poison willbe used to achieve a uniform

12 lreactivity variation throughout core life.

13 6. Rhodium poison will be added to the core to enhance a

14 strong negative temperature coefficient.

15 The above basic core nuclear objectives appear to repre-

16 ent an adequate degree of design conservatism. In particular,

17 It is noted that the relatively low available excess reactivity

18 nd adequate shutdown-margins should enhance safe reactor opera-

19 tion.

20 Reactivities for the various reactor shutdown conditions

21 ave been calculated and the values for control rod effectiveness

22 ave been checked by critical ass enbly measurements. The mnore

23 ignificant results of this progvam are tabulated below: .

24

23 ,
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I 1 . kefp *(80F) keff (170SF)

2 All control rods out )

3 All shutdown Rods out ) 1.19 1.08

4 - No Xe or Sm )

5 All control rods out )

6 All shutdown Rods out ) 1.16 1.05

7 Equilibrium Xe and Sm )

8 36 control rods in )

9 All shutdown rods out ) less than 0.93 . less than 0.8'

No Xe or Sm )

11 INo control rods in )

-2 19 shutdown rods in ) 1.02 Q.9.

19 No Xe or Sm

14 In order to assure that the indicated shutdown margins

15 pan be accomplished, additional fuel elements containing

L6burnable poison will be provided to permit final adjustment of the

17 eactlvity.

18 It is proposed.to maintain a relatively flat radial power

is on by diluting the fuel concentration and increasing

20 he thorium concentration in the outermost ring of 108 elements.

1 Tihis feature will reduce the power peak at the core-reflector

22 interface due to thermal neutrons returned to the core by the

23 eflector. Power peaking in the axial direction will be minimized

24 y maintaining the maximum number of rods either fully inserted

25 or withdrawn, by incoipbrating burnable poison in the top ref lecto
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c43 1 and by the use of partial length burnable poison in the core.

2 As a -result of these features and the proper programming of

. control rods, it will be possible to maintain a maximum peakto-

_ average powrer ratio in :the core of 1.5 throuphout life.. This low

5 value of the power peakiag ratio should contribute cons iderably

6 to better core performance characteristics, including lonctempera.

7 ture ratios, low burnout ratios, lowV thermal stresses and in-

a creased Doppler coefficient.

9 The temperature coefficient of reactivity has been

to studied extensively in the research ai-d development program.

t! Relative to reactivity coefficients, it is anoted that this type

t reactor would not normally be expected to exhibit void coefficien

13 consequently dependence for inherent shutdown characteristics mus

W4 be placed on temperature coefficients. in the Peach Bottom re-

Is actor the imost significant temperature effects arise from the

16 temperature dependence of the neutron thermal utilization and the

17 Dopple6r. broadening 6f the' thorium resonances (Doppler effect). A

j8 strong Doppler effect is imnortant inasmuch as it serves to rapid

16 ly reduce the core reactivity during conditions of increasing fue

.20 temperature. The ovek-all temperature coefficient performs a

.S similar function, but with a considerably delayed effect (about

22 3 minute).

23 The Doppler .coefficient was determ ined by. calculationai

24 methods and the restilts cheched experimentally. In the enperi-

.25 mental program the eaci of hot a dcold fuel

.with and wtVou t thorium, was determined by pile Xcillator-
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nethods. On the basis of these experiments it is believed that

the calculated values have uncertainties no greater than 10 per

Ient.

In order to eiihance a strong negative overall temperia-

ture coefficient, it is propcsed to include about 5 kg of rhodium

in the graphite fuel element spines. Rhodium exhibits an ab-

sorption peak of about 5000 barns for 1.25 ev neutrons. The re-

gult of this feature is a strong contribution b the overall temp-

arature coefficient and some contribution to the prompt coefficien

The reactivity coefficients at normal operating tempera-

tures are given below:

Beginning of

(l- 5 /oC)
(I T

End of
Lif e

(10 5/OC)
_

Prompt temp. coeff.
(fuel compact - 1985"F)

No xenon
Equilibrium xenon

Overall temp. coeff.
(fuel element--1817°F average)

-6.21
-4.91

-3.65
-2.35

No xenon -6.46 -4.50
Equilibrium xenon -5.16 -3.35

The kinetics of the core have boon studied by means of a

digital computer program in order to determine the effects of var-

ous reactivity transients. In this program the peak fuel ele-

ment temperature ivas determined for vabus conditions of reactivil

insertion and scram delay tiime. The results indicate that long

intervals. of. tirae are,availbe to scram the eactor b6f ore ex-
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:45 - cessivbe- fuel element temperatures develop. The most severe condi-

-- 2. tion considered involved the addition of 2 per cent delta k at the

normal rod withdravwal rate (.06 ft/sec) and scram delay times of

4 0.075 sec. 30 sec. -and infinity; the resulting average fuel tem-

. peratures were' 19760 JF, 2372OF a.nd 2912th?, respectively. The ;.

6 marimum fuel temperature in the hottest fuel element was calcu-

? lated to be 42280F, which is below the fuel carbide melting temper:

8 ture (45320F) and the sublimation temperature of graphite (72000F)

9 onsequently, it appears that the kinetic behavior of the reactor

10 is adequate to prevent damage from core overheating as a result

: of credible reactivity incidents.

12In reviewing the information on nuclear design presented

13 y the applicant, the Staff notes that core parameters appear to

14 be conservative, strong negative temperature coefficients o.e

!5 eactivity are expected and reactor kinetic calculations indicate

tosatisfactory behavior during reactivity transients. Conseiuently,

17 it is concluded that the reactor should demonstrate satisfactory

18 operating characteristics.

E1. Reactor Cooling Systems

20 Three separate systems are provided for cooling of the

2 eactor under various conditions including the prirnary cooling

2 system, the. axterheat cooling system and the emergency cooling

23. ystem. The primary system is designed to function during power

24 operation and for periods up to one hour following shutdown from

2 povier operation; the a-.terheat cooling system is designed to re-
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6ove decay heat generated subsequentto one hour after shutdown;

nd the emergency system functions when the normal means of cool-

ing <are denied.

The primary cooling system includes tvwo identical loops

ach with a steam generator, helium compressor and asso'ciated pip-

ng and auxiliaries. Helium flous from the reactor to the steam

generator through the inner passage of a concentric pipe; the

nnular passage between the tvwo pipes serves for return of the

cooler helium from the compressor to the reactor. The inner

ipe is 30 inches and the outer pine 42 inches in diameter.

oth pipes are constructed of. carbon steel. The inner pips is

esigned to withstand internal or external loss of pressure and

ill be thermally insulated on the inside surface to maintain the

all temperature below 700 0 F.

Isolation valves are included in the reactor outlet pipe

and at the inlet and discharge of the compressor. The reactor

butlet valve is of the gate type and is installed in the concen-

^cric piping such that the valve disc closes only the inner pipe.

The cooler return gas flous around and cools the valve body. This

Lalve is actuated by a helium actuator which can close the

valve in 3 seconds. During operation the maximum temperature at

the seat, disc and barrel will be less than 900 0F, and the inner

pna outer bodies less than 7000F. The ma,:imum temperature under
b/

ny normal circumstance is expected to be less than 1000 F. The
sleg iolatio follo `ing-

1ot -, o ve s e . ..e the. :-- g , f nctions: '-t o .J la.tI I-
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1 a rupture in the helium loop' to isolate a leak in a steam genera-

tor, to permit maintenance on a loop and to permit isolation for

. testing purposes.

Each steam generator is a vertical shell and tube type

unit containing separate economizer, evaporator and superheater

6 ections. Hot helium enters the steam generator and consequently

7 the superheater section at 1352 0F, entering the evaporator section

8 at 1129 0F, entering the economizer section at 7490F and exits the

9 steam generator at 620F. On the steam side, evaporation occurs

to at 6040F and 1578 psig and the discharge from the superheater is

11 at 10050 F and 1544 psig. Materials of construction for the steam

2 generator are as follows: shell--SA-212-grade B carbon steel,

3 superheater tubes--SA-213-type 304 U statiless steel, evaporator

4 tubes--SA-192 carbon steel and economizer tubes--SA-179 carbon

15 steel. Helium flow within the steam generator is arranged to

16 pass the cooler ezit helium over the shell wall.

17 As previously discussed, moisture would have a deleterious

I8 effect on the core materials. The nrst probable source of water

1- in-leakage to the helium coolant is leakage past the tube sheet

20 welds. In order to detect and remove any such Moisture a baffle

21 is provided immediately beloyi the tubesheet; 100 lb/hr of helium

22 is purged from the space between the baffle and tubesheet and raoni-

23 tored f or Moisture content. In addition, 3 moisture detectors are

24 provided for each helium loop which are capable of detecting a

water leak of 0.01 lb/hr
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The helium piping which connects the steam generator out-

let to the compressor and the compressor to the outer concentric

reactor inlet line is 30 inches in diameter and of carbon steel.

Gate type isolation valves are provided in both inlet and d is

charge pipes of the compressor. These valves are rapid closing,

actuated by a helium actuator similar to that for the reactor

outlet valve.

Each helium loop includes a horizontal single stage com-

pressor to circulate the gas. The design rating is 33,800 cfm at

325 psig and 628°F' with a shaft speed of 3500 rpm. Inasmuch as

the compressor is a vital component of the circulation loop, the

machine is provided with features to monitor its performance and

enhance.continuous operation. For each compressor, pressures, ten

peraturesi flows, motor current and vibration will be monitored

ontinuously. The rotating shaft is sealed by both a mechanical

rnd a helium buffered, oil-flooded, floating bushing seal. A

eparate seal-oil supply system is provided for each compressor.

ach seal-oil system includes two electric motor driven pumps.

ne pump serves as a standby and is started automatically on

loss of oil pressure; in addition the standby is operated from an-

mergency power supply. The pressure lubrication system for the

omppressor and motor bearings is also equipped with dual electric

otor-driven pumps and emergency standby power. A variable speed

luid coupling connects the compressor shaft to the compressor

rive motor. Each c'iipling is provided with an oil suply systemd
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including a shaft driven pump and an electric motor driven pump

2 which starts automatically on loss of supply pressure. The corn-

pressor is driven by an electric motor; a backup motor is

4 provided which operates from the energency power supply system to

5 maintain cooling ineiednt normal povler is disrupted.

6 Each helium loop is equipped with a cyclone type fi lter

7 assembly to remove any graphite dust or particulate matter from

8 the helium. Bypass flow through these filters is one per cent

9 of the loop flow. The filter is designed to remove 92 per cent of

10 particles larger than 5 microns. Material collected by the

filters will be monitored for activity. Shielded containers will

12be provided for disposal of any activated material.

The primary helium loops are intended to remove reactor

heat during normal power operation and lor the first hour follow-

1 ing shutdown. The afterheat removal system is intended to cool

16 the reactor during subsequent periods. Afterheat removal in-

17 volves normal circulation of the helium; however, the helium is

I ;now cooled by sub-cooled water passing through the coils of the

19 evaporator. This sub-cooled water transfers heat to the plant

20 service sater in a separate heat exchanger. The capacity of the

2 system is 7 million BTU/hr, equivalent to about 2 W.v.

22 The emergency cooling system operates on the concept of

23 transferring heat by radiation and convection from the reactor

24 vessel to the water-cooled liner of the reactor cavity. The liner

onsists of a steel plate which totally covers the cavity 7als
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xcept where reactor nozzles penetrate. A series of one-inch
.Tp whr. .

diameter water-cooling coils is welded to the outside of the

steel plate. Insulation separates the liner from the Adjacent

'structural concrete which contains imbedded cooling coils to remov

heat from the concrete. The steel cavity liner is separated from

the reactor vessel by 21 inches on the sides and 12 inches on the

top and bottom. Conventional plant service water is passed throug

the cooling coils to remove the heat.

The application includes an analysis of the performance

of emergency cooling system. System temperatures were calculated

on the basis of the folloving assumptions: the reactor has been

operating continuously for three years at 124 Mw, all normal cool-

ing is lost and the reactor is shutdown. The results indicate

that the maximum temperature of the reactor vessel would be about

86703F. Other results indicate that.the maximum core temperature

would be. 36000F occurring about 30 hours after sutdown.. Some

damage may occur to the metal components of the core and to the co

support plate which reaches a temperature of 13000°F. However,

the reactor vessel would not be damaged.

The Staff has reviewed the design criteria for the var-

ious reactor cooling systems and considers the proposed systems

adequate to provide the necessary cooling. In addition, it.is

noted that the various system components will be designed and

tested in 'iccoredance with applicable codes.- Tlsisolationyvalves

n the primary loops are capable of closing rapidly to m ir.dize

- - .t . -
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1 helium leakage as a result of loop rupture and to prevent moisture

2 admission to the core. Design of the emergency cooling system

3 appears to be conservative, providing assurance that sufficient

emergency cooling is furnished. Consequently, the Staff has con-

5 6luddd that the proposed designs are adequate..

6 F. The reactor pressure vessel is a verticla cylinder with

7 elliptical heads; principal dimensions are inside diameter--14 fee

8 and overall height--35 feet, 6-1/2 inches, including the heads.

. lie upper head is flanged and removable for insertion of the

10 reactor internal structure. During normal operation this

1 flange will be seal-welded to minimize helium leakage. The vessel

12 will be ode of ASTM A-212 Grade B carbon steel and will be

IS nominally 2-1/2 inches thick except for a 4-1/2 inch thick band

14 in the region of the main coolant nozzles. No internal cladding

is is provided. The vessel is supported in a steel-lined cavity of

16 the biological concrete shield by a support skirt near the same

17 lane as the main coolant nozzles. The design pressure and

t1 temperature for the vessel are 450 psig and 725c9F.

19 Five vertical nozzle penetrations are installed in the upper

20 head to provide access ports for fuel handling operations. These

21 ports are arranged with one 20-inch diameter port located on the

22 essel centerline, and three 10-inch and one 6-inch diameter ports

23 located 59 inches from the center. These five nozzles extend

24 pward from the vessel head, through a thick concrete shield to

23 the operating floor level. During reactor operation these; ports

ontain lgs adae ,closed .ith- blind f anevontain. IiiiiThes a -,
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Junction of these nozzles will be discussed in the section on Fuel

andling.

Fifty-nine nozzles having an ins ide diameter of 4 inches or

less penetrate the bottom head of the vessel. These nozzles will

ccommodate the 36 control rods, the 19 emergency shutdown rods,

nd 4 fission product purge lines and instrumentation conduits.

Two 42-inch nozzle penetrations for the primary coolant

ipes are provided in the sidewall of the vessel; these are

located just below the upper flange in the 4-1/2 inch thick wall

ection.

Design of the vessel will conform to appropriate ASME and

Pennsylvania State codes., including the latest nuclear case rul-

lngs. Detailed engineering will be guided by appropriate standard.

3et forth for reactor vessel design by the Department of U. S.

avy, Bureau of Ships. Prior to fabrication of the vessel,

L11 materials will be subjected to physical tests and ultrasonic

inspection in accordance with appropriate ASME and Military

tandards.. During fabrication, quality control will be main-

ained by both the designer and the fabricator. The vessel will

be inspected by means of magnetic particle, liquid penetrant, and

radiographic methods in accordance with the applicable codes.

F ydrostatic pressure tests and helium pressure and vacuum tests

will be conducted following completion of the pressure vessel.

I During veactor operation. two hundred specimenS of the yes-

materials :willbe placed in rddiat on fields similar to that'
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1 of the reactor vessel. Specimiens vill be extracted periodically

2 for exami iation to provide a continuing check on the integrity

3 of the vessel materials.

4 The detailed one-half scale hydraulic model test program

5 hnlich was previously discussed in the section on Core and

Ref lector Design, will contribute data to be used in the detailed

y analysis of the vessel design. It is the opinion of the Staff

o that the proposed design criteria for the reactor pressure vessel

s are compatible with the operating requirements. In particular it

o is not-ed that accepted practices will be followed during con-

struction and testing.

12 G. Fission Product Control.

Es ~As discussed previously the fuel and fertile material are

4 ispersed in bare graphite compacts and encased in a graphite slee

5 Inasmuch as this graphite has a finite, although very low permea-

G6 lbility: it is necessary to provide means to prevent the dif-

7 usion of fission products into the helium coolant. A large

I mount of activity in the coolant %ould create operational pro-

i5 t lems and constitute a hazard if released from the system. Four

eatures are incorporated to limit the level of contamination of

t he helium coolant including the pyrolytic coating of the fuel

E particles, internal trpps, external trap system and the low per-

23 teability graphite sleeves.

fRelease of the volatile fission products from the fuel

2 ompacts is delayed until theshort-lived isotopes hlave decayed.

his is accomplished by tM dense carbonjc tgon`the uel
. ~~~~. , * . .-. , -- ;,, * ;
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c54 1 Farticlesr as discussed in the section on Fuel Elements. Non-

2 volatile fission products will be retained in the fuel compacts.

3 Aost of the condensible p~roducts which do escape the fuel compacts

4 re removed in an internal. trap located in thecold end of the

5 fuel element. This trap is immediately belovw the fuel compacts,

6 ithin the low-permeability outer sleeve in the relatively-cool

7 lower graphite reflector region, The internal trap consists of

8a 12-inch long, 2.75-inch diameter. hollow cylinder with slots

0 lengthwise on the outer surface. The slots are filled with sil-

1o ver coated charcoal reagent material in granular form which retain

1 fission products by means of condensation, adsorption, and re-

12 action with silver. When fission products are released by the

13i fuel compacts they are carzned by The purge helium flow to the

143 internal trap. The tellurium, cesium, barium, strontium,

i5 antimony, and rubidium fission products which reach the internal

i trap are retained completely; the iodine and bromine fission pro-

ducts are delayed for at least 32 days. Krypton and xenon,

1 along with delayed iodine and bromine, are carried on to the

, external trapping system. The purge helium exits the core via

20 the fuel element stand-Off pins into two parallel connected mani-

1 |folds. The manifolds operate at about 3 psi below the main coal-

22 ,ant pressure to insure that any possible leakage is into the mani-

a fold and not into the core region. The purge line which connects

2Z the manifolds to the external traps -s a colinear -double 'pipe with

h iu n thauter pi~pe and ~the ,.iegas in -the'25juncontaminated h ul mb40
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inner pipe. The outer pipe is kept at slightly higher pressure

2 to insure in-leakage.

The purge flow from the core (1000 lbs/hr) is first

o LOoled to room teeiperature. It then flows in series through a

5 ater-cooled charcoal bed, for halogen removal; through two room

6 Itemperature and five freon-cooled delay beds having a total char-

7 coal inventory of 16,200 lbs, providing a krypton delay of

s 189 hours and a xenon delay of 35,300 hours; and finally a por-

n tion (100 lbs/1hr) is passed througih two nitrogen-cooled traps, for

10 removal of krypton and contaminants escaping the previous traps.

1T Lhe decontaminated helium is returned to the primary cooling sys-

12 ten. This trapping system is designed to maintain a primary helium

IS purity of less than 50 curies of krypton-85. The trapped krypton-

14 85 is removed periodically in appropriate shipping containers

15 for off-site disposal. As described previously the function of

the low permeability graphite sleeve is to restrict the diffusion

17 of fission products to the main coolant.

2 An extensive experimental program has been performed to

le rovide quantitative information relating to the above four

20 means of limiting fission products in the primary system. Ex_

21 eriments on fuel compacts to measure the release of individual

2.2 ission products at elevated temperatures and various degress

23 f burnup include the following: (a) tracer experiments in which

24 lightly irradiated compacts vwere heated and the fission product

2 elease was measured as a function of tire., (b) purge capsules
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56 1n which the release of fission products was measured directly

2 luring irradiation, (c) measurement of the change in release rate

3 1 volatile fission products f ollowing accelerated irradiation of

4 ompacts to expected reactor burnup, and (d) investigation of

5 he characteristics of the integrated trapping system in a proto-

6 ype loop. As a result of this program the volatility character-

7 stics of the 35 predominant fission product elements have been

8 etermined. Seventeen of the 35 are non-volatile at reactor

* perating temperatures and are expected to remain fixed in the

10 uel compact; in fact, 12 of these foorm' stable carbides. The

1! remaining 18 are either gases or have appreciable vapor pressures

;2 at operating temperatures and mrust be retained in the trapping

13 ystem. In addition to this study information on the trapping of

14 iodine, krypton and xenon at Hanford, Oak Ridge, IMTS Chemical Pro

15 essing Plant, and Great Britain has been reviewed.

16 Expermental fission product release data has been obtaino

17 sing both coated and uncoated fuel particles. In one program

iS tuel compacts containing ThC2 -UC 2 particles 50-60 microns in dia-

t9 mieter and with about 25 microns of pryolytic carbon coating are

20 being irradiated in capsules which are purged continuously to

2! onitor the activity as an indication of holdup capability. These

22 Jave been under irradiation since November 1960. The results

23 ,to date indicate that the steady state release of xenon and

24 tkrypton at 3092 F fuel temperature i less than 1 per cent for-

istoes A(httr. than 218 .hr nH5 'he short-lived isotopes (shor hah) . a. up to about
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' per cent for the longer-lived species, not including krypton-85

-hich indicated a release of 20 per cent relative to its rate

of production. Additional capsules of this type are now being

, irradiated.

* The effect of irradiation and fission product accumu-

6 lation on the integrity of pyrolytic carbon coatings has been

7 investigated by irradiatinggs.-aph it'e matrices containing fuel par-

8 ticles with 25 micron thick coatings to equivalent reactor burnup

e onditions. The matrices were then annealed at 30920 F fbr 60

1 h-lours to enhance the escape of fission products. This experiment

1 jshowed failure of about 18 per cent of the pyrolytic coatings whilf

12 82 per cent maintained their retentive properties. These particle:

3 1had coatings of only one-half the thickness (25 microns) of that

1l or the anticipated design (50-60 microns). This program is being

15ontinued in order to obtain more definitive information about the

C jintegrity of the particdb coating.

Experments have been performed to determine the diffusion

( 1time of fission gases from fuel compacts with uncoated particles

I s a function of temperature. The method involves exposure of

2 the compacts to neutrons until about 1013 fissions occur, followed

P:;y a decay period, and then annealing for 24 to 48 hours during

2 0vhich the xenon-133 in the purge gas isronitored as a function of

itme. In addition, a series of steady state release-rate experi-

'r Lents on Kr and Xe has. been conducted using a linear accelerator

.. ~~ a ,i a .c I 'e 'ato ';-a',,- -
'as a -aneutron.:soudrce. In teeexperiments .continuious- release

ii7
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b58 1 sates were determined with the fuel compacts at temperatures

I
b bf 1652-3632rF.

a Similar to the tests described abouve on uncoated par-

4 - icless experiments.have been performed and are continuing with

I oated fuel particles. Many post-annealing tests have been

6 ade to determine the xenon-133 release from coated particles

7 t temperatures up to 39920 F. Only a very small release was

B oted and this release is believed due to incompletely coated

9articles. In addition, possible long-term reactions. between

10 he carbide compact material and the coating were studied. Tests

1onducted at 3092oF for 1500 hours showed insignificant reaction.

.- j To simulate the effects of fission product release due

13 to temperature excursions in the reactor, post-irradiation anneal-

14 Ling type experiments have been carried out on both coated and un-

-c oated fuel particle compacts. In the case of uncoated fuel

16 iparticle compacts the post-irradiation temperature was increased

t7jfrom 2552 to 4136PF ita less thani one minute, held at 4136cF for

t 1five minutes, and then reduced to 33620F1 for 16bours. At the end

1o 16 hours 46 per cent of the xenon-133 Vwas still retained in the

20 graphite body. Following this the compacts were raised to 4712 F

21 (above the melting point of carbide fuel); within two hours the

22 remaining xenon-133 was released. Similar experiments were con-

23 .ducted with coated fuel paticle compacts, but at more severe

24 !temperatures. The temperature of the compacts was raised from

1 d2552 to 54320F in GsvPralminutes and held at 54320F for 30
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j c59 2 inutes; during this period about. 20 per cent of. the xenon--133.

as.released. The compacts were then brought to room temperature,

'herein all of the xenon-133 was released, indicating that cracks

here produced by the rapid cooling from 54320 F to room temperature.

S .As a result of the above-described experinents on fission

6 roduct release characteristics of fuel: p'articles and compacts,

it is believed that sufficient information is now available to

serve as an adequate basis for the requirements of the trapping

Osystem.

10 The performance of the internal trap located in the lower

II ection of the fuel element was evaluated by studying its capabil-

'12 ity to remove iodine, cesium and tellurium. Since the temperature

13 A the internal trap (900 F) renders it ineffective for rare gas

14 kdsorption, krypton and xenon viere not included in this study. For

he studies involving cesium activated charcoal was chosen as the

t6 frapping material and investigations were made of the specific

17 orption (gms Cs/gms C).of various charcoals as a function of

IS remperature and cesium vapor pressure. A cesium isotope of known

19 ctivity was passed over the charcoal and the sorption rate on

2 he charcoal was continuously monitored. From this work a

-1 athezatical expression for specific sorption vias.obtained and

2 erified by tests. Uhis procedure permits calculation of the speci-

3 ic sorption of.the cesium for various conditions of temperature

it# nd pressure.

2Z In order to study the adsorption of iodine and tellurium,

dynamic experimental apparatus was constructed which simulated
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2 1.ctua7l internai trap operating conditions. Investigation of the

2 haracterlstics .of different metals and combinations of metals

3 nd clarcoal resulted in the determination that migration of the

4 odides ras significantly suppressed by the presence of charcoal,;

tZ bout 50 tests vjere conducted at iodine partial pressures similar

6 o those erpected in the actual purge stream (5X10 6 atm upper lim!

7 n these tests the capacity of various trap materials to delay the

8 odine and tellurium under various conditions was measured in

9 ermas of "Reactor Equivalent Delay" (in days). The "1RED"1 values

10 tive an indication of the time that a particular fission product

lrom is expected to remain in the trap. Results of these tests

12 tndicate that the RED Value for iodine is 97. With respect to

13 yelllrium, the tests indicated that essentially none of this ele-

i4 lent could be detected downstream of the experimental traps. . On

15 he basis of these results the present design of the internal

15 rap Including size and materials was established.

17 Tests also have been conducted to determine 'the perf or-

1B z!nce of charcoal as a rare gas adsorber. JFrypton and xenon

I {.kdsorption data have been obtained from dynamic adsorption ex-

20 Lriments under conditions applicable to an external trapping

21 ;ystem. These experiments involved the determination of the dynam

22 1.c adsorption cooef ficient (cc gas adsorbed /gm) for various grades

23 f charc uand at---aonditions--£--tempera-ture--and--pressure--simi-lar-

24 o those expected in reactor operation. The results of these test:

ave permitted; the es-ta'lisbmaent-of f irm design criteria. for the
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3xternal traps.

The experimental programs described above were intended

to provide bas5.c design data for trapping systerns. In addition,

I fuel test l oop incorporating a section of the design fuel ele-

ment and a complete prototype trapping systeni has bee'n placed. :

|1 operation to provide performance data under simulated operating

tonditions. This loop incorporates a quarter-length prototype

tuel element consisting of 15 fuel compacts containing pyrolytic

zoated fuel particles, with a total active length of 22.5 inches.

elowz the fuel section is the internal trap which contains the

ilver coated charcoal reagent discussed previously. Two purge

lines connect the fuel element to the external trapping system

such that the element purge flow may be collected ahead of the

internal trap or after the:. internal trap. During loop operation

ithe element will receive a thermal neutron flux. of about 1013 nv

nd will generate.76 Kw of fission and gamma power with a heat

flux of about 150,000 BTU/br-it Althcugh the loop is designed

o operate over a range of temperatures, flow rates and pressures,

'he typical operating conditions are: Fuel element temperature-

0600F, sleeve temperature-2200 0 F, entrance gas-600°F, and exit

as-1400 F; these are substantially similar to conditions in the

each Bottom reactor.

The main components of the test loop external trapping

ystem include a water-cooled charcoal trap to remove volatile fiE

ion products other tan the noble gasesa freon- cooled'charcoal

*I . . . ,.. .. ,. .. .;
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;rap operating at -409F to provide a holdup period for the

oble gases, a copper oxide bed to convert CO to C02 and H2

.o H2 0, a liquid nitrogen cooled trap to remove the C02 and H120

.rmed in the oxide bed a charcoal trap cooled by liquid nitro-

en to -320 F to retain the mble gases delayed in the -40JF trap,

rnd two emergency back-up charcoal traps. The purge gas flow

ate through the external trap system from the test fuel element

ill be about 0,6 lbs/hr, compared to the expected reactor fuel

lement purge of 1.1 lbs/hr. Operation of the loop will provide

ission product data as f ollows:

a) The purge line will be monitored continuously upstream

and downstream of the first water cooled charcoal trap

to provide data on the release of activity from the

fuel element as a function of irradiation and data

on the over-all effectiveness of the trap.

b) By talking periodic samples from various points through-

out the loop and analyzing for radioactive isotopes and

non-radioactive impurities, such as 0 2 ,/CO, C02, and OH4,

the effectiveness of the various components can be eval-

uated.

c) Removable sections of the loop are included to allow

determination of the plate-out of fission products in the

loop. Chemical and isotopic analysis will be performed

on plated Material.

Because the lgt-term burnup experiments dliceating end-

* : . ., .. . . : - . .
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of-life conditions have not in all cases been completed, the de-

2 ign :requirements of the traps have been conservatively based on

factor -etuivalent to three times the activity and heat- load

v4 "'a ues corresponding to uncoated fuel particles. Data collected

to date on croated'fuel-particles at a buirnup~equivalent to 50

6 er cent of the end-of-life value indicate that the coating on

he particles decreases the a-mount of fission products released

rom the fuel compacts by a factor of 2.5. On this basis the

p resent design of the fission product traps should have a design

20 onservatism factor of about 7.5.

li| The main heliuim system is expected to contain some chemi-

22 al contaminants which must be removed in order to maintain rninimu

1 0loop activation and deterioration of the core graphite. The pri-

14 mary chemical contaminants are expected to be N 2 A, 12, CO and

w. Ivater vapor. Sources of these contaminants include residual air

* 'ianpurged frotm the system during initial filling, air entering the

17 3ystem during maintenance operations and moisture in-leakage, from

18 he steam generators. 'n order to remove these chemical contami-

D fnants a chemi.cal cleanup system is incorporated intothe helium

'purification system. This system consists of an oxidizer to con-

21 -ert CO and H2 to C02 and H20. a condenser to remove most of the

22 02° tlo molecular-sieve beds to remove CO and HO and a plate-

2 cut bed to remove any remaining condensible material. The effluen

rom the chemical systera is then passed through the fission pro-

duct trapping systema to remove any residual fissionproduct

I ' '''''''''''''''''".~~~~~~~.. t"'.''''""'''d'''.'... "'''''.'''S'''
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464 I ctivity.

2 On the basis of the data collected to date from ex-

3 eriments it has been calculated that the distribution of fission

.rducts should be as follows: 98.3 per cent retained in the

5 uel elements, 1.4 per cent held in the internal traps and 0.3

6 er cent in the external traps. For comparison, the corresponding

7 values used for design of the trapping systems (designed on the

8 asis of uncoated fuel) are 90.45 pet cent in fuel, 7.17 per cent

D in the internal traps and 2.38 per cent in the external traps.

to rhe Staff considers tis to be a conservative approach to the

1a resign of these systems, particularly. with respect to the

12 xternal traps.

13 The external trapping system is being designed-on the con

14 oept that each trap rust be removable, although the system is

15 eing designed to operate for the entire life of the reactor vjith-

16 ut replacement. Where necessary, shielding, vent lines and purg-

17 ng are provided such that personnel access viould be-permitted

18 vithint 5 days following shutdown to perform any required main-

19 enance.

20 Although the concept of fission product purging and trap-

21 oing has not previously been employed, the principles have been

22 pplied in other operations and can be considered sound. On the

23 asis of technical information contained.in the application, the

24 esign requirements for the system appear to be reasonable. Con-

25 eauentlylthe Stafff ' bieves that an ac t e rai yt
p .n- d n. for a Systo

ben designed f or :-thle Peach -B'ottoin reactor.
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c65 1 H. -FuedHandling

2 It is proposed that the entire fuel inventory will be

. izeplaced at about three-year intervals; consequently, fuel handlin

4 activities normally will be performed infrequently. The fuel

* handling system include3 afuel transfer M- achine, a charge machine

6 a fuel element canning machine, a pickup cell and a viewing syster

7 tA water-filled storage pit and associated eq.pment are provided

outside of the containment building for storage of spent fuel.

The function of the transfer machine is to transfer core

10ements (fuel elements, control rods and reflector elements) be-

11 tween the reactor core and several parking holes provided in the

I| reflector. The charge machine serves to transfer irradiated

IS core elements from a parking hole to the cannir.g machine, or to

14 transfer new elements from the pickup cell to a parking hole,

15 The pickup cell serves to store an element preparatory to load-

16 ing it into the reactor. The canning machine is used to her-

17 raftioally seal the elements in a metal canister by remote means.

18 Access to the core is gained by means of five ports in the top of

IP the pressure vessel: a 20-inch diameter central port through vwhic

20 the transfer machine is installed; a 6-inch diameter fuel charg-

21 ing access port through which the charge machine operates; and

22 three 10-inch diameter ports for viewing system and salvage

23 equipment.

24 The transfer machine includes a grappling head on a ro-

: tating radius arm and necessary W, chanisms fOr remotely raising,

Y.
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66 oviering and rotating the head. when the grappler head is with-

in 1-1/2 inches of the proper handling knob on a fuel element.

3 is aligned automatically by a sensing mechanism in the grapple

head. The machine incluides equipment for, indicating the.force

i being applied to an element.

6 The charge machine operates on rails between the fuel

7 charging access port, pickup cell and'canning machine. The

8 machine incorporates a grappling device and winch to pick up

3 elements f rom the reactor or pickup cell. Apneumatically operate

10 piston and seal device provides sealing between the machine and

the components which are servic&d .

12 The canning machine is located within the reactor biolo-

13 gical shield. Following placement of an element in a 13-f oo.t

14. long cannister, the canning machine remotely brazes a lid on the

Is canister. Before the canister is removed from the Diachine it is

1,6 tested f or leaks. The canned element is then transported by an

17 elevator through a tube and is deposcfed in the spent fuel

storage pit.

During all operations involving handling of core elements

20 the machines are initially filled with purified helium; the

9 Igas evacuated from the machines is transferred to a storage tank.

22 his arrangement is intended iDretain abbul 99par cent of the

2 activity released to the machines during a complete core change.

-24 he activity escaping to the containment building is ;estiraated

2 to be about.0O. 16 curies for -the ful change or about .,()curi/
ur~~ -si .,BU-, -- cb. - .
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-day during the operation. This activity is discharge d through

2 the waste gas system to the stack.

The fuel handling system includes a Failed Fuel Element

4 Locator (FFEL) which is used for detecting elements that are

releasing an excessive amuount of fission products. The machine

6 consists -of a sniffing device for sampling helium cooling gas,

7 positioning mechanism for the sniffer, sample monitor and con-

tkol console. When abnorimal activity occurs in the helium

9 cooling system the reactor is shut down, the FFEL installed

1o through the central access port, the reactor power is raised to

11 a lov level, helium samples are taken from coolant channels

12 adjacent to the fuel elements and monitored for activity.. The

IS control console is located outside the. reduced oxygen'containment

Vi building. When the defective fuel element is located it is

15 removed by the normal fuel handling procedures.

16 On the basis of the conceptual information provided,

17 it is concluded that the proposed system should function satisfac

18 torily for this reactor. Considerable effort will be made to

19 minimize helium leakage from the reactor during fuel handling.

20 The Staff notes that means are available by which the amount

21 of activity released during fuel handling can be controlled, viz,

22 decay and prior purification of the helium.

I. Auxiliary and Emergency Power

24 The Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station will be a part of
a._ I .. . ,, :;,': ,' ' ' - . ' -Iia rgoapoeSto iha total capacity of ,15,O0,0 megaw~atts,

,~~~ . '

*~ ~~~I 1* --- :*
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t of which the Philadelphia Electric Company represenits about 3500

2 megawatts. For startup End during periods when the Peach

3 Bottom plant may be inoperative, station auxiliary power will be

4 supplied from feeder, lines connected to'the poaer pool. *Poger

5 for plant auxiliaries will be supplied by one of three auiilihry

6 transformers; one is connected to the plant generator, one to

7 the main feeder line and the third transformer to a reserve

8 feeder line.

9 Equipment essential for emergencies and orderly plant

io shutdown will be connected to bus sections arranged for power

21 supply from the feeder systems, with automatic transfer to an

12 emergency Diesel-generator powver source under abnormal conditons.

is The Diesel-generator will start automatically and run independent

14 of station auriliary sources when the emergency bus voltage is

13 reduced to an abnormal lorw value. The system is designed such

16 that failure of the main transformer or loss of the main line

17 supply during operation will leave the station power intact

la being supplied by the turbine generator. If in addition the

1 |turbine should trip, there is sufficient energy in the rotating

o0 mass of the turbine-generator to supply power for initial reactor

21 cooling. Further cooling can be accomplished by the helium com-

gg pressors operated on their au.-.iliary motors supplied either by

23 the reserve feeder line or the Diesel-generator.

24 In addition to the pDoWer sources described above, a

45 battery supply is 'available to power _the control jnd isrumenta-
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:69 l tion system and critical equipment. A separate battery supply

2 is provided for excitation of the main turbine-generator during

-- the coastdown period if bus power is not available.

4 it appears that adequate precautions have been taken to

5: assure that ieliable jwer will be available duiig all'possib-le

6 circumstances.

7 J. Research and Development

8 The research and development program, which has been in

9 progress since the Fall of 1959, was undertaken toprovide

10 the necessary technical information in support of the proposed

11 advanced reactor design. The major areas involved in this pro-

12 gram include: (1) graphite component integrity; (2) fission pro-

13 duct control: (3) flow and heat transfer experiments; (4) con-

14 rol rod and drive system, and (5) emergency shutdown systems.

15 In each of the above sections of the Staff Hazards Analy-

16 sis for the Reactor System the related research and development

17 program has been discussed, including the scope and significant

18 results to date. The Staff has determined that the scope of

19 each phase of the program is sufficient to provide for an adequate

20 investigation of the problems involved in the design of the pro-

21 posed reactor. 'The program is presently in an advanced stage

22 of completion; results to date have provided good substantiation

2a of the proposed design concepts. The unfinished portion of the

24 program will serve primarily-to provide more refined data as a

25 basis for'design of specific components. On the basis of the'

1 jinformat present a iable on the re earch and ev16pment
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program, the continuing phases are not expected to involve swgni-

ican't sareCt questions, olowever, these -results will be reviewed

or pOssible hazards implicatbions.

It is coneluded that the results to date of the support-

ing research and development program, and the scope of the con-

inuing program provide reasonable assurance that the features

o this reactor can te developed to meet the design requirements

for safe reactor operation.

11. CONTA INIMENT

The containment building is a vertical structure consist-

ing of a cylinC-'rical steel shell vwith dished top and bottom heads

he diameter is 100 feet and the overall height is 162 feet. ThiD

building vwill contain the entire reactor system and the.steam gen.Frators; the reactor control room and conventional plant equip-

nent are located outside the containment in conventional structurf

rhe desig.n specifications for the containment are as follows:

MaterAal A-201 carbon steel made
-to A-300 specification

Design internal pressure 8.( psig

)esign negative pressure 0.2 psig

J~es ign temperature 150%
I
I
I

I

sea-rage rate (at 8.0 psig) 0,.2% per day of contained volut

now load 30 lb/sq ft

eismic load 0.05 gravity

ind load . 100 h

Deal ed desg nad testing for the contaet will
... .. .. ~~~~~~~:W,^...-- ...
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g be in accordance with the applicable codes of the State of

2 Pennsylvania and ASME, including the design of leak-tight

-. penetrations for piping and conduit access. All penetrations

4 which are normally open during reactor-operation such as steam

. lines, feedwater l and ventilation ducts -will ue provisions

for closing by either automatic or remote manual means to insure

} that the integrity of the building is maintained if a penetrating

- line or duct is ruptured.

Personnel and euipment access doors of the autoclave type

l are provided. These will be fully sealed -and not opened during

reactor operation. . In addition, the building will include a

a personnel lock 'with doors interlocked to prevent simultaneous

sopening of both doors.

e The internal pressure specification for the building was

K established on the basis of s-nultaneous occurrence of the fol-

-lowing failures: rupture of the primary system, rupture of one

17 steam generator tube, failure of the helium loop isolation valves

to operate, and loss of forced circulation cooling of the core.

in order to calculate the overpressure consequences of these

failures, the following assumptions have been applied:

21 (1) The helium inventory of 926 pounds is released to the

22 containment at 790 F.

23 (2) . 2200 pounds of water and steam is released from the

24 ruptured steam generator tube. Half of this moisture

| is assumied to react iiAmediately with .the core graphite
1, i e to | I' .' -"me I; : o'X.g' '
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72 I With .the resulting CO and U2 released to the contain-

2 meit. The remainder is released through the rupture

(3 - primary system to the containment as steam at 660F.

-j The water, steam, CO and oxygen in the containment build-

tuSag is assumed to react w ith the.core graphite at a

6 r rate controlled by natural convection of the containment

7 gas mixture throug1l the reactor vessel.

a On the basis of the above assumptions it is calculated

9 that the postulated accident results in a peak internal pressure

0
l0 of 8.0 psig at 150 F; this value has been selected as the over-

1 pressure specification. Results of calculations have been

12 presented to indicate that a release of 2200 pounds of water and

13 steam into the primary system following a tube rupture repre-

14 sent-s the maximum release under the circumstances. It is noted

15 that the highest containment overpressure resulting from a single

E failure occurs as a consequence of rupture of the primary

17 system. The calculated equilibrium conditions for this acci-

tS dent are 3.8 psig at 1550 F. The Staff believes that the pro-

19 posed pressure specification represents a conservative value

20 fof this reactor systera.

.1 During normal reactor operation the containment build-

22a ing will contain a depleted-oxygen atmosphere:, except for an iso-

23 lated air room for critical control instruments reriuiring freque-

24 nt attention. The depleted: atmosphere will- be .matintained at :iesE

25 than 5 per cen t oxyfl iy volume ,, hic issuf int f nic

to pevent c t of .the core- graphite .n event the con-
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- tainment atmosphere enters the reactor and combusition of CO

2 and H2 gases released as a result of any reaction between

| water and graphite. The depleted atmosphere is supplied

4 by a conventional oxygen burning system which is capable of

5 reducing the oxygen content of Dorimal air to about 0.5 per cent

6 or less.

The containment ventilation system provides for internal

s recirculation of the contained atmosphere, purge and makeup of

9 the inert atmosphere and ventilation for the air room. During no:

10 mal operation the building is maintained at a slight negative

X| pressure by an exhaust fan. The amount 6f gas discharged by ids

12| fan is equivalent to the inleakage due to .the building pressure

193 differential and the -depleted makeup required to maintain the

14 oxygen content below 5 per cent. The exhausted gas is passed

1 |through an absolute filter and is monitored for radioactivity.

16 In event of high stack discharge activity the building isolation

27 valves will be closed automatically and the containment at-

la mosphere can be recirculated through a 2000 cfin absolute filter

is for removal of particulat;e activity. This recirculation filter-

20 ing is intended to reduce the amount of particulate material

2?. available to escape the containment building due to normal

22? leakage (0.2%o/day at 8 psig) when the isolation valves are closed

23 In reviewing the conceptual plans for the containment

24 building the Staff has observed the following: The building

- will be constructed in acco dance with accepted standar'ds; the
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bui1-_iihg overpressure specification has been conservatively

dete'rmin1ed'; .the: piroposed leakh rate represents an acceptable low

tebil ispeewill eliminate the,

possibility of 6ombustioxin of: co materials or released gases;-'

and the ventilation system is adequate to provide proper' control

of gaseous effluents. It Is concluded that the proposed con-

tainmlent including the associated ventilation system is accept-

'able.

~1110 WASTE HANDLING.

*During normal operation of the Peach Bottom facility the

~gas, liquid and solid effluents vill be collected and/or processe

iseparately in the waste handling system.

Possible sources of.radioactive waste gases as a result

of reactor opr~ation and maintenance activities include the

f ollowing:

I. Leaka-ge from the Primarv coolant system to the

containment atmosphere, 'Dis gas is eventually dis-

charged from the stack due.to the continuous filter-

ed bleed flow required to maintain the containment

negative pressure and reduced oxygen atmosphere.

2. Leakage from the helium purification system to the

containment atmosphere.

3. Activated gases from the equipment cavities in the

containment.

4., Pur~ging -'.a'nd ,f lu hixiggasesfrom- miain-tenance an r -

fueling -oporatxons.-:,
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The leakage of activity from the primary system is based

on a syst~em, fractional leak'rate of.10- per day and an average

coolant activity ove'r an annual period bf 1800 curies. -On.-the

bas is of this re lease' 'and 'assuming .80 pr cen eoval by the-

filteis'' of the -g'ro's's -aitiVity -fo all escpijifi' gases xetth

halogens and rare gases, the release from the stack is caldu3a~tee

to be about 0.124 microcuries/sec. With re~p~ct to the release

of activity from the primary system, it io tno+P Ithat the system

will be fabricated to be essentially leak tight and efforts will

be made to maintain loop activity at the lowiest feasible value.

The Staff believes that the above values for estimated release

are conservative.

Leakage from the external fission product trapping

system will be minimized by incorporating doubly contained pipes

and vessels in that portion of the system which includes the watc

cooled traps and delay b~ds. Double containment consists of

an external barrier sur rounding the subject. pipe or vessel

with higher pressure purified helium within the outer barrier to

assure in-leakage. The design objective for-leakage from the

bxternal traps is less than 500 microcuiries per hour during

reactor operation. Following decay and filtration the stack

release from this source is calculated to be less than 0.026

microcuries per second.

Neutron activiation of the environment surrounding the

reactor Cavity will produce radioactive argon-41 and ca'rbon-14.-

I
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I his cavity which is steel lined will be provided with gas flow

2 estrict-ions at, all penetrations in order to reduce.the free

3 honvection circulation of the cavity atmosphere to the contain-

et. It is estimated that a 100 per cent per day interchange

a *^' cavit;y gas and the containment atmosphere will occur. On this

6 asis the activity discharged from the stack is calculated to be

bo 0046 microcuries/sec of A-41 and 0.0064 microcuries/sec

a A C-14.

As previously noted, the refueling operations will in-

to rolve the flushing and purging of fuel handling equipment. It

a 1s estimated that these operations will release about 0.16curies

12 for each reloading operation, which is equivalent to ar. annual

13 rveage of about 0.005 microcuries/sec from the staci:. In

14 -ddition, it is estimated that other purging operations

15 ill result in a maximum stack release of about 2.5 curies/year,

16 br an annual average of about 0.08 microcuries/sec.

17 | The above releases of gaseous activity from the stack

to an be represented in terms of exposure at the nearest site

Us Boundary. Assuming a stack height of 150 feet and an annual aver-

o tge dilution from top of stack to site boundary, the fraction

21 £i the maximum permissible concentration (UPC) contributed' by

22 :ach source is determined to be as follows:

23 Fraction of MIPC

Area (10CFE20)
24

primary loop leakage 0 -. 062
I.. ;: . .. . 0 1*

P' if ic at on syste leage .00

,. .
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: Area Fraction of MIPC
(IOCFR20)

f41 efluent f0.006

C eifluient - 0.003

Refueling operation. 0.003

Equipment ma; inteIIance 0.040

Total. 0.127

The containtran:t ventilation and gaoseous waste system in-

cludes equipment for filtering and monitoring all gas exhausted

to the stack. A continuous fJoWv sample of stack gas is collected

ana passed through a filter which can be removed and monitored

for partlieulate contamination. The sample stream. is monitored

with a dual channel garnms: spec"trorineter capable of recording

gross activity and a single oeergy or band of energies. The

s'tarck monitor v'ill provide signals for alarms and automatic

closure of the containment iso5lation valves if the stack activity

exceeds predetermined limits.

.The Staff considers the applicant's estirjates of routine

gaseous eoflu3ents to provide a reasonable basis for calculation

of the average exposure from those sources. The conceptual plans

for disposing of gaseous. effluents appear feasible. The mva:imum

estimated annual exposure at the site boundary is bout one-eiglhth

of allovwable limits.

The Peach Bottom reactor is expected 1io generate a

rainimum of liquid wastes. Sources of -liquids for routine.

disposal include ldiindering activities :water fyoW-chemical-.-

I
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impurities removal system. sump drains and the spent fuel pit.

The liquid waste system provides for collection, pro-

cessing, holdup, monitoring, and controlled discharge. Equip-

ment consists of tvWDliquid receiver. holdup :tanks, a separate

,aundry waste holdup tank, filters, demineralizer an.d tuo waste

monitoring tanks.

Waste solutions resulting from the decontamination

of refueling equipment are pre-processed in a separate decon-

taminat ion system consisting of decontaminant chemical mixing

tanks, piping to the fuel machines, drain tanks, and filters.

Sludge collected in the tanks will be shipped off-site for dis-

posal and liquids will be processed through the liquid waste sys-

tem.

All waste liquid wi 11 be processed or stored until its

activity permits mixing vwith the discharge of condenser cooling

water to the Conoviingo Pond (50,000 gpEm), without exceeding

tolerance values. A continuous sampling system will monitor

the total activity released.

The applicant has attempted to estimate the total quan-

tity of liquid waste produced. It is conservatively estimated

that one load of laundry will be washed per hour containing 19

microcuries (l0- 4 microcuxies/cc). The biological shield cooling

system is a closed system containing about 1000 gallons of water

in which the activity level maiy be .as high as 10) mibrocuries/cc

(378 microcuries total). Leaksfrom this systeill be coil-
,~~~ ., , a -tH{-j-%

II
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I ected and. processed. Spent fuel pit water is normally uncontam-

2 mated sinice the spent fuel canisters are sealed and tested prior

a3 to storage .in the pit. Nlevertheless, provisions are included

. or processing of the pit water in event of a canister. leat-

. Any lealkage of cooling water from the external. f ission product

6 trapping system vJill be collected and processed. All liquid

7 effluent from the chemical impurity removal system of the helium

8 purification system Will be processed through the liquid waste

9 system.

10 It is the opinion of the Staff that the small amount of

11 liquid wastes do not represent a significant problem and that the

1 proposed liquid whaste handling system is adequate for proper pro-

.js cessing of such wastes.

14 iAll solid radioactive wastes will be shipped off-site

15i for disposal. Typical solid vastes consist of filters, dust coll

16 ected in the primary loop filers, spent resins from the demineral

17 izers and miscellaneous material collected farom maintenance

18 operations and laboratories.

The Staff believes that the applicant has provided a

20 reasonable estimate of the quantities of radioactive wastes

2i and has included adequate plans for safe disposal.

22 IV. FACILITY SAFETY ANALYSIS

23 The applicant has presented anayses of hypothetical

2-r accidents typical of the vaiious accidents that conceivably could

25 occur to the Peach Bottom reactor as a result of operatiio;al

*I' ,'''' ' im''-''''
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:80 1 errors and failure of various components and systems. The

2 various postulated failures include those involving the reactor,

3 the fission product trapping system, fuel handling system and

4 conditions arising external to the plant. In each case it ras

5 demonstrated that either through the inherent safety character-

1j istics of the reactor and its systems, or by following proper

7 corrective action, these accidents would not result in undue pub-

a 1lic hazard. The Staff believes that all mechanisms by which

significant accidents might occur have been considered and is in

is agreement with the conclusions reached. As discussed in the

following analysis, the consequences of the worst accident

72 postulated sould not result in serious exposure to the public.

* 13 An outline of the specific accidents analyzed by the

14 applicant is included below:

A . Incidents Involving the Reactor.

6 1 . Reactivity accidents.

17 a. Excessive removal of control poison

(1) rapid control rod removal during

1operation

20 (2) control rod fallout

21 (3) startup accident

a b. Loss of fission product poisons

s !c. Rearrangement of core components

24 d. Effect of steam in core voids

e. Sudden cooling of reactor-:core.
.M , Ad,., . - . - .. ' - '4 - .'.'-.

- :..'1 * , . .:' .' -. V. .: " '
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1 2. Accidents 'to fission product barriers

2 a. Fuel-element malfunction

b. Effect of moisture on core graphite

4 c. Priirdary system rupture

d, Simultaneous bteam leae aind'pprimary system -

6 rupture

7 e. Simultaneous loss of cooling and primary

B system rupture.

9- B. Incidents Involving the Fission Product Trapping System

10 1. Loss of cooling capability

1X a. Loss of purge flow

12 b. Loss of purification compressors

13 c. Primary system depressurization

14d. Loss of cooling water

e5 .. LOSs of refrigeration

16 2. Rupture of trapping system

17 3. Chang;e in purge flow contents

a. Increase in fission product concentration

19 -1. Increase in water content

20 c. Increase in chemical impurities

sC. Fuel Handling Accidents.

1 l. Ruptured spent fuel canister

23 2. Stuck fuel element in charge machine

24 D. Plant Behavior Due to External Conditions.

1. Loss of outside pov-er -;.:
~~~~~~~~~~~~. .; k.', ;,s... . .--
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1 2. Earthquakes.

2 3. F loods

4. Landslides

4 5. Fire

6. Severe weather

6 The applicant has been able to demonstrate that

7 certain of the above types of accidents should not involve

8 any release of radioactivity, for example, for each of the

5 reactivity accidents indicated above,- For those accidents which

10 might release radioactivity to the containment building, the

ii amount of activity released has been calculated. On the basis

vp of these calculations, the consequences of each of the follor-

;| ing circumstances have been determined: (1) The most severe

y4 accident involving a single failure, (2) the most severe acci-

i5 dent involving two component failures and (3) the worst conceiv-

16 able accident.

7 . The results of these accidents are summarized below:

t1 In computing the environmental consequences of the

to assumed releases, the following assumptions have been made which

20 the staff considers to result in conservative estimates of the

21 consequences:

P2 1. The specified containment leakage of 0.2%/day at

23i 8 psig overpressure is assumed to occur throughout

2. the duration of the release.

2. The, post-incident containment filter system removes
. ' ys' i -- remov;
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50 per cent of the particulate activity in the

2000 cfm flow through the filters.

, 3. 'The atmospheric dilution factor at the site boundary

is 3x0 4- sec/r 3 for inversion conditions and illO0-

sec/m3 -for unstable conditions. '

4. Whole body gamma doses are calculated on the basis

of immersion in a semi-infinite cloud.

5. Direct radiation from fission products inside the

containment biilding is based'on a 50 per cent self-

shielding factor.

The most severe accident involving a single failure

in the reactor system is a'primary system rupture -of sufficient

magnitude to allow back flow of the fuel element purge gas to the

containment. It is calculated that 0.84 megacuries would be re-

leased to the containment including the coolant activity, the
activity released by purge gas back flow through the fuel element
activity in the purge'line and the release resulting from in-

creased activity of the external trap effluent. This accident

results in the following exposures at the site boundary for the

first 24 hours and with inversion conditions: whole body-0.005

rem and thyroid-0.05 rem. The Staff considers this accident

credible, although improbable. However, the consequences to the

public would be insignificant.

The most severe accident involving two component fail-

ures in the reactor system is the rupture of the;doubly contained

fission product purg'e line. -(Although this accideni req ires '.

: - . . ..: z -. l. . . .. *
.. , . . - .
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i failure of tvfo pipes, it is noted that a Single event could

2 cause -the accident) The incident results in a total of 2.26

3 megacurieS of activity released to the containment -The r-

4 sulting exposures at the site boundary for the :first 24l hours.

'and with inversion conditions are: whole body-O.O1 rem' anxd

6 thyroid-6 rem. The StaSf cons.5ders this accident to be the pro-

7 bable inazimum credible accident and concludes that the result

8 would not cause undue hazard to the public, oirice the calcu-

C lated doses are not significant.

oThe most severe accident postulated by the appli-

t cant involves several simultaneous failures: primary system

12 |rupture, loss of circulation and failure of the purge line.

j3 1Icheck valve to function. This accident would result in an

Ii fimmediate release of the activity in 4he primary system and purge

1Isnllne, followed by the release of additional fission products

We ifroin the compacts as the core increases in temperature.

The maximurm activity present in the containment. at

le any time is calculated to be 5.2 megacuries, although activity

l continues to be released. The insaximum value of 5.2 megacuries

o Ioccurs at 16 hours f ollowing the incident. The resulting ex-

pi posures at the site boundary for the first 24 hours and vith

a2 inversion conditions are: whole body-0.4 rem, thyrold-100 rem

ls and bone-20 rem.

2 4 Owing to the multiplicity of failures required, the.

2I j!Staff does not consider this, accident credible. Furtherre, it
:;.
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:85 1 is noted that the calculated exposures are less severe than the

2 ''exposure criteria contained in the Commission's proposed Reactor

. Site Criteria (proposed 10 CFR 100) which are 25 rem to the

4 whole body and 300 rem to the thyroid. Consequently, it is con-

.. .cluded that no credible bac&ident will result in undue hazard to

6 the public.

7 In reviewing the applicant's reactor safety analysis the

6 Staff has found that (1) the scope of the analysis'includes all

9 accidents considered credible, (2) the assumptions on which the

10 releases and consequences are based appear to be sufficient-

1I ly conservative and (3) the vworst postulated.releases do not

12 result in unacceptable exposures at the site boundary.

La tols
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I V. SITE

2 The proposed plant will be located on the westerly

s shore oF Conowingo Pond, in Peach Bottom Township about 3

4 miles north og the Pennsyl vania-Ma ryland State Line., Conowingo

: Pond is formed by t~he Vbac ater of the Conowingo Dan on the

6 Susquehanna River; the dam is located about six miles south

7 I of the Pennsylvania-Maryland border. Tie pond ektends upstream

8 |about 15 Miles to the HoItvtood Dam. It varies in width from

s 0.6 to 1.5 ralles and contains, wnen full, 2 40,000mre feet

to or 80 billion gallons of vwater. The top ten feet (80,000

5 acre feet) is used at pondage to generate power at thb 252 Mw

Conowingo hydroelectric plant,

Is I The site consists of 600 acres owned by the Phila-

i4 delphia ElectricCompany and situated about nine miles upstream

;5 from the Conowingo Dam. The reactor will be located about

i 225 feet from the shoreline. The minimum exclusion distance

17 on the west side of the pond is 3000 feet. The pond to the

28 east is about 7600 feet wide. The terrain immediately surrounds

1 the plant location is moderately vooded and slopes toward the

20 pond. 17ithin a mile steep hills rise to an elevation about 300

21 feet above plant grade level.

22 tThe population distribution in the vicinity of

23 the Peach Bottom site is eummarized as folowes

24
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Pop. Census Date

Within 3000 feet 0 1959

'Within I mile 120 1959

.Within 5 miles 5,700 1959

Within 10 Mniles 25,000 1959

Significant population centers within a 10 mile

radius of the site include the following:

Pop. Dist Direction
Slate Hill 50 1.7 miles SW

Peach Bottom 70 2.3

Delta, Cardiff 15t0 4 SW

At present the river below Peach Bottom is the

sole source of water for the City of Havre de Grace (pop.

80007 distance 18 miles), the Perry Point Veterans Hospital,

and the Bainbridge N~aval Training Station, ,which supplies

the town of Point Deposit. A total of 856 million gallons

of rater were withdrawn .belor. Conowingo Dam in 1958. In

order to supplement its present rater supply, the City of

Baltimore is currently constructing a pipeline that will

intaLe fromi.a point about one quarter of a mile upstream

from the Conowingo Dam. This system is scheduled for comple-

tion in the mid 1960's.

The applicant proposes to maintadin positive control

over all liquid effluents produced during operation 'to- 4sure

that the concenrtion of -radipactiviity at : the point f relea~ e
,~ ~ .. . - .
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to the Conobiingo Pond will not exceed the valuie permitted

by the AEC regulations. However, in the unlikely event of

-an accident involving a radioactivity release to the pond,,.

it would be useful to know the probable disposition of the

material in the pond. The applicant is performing studies

to facilitate predictions of the concentration of materials

which might be accidentally released to the pond under various

conditiQns of river flowi and hydroelectric plant operation.

In the general area of Peach Bottom the prevailing

winds are from the northwest in the winter months and south-

west in the summer months. The most frequent wind direction

for the region. 4s west, occurring about 17% of the time; the

least.frequent is southeast, occurring about 8%. Calms occur

about 7% of the time, primarily during the night and early

morning hours. In the immediate area of the site the river

valley produces a significant channeling influence on the

local winds at low elevation. Throughout the year down-

channel winds occur about 47% of the time and up-channel

winds about 43% of the time. Winds at an appreciable angle

to the channel are found to occur only about 7% of the time.

The application includes a preliminary evaluation

of the dilution characteristics of the atmosphere in the

area of the site. In addition, a program has lieen initiated

to Leftsure these characteristics at the site zad to re3at :

thiera'nith the meteorological conditions of the ner 16gion.
_... .. : 7 . .
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l The applicant 9 s evaluation of the implications of the

2 meteorological characteristics relative to the consequences

3 of a radioactive release to the atmosphere are considered

4 reasonable by the Staff.

-- -. In evaluating the"acceptability of the Peach Bottom

6 site the Staff has considered the following aspects: the

7 characteristics of theproposed reactor including the design,

a safeguards features, containment capability and nature of

9 waste products generated; the meteorological, hydrological

to and geological characteristics of the site; the present and

It future population distribution in the surrounding area; and

12 the quantity and nature of raxdioactive releases likely to

US result from any credible accidents. In addition, the Staff

14 has evaluated the site on the basis of the CommissionPs

15 proposed Reactor Site Criteria, (proposed 10 CFR 100) as

16 published in the Federal Register on February 11, 1961.

17 With respect to the proposed AEC Reactor Site

1 Criteria, site acceptability is based on distances derived

sfor the exclusion area boundary, low populat ion zone boundary

20 and nearest population center such that no person would be

2 expected to receive a radiation exposure in excess of 25 rem

Z to thewhole body or 300 rem to the thyroid due to the maxim-am

23 credible accident. Based on the accident model in the

24 proposed AEC Reactor Site Criteria,the Staff has calculated

25 an exclusion zone distance of 0.2 mile, alow zonepopiti io :

.~~~~ . . . . . . , ........
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distance of 3.8 miles, and a population center distance of

5.-1 miles for the Peach Bottom site. The nearest site boundary

at Peach Bottom is. 0d6 miles and the area low population

density extends beyond 10 miles, wich compares favorably

with the proposed Bite criteria.

No postulated accident would result in a direct

release of radioactivity to the Conowingo Pond. However,* if

an accident involving the release of airborne material should

occur during a per iod of precipitation, activity would ha

deposited in the water by rainout action. The resulting

concentration of activity in the water would depend on the

quantity deposited, which is a function of the intensity and

duration of rainfall and the wind conditions: and on the

dispersion of radioactivity in the pond. The Staff has con-

servatively estimated that a continuous hard rainfall of at

least 4 to 6 hour diration would have to occur simultaneously

with the postulated worst conceivable accident (described in

the previous section) before the concentration of radioactivity

in thepondwould approach values permitted by Part 20 of the

AEC Regulations for public consumption. The Staff is of the

opinion that even if the postulated accident did occur there

is small likelihood that usage of the pond as a source of

domestic water supply sould need to be restricted, even

temporarily. Hoeve, the appiicRit has indidat h the

vater downstream :of -the'eac~ti'6 ill :be il
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in order thAt appropriate action can be taken, if required,

2 torestrict consumption of the water.

In-:reviewing the proposed Peach Bottom site the

4 Staff hias observed the following: the adequacy of the exclu-

sion zone; the :lovpopulatzin concentration in the surrounding

6 area; the lack of any population centers in the area; the

7 radiation exposure at the site boundary as a consequence of the

B worst accident is not unacceptable; and although excessive

S contamination of the pond water is not expected, if It occurs

10 measures can be taken to minimize exposure from this source.

ii Consequently, it is concluded that the proposed, site is accept-

12 able for a reactor of this general type.

VI, TECHNICAL QUALIFICATIONS

14Philadelphia Electric Company has applied for a

5 construction permit and class 104(b) license for the Peach

io Bottom Atomic Power Station. The facility will be designed

17 and constructed for the applicant by Bechtel Corporation under

to contract to Philadelphia Electric and High Temperature Reactor

;3 Devplopiaent Associates# Inez 'this latter group is a nonprofit

20 corporation financed by 53 utility companies interested in

21 acquiring technical information, experience and training in the

2z design, construction and operation of the plant. The nuclear

2.3 steam system will be designed and manufactured by General

24 Atomic Division of General Dynamic Corporation.under a sub-

25 contract with Bechtel Corp In ndditions General A mc is
5 wit -:: .. . ' el - !'--II - - ; :
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perfoiming the supporting research and development prog-am

under contract with the Atomic Energy COImmiTSinO. The facility

will be.ope"~rated by. Philadelphia., Electric. Co.

-Philadelphia Electric Company is a public utility

engaged in supplying electric and gas services. The Company

and its subsidiaries presently own and operate eight steam-

electric plants and one hydroelectric station with total

generating capacity of over 3000 megawatts. Since l952

Philadelphia Electric personnel have participated in other

reactor projects for purposes of training and experience in

reactor design, construction and operation. The Company

presently has about 9100 employees, of whom about 260 are

professional engineers engaged in power plant design and

-engineeringO

Bechtel Corporation has been engaged in construction

activities since 1898 and in nuclear activities since 1949.

The Corporation has constructed over 40 conventional power

plants ranging in size from 16 *to 625 megawatts. In

addition, Bechtel has participated in the following significant

nuclear power facilities: Dresden Nuclear Power Station -

conventional engineering, Vallecitos ..Boiling Waterl Reactor -

engineering and construction, General Electric Test Reactor -

preliminary design, SH-IA, Fort Greely, Alaska - nuclear system

design and containment requirements HPG&E HumboIdt -Bay Poor

Plant - prime contractoHauclear Power faciity -

I.'.,'." .. .: . - OV er..... ...-F . li
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architett-engineer, and :Bi, Rock Point Nhuclear Plant - prime

contractor and engineer-constructor.

General Atomic is located in San Diego, Califlornia,

including laboratories-, accelerato'r, critical assemblies, t0o

research reaftors- &d engineering facilities. General Atomic

has manufactured and sold about 20 Triga research reactors.

Its staff numbers about 1200 including 750 scientists and

engineers. Efforts relating to the design of the Peach Bottom.

include materials studies involving physical and mechanical

properties at high temperatures, corrosion effects and

radiation effects. General Atomic has devoted a considerable

effort to the development of graphite for application in the

Peach Bottom reactor.

The AEC Staff considers Philadelphia Electric and

its principal .contractors 3 Bechtel and GeneralAtomic, well

qualified to designtconstruct and operate the Peach Bottom

Atomic Power Station.

VIIe REPORTS OF THE ADVISORY COMMITTEE, ON PEACTOR
EFEGUARDS

The Commissiongs Advisory Committee on Reactor

Safeguards (ACAS) has reviewed the safeguards aspects of the

Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station on three separate occasions.

Following each review the Committce prepared a formalreport

to the Chairman of the Co6mmission.

The ACRS reviewed ;-the Peach Bottbm site at its ateti ng
X r~~~ * ;. -;
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of 'March 1960. By letter dated March 14,1960, the following

2 -conclusions were reported-

3 'The Advisory Committee on Reactor :Safeguards

,4 believes that the Peach Bottom site provides a generally

5 acceptable degree of isolation when considered in relation

e to the proposed high integrity containment, and concludes

7 the site is suitable for .-a reactor of the general design

8 . and power level proposed."

9 The Committee first reviewed the proposed reactor

design in December 1960. This review was based on the initial

11 technical information included in the application for

1 Iconstruction permit dated July 25, 1960. In its report dated

13 December 10, 1960, the Committee concluded:

14 "The Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards is not

15 now prepared to got.yond its original conclusion reached

to | in our letter to you under date of EIarch 14, 1960.. that

the Peach Bottom site is suitable. for a reactor of this

general, design and power level.."

19 Further review of the reactor design vwas conducted by

20 the ACRS at its October 1961' meeting. This review ewas based

21 on the technical information contained in Amendments 2 and 3

2 to the application, which constituted a complete revision

23 of the preliranary hazar&- summary report. By report dated

24 November 1, 1961, the ACRS concluded: . .

2'Since the continuing research` program' gies
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reasonable assurancet1at all health and safety problems

can be satisfactorily resolved, the ACRS believes that

the proposed reactor can be constructed at the Peach

Bottom site with reasonable assurance that it-can be
: : ~~~~~~~~~~'. I. ............ ... e. -:; ,l . 2n -sa t .................

operated without undue :ris co the -health and s.fetyd of

the public."

VIU. ISU RY AND CONCLUSIONS

The Philadelphia Electric Company has applied for

a construction permit for an advanced type gas-cooledpovwer

reactor of 115 megawatts (thermal) capacityto be located in

Peach Bottom Township on the westerly shore of Conowingo

reservoir. The proposed reactor includes certain features

not previously incorporated in power reactors. A supporting

research and development program of substantial magnitude is

in progress to furnish basic information for the proposed

design. Principal contractors include Bechtel Corporation,.

prime contractor, and General Atomic, subcontractor for the

nuclear .steam system.

The Staff of the AEC Division of Licensing and

R.egulation has reviewed all technical information submitted

by the applicant. As indicated in the previous Staff Hazards

Analysis, it is concluded that sufficient information is avail-

able, relative to each-aspect. of the facility,, to provide

reasonable assurance tht- the Peach Bottom reactor will not

cause undue hazard to the health and safety of, the public :

1iII
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Specifically the Staff notes that the proposed site

possesses generally good characteriistics, although care must

.be exercised to protect the reservoir water from contamination,

the conceptual reactor design including the advanced features

can be developed to function as described; the reactor design

incorporates adequate provisions to cope with possible emergenel

situations including inherent safety characteristics; the

supporting research and development program is adequate to

provide the necessary technical information concerning the

design; the proposed containment building will provide an

adequate ultinate barrier against an accidental release of

radi-c tivity; acceptable plans have been submitted for the

collection, handling and disposal of any radioactive effluents;.

no credible accident is expected to cause undue hazard to

the surrounding environment; the applicant and the applicants

principal contractors are considered well qualified to

construct and operate the proposed facility;and the Comn-

mission1 s Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards has

concluded that the site and design for the proposed facility

are acceptable.

Based on the foregoing analysis and findings, the

Staff has concluded that a reactor of the general type

proposed can be constructed and operated at the Peach Bottom

site without creating undue risk to the health .and safety of

the public.
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MRt. EHGELIARDT: The staff has no further questions

to aek of Dr. Biles.

EXAMINE -BOND: -Is there cross-examination?

MR.0 BRADLY: No cross, you"r onor, .

EXABINE:Pl BOND: On behalf of the Commonwealth of

Pennsylvania?

MR. GROSS: No questions.

EXTMINER BOND: Dr. Biles, you occupy the position

here ca discernibly and possibly the last witness In this

proceeding.

You may or may not have been present when I extended

to some other witnesses an opportunity and invitation which

I now extend to you, and that Is to Emke any additional comment

or cbservations upon the matters involved in this proceeding

which you may feel might be appropriate or helpful and which

coments ray have been stimulated or inspired by reason of

your having had access to the proposed testimony of the other

witnesses in this proceeding since you prepared this statement

that has now become your testimony and also in view of your

having had an opportunity to Hear the' statemenB xm.de by

witnesses upon such other matters as they have been asked about

on today..

The floor is yours.

TEE IWITEESS: losirj, I have no further comment.

* EX!IME;R BOND: Then shll as if you. areapprized

- -. . - . '.: :, .
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. of thb f i.d- 'iedt of which

e a 2 I undet toi tier in t aring?

1THE- WITBEIH YaI presentessr,;a

-4 . -EX&IINER BOD:S Do you underst2dd what is desired

--- -there and.do you wish now to cogment on that or do yoivish

6 to have more specific questions addressed to you?

7TE WITIlESS: I believe I would prefer to answer

8 specific questions.

EXAMN3MR BOND: Without obligating myself to be

10 as specific as you might like, I will tryto get illumination

in the areas of curiosity that I have.

At various points in your testimony, you have

13 indicated that experiments are being conducted, that data

74 upon certain matters are being accumulated and more experiments

15 and data will arise in the future.

16 With that general delineation of the area I would

17 ask you if, upon any phase or facet or point Concerning this

proposed facility, you have reservations about the point which

is you feel would require additional data In order to substa.ntiate

20 your general and ultimate conclusion and opinion about the

a3 safety of this proposed facility?

22 Does that question appear clear?

a3 THE1 (TNESS: Yes, sir.

24 We have evaluated all of the informaticafrom the

25 R and D program as presented in the hazard report and I wwau3.d
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- j say thtt the informtion presented resolves all of the problems

- 2 whch e previously raised vwith respact to the design of this

;-; s |-reactor a0 d th0 e pr Mie s hich evolvedfrom our review of

- '` the amended hazards report which -was submitied in August .of

5 961.
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I mik~it point out that there are possibly six to

eight areas where further research and development effort -is

to be performed by Geuav-1 Atomic but in no case is this

effort vital to the safety of this reactor,

Several of these areas are quite important to the

eventual design of .the reactor3 particularly the prototype

loop. in the G(eneral Electric Test Eeactor and the hali-scale

flow model. at La -Jolla.

nowever we are satisfied that the inforiation that

has been. presented to date in light of the conservatism of

the design is adequate to assure us that the plant: can be

designed as the applicantas indicated.

!MA1I-Ef DOTID: 7hank you#

Before proceeding further, I might refer fback to and

Invite attention to the statement that wvas made not grom here

but by a witness that there ifiiht be sorue conflicts or

appsront conflicts between some of the statements in your

testimony and some of the stater-ants mada in the testimony of

tiat witness and that matter viaZ then deferred to aiait a state-

oent - ' . . .
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24 JI would assume now that sufficient timue and periods

2 of recess have papsed 0o that there could have been some

3 conference on that matter

4 ~Mr. Bradley?

5. BDlE: If 'your Honor please, I donot' feel

there is any conflict between the testimony of Er. Houtz

7 and Dr. Biles.

8 VZhat It co-es down to is that Dr. Biles appears

9 to be well sali-is.2ied as to the Information whichbas been

° submitted in the preliminary hazards summary report.

Our wltnesses also, dcourse, are satisfied with

12 that information and are quite willing to rest their case,

the judgment on the saf ety of th-is reactor, upon the inf orma-

M, tion wnich has been submitted as of last, I belie t vas,

is last August.

While it may be true that there may be some addition-

r, al infernation which has been gathered by.General Atomic on

- asthe research and development program, nevertheless I feel there

19 has to be a cut-ofdate on the preparation of this5.

I can testify, myself, to the laborious effort going

Into the preparation of these amendments.

22 The hearing uz5s set up on thebasis of the application

2$ as it now lies with the Commission. I think there has to be

211 5some point vihere the flow of information must cease before you

275 come in'a ihealring. Othervioe you are s rt 'f chasinl yoursoif
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around in circles and it is a never-ending process0

We are vu te willing, as I bay,. our witnesses, are

quite willing, torest their Judgment, as they have, on the

4| applicAtion teria1 iwhich has S as,

5 understand,' Dr. Biles

EXA4IZNER BOND: I m4eght com~ment on that statement

7 to make it clear that when this matter arose and vihen it was

S discussed, I had thought I rade it clear, that it ra5s not

9 anticipated that there should be a furtki flow and exchange

10 of jxformation or any delay or postponement of the proceeding

11 at all.

I had intended vo say, if I did not say, that .the,

13 objective would be to have before the completion of. this

1i haaring on today or -tomorrow, any needed reconciliation or

15 supplementation of the views of the witnesso B so as to afford

16 us the inost usefel, most currently informed record of informa-

17 tion.

16 The applicant assumes a position within its right,

19 resting its,.case without further comments upon that matter,

20 and I make that statement without embracing or challenging

21 either the characterizations of the testimony of this witness

22 or of other witnesses who have gone before him.

23 Dr. Biles, at page 14, in the third or second full

24 paragraph, you refer to ,one testtas a pogram -that. is

25
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I Is this an instance of a further testing program

the outcome of 1h7ich is not likely to have substantial

effect upon your.p inion about this reeactor proposal?

4TE WITNESS: Yes.. sir In this casb;, the basic :

5 design infornat ion which h been spplied :nthe

6 report appears to be quite adequate to us.

, The applicant has indicated in the hazards report

8 that they intend to continue this program for the purpose of

9 obtaining additional or more refined data.

10 I gould say that unless the additional data deviates

ii considerably from that which has been recorded, we woul have

12 no further problem in this particular phase of the research

m j and development program.

14 EKAHiINER B1OND: Would in general the same anover: be

Is applicable to the last statement in the ending paragraph at

16 the top of page 16?

17 THE WITHESS: Will you please identify that state-

1B iment again?

19 EXA.IHER BORD: At the top of page 16.

20 THE WITNESS: Yes, cir, the same statement would

21 apply here.

22 EXAMLINER BOND: Would it.,apply also to the second

23 full paragraph in which you discuss the control rods?

24 THE WITi1TESS: Yes, s'r.

25 I might ipoinit oPut with respect to prtt testing
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of the rod mechanism, that thet applicant has considerable

2 latiltulde GVe the design sparcifics -of. these article So,

consequently, I would not expact that these testing programs

4 would develop anything that dld be a severe safety 'uestion..

5 If one would arise during the testing program ve feel confident

$ that there are conventional design techniques which could

7 resolve such a problem.

0 EY1:ANMThrR BOiJfi: Are you aware of any other -machinery

9 i n vihich thermall1y-re~leased mechanisms at the contemplated

temperature as here have been utilized?

THlE WITITESS: Yes, sir, there are thermally-released

12 |devtices in reactors. However, i believe this is the first

I) s that I have heard of that it is a pure thermally released

d | evice.

h ost of the others involve some oort of fieutron

16 I hea~ting of the device for purposes of melting the fuse link.

17 But this type of device is certainly not new to us.

EYAMIT1ER BOND: At ,wage 18, in the paragraph immediate

9 ly preceding Part D, do I correcitly understand the purport

20 of the last statement there to be that the mlatters thers

21 under discussion will be mnatters which will be presented and

P. reviewed in greater detail at a subsequwnt time and not necessi.

23 ly in connection with the application pending at this construc-

tion priit scage?

*7lf -E7TlES:. InH geeral, Hyos, sir.'. TMhe M eectori
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2 nstrumentatmon system is generally not designed to any

extetnrt at the t ime that the construction pery-ait is, granted.

3 So consequently this type of inamtion is generally supplied

4 to the Cormission during the.f nal review or :in-the. finalhazards report. -
5 This -: ,a customary procedure.

6 owevevr, we have examinind the general plans aud
7 concepts for the instrumentation system. and see nothing in

a thqve plans and concepts that would caumus to believe t-hat

S such a system cannot be incorporated.in this zeactor.

to EY&NEI1T9BOMiD: The ultimate intent of your testimony,

1 P Dr, Biles, i assume is to explain why it is that you on behalf
12 of the AEC iRegulatory Staff reached the conclusion stated

is in the last paragraph on page 46. Is that correct?

THE WITNESS: Yes, sir.

S EXMsNEMl BOND: Do T correctly understand your

16 position to be that in your opinion no sbecial conditions need
17 be attached at this timze relating to the design features

;o under consideration here?

i9 TE W WITNESS: We know of no special conditions which

20 need to be attached to this construction permit.

21 EX&EINE1 BOND Thauk you.

22 I have no other questions of this witness,

23 Are there others?

24 JMI. ENGEILRDT: The staff would like to Lake a

2 comment on the last statement presented by Dr. Blues,

I .-
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instrumentation systeam is generally not designed to any

eitent at the tie 'that the construction permit is granted.

-So consequently 'his type of nformation is generally supplied

.t6o-the Commisison during the.final revievw or in- the final
hazards report.

This a customary priocedure,

Eowever, we have examined the general plans and

concepts for the instrumentation system. and see nothing in

thre p;lans and concepts that ltoult] causus to believe that

such a system cannot be incorporated in this reac.or..

EMURIEUBON13: The ultimite intent of your testimony,

Dr. Biles, I assume is to explain why it is that you on behalf

of the AEC Regulatory Staff reached the conclusion stated

in the last paragraph on page 46. Is that correct?

THE WITNESS: Yes, sir.

EXAMINER BOND: Do I correctly understand your

position to be that in your opinion no special conditions need

be attached at this time relating to the design features

under consideration here?

THE VjITI}TESS: We Irnow of no special conditions which

need to be attached to this construction permit.

EXAINIM BOND: Thank you.

I have no other questions oi this witness.

Are there others?

- .R. ENGEIARDT: The staff would like to izake a

c oment 0on the last sement ellcltd byDr'Bilesr -A3.0j0
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I believe, as I have indicated in my opening

s±atdent this morning that the conditions which the staff
is. most lit6ly to proposo with respeqt to this construction
prmit is essent * a reporting reirementwhich would
require the permittee to provide to the Commission information
relating to the progress that the Philadelphia Electric Coom-
pany and its contractors are m2aking with respect to the
research and development programs, to the design programs,
and to the general status of its construction.

I think in this regard the staff will propose a
license which will contain this type of qualification, if you
wish to consider a reporting requirement as a qualification.

|EMXIM BOND: Your statement is quite in order
and is not inconsistent with vwhat I intended to ask and what
I beliew Dr. Biles answered.

I believe we were thinking intarms of the technical
design characteristics; you are thinking and speaking in terms

3 of conditions relating to construction progress reports and
that sort of thing.

Is there other courment?

If there are no otherquestions of this witness, you
are excused as a witness, Dr. Diles.

R

-I

(Witness ec~cused.)

EXAINE.E BOND: Is -there anythlng ,:further~-?

I~flEKGE LHRDWT:.,,- I"e;'t~fIa opetedispeett~
I

11
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EXAMINER BOND: Thank you.

2 Is there any presentation on behalf of the Common-

3 wealth of Pennsylvanlia?

4 MR0 GROSS: There is no testimony. There is a

5 -comment or two I would like to make before the hearing ±6

8 concluded.

7 EAUINER BOND: An opportunity will be afforded

8 for you to comment before the hearing is concluded.

S Before we reach that I will aos1k, is thore any

r0 rebuttal evidence on behalf of the applicant?

11 MR. BRADLEY: No, sir.

12 EXAMIINER BOND: There appears to be none. I,

i3 therefore, believe the presentation of evidence is now

14 complete. Is that correct?

1 MR. BRADLEY: Yes, sir.

16 t 5MR. ENGEIARDT: That is correct.

17 MlR. BRADLEY: With respect to Mr. Engelhardtus

Is suggested proposal about reporting requirements, I don't

t3ant my silence to indicate acquiescence in that. I have

20 heard the proposal for the first time. today and to that

21 extent I am not familiar with it.

22 EXANIER. BOND: Your silence, even though it had

23 been preserved, would not have been construed as xacquiescence.

24 We shall shortly consider procedural;problems. to be

2 resolved, schediles and steps to be taken ian &onjunc onth

t _. - C ||-'i'
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the completion of this hearing to. and beyond the process of

2 decision.

Before we "do that, at least ctwo delay interludes

-- occur; one, which ....is the second ones viwill ave a short

recess, but before thatand the first is a constraint I feel

to offer some unrequested and unrehearsed comments on the

7 hearing process as;it applies to cases such aa theme at

hand

I offer these comments at least In part because I

10 believe they may-be helpful to counsel for the participants

in their thinking about the pleading obligati owshich they.

have yet before them.

It is not a primary purpose of the hearing in this

proceeding to afford to this Presiding Officer an opportunity

15 to express his judgment or opinion as a second guess upon

technical matters relating to the proposed facility here,

It is well known that this Presiding Officer is not a nuclear

18 physicist, an engineer, a specialist in any of the score or

more of scientific disciplines that are called upon to design,

20 construct, and operate a nuclear power reactor.

i It is my view that the law does not contemplate21

that such technical skills should be'requisite.for the

conduct of the type of proceeding which this is. This is a

hearing, a legal proceeding, in which the C:ogress, by gaw,

25 has required the P'ticia . to engage it affods to the
2 , Sb an
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applicant an opportunity and imposes upon the applicant an

obligation to present by legal admissible evidence a showing

that it has the requisite qualifications as specified itthe

law to do consistently ith the law and the requirements imposed

by the law the acts which it propoYes to do.` Thit, I e siz,

is not a technical forum or seminar. Instead it is a legal

proceeding where the applicant can wake that .vshoWing by Legal

evidence of his competence. Likewise the AEC regulatory staff

has the opportunity and obligation here to test in tkis. public

proceeding the sufficiency of the evidence that is presented

and to offer evidence on its own behalf with reference to the

issues. The public has an interest and to a degree not measure-

able the ..C'-=ztssion or Staff Counsel, as a representative

of the public has an interest and has an opportunity .in this

public proceeding to oee whether the applicant has met the

burden which the law requires.

Likewise, in these proceedings, by-specific interven-

tion as it has occurred here, interested persons may become

parties and participate in the proceeding concerning the issues

which are of concern to such intervening persons.

The gist of those somewhat negative comments is

to emphasize again that this is not a technical reviewing

forum. This is a forum in which the legal sufficiency of the

evidence and the proof is examined to see-if it has been shown

that the reactor here proposed can be constructed consistently
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with tie requirements of public. safety, health, and national

security and those other standards which vie are constrained
itu old.

by-law to uphold.

The relationship between that voluntary comment

and the chore of counsel may be obvious to them

I would just suggest that in this proceeding the

initial decision which must be rendered will be a decision

.based-upon the evidence and matters of record. It will include

findings of all basic essential Mterial and significant facts

upon those matters whichare at issue in thisxroceeding.

That basic finding will not be, although it may

sound as such, a technical re-evaluation or a second guess

of conclusions, opinions and facts that have been adduced on

the record. Instead, the effort there will be to derive

an analysis from the legal viewpoint so as to determine

ultimately whether there is sufficient probative substantial

evidence here to justify the ultimate. conclusion or conclusions

that will be reached..

Those comments, as I have said earlier, unrequested

* and unrebeased.are offered. If they are either provocative

or inspirational, I will extend to any participating party

or any person present an opportunity to comment thereon before

or immediately after a-short recess which soon will be declared.

Is there comment. before the recess?

!AfR. ENGE : o comment.;

I
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EX&AIMUER BOND: There appears to be none.

| During the proposed recess, it might-be deemed

S helpful to engage in informal discussions with all counsel

, and the Ptreziling Officer participating of the Piocedural.

1 steps. that lie ahead 'so that the record 'Will not be needless-

6 ly oncum1bered with details 'h-at may. enter :Into those discus-

sions.,

There appears to be no further comment.

Ile will be in recess.

(Short recess.)

ilBI 1 B0ON: We vill return to the record.

I will first state gor the record that discussion

1 of procedural r'ntters have befen eng-aged in informally by all

Ij r1 participants but publicly and certain agreriants with referenct

U5 !to pleadings have been derived. Those agreements will be

1 h summarized and stated on the record soon.

7Before proceeding to that, i 7ould ask Mr. Gross to

proceed to offer.for.the reCord such comments as he may wish

to make.

M.R. GROSS: Trlhank you, Er. Examiner.

I would just like totate that the Commonwealth

.2. appPrecates ths'opportunitY to take part inthese prOceedings

o This is a 1first for the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania,

WTe do have some machinery of our own in Pennsylvania

2 C for assurirng -ourselves that health and Taty 1atters will be
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taklen ca-e of and 1 believe the other part ies to this -proceed-

-ing recognize--the -fact -that -e'-:do-not intend- by appear-ing

3 here to eliminate those proceedings that we have.

N- 4 . evertheless, we do think that the Commonwealth has

S sufficient interest to appear here .and we arehappy to have the

opportunity to take part.

7 iWe expect, during therest of the proceedings in

8 this case to offer pewhaps some recomendations and so on,

A as the case may be.

10 At th is time, I would just like to state that the

11 AEBC staff has indicated to us that they are suggesting some

* sort of conditions in the construction permit that will be

1S I issued or that might be issused as a result of this hearing.

14 ! We feel that any construction permit that is issued

1' I should contain definite reporting requirements and especially

.I with respect to the gaseous aed liquid waste disposal systems.

17 That is the only comment I have at this time, sir.

n EXAMIINER BOND: Thank you. Your participation in this

proceeding on behalf of the Commonvealth of Pennsylvania

20 is a right accorded by statute and expressly recognized in

21 the order heretofore issued.

I woild say to you that all f lings in this; poceedIn

are required -by the Cossion~s Rulesto, '-servedupofla ~.7

you, the Cornmonvealt- of TPe-nsylvania ..a ;'party Y uwill

.etop- that -e*ce-rth are ta.ren in this
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proceeding0  .; -

L4I~e.ise, you are amre of your - to
- - se - f''uroPpportunilty t

participate furtther i.n the proceeding by the filing of such

pleadings as you mAy deem. desirable to be filed consistently

iwith the prycedmres which-we discussed.-inforally.off tha-

record, and which procedures will be outlined on the record.

Are there other commaents or questions?

There appear to be'nome.

I shall ask that counsel give heed to thisstatement

of the procedural schedules agreed upon and upon the conclusion

of that statement I shall ask for concurrences or suggested

modifications from counsel.

It vras agreed that the proposed corrections to the

transcript ofthe hearing may be submitted on or before Jlanuary

4th, 1962, on behalf of any party.

Gecondly;, it was agreed that proposed findings and

conclusions and related briefs, if desired, on behalf of the

applicant sluall be filed on or before January 31, 1962.

Third, it nuas agreed that xwithin seven days after

receipt of the applicant~s proposed findings and conclusions,

the AEC Regulatory Staff may file proposed findirs and conclu-

s>ons and such briefs as it deems desirablel . -

I believe onsientlyt- w ith the eie -statement

it should be said-thatthe AEC lega tory Stff .lSo til

FinallyD 'it us agreed th t hin ve caledar days'
. .w. ... s.v.n
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after the filing and receipt of t iECz regulate ft

proposed-nl Ran n.hflhcIM10nS2n party to

tay, but no party is required to, fIle 4 reply ple dings. And

upon the expiration of the total of the tima perods thus

stated, the pleading record will be deemed to be closed

und the entire matter will be aevailable for decisional

consideration.

tS there comment upon or quest ion about or concurrence

in the summary statement I have just1 madeThat ithree-pronged

1uestion is directed first t Applicant£s Counsel.

MR. BRADLEY: I concur.

EXALHINER BOND: Thank you.

On behalf of the AEC Regulatory Staff?

MR. E!TGELHARDT: The staff concurs,

.E&ULI-iER BOND: On behalf og the Comonwealth of

Pennsylvania?

M.L R. GROSS: I concur.

EXAHE l1 BONDD: The agrcjarents so stated, having

j the expressed concurrence of counsel, are approved and vra will

ba governed thereby.

Are there any other mnatters £appropriate for comment

|tor di&sda zion t'hS?.; ................ -at-:h g in, ;:

| :-RSO ENGB!A DT . - e have none..

hjA 'BRADIA : - c . . ;

¢. .GROSS: .o, -Sir. . . .
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E&AlINER BID-: The:hetaing a evidend and the:.:

deterrination of procedural iA-attdrEs have now been conclbded.

The evidentiary record'is now declared to be closed.

The decisional record, including the pleadinge;,

"will be de-emied to be closed--upon the expiration of the time

period above indicated0

The hearing proceeding now- is adjourned.

(Whereupon, at 5:15 pam., Monday, December 18'.1961,

the hearing vsa adjourned.)
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